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Glossary of Terms 
 

Nomenclature in the study area of this thesis is often abused and confused, in 

practice and academia.  Borrowing from George S Yip (2001); Jeffrey Yip, Ernst and 

Campbell (2009) and Christopher Bartlett (1992); Christopher A Bartlett and Ghoshal 

(2002), some definitions regarding organisations are helpful (see table 1): 

 

Table 1: Definitions used by and relevant to this thesis.  Source: Author 2015  

 

  

Global One that does business in all 4 hemispheres, with the 
structural and strategic ‘capability to go anywhere, deploy any 
assets and access any resources, and it maximises profits on a 
global basis’ 

Worldwide  Denotes presence (production and sales) in multiple diverse 
countries 

International Refers to anything connected with operating outside the 
domestic market, (usually transferring home-country expertise to 
many operations in many markets) 

Transnational Describes more flexible, adaptive and responsive country-level 
operations that are still linked and coordinated for economic 
efficiency and competitive effectiveness 

Multinational Refers to a particular type of large organisation 
Multilocal Describes operations in many markets that are linked but 

manage competitive responses on a market-by-market basis 
Regional Depicts a smaller ‘patch’ or collection of countries, e.g. 

ASEAN, Europe, etc. 
Client Used to denote an organisation engaged in marketing and 

using the services of an advertising agency 
Account Refers to the marketing communications business typically for 

one brand contractually carried out by an agency on behalf of its 
client.  A complicated phenomenon where an account may be split 
across several agencies and/or where a client has several brands 
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Abstract 
 
International marketers expend some $800 billions+ annually through 

relationships with international advertising agencies at both head-office and local 
market levels.  This thesis focuses qualitatively on these symbiotic four-way 
relationships between inter-connected clients and agencies and their elite team-
leaders as actors.  While much advertising research examines outputs – 
advertisements and their effects – this study concerns inputs, being those people 
who generate advertising.  Most organisational and institutional research theorises 
large institutions and organisations, monadically or in dyads isolated from other 
relationships.  We know less about institutional relationships at individual actor-level, 
about their symbiotic intertwining and the complexity of tensions, conflict and 
identities faced by such inter-related executives.  

 
This study’s contributions emerge from the research objective of theorising how 

individual, interlinked elite actors in the context of advertising balance and make 
compatible the demands of symbiotic interpersonal and inter-organisational 
relationships.  Interviews with 44 executive across six countries lead to the 
identification and theorisation of ‘The Quad’ as a four-actor cross-border, cross-
company operational and institutional construct, ubiquitous at the personal, 
organisational and institutional levels of analysis.  Institutional Work theory (IW) 
illuminates this intricate, enduring construct that is central to prosecution of 
international advertising.  I expose the work of Quad actors within their 
organisational context and theorise how their efforts may strengthen, differ from, 
maintain or work against organisational goals and needs, thereby creating an 
explanatory framework.   

 

In summary, key outputs are: The Quad is described as a new micro-institutional 
construct, redefining cross-cultural, inter and intra-firm relationships; aspects of 
constructive, maintaining and detrimental IW are evidenced in this micro-institution, 
in commercial/creative business situations (for the first time).  The explanatory ‘post-
dyadic’ framework provides for further theoretical testing.  Findings have practical 
relevance beyond multinational advertisers and agencies, to other international 
professional service sectors and their people, without whom such businesses would 
not, and could not, function.   
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“What is more important in our business than bringing together  

into creative harmony the wide range of talents,  

temperaments and skills that we have to deal with?” 

(Harper, 1984) 
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Executive Summary 
 

There is scant research examining the work of actors in symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships deployed between firms and markets in multinational advertising 

business, despite this relationship construct being common across advertising and 

other industries.  This thesis originated in seeking understanding of the complexity of 

these relationship constructs with the simple, unfocused question “What’s going on?” 

from a constructivist and inductive perspective.   

 

Using the lens of Institutional Work (IW) (as explained in 1.2, and more fully in 

Chapter 2 below) I add to its literatures by newly identifying four-way interpersonal 

relationships at the most senior levels of business – that are the building blocks of 

international work and the lived experience of actors ‘in the ad business’ – identifying 

and theorising them as institutional constructs in their own right.  I address the 

complex dynamics and tensions that exist within these symbiotic relationships, and 

in doing so confront the problems of more usually studied isolated dyadic 

relationships.  I explore the interpersonal within the inter-organisational context, 

adding to institutional understanding at this human level versus the more often 

studied inter-firm research.  Furthermore, I extend knowledge beyond the widely 

researched dyad in relationships to the more complex, symbiotic four-way 

relationships that span both country and company borders.  All are important 

considerations: the identified four-way construct underpins many international 

business operations; people are the building blocks of every social construction; 

people and their institutions rarely if ever only have dyadic relationships – yet these 

complex structures remain under-researched. 

 

Aside from seeking to advance literature in the field of IW, the practical ambition 

or impact of this work may be expressed as theorising the complexity of 

quadrangular relationships in advertising that may facilitate the praxis of cross-

border business.   
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It is the context of advertising work that gives the present study its vibrancy.  

Were business sectors to be evaluated on a scale of cultural sensitivity, perhaps 

cross-tabulating adaptation against cultural differences, advertising as an industry 

may excel.  If cultural sensitivity is taken to mean not only being aware of cultural 

differences on values, beliefs and behaviours but also acting on their effect (Stafford 

et al., 1997), then advertising and the people employed therein could almost be 

created to thrive in this space.   As a creative industry noted for employing a high 

proportion of intelligent, egotistical and ambitious people (Cracknell, 2012), it offers 

the informed researcher a wide array of stories, of successes and failures, power-

plays, individual and ‘agency’ narratives, all of which serve to mirror organisations at 

large.  As such the advertising sector provides an ideal context for studying the 

complexity of inter- and intra-organisational cross-border relationships. 

 

This thesis therefore explores the inter- and intra-organisational coexistence of 

individual elite actors in symbiotic interpersonal relationships in connected 

workplaces.  It identifies and theorises ‘the Quad’ as an implicit institutional structure 

embedded in institutional work and a unit of analysis.  It analyses, through the lens of 

IW, how actor’s efforts and the complexity of tensions, conflict and identities may 

serve to enhance, maintain or undermine the Quad, both as an organisational unit 

and an institutional construct. 

 

In addition to the theoretical contribution, an understanding of the stressed 

dynamics of agency-client relationships is of significant commercial importance.  

When relations break down, clients ‘pay’ in anguish, delay, loss of best-practice & 

knowledge, and ‘re-birthing’ (overall up to a 2-year process; (Newsome, 1980)); 

agencies ‘pay’ in loss of revenue and reputation (Paul C. N. Michell, 1986; Paul C. N. 

Michell and Sanders, 1995).  The present research potentially has an impact upon 

the organisation of a 600 Billion US dollars global business field (EMarketer, 2014, 

2017).  It will be of significant strategic interest to the international marketing and 

management communities – particularly to those managing international brands, 

and/or with responsibility for directing/selecting agency rosters and teams, procuring 

the purchase of agency time or planning the development of an agency policy.  
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The study focusses on long-term effects over short-term antics, and as Grant and 

Pollock (2011) recommend, it addresses the worlds of academia and practice in 

equal measure.  The managerial outcome is enhanced understanding in the way 

prosecution of these individual yet interlinked four-way relationships, looked at from 

each of the four corners in turn, serves to build and strengthen or weaken and 

undermine the abilities of the respective organisations to perform at their best. 
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1 Introduction 
There is a paucity of research into complex business relationships spanning 

cultures, companies and functions between advertiser and advertising agency1, 

potentially relevant to many other multinational industries.  In 1988, US and UK 

researchers were found to bemoan lack of study about client-agency arrangements 

and relationships between managers working on these inter-organisational 

boundaries (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988) – scarcity that remains today (Wilken and 

Sinclair, 2011; Kim, 2014).  Hackley (2000) notes how the interpretative tradition in 

marketing research (citing Hirschman and Holbrook (1992); Mick and Buhl (1992); 

Arnould (1998); Holbrook (1999)) rarely looks backwards to consider “those charged 

with the task of producing consumers and managing their consumption” (p. 246).  He 

legitimates this present study through his observation that “Ad agencies can be seen 

to be operating in the engine room of a panoptic marketing system.  What they do 

and how they do it is worthy of proper examination” (p.246). 

 

The relationship between account managers and their clients was changing in the 

late 80’s (Puris, 1999) as communications and information technologies improved 

and fragmented, and brands became better understood and more sophisticated.  

Clients acquired more expertise and expect greater professional and personal skills 

in their partner firms (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988), and agencies began to emerge from 

their ‘black box’ mentality (Winston Fletcher, 2010).  Increasingly atomised 

audiences and media (Richard Fletcher and Nielsen, 2017), rapidly developing 

technology and the ceaseless quest for innovation (Muk and Chung, 2015) is today 

accelerating this change in the nature of relationships (Neumeier, 2015).  While the 

wholesale development of multinational companies was matched through the latter 

half of 20th century by major advertising agencies (Cracknell, 2012), new firms as 

well as those contracted by new clients required deployment of continuous adaptive 

strategies to meet the fealties of the environment.  All three factors suggest need for 

research in this area. 

                                            
1 N.B. this is distinct from ‘relationship marketing’ literature (Ritson and Elliott, 1999; 

O’Malley, 2014)  
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Every company interacting with other businesses and operating internationally 

across borders embodies complex relationships (Ford et al, 2002), existentially 

dealing simultaneously with their own international offices and those of other 

businesses.  At its simplest, a relationship between two organisations is dyadic; 

consequently, bipolar relationships have been extensively studied, under the 

microscopes of Network Theory, Institutional Theory and Organisational 

Institutionalism amongst many other research fields (see chapter 2).  Despite the 

volumes of research examining organisational dyadic relationships both inter-

company and inter-country, such relationships may never exist in isolation and, if 

operating internationally between two firms, could almost certainly not be exclusively 

dyadic.  A better conceptualisation would depict related interconnectivity between a 

business and a key international partner or supplier firm, both at head-office and 

their many local-office locations.  Multinational organisations existentially locate and 

operate in multiple markets, with the two consequences of a) relationships between 

head- and local-offices, and b) multiple local-office relationships with the local offices 

of partner or supplier firms, visualised as a ‘web of dyads’ as seen in Figure 1 below.   

 
Figure 1 : A complex relationship 

matrix or ‘Web of Dyads’ among the head 
offices and local offices of two 
multinational companies.  Source:  
Author, 2016 

 

 

 

This complex web of dyadic interconnections shows many local markets 

interconnected with one lead market; therefore the greatest simplification possible, 

which leads to a manageable unit of analysis, is to examine the inter-relationships 

between two organisations operating at both head and local office level (i.e. ‘centre’ 

and one other market), resulting in a two-by-two distillation – or the maximally 

condensed web of dyads.  In consideration of Figure 1 above, we may usefully 
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extract and exemplify such a four-way2 symbiotic arrangement between the two 

head offices (and officers) of partnering companies, and a typical ‘local market’ 

wherein subsidiary offices (and officers) participate in and contribute to the same 

relationship.  This extracted model (see fig 2 below) becomes a central construct that 

embodies interpersonal aspects of inter-company and inter-country relationships.  It 

is my interest and intent to understand these relationships, using this single 

extracted four-party relationship as a unit of analysis central to the present research. 

 

 
Figure 2: An extracted 4-way model 

relationship between head offices and one 
market’s local-offices.   Source:  Author, 
2016 

 

 

The business of international advertising typically involves a brand owner or 

marketing firm (the ‘client’, represented by ‘Company A’ above) contracting with an 

advertising agency (‘Company B’ above) for the production and perhaps 

dissemination of advertising in respect of the brand in multiple markets.  

Internationally this involves a head-office and local offices for each firm, arranged as 

depicted in Fig 2 above. 

 

1.1 An Overarching Global Business Context 
 

The tableau of this study is international.  Globally there has been a dramatic 

increase in quantity and value of ‘collaborative partnerships’ such as mergers and 

acquisitions (Massoudi, Fontanella-Khan and Weinland, 2017), joint ventures, 

strategic alliances, and partnerships during the past twenty-five years (Gomes et al., 

2011).  Globalisation has not resulted in a multiplication of suppliers, customers or 

                                            
2 Although numerical logic may posit progression from dyad relationships toward ‘triads’, 

(Havila, Johanson and Thilenius, 2004; Siltaloppi and Vargo, 2017), the conceptualisation of 
cross-border, cross-firm mandates a minimum of four actors. 
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marketing firms;  rather it has led to increasing interdependence between partnering 

firms (Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 2006).  Relationships between amalgamations 

and business performance has been the subject of much study; with many papers 

reporting a high failure rate (Cartwright and Cooper, 1996; Cartwright, Cartwright and 

Cooper, 2000). Yet research examining inter-organisational behaviour is reportedly 

scarce, particularly in service industries (Dahlstrom et al., 2014; Howard et al., 

2017).  Whilst insufficient or poor strategic fit between firm-level partners may be 

responsible, the success or failure of these collaborative partnerships finally depends 

on individual humans and their collective-level behaviour once such partnerships 

have been established (Gomes et al., 2011).  Yet underlying inter-personal 

relationships remain under-researched. 

 

When firms (and/or their officers) identify other companies (as clients, adjuncts or 

suppliers) whose skills, attributes and approach are sufficiently compatible that they 

are prepared to invest time and money in better serving each other and solving 

common problems (Marcos-Cuevas et al., 2014). They are also both likely to stay 

with that partner for some time and likely to invest their own money and time in 

making the mutual relationship work effectively, recognising ‘strategic fit’ (Richards 

and Jones, 2009).  Similarly, when relationships are identified that enhance 

performance, revenues, profit or innovation, they are likely to endure (Ford, 

Hakansson and Johanson, 2002; Franca et al., 2010).  Within the 

marketing/advertising arena, such long-standing networked relationships have been 

the norm for decades (Winston Fletcher, 2010), and despite growing research on 

actors in these relationships (Iain A Davies and Ryals, 2013, 2014; Marcos-Cuevas 

et al., 2014), there have been limited in-depth studies at the interpersonal level 

looking at tensions throughout the network (most papers focusing on self-reported 

behaviours or dyads, (e.g. James C Anderson, Håkansson and Johanson, 1994; 

Kern and Willcocks, 2002; Humphries and Wilding, 2003, 2004; Ryals and 

Humphries, 2007; Richards and Jones, 2009), and none emerged that explore the 

most senior inter-company, inter-country personal relationships in the competitive 

environment of the advertising arena. 
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Dynamic tensions may exist between and across the interconnected ‘domains’ 

that comprise symbiotic multi-way relationships both at organisational and individual 

levels (Marcos-Cuevas et al., 2014).  In the present study, I explore and theorise this 

international, cross-cultural cross-company relationship model from the individual 

actor’s perspective, situated in their professional context.  My aim is to understand 

better the practice in which I have operated for over 30 years, yet which appears not 

to have been theorised to date.  It is the differing motivations, complexities of 

interpersonal intercultural business relationships, conflicts and tensions between 

both client and agency people that will inform my argument. 

 

 

1.2 Theorising Complex Relationships  
 

This study examines professional relationships which are the constructs of 

people within organisations.  Stemming from a relativist ontology, it is socially 

constructivist in epistemology.  Being an iterative study, the research is grounded in 

its data from which discoveries are made and perspectives recalibrated.  Whilst not 

using Grounded Theory, it is interpretivist work with the theory grounded in the data 

(Rubin and Rubin, 2011).  At first it therefore appears inductive in nature.   

 

It may be argued that inter-organisational relationships are dyadic as presented 

in Network Theory literature (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987; Kern and Willcocks, 

2002; Ryals and Humphries, 2007), or that when studied they should be teased 

apart and examined in isolation (Dyer and Singh, 1998; Iacobucci and Hibbard, 

1999; Richards and Jones, 2009).  Single organisation research is highly useful for 

exploration of internal environments, for example Hackley (2000) examining “tacit, 

discursive and psychological aspects of management in a top UK advertising 

agency” (p 239).  Dyads form an important research area in the contextual area of 

advertising; for example, poor communication between two parties is noted as a 

cause of relational confusion, dissatisfaction and eventual dissolution (Sutherland, 

Duke and Abernethy, 2004; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007).  But dyadic 

couplings rarely, if ever, exist in isolation: they are influenced by and reciprocally 
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influence the many other relationships with which they coexist (Ford et al, 2002).  

Dyadic research may therefore mask the complex character and symbiosis of inter-

organisational and inter-personal relationships, whether inter- or intra-company or 

country.  Further, the functionality of such relationships, particularly operating across 

geographic or other boundaries, is driven not by ‘the firms’ but dynamically by 

multiple interpersonal relationships within firms at local and inter-organisational 

levels (T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010).  By identifying related senior 

individual head-office and local-office actors in connected client3 and agency4 firms, 

the present research establishes its unit of analysis, namely the symbiotic web-of-

dyad relationships between the principal actors involved.  This construct has 

populated international business over decades, since marketers first looked beyond 

their own borders (Christopher A Bartlett and Ghoshal, 2002).  It encapsulates the 

lived experience of inter- and intra-organisational coexistence known by managers 

the world over. 

 

As will become clear in subsequent sections (see Literature Review, Chapter 2), 

and whilst this construct may be considered a network, Network Theory does little to 

help comprehension of the relationships under study, usually either looking at 

mathematical or graphical multi-node systems or considering dyadic connections 

between nodes.  Yet, as is established in the findings below (see chapter 4.1), the 

prevalent and enduring nature of the four-way relationship model satisfies criteria 

that define it as a small institutional construct.  To summarise, ‘Institutions comprise 

regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive elements that, together with associated 

activities and resources, provide stability and meaning to social life’ (W Richard 

Scott, 2014).  It is a widespread unit of social construction throughout the advertising 

business, as well as many other trans-national businesses across multiple cultures; 

and it appears to have been thus for decades (Leslie, 1995).  To actors involved it 

offers an identity in both their individual and collective roles [identity theory] and as a 

                                            
3 ‘Client’ throughout means brand-owning marketing firms who commission advertising 

agencies. 
4 ‘Agency’ throughout refers to an advertising agency or other marketing communications 

firm. 
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group [social identity theory] (Hitlin, 2003).  It provides a structure and suite of 

behaviours, codes, implicit and explicit rules, expectations, processes and language 

that are widely replicated (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993b) yet which remain effectively 

unique to this construct.  Contingent on the actors and their respective organisations, 

the quadrangular relationship has been mimetically and normatively replicated over 

time and geography, is offered up by participants and other stakeholders as ‘the way 

it works’ (see findings, Chapter 4) and is the only model for cross-border advertising 

management that prevails across multiple organisations, sectors and geographies.  

This thesis suggests that the participant organisations existentially depend on this 

relationship construct in pursuance of their businesses, and the participant actors 

similarly do so in pursuance of their employment and careers (Kim, 2014).  For these 

reasons (explored more fully in Chapter 2) the thesis justifies the description of the 

quadrangular relationship as a micro-institutional construct.  In doing so, it posits that 

this theorisation is prevalent and relevant to other international business verticals.  

Accepting that the distilled construct comprises a mere four person-actors, this 

initially counterintuitive institutional consideration has yet to be recognised and 

theorised, opening academic questions of appropriate theoretical fields that go 

beyond the dyad. 

 

Existing research has examined dyadic relationships at institutional, 

organizational and individual levels (e.g. DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Jepperson, 

1991; W Richard Scott, 1995; Kraatz and Block, 2008; W Richard Scott, 2008a; 

Suddaby, 2010).  Although considerable literature examines industry, networks, 

manufacturer and supplier relationships either intra-organisationally across borders 

and cultures or between businesses and suppliers (Emerson, 1962; Williamson, 

1975; Van de Ven, 1976; Karen Cook and Emerson, 1978; Williamson, 1979, 1981; 

Davis and Cobb, 2010), less exists in the arena of service industries – of which 

creative businesses are one and are the foci of the present study.  Few studies 

investigate symbiotic interpersonal relationships that exist in connected workplaces 

(Iacobucci and Hibbard, 1999; Ryals and Humphries, 2007).  So, whilst institutions, 

organisations and their networks are well served in research terms, there appears to 

be little study into the parallel and equally conflicting demands on the individual 
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actors populating these organisations or on how they respond emotionally and in 

praxis across cultures and borders (Chiva, Ghauri and Alegre, 2014).   

 

The business of international advertising 

typically involves a brand owner or marketing 

firm (the ‘client’) contracting with an advertising 

agency for the production and perhaps 

dissemination of advertising in respect of the 

brand in multiple markets.  Internationally this 

involves a head-office and local offices for each 

firm, arranged as a specific web of dyads 

depicted in Figure 3.  Within each office, one 

senior director normally has overarching responsibility for the business relationship 

in his/her own firm AND for the inter-relationship with the other three who coalesce 

around the advertising account in question.  These relationships are fully symbiotic 

and could not perform separately or severally without the complexity of the four-way 

arrangement, as is expanded below (see page 36).  

 

Most IT research examines large stand-alone organisations or massive 

institutions; and where relationships are considered, usually they are dyadic (see 

Chapter 2.5).  IT does highlight organisational fields that are fragmented and 

conflicted, with competing agendas, objectives, requirements and prescriptions (W. 

Richard Scott, 2008b) – but at organisational vs interpersonal levels.  Works by 

Gaski (1984a); Raven and Kruglanski (1970); Raven (1964); Walter W Powell and 

DiMaggio (2012) and others insightfully examine areas such as power imbalance, 

asymmetric relationships, incompatibility of outcomes (see appendix 9.3), but again 

their focus is largely dyadic, failing to explain the more complex interactions of four-

way symbiotic relationships.  Similarly works by Emerson (1962) could not explain 

how individual actors working concurrently along two axes of the relationship 

quadrangle might balance and make compatible the requirements of each.  Despite 

consideration of exchange-based relationships at an instrumental and pragmatic 

level (Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 1992) offering some enlightenment to my 

Figure 3:  Extracted arrangement of 
international advertiser and agency 
firms/officers.  Source:  Author, 2016 
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understanding of these complex relationships, once again this research has a 

predominantly dyadic focus (see appendix 9.3).  Literature in all these areas 

revealed idiosyncratic facets of complex relationships and led to refinement of the 

question into:  “What do four-way interrelated actors DO?” in regard to their 

institution, and how is this affected by their organisations and institution.  Thus, the 

theoretical lens of Institutional Work (IW) appealed because its origin and purpose fit 

the intent of this study, being concerned with how individual actors work to effect and 

affect the institutions that they inhabit (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 

2009; Dobbin, 2010; Greenwood et al., 2011)(see Chapter 2.8).  IW grew out of IT 

which, while providing a sumptuous banquet of ideas, contradictions, developments 

and sub-strands (see Chapter 2.5), failed to provide understanding of multi-

dimensional interpersonal relationships or even to address the basic question of 

“What’s going on?”.  IW therefore emerged to address some of these micro-level 

constructs. 

 

While actors (both individual and organisational) expend vast energies creating, 

building and maintaining relationships for business purposes, in certain cases, other 

actors work to undermine or disturb these relationships.  Thus the present research 

focuses the theoretical lens of IW (Thomas B Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006; 

Delbridge and Edwards, 2008; Zilber, 2009; T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010; 

Voronov and Vince, 2012; Thomas B Lawrence, Leca and Zilber, 2013; Hampel, 

Lawrence and Tracey, 2017) on the complexity of peoples’ longer-term interpersonal 

cross-border, cross-organisational relationships that make multinational business 

work.  Two major differences in the present study from the more prevalent 

institutional research into dyadic relationships are i) recognition of the inevitable 

interplay and mutual influence of one relationship on others, i.e. beyond the dyadic; 

and ii) examination of these relationships at the interpersonal level versus 

organisational.  These relationships, whilst largely symbiotic, would rarely be 

described as fully harmonious.   
 

Relevant literature (see chapter 2) reveals shortcomings in three important areas, 

providing a ‘problemitization’ opportunity (Sandberg and Alvesson, 2011) where 
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these circles of incompleteness overlap:  namely a) the predominance of studies at 

organisational levels leaving a shortfall at the level of individual actors: b) the 

prevalence of dyads as units of analysis in the study of relationships, and the 

consequent dearth of understanding of more complex four-way symbiotic 

relationships: and c) the lack of research studying the people as ‘inputs’ to 

advertising. 

 

Given the existence of inter- and intra-company relationships for businesses 

operating across borders with partner/supplier companies, it is appropriate to add 

incremental understanding of the interpersonal and interconnected relationships that 

are the less-studied building blocks of organisational relationships.  Given the 

paucity of literature extending beyond dyads and recognising the four-way model or 

phenomenon, let alone researching it, additional knowledge can make a distinctive 

contribution to theory and practice.   

 

 

1.3 MadMen5 at play:  Contextual Organisation 
 

Advertising is selected as context for three reasons: first, because the vibrant, 

ego-driven, idea- and knowledge-intensive, creative and personality-rich nature of 

the industry (Cracknell, 2012) makes it a productive goldmine for data, with its 

enhanced discourses, habitus and conceptual figuring. Second, because interoffice 

relationships within each company (particularly within advertising agencies as a 

consequence of the first)) face exaggerated tensions, pressures and conflicts 

derived from differing professional and organisational objectives.  Third, because the 

author’s long practice experience in this field enables stronger contacts, deeper 

insights and heightened awareness of practical output.  Recognising that this thesis 

                                            
5 MadMen is an American period drama television series created by Matthew Weiner 

and produced by Lionsgate Television. The series premiered on July 19, 2007, on the cable 
network AMC. After seven seasons and 92 episodes, Mad Men's final episode aired on May 
17, 2015.  (Wikipedia) 
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has practitioner-experience origins and ex-practitioner methodology, a discussion of 

the potential for researcher bias is included in Methodology (Chapter 3). 

 

As is expanded in Chapter 2, the vast majority of research effort and funding in 

the area of advertising addresses commercial aspects of the business such as 

market research or research into markets and marketing (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988).  

Topics such as effectiveness, efficiency, standardisation/localisation/adaptation, 

creativity effects, channel splits, budget deployment and others have significant 

business impacts and therefore drive this emphasis.  In seeking explanation of the 

above, such research contributes to an understanding of the processes and 

deliverables of advertising output, and/or consumer responses and their behaviour.  

Within the practice of advertising, a distinct area of research examines creativity and 

(in some cases) creative people (Michael A West, 2002; Douglas C West, Collins 

and Miciak, 2003; El-Murad and West, 2004; Blakeman, 2018) yet the key 

individuals who interact to lead the international advertising on a specific account 

remain poorly studied and less understood (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988; Christopher A 

Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1995; Kim, 2014). 

 

In summary, much advertising research is output based.  This study seeks 

understanding of the four-way interpersonal relationships that are crucial to business 

success within the networked arrangement deployed by international marketers with 

advertising agencies.  Many tensions, pressures and potential conflicts may arise in 

such relationships, yet the area remains under-researched and lacks academic 

interpretation. 

 

 

1.4 Identifying the research focus and theoretical lens 
 

As noted above (page 30 and argued more extensively in Chapter 2), complex 

elite inter-firm cross-border relationships may be distilled down to a construct of a 

four-person relationship web.  Despite apparently being taken for granted by 

practitioners, could this be theorised as a valid institutional construct?  From initial 
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scans of literature in many disciplines (see appendix 9.1) allied to early stage 

respondent discussions (see chapter 4.1), it was apparent that these four-way 

business relationships are highly complex, occupying a hybrid space in-between and 

bridging the purely interpersonal and the organisational or institutional spaces.   

 

The still-broad questions above (‘what’s going on?’ and ‘what do these people 

do?’) open the conceptual areas of Organisational Institutionalism (see Chapter 2.6), 

and of Work and Effort (see Chapter 2.7).  The importance of these areas becomes 

clear in the review of literature below, opening the argument that the symbiotic 

relationships under study are fundamental in shaping and sustaining regulative, 

normative and cultural-cognitive elements of institutional order within this, and likely 

many other contexts.  These senior, interpersonal relationships may enhance (or 

undermine) their inter-firm and inter-country organisational interactions (Kraatz, 

2009).  There is limited research looking at the tensions and conflicts between these 

people as actors may support the relational norms and dispositions (Thomas B 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009).  Such considerations reveal and induce the 

academic lens for this study, being Institutional Work (IW: see Chapter 2.8).  The 

interpersonal and individual nature of actor relationships within an institution 

authorises exploitation of IW as the theoretical lens.  Perhaps because four-way 

relationships are so much a part of actors’ lived experience and taken for granted 

throughout the industry, those working within them appear rarely if ever to consider 

the theoretical or institutional aspects of the model and their role(s) within it.  IW pays 

attention to individual actors in their organisational situation.  Its focus is on the inter-

related work of those actors and it examines causes and effects of that work.  

Following identification of ‘the Quad’ by a respondent (see Chapter 4.1), I theorise it 

as an institution and examine it through the lens of IW.  The context of my research 

is in inter-connected workplaces as it examines the complexity of inter-related actors’ 

tensions, conflicts and identities.  Development of this finding and theoretical 

understanding allowed refinement of the research question thus: 

Senior actors in international business live beyond the dyad.  How can 

we theorise the institutional work of individual, interlinked elite actors in 

the context of advertising, in balancing and making compatible the 
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demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal and organisational 
relationships? 

 

To address this question using the lens of IW, I set out to discover under what 

conditions the identified interpersonal relationships may prosper and/or become 

dysfunctional; and how this may benefit or hinder the actors (and hence their 

organisations and the institution) within which these specific relationships are 

constructed.  IW provides a critical theoretical approach with which to understand 

this mystery, to understand how actors balance and make compatible efforts to 

enhance, maintain or undermine their interlinked symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships (Thomas B Lawrence, Leca and Zilber, 2013; Thomas B. Lawrence and 

Dover, 2015; Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 2017).  Consideration of contextual 

issues, such as differential diverse stakeholders (Michael A West, 2002; Jacqueline 

Lynch and West, 2017), or the author’s experience of this contextual field, its people 

and language, and my relationship with the field of study (Brownlie, 1997), have 

informed and influenced formulation of the research question (Sandberg and 

Alvesson, 2011) as well as considerations of researcher bias.  Implications include 

consideration of how this may benefit or hinder the actors (and hence their 

organisations) within which these specific relationships are constructed. 

 

Almost all discussants recruited to this research operate within such interlinked 

constructs (or have done so throughout their international careers) yet had never 

really considered this as a phenomenon.  The intersecting cross-company, cross-

border relationship layout has functioned for decades as a normative ‘model way’ of 

organising and behaving within and between international firms.   Despite being 

replicated across multiple different business sectors operating internationally, 

similarly contingent on involved actors (both as organisations and individuals) with 

implicit codes of behaviour and replicable processes, the construct has not been 

identified, studied or theorised.  Yet in practice life, this professional construct of a 

senior individual having relationship responsibility for his/her organisation with a 

partner or aligned organisation both at global and local levels appears very common.     
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1.5 Contribution 
 

Scoping this thesis was challenging, as it attempts to theorise a construct that is 

exponentially more complex that dyadic relationships.  In answering the overarching 

research question, we explore whether the quadratic interpersonal construct is a new 

form of viable institutional unit of analysis?  It recognises and embraces interplays 

between and across cultural divisions (social and corporate), country and company 

boundaries, inter-firm and intra firm dynamics, at the intersection of interpersonal 

and inter-firm relationships beyond the dyad.  We also explore whether aspects of 

Institutional Theory, and specifically Institutional Work, shed valuable light on this 

complexity.  In effect I seek to redefine how businesses and business academics 

view and evaluate cultural divides, firm and national boundary spanning and the 

symbiosis and interplay of elite actor inter-and intra-company relationships.  Whilst 

my task is to theorise this new paradigm of client-agency relationships, implications 

may arise for any firm operating internationally well beyond the advertising arena 

that is the context of this study. 

 

This subject ‘matters for both theory and practice’ (Grant and Pollock, 2011). I 

address both, first by identifying and examining the key people who have 

responsibility for the symbiotic relationships on each of the four sides of 

quadrangular relationships.  I establish the validity of describing the four-way cross-

company, cross-border interpersonal relationship as an institutional construct, and 

consequent to a respondent using the term ‘Quad’, naming it thus.  I explain the 

advertising context in which the research is situated.  They are contextually 

anchored around an ‘advertising account’ – the reason for the existence of these 

groupings, and the focus of their effort and work together.  I consider relevant 

literature foundations of Institutional Theory, Organisational Institutionalism and 

Organisational Work before exploring the field of Institutional Work (IW) as the lens 

through which to develop understanding of paradoxical and inherent conflicts 

between the isomorphic drive of people within their organisational contexts and their 

interdependent relationships (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983).  I dissect and interpret 
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the practice of quadrangular relationships, peopled by unpredictable, ego-centric, 

pragmatic, creative and often selfish agents (Cracknell, 2012), and the ambitions of 

those individuals who implement the relationships, strategies and practices 

demanded by their employing companies. Then I explore how actors within the Quad 

and the Quad itself seeks to create, maintain and/or undermine the institutional 

construct, shaping norms and maintaining dispositions.  Finally, this thesis constructs 

a post-dyadic framework theorising and explaining forces affecting the institution 

before painting idealised archetypes of participants. 

 

It is apposite to contribute knowledge in these areas.  Advertising is the situated 

context of the present study.  The findings, if somewhat exaggerated by this context, 

may be extrapolated across and benefit many other fields of international business.  

Quadrangular relationships have not properly been studied, yet they embody many 

tensions, conflicts, differing cultures, viewpoints and ambitions – management of 

which is critical to business success.  They are emblematic of many multinational 

business frameworks.  

 

 

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 
 

Chapters in this thesis are organised as follows.   Following various prefaces, 

tables and abstract, the broad territory, intent and philosophy of the current research 

are introduced in this Chapter 1, clarifying the overarching purpose of the research, 

defining its intended impact.  Chapter 2 interrogates apposite literature underpinning 

this work, considering aspects of Institutional Theory, Organisational Institutionalism, 

and the concept of Work, leading to Institutional Work as the theoretical lens of this 

study.  Advertising is then examined as a context, building a framework of knowledge 

and investigating theoretical foundations pertinent to the research area.  Chapter 3 

argues the methodology and details of method, while Chapter 4 analyses empirical 

findings.  Chapter 5 discusses these findings in the context of current knowledge, 

highlighting contributions to IW, academia and the practitioner world and presenting 
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four ideal archetypes of actor characteristics that may play together in the Quad.  

Chapter 6 concludes, noting both limitations and possibilities for further research. 

 

A reflective journal, written gradually through the course of this doctoral research 

and derived from my practitioner and field experience is included in Appendix 9.5 to 

add empathetic understanding to the data, and a narrative tale of advertising folk is 

appended for non-advertising readers that illustrates character roles and aspects of 

tensions between them in the international advertising field (see appendix 9.4).    
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2 A Review of Relevant Literature 
 

This chapter explores the theoretical roots of the overall study. It focuses on the 

premise of T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca (2010, p.57), that “a more holistic 

account of institutional action that moves beyond simple dyadic relationships and 

discrete logics” (p.57).  By its very nature the present research explores complex 

interacting relationships that refuse to situate themselves conveniently within one 

theoretical frame; as data are collected, the theoretical foundation(s) on which they 

are analysed evolve, synthesise and differing emphases emerge.  Kraatz (2009) 

maintained that “the studies of institutional work (as an empirical phenomenon) might 

be productively expanded to accommodate more than one paradigm and more than 

one accompanying set of pragmatic concerns” (p. 61), supporting a pluralistic 

approach to theoretical foundations.  In turn this leads to coding, themes, constructs 

and new theoretical postulations that will form the underpinning of further work 

(Charmaz, 2014).   Through this process of iteration, choices and redactions are 

made that clarify the theoretical emphasis of the work, and which may even lead to 

differing theoretical foundations for subsequent work and analysis.  As such this 

chapter reflects this emergent approach to inductive study.  The core literatures and 

questions ultimately explored in the empirical phase are explicated in this chapter to 

set the framework which underpins the overall contribution to knowledge.   

 

 

2.1 Chapter Structure 
 

The structure of the literature review is designed to combine elements or 

components of disparate fields of academic study to form an integrated framework 

which underpins the theoretical contribution of the study.  It focuses on the most 

relevant fields of literature and prior research, whilst alluding to other streams and 
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theoretical frames that are summarised and referenced in the appendices6 (see 

appendix 9.3).  The review begins with a discussion of the context-specific literature 

around the business of advertising7, to establish the territory of the research and to 

see the environment within which the theoretical frame is set.  For those unfamiliar 

with the worked world of advertising, some description of clients and agencies is 

included, whilst establishing the main focus on inputs to advertising in terms of its 

people as opposed to the more regularly studied outputs of advertising, being 

advertisements and their effects (Miracle, 2014).   

 

Following structural explanations of the industry, looking at what makes 

advertising interesting, what it is, and importantly how it is carried out and by whom, 

the individual business leadership roles are introduced and consideration is given to 

trust and commitment within their business relationships.  These roles being inter-

related, some reflection on the network of involved actors, their resources and 

activities is important, as is consideration of the relationship bonds between them. 

Looking at longer-term symbiotic interpersonal relationship bonds involving both 

structure and behaviours, some discussion of the concepts of trust and commitment 

are therefore essential (see 2.3 in this chapter).  Literatures from network and IMP 

perspectives are then interrogated to reveal what is known about these relationships 

from a network perspective (see 2.4 in this chapter).  These literatures provide 

significant insights in several aspects, but leave unexplained some importantly 

influential considerations, namely issues that emerge from the context, in particular 

the impact of multi-dimensionality (versus dyads) and the influence on interpersonal 

relationships of environment and culture, from an organisational and institutional 

outlook – the institutional perspective.  Therefore, Institutional Theory is introduced 

as a broad theoretical underpinning or foundational base.  This leads to closer 

examination of three aspects of institutionalism more pertinent to hybridity of the 

institutional construct as my unit of analysis and the inter-organisational personal 

                                            
6 This breadth of theories illustrates the complexity of foundational possibilities and 

allows subsequent researchers to investigate the phenomenon of the quad from alternative 
epistemological and theoretical perspectives.   

7 This is intentionally distinct from discussion of the product of advertising or its effects. 
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relationships in question, being Organisational Institutionalism, Work, and 

Institutional Work (IW). 

 

Careful consideration establishes IW as a well-qualified research perspective 

both relevant and applicable to the hitherto unlinked field of relationships within 

creative industries.  As the lens of the present study, (see 2.5 in this chapter), IW 

provides the study with appropriate robustness, integrity and depth in the exposure 

of new knowledge.  In IW, individuals tend to be referred to as ‘persons’ who inhabit 

a dominant order, thereby acknowledge the difficulty of separating behaviour and 

structure (Voronov and Vince, 2012).  

 

Companies have increasingly assumed they should globalise unless they have 

very good reasons not to (George S Yip, 2001).  Growth of the internet has arguably 

made it harder to be local than ‘global’ (Chiva, Ghauri and Alegre, 2014).  But merely 

to have a worldwide web-site is not to be global:  Organisations require structural 

and strategic capabilities (Teece, 2000; Helfat et al., 2009), and they require people 

to populate and operate those capabilities.  Much has been written about 

globalisation and the many difficulties therein – topics beyond the scope of the 

present work.  Our increasingly globalised world has spawned dichotomous opinions 

and pressures concerning philosophies of standardisation (Levitt, 1993), adaptation 

(Chakravarthy, 1982), and even hybrid considerations of ‘glocalisation’ (Drori, 

Höllerer and Walgenbach, 2013; Höllerer, Walgenbach and Drori, 2017), i.e. the 

mutually constitutive nature of global with local.   Many researchers challenge the 

dichotomies that have dominated previous discussions of globalization, pointing 

instead to the dualities of similarity and variation (Christopher A Bartlett and Ghoshal, 

2002; Westjohn, Singh and Magnusson, 2012; Höllerer, Walgenbach and Drori, 

2017).  This research examines inter-company and cross-border intra-company 

personal relationships as the construct in which individual experience is situated, 

using Institutional Work as the theoretical lens.  This lens does not preclude other 

researchers using other lenses or alternative frameworks.  “Each time the anvil is 

struck, so it is changed in some small degree” (Mats Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009).  

The complexity of the relationships and the construct itself will provide many 
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surprises and new knowledge as the anvil is struck from different angles.  If these 

factors pertain to organisations generally, they are very relevant to advertising as an 

international business sector of some substance.  It is this business that is explored 

next. 

 

2.2 What makes Advertising interesting? 
 

Paul Michell wrote in 1988 that “…no formal attempt has ever been made, as far 

as can be ascertained, in any country to formulate an in-depth study of 

advertiser/agency relationships.” (p.5) (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988, p.5).  Since then 

some work has emerged (Hallatt, 1979; LaBahn and Kohli, 1997; Hackley, 2000; 

Beverland, 2005; Flint, 2006; Boojihawon, 2007; Jansen Van Rensburg, 2010; Silk, 

2012) but these largely focus on dyadic corporate relations.  Most advertising 

research remains concerned with outputs, leaving unanswered questions concerning 

the nature, drivers, behaviours and influences on complex interpersonal relationships 

between clients and agencies across both national and company borders. 

 

As early as 1990 (Czepiel), observing a gap in literature, recommended work into 

inter-organisational loyalty in the service industries.  Whilst paucity of literature 

specifically addressing the advertising business is noted in many articles, (Duncan 

and Ramaprasad, 1995; Hackley, 2000; Boojihawon, 2007; Walters, Whitla and 

Davies, 2008) there is substantive work in the wider theoretical areas overlaying this 

thesis.  Yet as globalisation has spread, as international business activities gain 

greater importance within corporations, (and as technology facilitates such activities) 

opportunities have increased for operation of advertising across borders (Turnbull 

and Doherty-Wilson, 1990).  “As multinational corporations developed around the 

globe, so advertising agencies followed in their wake. Most of the international 

advertising agencies originated in the USA. Those were the agencies with large 

international accounts for products like cigarettes, cars and soft drinks, whose 

producers wanted their agencies to serve them in the countries into which they 

expanded.  Large agencies such as J. Walter Thompson, Masius, McCann Erickson, 
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Young & Rubicam, Ted Bates, Ogilvy & Mather and DDB originated in this way.” (De 

Mooij and Keegan, 1994) p 451. 

 

Advertising research typically measures different outputs arising from advertising 

relationships (usually economic in some form, e.g. effectiveness, ROI, 

standardisation vs adaptation, omni-channel vs multi-channel, cultural relevance and 

similar) (Miracle, 2014) but few studies explore the inputs – i.e. the people – without 

whom organisations could not function (Walters, Whitla and Davies, 2008).  In the 

context of creative industries and advertising, there is scant research in either matrix 

relationships or the individual relationships that are vital to its operation.   

 

2.2.1 Scale of Business 
Global advertising and global advertising capabilities have come to be regarded 

as ‘the new criteria for managing agency-client partnerships’ (Tharp and Jeong, 

2001).  The World Advertising Research Centre WARC (McDonald, 2018) predicts 

that global expenditure on advertising will rise to US$572 Billion in 2018, a rise of 

4.7% on 2017.  According to alternative figures from eMarketer (2017), advertisers 

worldwide would spend $583.91 billion in 2017.  Both are predicated only on media 

that is monitored and audited, and therefore excludes large swathes of unmonitored 

media, casual advertising and increasingly ‘earned media’ (Chaffey and Ellis-

Chadwick, 2012) or shared content.  Unmonitored media, production and other items 

may aggregate to annual expenditure exceeding $800 billion.  Some 60%+ of global 

MarCom8 expenditure is internationally networked, i.e. through an agency with 

presence in 14 or more major markets (RECMA, 2014), all of which indicate the 

potential importance of the current research.   

 

2.2.2 Ad Agency characteristics 

Chris R Lynch (2015) provided a simplified explanation of the key roles involved 

in traditional advertising agencies:  “The client (whose goal was to get the word out 

about a product) paid an agency's account executive (whose job was to lure the 

                                            
8 Industry shorthand term for marketing communications 
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client and then keep him happy), who briefed the brand planner (whose research 

uncovered the big consumer insight), who briefed the media planner (who decided 

which channel -- radio, print, outdoor, direct mail, or TV – in which to advertise). 

Then the copywriter/art director team would create its work (a big idea typically 

represented by storyboards for a 30-second TV commercial) to the producer (who 

worked with a director and editors to film and edit the commercial). Then thanks to 

the media buyer (whose job was to be wined-and-dined by media companies while 

he/she negotiated down lower prices of TV spots, print pages, or radio slots), the ad 

would get funnelled, like on a conveyor belt, into some combination of those five 

mass media, which were anything but equal.” (p.5) (Chris R Lynch, 2015, p.5).  Six 

major functions are identified herein, being client, account management, strategic 

planning, creative, production and media.  These may all be sub-divided both 

vertically (by seniority, experience, level) and horizontally (by specialisation within 

function).  The first two, Client and Account Management, typically provide the 

leadership executives with responsibility for the relations between advertiser and 

agency (Kim, 2014), and these form the key focus on this research..   

 

The ‘genus’ of ad agencies may be broken down into various ‘species’, whether 

multinational versus local (Drori, Höllerer and Walgenbach, 2013), networked or 

independent, specialist or generalist (e.g. healthcare vs consumer brands), 

established versus start-up, or with specialist skill-sets (e.g. financial services, or 

social marketing).  Some agencies are perceived as more creative, some believed to 

have stronger strategic skills, and some as more reliable (which has both positive 

and negative connotations).  Some have overt political leanings, some excel at 

public service communications, some are discipline specific, others channel-agnostic 

(Percy and Elliott, 2016).  Larger agencies are typically formed of departments (see 

functions, paragraph above) within which may be smaller teams, for example a 

creative team; larger teams operate across departments in service of a client’s 

diverse needs.  “One thing is certain: Advertising agencies could not deliver client 

solutions without using the knowledge, skills and expertise of their teams.” 

(Jacqueline Lynch and West, 2017). 
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Delivery of client solutions is the primary raison d’être of advertising agencies 

(Turnbull and Doherty-Wilson, 1990).  Clients select agencies against many criteria 

(Jansen Van Rensburg, 2010), often different criteria than those cited for retaining 

relationships (M. Davies and Prince, 1999; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 

2007) and different again for dissolving them (Kulkarni, Vora and Brown, 2003).   

Douglas C West (1997) cites Cagley and Roberts (1984) in asserting three criteria 

used by marketers in selecting an ad agency, namely: “1.  the quality of people 

assigned to the account;  2.  complete agreement between the agency and client on 

goals and objectives; and 3.  the need for agency personnel to thoroughly learn the 

characteristics of the client business” (p.4).  Positive reasons for clients’ selection of 

an agency frequently include perceptions of creativity and reputation, which may be 

influenced by Creative Awards (Helgesen, 1994) more than commercial factors 

(Douglas C West, 1997).  Terminations often cite complacency and/or a breakdown 

of trust (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007).  Corporate selection and 

termination rationales fall outside the scope of the present research, whilst ongoing 

relationships between key actors, across international boundaries, is of primary 

concern.  

 

Client/Agency relationships are unusual within B2B literature in that they typically 

endure long beyond an individual product or deliverable (James C Anderson, 

Håkansson and Johanson, 1994; Furlonger, 2009).  These relationships are complex 

(Díaz-Méndez and Saren, 2017).  We may surmise that it is in both party’s interest to 

maintain mutually beneficial long-term relationships and to avoid activities and 

situations that may jeopardise it (M. Davies and Prince, 1999).  Yet the issue of 

relationship quality in B2B contexts is ‘undefined and relatively unexplored’ (Van 

Rensburg, 2010).  Recent work reopens consideration of client-agency relationships 

characterised more as partnerships with a mutual interest in co-creation (Díaz-

Méndez and Saren, 2017), helpful in confirming tangible differences from traditional 

views of buyer and seller roles and behaviours.  Co-creation axiomatically requires 

involvement from all parties involved – in this case involvement and willingness from 

client and agency as organisations and person-actors.  Díaz-Méndez and Saren 

(2017) argue that while agencies may be willing, they have little influence over their 
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clients’ willingness to engage in co-creation – potentially reversing value generation 

into value co-destruction (Prior and Marcos-Cuevas, 2016).  Literature in 

professional service firm (PSF) studies contends that client participation is a 

requirement in enabling successful service delivery that translates into client 

satisfaction (Vargo and Lusch, 2016; Díaz-Méndez and Saren, 2017), with the nature 

of ‘who’ exchanges ‘what’ being determined by the sector and type of service (Vargo 

and Lusch, 2016).  Complex PSF relationships, such as those involving advertising 

agencies and their clients, are further characterised by high degrees of 

customisation and a strong, active relational component involving quality as well as 

quantity of service (ibid). 

 

If collaboration leads to co-creation and satisfaction, the corollary is also 

apparent, and leads to cyclically increasing dissatisfaction.  Recent work by Díaz-

Méndez and Saren (2017) presents their Value Depletion Circle (VDC) as depicted 

below (fig 4), emerging from their study of advertising agency/client relationships in 

Spain.  The VDC illustrates how repeated low-value service experiences may 

generate damaging perceptions and expectations that may expand from individual 

actors to organisations and onwards to the sector as a whole (ibid). 

 
Figure 4:  The Value Depletion Circle (VDC) in PSF.  Source: Diaz-Mendez & Saren 

(2017) 

It is not hard to comprehend that, if this circle starts, client’s perception of the 

agency may change from partner to mere supplier, where after it is hard for the 

agency to regain status of being trusted consultant or partner.  Non-collaboration, or 
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misuse of agency relationships leads to a low-value perception, reinforcing the value 

depletion and deepening the spiral. 

 

2.2.3 Globalised structures within advertising 

Examples of truly global brands as envisaged by Levitt (1993) remain rare, in 

large part due to difficulties in the creation and curation of ‘global’ brands across 

cultures (Turnbull and Doherty-Wilson, 1990) – it being highly unusual that one size 

will fit all.  Internationalised brands still present semi-localised faces to different 

customers to address local market conditions (Höllerer, Walgenbach and Drori, 

2017), requiring input from local teams who understand local market conditions and 

how a product may be advertised (Wilken and Sinclair, 2011; Westjohn, Singh and 

Magnusson, 2012).  

 

As noted in Chapter 1, multinational organisations existentially locate and operate 

in multiple markets, with the two consequences of a) serial intra-firm relationships 

between head- and local-offices (blue-to-blue in fig 5 below), and b) multiple local-

office relationships with the local offices of partner or supplier firms, visualised as 

blue-to-orange in the ‘web of dyads’ as seen in Figure 5 below.   

 
Figure 5: A complex relationship 

matrix or ‘Web of Dyads’ among the head 
offices and local offices of two 
multinational companies.  Source:  
Author, 2016 

 

 

Observation over decades and across the world informed some researchers (e.g. 

Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993a), practitioners and respondents to this study that there 

exists a small yet long-established organisational construct that is responsible for the 

management of international business between partner companies at a senior 

interpersonal level.  This construct may be considered as a distillation of the above 

diagram (figs 2 & 3) and comprises senior directors as individual actors in a 

symbiotic professional relationship, each of whom has firm-level responsibility for the 
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business relationship and advertising ‘account’9 that is the raison d’être for the 

construct’s existence.  At a client’s global centre, the Chief or Global Marketing 

Officer (CMO) commonly presides over marketing of brands under his/her purview 

and over the relationship with selected advertising agency(s), whilst also overseeing 

international markets for the firm.  In most ‘local’ markets or countries, a similar, 

director-level Local Marketing Officer (LMO) has responsibility for that territory and 

the ad-agency relationship therein.  Proximal to the Client centre is likely to be the 

advertising agency centre, in which a Global Account Director (GAD) is responsible 

for the relationship with that client and the marketing of the brands under contract, 

alongside responsibility for local agencies working on the account.  Similarly, in every 

‘local’ market or country a Local Account Director (LAD) is responsible for the local 

client relationship and that territory.  CMO, LMO, GAD and LAD are symbiotically 

linked professionally, commercially, interpersonally and organisationally, and are all 

responsible as directors both for teams of actors reporting to them and for the 

success (or otherwise) of the business on which they cooperate. 

 

The business of international advertising typically involves a brand owner or 

marketing firm (the ‘client’) contracting with an advertising agency for the production 

and perhaps dissemination of advertising in respect of the brand in multiple markets 

(Newsome, 1980; Paul C. N. Michell, 1988; Bergen, Dutta and Walker Jr, 1992).  

Internationally this involves a head-office and local offices for each firm, arranged as 

depicted in Figure 6.   

 

Within each office, as discussed above, one senior 

director typically has overarching responsibility for this 

specific relationship (perhaps also for others) (R. 

Cluley, 2017). Reporting to each will be teams of 

people whose responsibilities will be for designated 

aspects of the marketing and advertising (Winston 

                                            
9 ‘Account’ is advertising orthonym for the ongoing advertising business of a brand or set 

of brands.  For example, the IBM ‘account’ is contracted to Ogilvy around the world. 

Figure 6:  Extracted arrangement 
of international advertiser and 
agency firms/officers.  Source:  
Author, 2016 
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Fletcher, 2010).  Within client offices will exist roles reporting to the CMO or LMO 

such as advertising manager, media manager, research manager, product marketing 

manager, consumer marketing manager, PR manager etcetera (see fig 7 below) – 

each firm having its own variants and head office typically differing somewhat in 

team constitution to local offices (Turnbull and Doherty-Wilson, 1990).  Within larger 

ad-agencies, roles may be primarily divided between the functions of account 

management (sometimes named Client Service), strategic planning, creative, and 

media (De Mooij and Keegan, 1994).  Many other functions may comprise the 

agency team (see fig 8 below) and again these may differ between agencies, 

between account groups at an agency, and between head- and local-offices of an 

agency.  The constitution of the teams in a longer-lasting relationship will be fine-

tuned to meet the requirements of all parties, but the primary functions comprise a 

broadly accepted approach (R. Cluley, 2017). 

 

 

Within agencies, through the late 1990s, the two media functions (media planning 

and media buying) were ‘divested’ by many agencies into separate profit-centres, 

which is why they are shown slightly outside the circle (Robert Cluley; Winston 

Fletcher, 2010).  All the ‘big 4’ holding companies10 own huge international specialist 

media companies that were ‘spun out’ of traditional agencies (WPP, 2018) whose 

functions are deployed across other ‘creative agencies’ within each group (alongside 

                                            
10 The ‘Big 4’ are WPP, Omnicom, Publicis and Interpublic, with Dentsu an increasingly 

important 5th player. 

 Figure 7:  Possible functions within a client 
marketing team: source Author, 2017 

Figure 8:  Possible functions within an 
advertising agency team: source Author, 2017 
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independent clients they may work with). In recent months certain ‘creative agencies’ 

and agency holding companies have expressed some interest in relocating media 

functions back into the circle – Mark Read, the new CEO of WPP, echoes this 

thought (Spanier, 2018).  In contrast, production (which has traditionally employed 

3rd party agents in film, photography, web assets etc contracted by the Production 

team in an agency) shows early signs of being divested or outsourced (Timson, 

2018).  These depictions are by no means static or fully ubiquitous, as both agencies 

and clients continually experiment with new ways of organising (Silk, 2012).  In this 

study we are interested in the senior leader of the specific account business and 

relationships in each of the offices concerned, the interdependencies and symbioses 

between and among them and the pressures that exist on their inter-relationships 

between firms and countries. 

 

The two illustrations above (see figs 7 and 8) depict, perhaps controversially, the 

central roles of Account Management persons in agencies and the chief marketers at 

clients – the two parties with by far the greatest amount of interface and 

communications within the relationship (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997), regardless of the 

scale and dispersion of either corporate party. 

 

Some international marketers exclusively employ globally networked MarCom 

agencies, as exemplified and championed by WPP Group plc. (a holding company 

owning over 1,000 advertising and service agency companies), and availed by 

‘client’ firms like Shell, HSBC and Ford (see left end, Fig 9) across the major 

disciplines of advertising, digital, market research, media, social, PR, CRM, and 

further specialisms (WPP, 2018).  Other client companies ‘cherry pick’ MarCom 

agencies by market, country and/or channel (discipline) or even by singular project 

(Turnbull and Doherty-Wilson, 1990).  Client companies at this end of the spectrum 

include Coca-Cola, Mars Inc. and Jaguar Land-Rover (see right end Fig 9).  Their 

contract with an agency may be for one country, one discipline, or even as little as 

one project.  However, even at the far right-hand end of the spectrum, there will 

usually be a need for inter-market contact, reference and cognisance, and ‘HQ’ may 

set terms of reference for such arrangements.   
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Figure 9: A spectrum of ‘Client’ organisational arrangements with their agencies.  Source: 

Author 

The current work focuses on what practitioners call ‘the network model’11 (left-

end of Figure 9), exploring the differing inherent philosophical approaches, drivers 

and balances of individual actors in individual roles, between how their personal 

aims and ambitions may contribute to or detract from those of their organisation, 

between perceived differences in making sense of ways of working, between central 

and local perspectives and the maintenance of those relationships.  

 
2.2.4 Knowledge intensivity 

Advertising as a business produces little tangible output but is instead 

characterised as a knowledge business (Hertog, 2000) engaged in and co-producing 

strategy, creativity and innovation.  Knowledge intensivity is ambiguous in meaning 

(Swart and Kinnie, 2003) with applicability across knowledge-intensive work, 

workers, and organisations.  Advertising and marketing involve little or no manual or 

repetitive labour, but highly educated employees, intellect and argument in the 

production of their services or outputs (Mats Alvesson, 2001; Swart and Kinnie, 

2003).  Advertising agencies and brand owners constantly struggle to resolve the 

paradox of sharing and deploying knowledge capital in fulfilment of their work, while 

deploying proprietary skillsets and competitive confidentiality (Jacqueline Lynch and 

West, 2017).  It is likely that individual senior employees wrestle with similar 

tensions. 

 

                                            
11 This is independent from Network Theory or IMP language. 
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Intellectual activity in marketing is often depicted in unidimensional terms by 

those not involved with the discipline.  However, the reality is that marketing is 

methodologically and paradigmatically pluralistic, covering a diverse array of topics 

and themes (Tadajewski & Hewer, 2011; Tadajewski, O’Shaughnessy & Hyman, 

2014).  Pluralism does not imply that each paradigmatic community or academic 

topic is treated equally (McDonagh, 1995).  Attention is biased and diverted by 

prevailing academic ‘reward’ systems and by gatekeepers who can influence the 

perceived boundaries of research (Hackley, 2009; Hearn & Hein, 2015; Tadajewski, 

2010), as well as by the curious belief exhibited by some scholars that they only 

need to read a small subset of sources (Tadajewski, 2016).  While close attention 

may bring depth, it can also lead to a fractural myopic view that further disconnects 

observers from the varied range of groups that could benefit from the ideas, insights 

and know-how within marketing (Dholakia, 2009). 

 
‘Advertising’, used as a collective term, has historically embraced a broad range 

of marketing communications activities.  In the 1960s, terms like ‘promotional 

strategy’ and ‘marketing communications mix’ appeared in the USA.  Through the 

1970s the idea of ‘Integrated Marketing Communications’ (IMC) became more 

prevalent, but regardless, advertising continued to be used as the generic term for 

these ideas and activities (Miracle, 2014):  “Advertising is a component in the 

marketing mix.  Marketing in turn is a component in the broader mix of interrelated 

business activities that includes production, finance, and other functions.  Viewed as 

a system, all business activities are functionally related to each other.” (pp 04).  

 

Arguably more so than many other disciplines for reasons described above, 

successful engagement in international advertising requires strong understanding of 

broader international business ecosystems and inter-country, inter-cultural 

differences within the system (Miracle, 2014). Need for this understanding, that 

facilitates actors and strengthens four-party relationships again justifies the present 

research. Agencies should understand factors that will influence their clients’ feelings 

about relationships and vice versa (Mark AP Davies and Palihawadana, 2006).  Yet 

people in complex symbiotic knowledge-based relationships, located in different 
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physical and cultural situations, may show differences in understanding and 

application leading to tensions in harmonising communications and unity – an 

important area of research for this study. 

 

2.2.5 Client/Agency Satisfaction 

If, as argued by (Furlonger, 2009), any lack of mutual understanding and respect 

can be costly (both within contract and as a result of termination of contract), then an 

appreciation of the factors and situations that can enhance respect and 

understanding is important (Mark AP Davies and Palihawadana, 2006).  Several 

studies have investigated reasons for relationship continuity and termination (Paul C. 

N. Michell, 1988; Douglas C West and Paliwoda, 1996; M. Davies and Prince, 1999; 

Gould, Lerman and Grein, 1999; Mark AP Davies and Palihawadana, 2006; 

Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007; Silk, 2012; Miracle, 2014), yet as noted 

above, there is scant research specifically into the relationship aspects (Van 

Rensburg, 2010) and in particular the top-level inter-personal relationships required 

of the business, leaving scope for contribution from the present study. 

 

In broader marketing fields, customer satisfaction has received significant 

attention (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987; James C Anderson, Håkansson and 

Johanson, 1994; Ryals and Humphries, 2007).  Within the advertising field, client 

satisfaction has been found to indicate likely contract renewal and therefore 

relationship longevity (Van Rensburg, 2010).  The concept of satisfaction may have 

many antecedents, including service quality (Iain A Davies and Ryals, 2014), 

creativity (Jacqueline Lynch and West, 2017), relationship quality, and outcomes 

(Paul C. N. Michell, 1988; Beverland, 2005).  Satisfaction should be felt in both 

directions (in a dyadic relationship) as the service encounters within this business 

are dynamic and evolving, not dissimilar to a joint-venture with mutual dependency 

(Van Rensburg, 2010), in which clients depend on the agency to help them achieve 

marketing goals, and agencies depend on clients for information, creative freedom 

and of course, payment. 
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Creativity, in advertising defined as the process of developing and producing 

creative advertisements (El-Murad and West, 2004; Jacqueline Lynch and West, 

2017), may be the primary output of advertising agencies (Winston Fletcher, 2010; 

Jacqueline Lynch and West, 2017).  Such output is the most visible part of the 

industry, but it is dependent on ‘agency creativity’ (Jacqueline Lynch and West, 2017) 

which is people and process orientated as opposed to output related (R. Cluley, 

2017).  As noted above, advertising agencies would not be able to offer solutions 

without the competencies of their teams (Jacqueline Lynch and West, 2017, p.68, 

p.68).  These teams, as noted above, are dependent on clients for accurate briefing 

and sufficient information, and may only perform well if the advertiser employing 

them equally meets their obligations (Hallatt, 1979). Clients with low risk-tolerance 

may limit the ability of agency teams in terms of creativity (Douglas C West, 1999). 

Therefore, creativity both as an output and as a team or procedural activity are 

dependent on the inter-relationship between client and agency, naturally influenced 

and curated by the individual persons leading the businesses thereof. 

 

2.2.6 Cultures and Structures 
The interface between ‘business culture’ and ‘creative culture’ amongst marketers 

and advertisers creates tensions (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988).  In considering the 

creative process, Michell agrees that both clients and agencies see creativity as a 

broad phenomenon with many contributors, whilst self-interest and differing priorities 

generate tensions and differing perspectives of the process (LaBahn and Kohli, 

1997).  Critical to the present study, sufficient accord on operational approaches is 

required for these relationships to be successful (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988, pp.63-

64).  LaBahn and Kohli (1997) argues that ‘superior working relationships are 

characterised by productive interaction and harmonious relations’ (p 501), in accord 

with Wackman, Salmon and Salmon (1987b). 

 

More recently the uneasy tension between an agency’s ‘corporate way’ and the 

individuality of its creative practitioners has been explored (Hackley, 2000). Agencies 

built an identity discourse that acts as a form of voluntary control, silencing contrary 

debate and argument from public view (p 242).  Yet the process of creativity and the 
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development of advertising is characterised by disagreement, individualism and 

argument (Hackley, 2000; Winston Fletcher, 2010; Cracknell, 2012).  ‘Diversity’, in 

terms of individual’s different work, educational and cultural backgrounds, 

contributes to creativity and innovation (Michael A West, 2002; Jacqueline Lynch and 

West, 2017) by forcing teams of actors to consider multiple perspectives, but 

inevitably adds complexity to relationships within such teams. 

 

In 1988, Paul Michell described the roles of headquarters of multinational 

marketers and international advertising agencies, and their strong impact on local 

managements and decisions, observing then that improved local professionalism 

was leading to increased local decision-making about creativity.  His work 

considered organisations, insufficient to answer questions raised in the present 

study.  In the context of advertising, creativity is of fundamental importance and may 

be seen as an outcome of interpersonal as well as inter-organisational relationships 

cemented with effective communication (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988, p.51; Michael A 

West, 2002; Jacqueline Lynch and West, 2017).  A young creative director, quoted in 

Michell’s book, states that “advertising is about human relationships.  It follows that 

the prime relationship is that between the client and agency, and everything else 

follows from this” (p.60).  Again, this approach validates need for research at 

interpersonal levels. 

 

Just as organisations face pressures in their desire for legitimacy, so do the 

people who populate these organisations - and advertising people have ‘vivid 

personalities (Hackley, 2000; Winston Fletcher, 2010), with notoriously big and 

individualistic yet fragile egos (Cracknell, 2012) in constant need of legitimisation. 

This engenders a paradox:  Despite prevalence of ‘corporate ways’ and normative 

behaviour, agencies and clients continually search for unique knowledge, skills and 

technologies (Huang, Hu and Chen, 2008) with which to create points of difference 

and competitive advantage.  The people within agencies and clients also seek to 

balance personal and corporate goals, local and international needs whilst improving 

revenues, profiles and uniqueness (Von Krogh, Nonaka and Aben, 2001). 
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Some scholars posit that for agencies, the concept of global strategy means 

presenting a united face across markets (Walters, Whitla and Davies, 2008); and 

that it should be centralised, delivering efficiency in structure and process versus 

competition, while benefiting from scale economies (Christopher A Bartlett and 

Ghoshal, 1995).  Yet there is recognition of a need for responsiveness to balance 

these efficiencies (Jain, 1989).  Increased globalisation of client accounts, of media 

planning, research and of execution/themes (Leslie, 1995; Walters, Whitla and 

Davies, 2008), suggests that agencies want to operate as ‘One-Stop Shops’ in 

international markets (Tharp and Jeong, 2001).  Again, the conflicting pressures to 

be globally integrated yet locally responsive show as tension.  

 

Other tensions arise over money.  Advertisers seek long-term value-for-money 

from their advertising expenditure (including squeezed agency remuneration), yet 

agencies need sufficient revenues to provide profit above costs and outlays (Paul C. 

N. Michell, 1988, p.43).  Advertisers typically want transparency and unbiased 

recommendations, while agencies want both continuity and maximisation of income 

(ibid).  Advertising executives (respondents in Walters, Whitla and Davies (2008) 

study) apparently disagree with George S Yip (2001) who argues that cost-saving 

dominates: these execs cite market forces and client needs as primary influences in 

developing international activities.  Agencies must follow market forces & client 

demands.  Even if collectively ‘local’, agency ‘networks’ provide federated 

reassurance to clients through consistency of quality and image across borders 

(Walters, Whitla and Davies, 2008).  Executives report competitive or mimetic 

pressures (i.e. others do it), whereby absence in one market can be costly in others.  

Walters, Whitla and Davies (2008) quote George S Yip (2001) in suggesting 

agencies “…should be present in all client markets”.  This multi-presence provides 

the environments in which our four actors are situated as well as tensions over 

money, cost of services and geographic presence. 

 

Many agencies and clients choose to co-ordinate across borders in an integrated 

fashion, yet will manage in dispersed fashion (Christopher Bartlett, 1992).  The world 

may be considered as more than collections of market places: it comprises 
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resources, knowledge and expertise unconfined by geography.  In practice, a 

transnational client will locate its hub where capability is maximum; its agency will 

typically locate their client-centric hub alongside, mirroring the centre of operations 

for that client. 

 

2.2.7 Ad Agency Processes and relationships 

There is a well-established process for the development of most advertising 

projects or assignments (Hackley, 2000; Winston Fletcher, 2010; R. Cluley, 2017).  

Represented graphically below, two ‘tracks’ – the creative and media operations – 

typically run concurrently (see fig 10 below): 

 
Figure 10:  Summarised stages in the process of developing advertising, from brief to 

deployment.  Source: Author 2017 

  

Many nuanced versions of this process exist, including proprietorial methods, 

tools and techniques within each stage: Figure 10 merely clarifies processes for the 

lay reader.  Ideally, client and agency integrate well throughout this process, 

discussing and agreeing at each stage.  The process typically initiates with a client 

brief or request for some specified action or communication, and ends with 

deployment of advertisements and measurement of their effect.  If the process 

repeatedly fails (potentially for a multitude of reasons), there may be a relationship 

dissolution and new appointments made. 
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According to Williamson’s Transactional Cost Theory (1985) there are serious 

transaction costs incurred every time there is a change in agency/client appointment 

through the negotiation, documentation, monitoring and enacting of contractual 

obligations.  This militates against the frequent switching of such appointments.  

However paradoxically, many studies highlight the frailty of these agency/client 

relationships, amply demonstrated by the high frequency of changes as regularly 

reported in trade press (M. Davies and Prince, 1999; Grayson and Ambler, 1999; 

Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007).  If it can be argued that cross-border and 

cross-organisation interpersonal relationships are the glue of such arrangements, it 

then must be argued that they deserve more study. 

 

Yet if literature analysing factors of success in managing long-term client/agency 

relationships remains scarce, literature addressing strategies required to avoid 

relationship termination is both scarce and fragmented (Beverland, Farrelly and 

Woodhatch, 2004).  Perhaps significantly, only one paper has been identified that 

explores the inter-firm, cross-border relationship sought in the current study – Vardar 

and Paliwoda (1993c).  This article does identify and model the existence of four-way 

(or seven-way) relationships between head, regional, lead and local offices (see fig 

12 below), but suffers from limited scope: it successfully studies the mere existence 

of the relationships and the likelihood of agencies mirroring client structure (Vardar 

and Paliwoda, 1993c), but stops at their existence organizationally, offering no colour 

or texture to the nature of the relationships, the tensions inherent therein, the 

characteristics of those involved and the factors likely to lead to their successful 

prosecution. 

 

While on the surface, global advertising deployment appears simple and cost-

efficient, when closely explored it throws up complex, less-understood areas of 

friction; for example, lack of support from local office or head-office teams, differential 

remuneration, infighting, perspectives on authority and responsibilities and more 

(Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993c).  
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Global or multinational agencies are well aware of the importance of multinational 

clients, often representing 70% or more of their worldwide revenues (Duncan and 

Ramaprasad, 1995) and represent further local new-business opportunities (Vardar 

and Paliwoda, 1993c).  Cultural dissimilarities have emerged with the growth of 

multinational marketers; e.g. those from ‘the west’ usually prefer to align with the 

same agency at home and abroad, whilst those from Japan prefer to work with local 

agencies by country (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993c).  My own recent experience 

suggests similar East/West disparities.  One may add the predominantly Korean 

habit of working with a wholly owned agency within the ‘Chaebol’ of the marketer – a 

practice that appears to be weakening over time. 

 

Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch (2004, 2007) elaborate on Herzberg’s (1959) 

two-factor motivation-hygiene theory, exploring the reactive and proactive natures of 

strategies in avoiding relationship breakdown.  Client-demanded value change 

(CDVC) results in a reactive response from agencies, and is found to be more of a 

hygiene factor in maintaining relationships – expected but unsurprising.  Supplier-

initiated value change (SIVC), being proactive and anticipatory in nature, is more 

likely to motivate the beneficiary (client) and is thus found to be motivational in 

improving relationships and avoiding their dissolution (Jaworski, Kohli and Sahay, 

2000).  Clearly both CDVC and SIVC are closely related to concepts of power and 

agency (Raven and Kruglanski, 1970; Porter, 1998; Vince, 2012).  Agencies that take 

initiative in relationships are rated higher by their clients and are likely to enjoy more 

enduring relationships (M. Davies and Prince, 1999), but there is a paucity of 

knowledge (partially explored by D Flint (2006)), about what constitutes ‘initiative’ or 

why clients value it (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007).  

 

Literature has surfaced that attempts to illuminate the client/agency relationship 

and to identify key drivers of success, of breakdown avoidance, of renewal factors 

and longevity (Paul C. N. Michell, 1986; Wackman, Salmon and Salmon, 1987a; 

Paul C. N. Michell and Sanders, 1995; M. Davies and Prince, 1999; Jaworski, Kohli 

and Sahay, 2000; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004, 2007) but all are 

principally dyadic researches and focus on either organisations (not people) and 
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structural features or on specific factors (e.g. value change). Similarly, discussions of 

disagreement and conflict primarily address those occurring between two parties, 

e.g. LaBahn and Kohli (1997) who define conflict as the level of disagreement 

present between two parties in the client/agency relationship (p501). 

 

Relationship factors are known to change through time or through the evolution of 

that relationship.  For example, in selecting an agency, clients typically value creative 

prowess (Henke, 1995), also appreciated in the honeymoon period of that 

relationship.  But ‘other services’ may take on a greater influence as time passes and 

the relationship matures (Henke, 1995).  Assertiveness, defined as ‘the willingness to 

offer a perspective to which the client may disagree’ has been found not to increase 

relationship conflict, and to enhance creative quality and perceived effectiveness 

(LaBahn and Kohli, 1997; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007). 

 

Client-agency relationships are centred around the individual actors populating 

those relationships.  Actors within agencies seek legitimacy by assimilating 

appropriate discourses, sometimes described as ‘the corporate way’ or ‘strategic 

imperatives’ (Hackley, 2000) and thereby project credible professional identities.  

Their ability to appositely express such discourses imbues momentary authority 

which, in context, may translate into the faculty to have one’s point of view 

acknowledged and respected both internally and in front of clients – a critical aspect 

of relationship legitimacy and success.  Agencies compete for the attention and 

business of clients, as do individuals within those agencies, and despite broadly 

following normative, mimetic business practices, they seek to promote unique and 

differentiated identities. 

 

The present research addresses advertising as a discipline because of the 

heightened personal and emotional challenges faced by actors in an egocentric 

world of professionalised ‘grandiosity’ (M. Alvesson, 1994), with its peculiar 

characteristics, language, habitus, anti-bureaucracy and conceptual figures (M. 

Alvesson, 1994; Cracknell, 2012).  The key actors in all corners of the quadrangle 

are relatively easy to identify (if not to access) …and because advertising provides a 
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more exaggerated canvas of attitudes, egos, dreams and fears, beliefs and 

behaviours than many other arena of business, it allows the researcher to access 

deeper understanding from this context than in some others. 

 

Two relevant structural models have pertinence to the present study and are 

helpful in identifying areas to probe during fieldwork – the first in figure 11 below 

(Wackman, Salmon and Salmon, 1987b) explores components of relationships 

regarding their productivity, regarding elemental function.  Each set of components 

has a recursive influence on all others: 

 

 
Figure 11:  Elements of Client-Agency relationships (Wackman, Salmon, & Salmon, 

1987) 

Wackman et al.’s early model (figure 11) helpfully isolates various factors, placing 

great emphasis on relationship factors and their effects on other areas of business.  

Most of the identified micro-elements are output or process related (e.g. strategy, 

productivity, turnover…) and very few are ‘cultural’ and input-related (e.g. authority, 

communication, experience, trust).  Further, these elements are neither separated 

into empirical vs qualitative categories or inter-personal vs corporate, rendering 

assessment of their impact less valid.  An additional critique from the Netherlands 

was offered by Verbeke in 1988 who confusingly ascertained that in Holland, 

personal relationships held less importance (Verbeke, 1989; Douglas C West and 
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Paliwoda, 1996).  Douglas C West and Paliwoda (1996) subsequently find 

relationships to be of substantial importance, transcending other factors. 

 

Vardar and Paliwoda (1993c), reinforced by Miracle (2014), identified the 

‘mirroring effect’ whereby agencies, for reasons perhaps of pragmatism, flattery of 

clients, coercion and/or control by clients establish, change and manage their 

structural forms to replicate that of their client.  It begs the question of who is the 

Agent within the agency world.  It also implies that agencies may operate multiple 

forms to suit a range of clients, and that agency forms need flexibility to match the 

evolutions of their clients, as described by Maureen Morrison (2016) and illustrated 

in figure 12 below.  It looks at structural components in a whole-organisational 

context between client and agency, placing the ‘mirror’ that Vardar and Paliwoda 

(1993c) observed in agency structuring: 

 

 
Figure 12:  How agencies and clients organise themselves when conducting global 

advertising campaigns (the ‘mirroring effect’) (Vardar & Paliwoda, 1993) 

Of relevance is a finding from Vardar and Paliwoda (1993c) that agencies’ 

administrative head offices are distinct from the operational lead offices for specific 

clients in 84% of their sample.  Lead Offices were often in the same town or area as 

Client headquarters (CHQs) and the agency office located closest to CHQ was most 

likely to become the lead office for that client – a further example of mirroring. 
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Through the 1990s, ‘Glocalisation’ as a concept emerged as a theme favoured by 

multinational agencies and brands (Springer, 2018) whereby a global strategy or 

message would be tailored locally to increase local relevance, language and perhaps 

local points of reference (Van Gelder, 2005). In part this allowed the regional head-

office concept, an interspersed level of management, as illustrated in figure 12 

above, to become weakened, particularly in light of the global economic slowdown 

and consequent budget squeeze (Maureen Morrison, 2016).  Where the layer was 

removed, this left clients and agencies with one less bureaucratic layer, whilst 

strengthening the power and relevance of both local and lead offices (Kanso, Nelson 

and Kitchen, 2015).  Therefore, the present study focuses on the remaining 

operational quadrangle comprising Agency Lead office, Agency local office, Client 

Head Office and Client local office, all be it that some instances of regional offices 

are included. 

 

Vardar and Paliwoda (1993c) charted their interpretation of the relationship 

dynamics between four fundamentally important corners as shown in figure 13 

below.   

 

 
Figure 13:  Client-Agency relationship insights (Vardar & Paliwoda, 1993) 
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As this was based on research fieldwork effectively before internet 

communications, their suite of characteristics needs to be revisited following work in 

the present study.  However, this is the only work that has surfaced which identifies 

the relationship construct of the present study.   

 

Many of Vardar and Paliwoda’s findings served to highlight relationship problems.  

These were helpful as prompts or ‘seeds’ in developing structured questions for the 

current interviews.  They illuminated lack of trust as a major issue between head 

offices and local offices.  The model is built around process at an organisational level 

and tends towards indicators of output, leaving the intricacies of interpersonal 

relationships and cultural influences to be researched.  At that individual level, the 

liklihood of actors to enhance or undermine their organisations, particularly in a 

knowledge-based and creative industry operating across borders, is almost entirely 

driven by relationships.  But each of the four actors in a quadrangular set-up is 

subject to differing cultural influences, emotional pressures and business 

imperatives.   

 
Table 2:  Key works within Advertising Agency research 

Key Literature sources: ADVERTISING AGENCY RESEARCH 
Authors/Year Publication Title Key Findings  

Jacqueline 
Lynch and 
West (2017) 

Journal of 
Advertising 
Research 

Agency Creativity: 
Teams and 
Performance 

Supports the fundamental 
importance of creativity to agencies 
and its multi-dimensionality. This 
models linkage between creative 
team knowledge utilisation, agency 
creativity, and performance. 

Vardar and 
Paliwoda 
(1993c) 

Journal of 
Euromarketing 

Successful 
International 
Advertising 
Campaigns and 
the ”Mirroring 
Effect” Between 
MNC's and Their 
Agencies 

Explores (at an organisational level) 
interactions between local and head-
office agencies with local and head-
office clients. Reports on linkages 
between parties and how agencies 
tend to mirror client structuring. 

Paul C. N. 
Michell (1988) 

Book:  Croome 
Hill 

Advertising 
agency-client 
relations: A 
strategic 
perspective 

Analyses factors that are involved to 
ensure that the agency–client 
relationship runs smoothly.  
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Beverland, 
Farrelly and 
Woodhatch 
(2007) 

Journal of 
Advertising 

Exploring the 
Dimensions of 
Proactivity Within 
Advertising 
Agency—Client 
Relationships 

Reviews what proactivity involves, 
how proactivity effects renewal  
decisions, and tactics associated 
with proactivity. Four characteristics 
of proactivity found: initiative taken 
by the agency, horizon expansion, 
strategic reflection, and signalling. 
Proactivity was also found to be a 
driver of client satisfaction, which 
thereby motivated clients to renew 
services. 

Walters, 
Whitla and 
Davies (2008) 

International 
Business 
Review 

Global strategy in 
the international 
advertising 
industry 

Studies strategic behaviour of 
international advertising agencies, 
finding wide variance in agency 
strategy. Factors such as firm 
resources and administrative 
heritage may be as important as the 
industry environment in affecting 
international strategy in markets. 
Behaviours identified are generally 
consistent with an industry 
environment where market drivers 
are important; most clients 
demanding consistent performance 
and quality internationally, along with 
responsiveness. 

M. Davies and 
Prince (1999) 

Journal of 
Advertising 

Examining the 
longevity of new 
agency accounts: 
A comparative 
study of US and 
UK advertising 
experiences 

Proposes a model for examining 
account lifetimes, to offer guidance 
on agencies’ likely retention of future 
client accounts. The impact of 
agency structural characteristics on 
longevity is also examined.  Greater 
account longevity is related to larger 
agency size (both billings and 
employees), and agency age. 

Hackley 
(2000) 

British Journal 
of Management 

Silent running: 
tacit, discursive 
and psychological 
aspects of 
management in a 
top UK advertising 
agency 

Explores an Agency which manages 
and sells knowledge about 
advertising, about consumers and 
about creative craft. The research 
used critical discourse analysis to 
explore ways in which power, 
authority and professional identity 
were discursively reproduced in the 
service of corporate instrumentality. 

LaBahn and 
Kohli (1997) 

Industrial 
Marketing 
Management 

Maintaining client 
commitment in 
advertising 
agency–client 
relationships 

Studies initiating, building, and 
maintaining close business 
relationships between agency and 
client.  Reports consequences of 
agency and client behaviours on 
working relationships, shown to 
influence agency performance and 
client disposition, productive 
interaction, conflict, and creative 
quality implementation. Finds that 
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agency performance increases client 
trust and commitment. Productive 
interaction also increases client 
commitment, whereas conflict 
decreases client commitment. 

Miracle (2014) Book:  John 
Wiley & Sons 

International 
Advertising 
Research: A 
Historical Review 

Book reviewing development of 
research into international 
advertising. 

Turnbull and 
Doherty-
Wilson (1990) 

European 
Journal of 
Marketing 

The 
internationalisation 
of the advertising 
industry 

Explores advertising’s rising stature 
and globalisation in the business 
world.  Historical review leading to 
study of whether global brands need 
globally-capable agencies, and what 
the effects may be on national 
agencies if so. 

Jansen Van 
Rensburg 
(2010) 

Journal of 
Contemporary 
Management 

Dimensions of 
advertising agency 
client satisfaction 

Proposes a conceptual model for 
understanding key factors that shape  
satisfaction with advertising 
agencies’ services.  Model draws 
together two distinct approaches:(1) 
service quality associated with 
service output and performance, and 
(2) relational exchanges between 
advertisers and advertising agencies. 

 

This section began with consideration of what the advertising business is, in 

scale and process, before moving on to discuss how it is processed and achieved 

with structures, arrangements and relationships.  International clients communicate 

between head-office and many local market offices in a series of dyadic linkages, a 

structure that is mirrored by many agencies who also engage in these serial dyadic 

relationships.  Neither exists or has purpose without inter-firm relationships beyond 

the dyads, resulting in a network most simply distilled into a four-way symbiotic unit 

of relationships centred around an advertising account.  This inexorably leads to the 

people involved in such networks – particularly those in leadership roles – with 

responsibility for these relationships between organisations, situated in and 

influenced by culturally and environmentally diverse but overlapping environments. 

 

In the field of advertising the paucity of research examining interpersonal senior 

relationships so vital to conducting the business stands ready for rebalance. The 

next sections provides some insight into what is known about the relationship 

aspects of trust and commitment before elaborating on network approaches. 
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2.3 Trust and Commitment 
 

Exchanges between clients and agencies are rarely concerned with single sales: 

rather they are situated within the broader tapestry of a longer relationship 

comprising many events (Gounaris, 2005).  It is these relationships that provide for 

mutual competitive strength, market share and profitability (Chang et al., 2012), 

explaining the large volume of B2B research seeking to explain influences on 

customers’ willingness to build and sustain relationships (Gounaris, 2005), and 

suppliers willingness to invest in those relationships (Ganesan and Hess, 1997) – 

commitment and trust.  These two are argued to be fundamental  to the success of 

interfirm alliances (Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994).  Many studies posit a 

relationship between trust and commitment (e.g. Ganesan (1994); Robert M Morgan 

and Hunt (1994); Cullen, Johnson and Sakano (2000)), albeit with differing 

emphases and conceptualisations (Ganesan and Hess, 1997).   

 

Researchers have found a spectrum or continuum of relational typologies ranging 

from the purely transactional to those with much stronger relationalism (Dwyer, 

Schurr and Oh, 1987; Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  Client/agency relationships 

are rarely purely transactional (Turnbull and Doherty-Wilson, 1990), displaying 

attributes of relational exchanges being “cooperative actions and mutual adjustment 

of both parties, a sharing of the benefits and burdens of the exchange, and planning 

for future exchanges” (Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  Similarly, these partnerships 

characterise more as  relational than functional (Levy & Weitz, 1995, cited in 

(Garbarino and Johnson, 1999)) on the basis of longevity of the exchange(s) and 

differences in trust and commitment to the other party. 

 

Within relationship marketing, the commitment-trust theory suggests that these 

are key components in any on-going exchange relationship (Robert M Morgan and 

Hunt, 1994; LaBahn and Kohli, 1997), operating on both directions.  To illustrate, in 
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relationships with committed clients, agencies are ‘permitted’ to invest in that client’s 

needs, thereby fostering longer-term opportunities (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997). 

 

Trust and commitment remain discrete concepts despite being closely related 

and often mutually interdependent (Cullen, Johnson and Sakano, 2000; Wong and 

Sohal, 2002). 

 

2.3.1 Trust 

Rotter (1971) considers stability built on social communication as the basis of 

interpersonal trust, conceptualised both as an expectation of another party that 

words may be relied upon, and confidence in another party’s motivations as 

benevolent, particularly where risk is involved. These are respectively characterised 

as credibility and benevolence (Ganesan and Hess, 1997)  Ganesan and Hess 

(1997) recognise four trust entities in dyadic buyer-seller relationships, interlinking 

personal and organisational levels (p440).  In the present study these entities 

multiply exponentially as the dyad becomes a web of dyads, involving interpersonal, 

organisational, intra-organisational and interorganisational trusts between four 

parties, potentially creating 32 of Ganesan and Hess (1997)’s entities.  It is the 

interpersonal typology that informs this study, recognising the organisational and 

institutional habitae12 in which they dwell.  An alternative conception sees trust as 

self-assurance in the reliability and integrity of both collaborating parties (Robert M 

Morgan and Hunt, 1994), leading to positive outcomes from exchanges between 

them.  Again, this is made more complex when moving beyond the dyad. 

 

Trust is an essential ingredient for success in relationships (Dwyer, Schurr and 

Oh, 1987; Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  Trust 

may be defined as perception of “confidence in the exchange partner’s reliability and 

integrity.” (Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994), highlighting the importance of 

reliability and confidence in conceptions of trust. The study by Garbarino and 

                                            
12 The organisational and institutional dwelling space within which relationships are 

situated. 
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Johnson (1999) focuses on conceptions of interpersonal trust in a professional 

setting, differentiated by some researchers from interorganisational trust (Das and 

Teng, 1998; Cullen, Johnson and Sakano, 2000) albeit understanding the mutuality 

of influences each on the other. 

 

2.3.2 Commitment 

Commitment has been described as the extent to which customers are willing to 

maintain a long-term relationship with suppliers (Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994).  

This implies one-way commitment, which seems unlikely to prosper unless 

reciprocated. Both partners in dyadic relationships should be able to rely on the other 

to overcome weaknesses and improve performance (Chang et al., 2012).  In a close-

knit web of dyads, does this reliance extend to every party? Many researchers 

describe commitment to relationships as intent to build and maintain relationship 

stability, entailing readiness to incur short-term sacrifices in so doing whilst building 

confidence in the relationship (Erin Anderson and Weitz, 1992; Ganesan and Hess, 

1997).  Trust is considered a major determinant of relationship commitment (Erin 

Anderson and Weitz, 1992; Ganesan, 1994; Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994) as it 

reduces risk perception, increases confidence in parties’ abilities to overcome 

issues, and reduces transaction costs in exchange relationships (Ganesan and 

Hess, 1997).  Transactions were at the forefront of early commitment research 

(Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987) but as product quality improved and technology 

across industries became commoditised, transactions were de-emphasised in favour 

of relationships (Gounaris, 2005), leading to enhanced understanding of commitment 

in large part through work by the IMP group (Iacobucci and Hibbard, 1999).  

Transactions within the context of advertising agencies are many, various and often 

quite continuous, ranging from small informational exchanges through to the 

provision or fulfilment of $multi-million contractual deals (Jansen Van Rensburg, 

2010). Interestingly, commitment may not be equally important for both supplier and 

customer parties in a dyad:  Leek, Turnbull and Naudé (2002) find evidence that 

suppliers (i.e. agencies in this study) are more concerned about gaining commitment 

from their customers (clients) than the converse. 
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Researchers identify two types of commitment – affective and calculative 

(Gounaris, 2005; Chang et al., 2012), originating in different motives for relationship 

retention.  The former is more dependent on enjoyment, loyalty, friendship and 

belongingness (Gounaris, 2005) arising from frequent positive interactions and 

experiential satisfaction (To and Li, 2005).  Naturally, this affective commitment 

builds trust and a willingness to enjoy positive relationships with suppliers (Chang et 

al., 2012).  Calculative commitment is more negative in seeking to minimise the 

switching costs incurred in relationship termination (Gounaris, 2005; Chang et al., 

2012).  Resulting from ongoing calculations of costs and benefits, it constrains the 

parties in binding through costs (Gounaris, 2005) as opposed to anticipating future 

opportunities.  Increased trust may serve to diminish calculative commitment as both 

parties focus less on calculative rationales for attachment (Ganesan, 1994).  

Calculative commitments are of lower importance in strategic alliances (such as 

those between client and agency) defined as interfirm arrangements aimed at 

achieving the strategic objectives of the partners (Das and Teng, 1998). Where two 

or more partners pursue mutually compatible objectives in the overall exchange, 

satisfactory cooperation is vital to their success (ibid). 

 

Whilst these conceptions of trust, commitment, confidence, reliability and 

cooperation are all integral and ongoing in agency/client relationships and in the 

interpersonal relationships of business leaders working as boundary-spanners (Ernst 

and Yip, 2009; Jeffrey Yip, Ernst and Campbell, 2009), in complex relationships that 

exist beyond the dyadic, limited literature appears to examine the conflicts and 

tensions that affect actors as they seek to balance the demands of different relational 

aspects of their work.  This is particularly relevant in consideration of the advertising 

business, characterised as it is by strong personalities and dependence on 

relationships (Bergen, Dutta and Walker Jr, 1992; Hackley, 2000; Beverland, 2005).   

 
Table 3:  Key works within Commitment and Trust 

Key Literature sources: COMMITMENT and TRUST 
Authors/Year Publication Title Key Findings  
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Robert M 
Morgan and 
Hunt (1994) 

The journal of 
marketing 

The 
commitment-
trust theory of 
relationship 
marketing 

Conceptualises relationship 
marketing, discussing its ten 
Forms; then theorises that successful 
relationship marketing requires 
relationship commitment and trust, 
and models relationship commitment 
and trust as key mediating variables. 

Gounaris (2005) Journal of 
Business 
research 

Trust and 
commitment 
influences on 
customer 
retention: 
insights from 
business-to-
business 
services 

Notes that services are increasingly 
becoming a vital component of the 
product that the customers buy  
Explores two specific antecedents of 
trust and consequently of 
commitment: the perceived quality of 
the service and the customer bonding 
techniques used by the supplier. In 
doing so, the causality of the 
relationships between the various 
constructs is also examined. 

Ganesan and 
Hess (1997) 

Marketing 
letters 

Dimensions 
and levels of 
trust: 
implications for 
commitment to 
a relationship 

Seeks to distinguish among the levels 
and dimensions of trust. Argues that 
trust in a sales representative 
(interpersonal credibility) is more 
strongly related to commitment than 
trust in an organization (organizational 
credibility). In contrast, trust based on 
organizational benevolence is a 
stronger predictor of commitment than 
interpersonal benevolence. 

Chang et al. 
(2012) 

Industrial 
Marketing 
Management 

Building 
customer 
commitment in 
business-to-
business 
markets 

investigates the development and role 
of dependence and trust in 
relationship management from the 
customer's perspective and their 
impact on commitment. Based on the 
social exchange theory, argues that 
relationship maintenance should not 
only include economic constraint-
based relationships, which are derived 
from dependence, but also dedication-
based relationships, which are derived 
from trust. As such, this research 
proposes that dependence and trust 
are mediators by which to understand 
the complicated relationship between 
buyers and sellers. 

Garbarino and 
Johnson (1999) 

Journal of 
Marketing 

The different 
roles of 
satisfaction, 
trust, and 
commitment in 
customer 
relationships 

Customers vary in their relationships 
with a firm on a continuum from 
transactional to highly relational 
bonds.  This analyses the 
relationships of satisfaction, trust, and 
commitment to component 
satisfaction attitudes and future 
intentions for customers. 
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Cullen, Johnson 
and Sakano 
(2000) 

Journal of World 
Business 

Success 
through 
commitment 
and trust: The 
soft side of 
strategic 
alliance 
management 

Argues that the success of 
international strategic alliances 
requires attention to both the hard and 
soft sides of alliance management.  
Hard = financial, operational etc., 
while soft refers to relationship capital 
within the alliance. Two important 
factors:  Commitment and trust. 

Dwyer, Schurr 
and Oh (1987) 

Journal of 
marketing 

Developing 
buyer-seller 
relationships 

Describes a framework for developing 
buyer-seller relationships that affords 
a vantage point for formulating 
marketing strategy 

 

This thesis contends that international relationships between parties are almost 

universally more than dyadic.  It examines interconnected relationships in some form 

of matrix, which some would consider to represent a network.  Both commitment and 

trust occupy a significant place in network literature, which is further explored below.  

 

 

2.4 Are we looking at a network? 
 

Considerable research analysis has examined networks (Ford, Gadde and 

Håkansson, 2006; Newman, 2010); Network Theory (NT) being an academic 

discipline in its own right which can inform this study.  Whilst the origins of NT lay in 

pure science, largely positivist and depictive of highly complex mathematical or 

graphical representation, the network approach has been adopted and adapted by 

sociologists, relationship marketing analysts and others with stronger constructivist 

epistemologies, deploying more qualitative approaches to understanding (James C 

Anderson, Håkansson and Johanson, 1994; Snehota and Hakansson, 1995; 

Newman, 2010).  A particular perspective on networks, interested in commitment and 

trust in business marketing is provided by ‘The IMP (Industrial Marketing and 

Purchasing) group’ (Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 2006).  Ford et al describe what 

they identify as a ‘network approach’, recognising that firms never exist in isolation, 

but have connections (both direct and indirect) with many other organisations.  The 

influence potential and therefore scope of these networks is boundless, as those 

‘others’ themselves have multiple connections and influences: all businesses are in 

some way related to all others. IMP is heavily concerned with particular business 
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typologies, particularly supplier networks, product development networks and 

distribution networks, within which there are many indirect relationships (Turnbull 

and Doherty-Wilson, 1990). Therefore, researchers need to carefully set limits for 

their areas of study (ibid) and the components of the ‘network’ under review.  

 

Network theorists and IMP scholars concur around the inter-relatedness of all 

and interdependency of some participants within network systems (Pardo et al., 

2006).  While each actor – whether at firm or personal level – has their own skills, 

temperaments, aims, resources, problems and challenges, they are somehow linked 

together symbiotically to address common goals and exploit interlinked resources 

appropriately.  While changes, opportunities, contextual differences and individual 

circumstances (whether individual or collective) will always arise and interfere with 

the symbiosis, IMP’s network approach looks more at the commonalities that hold 

firm networks together (Snehota and Hakansson, 1995), leaving a less researched 

field in consideration of how actors can balance and make sense of changing 

individual circumstances whilst being constituted in a collective whole (O’Malley, 

2014). 

 

Ford, Gadde and Håkansson (2006) recognise that whilst firms in a network will 

have many relationships, only a few would be of major importance.  This importance 

becomes interdependence in many cases, as each party relies on the other for 

fulfilment of both individual and collective business (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987).  In 

such cases, companies may invest significantly to solve a ‘partner’s’ problem or 

enhance their business, in pursuit of longer-term relationships and revenues.  

Because ‘business relationships and the interdependencies on which they are based 

are the key ingredients of a network’ (p9), then the identification, establishment, 

development, deepening and curation of these interdependent relationships is 

fundamental to the success of the entire network and each of its component 

companies.  This understanding of interdependence strengthens the case for 

additional research into key relationships of major importance, helping to form and 

focus the present research question. 
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Within business marketing, it is understood that marketers will have fewer 

customers than consumer marketers, and therefore that each business customer is 

likely to provide a larger share of business and importance to the business marketer 

(Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 2006).  With fewer customers and larger sales 

shares, probably repeating over time, the two companies are likely to know each 

other and each other’s requirements, and to adapt as necessary to satisfy those 

requirements (ibid).  Therein is the basis of a relationship between two businesses.  

Pertinent to the present study, Håkansson’s ARA model (Snehota and Hakansson, 

1995) looks at interlinked aspects of networks (Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 2006) 

in the areas of Activity Links, Resource Ties and Actor Bonds, expanded below. 

 

2.4.1.1 Activity Links 

Business-to-business (B2B) relationships frequently link systematically certain 

activities performed by each party for mutual benefit. Examples may include 

provision of tailor-made components, part completed fabricants, or stock control by 

Kanban or ‘just-in-time’ delivery (Snehota and Hakansson, 1995).  Deciding which 

activities to link with a provider/customer is a strategic challenge requiring 

consideration of relationship depth and longevity, strategic importance, relationship 

value and the nature of the problem (Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 2006).  In the 

context of advertising, we could consider co-strategising, co-creativity or embedding 

of actors as activity links. 

 

2.4.1.2 Resource Ties 

B2B relationships may tie together resources or physical facilities of both 

companies (Snehota and Hakansson, 1995).  A topical example of physical linkage 

may be the railways, wherein train operator companies are physically mutually 

dependent on Network Rail to function.  More frequent is knowledge-resource 

linkage or adaptation to suit the needs of each other (Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 

2006), for example when chip-makers develop specific technology to meet computer 

company requirements.  Ford, Hakansson and Johanson (2002) notes how 

systematic tying of resources between two companies, implying adaptation to 

specific needs, makes such resources less attractive to deployment in other 
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relationships.  Resource investment may therefore limit growth.  In the context of 

advertising, resource ties are strong as clients share proprietary data and company 

secrets in the briefing stages, and agencies deploy dedicated teams of people to the 

relationship and develop individually tailored solutions for each brief.  Despite 

occasional agency tries to sell rejected creative work to alternative clients13, 

advertising is created to meet exacting criteria for one specific brief with one 

client/brand (Bernstein, 1974).  Paradoxically, resource ties may result in innovation 

as problems are mutually solved, resulting in new ideas with transferability (Ford, 

Gadde and Håkansson, 2006) but this is rare for advertising per se, all be it more 

common areas related to advertising technology. 

 

2.4.1.3 Actor Bonds 

B2B relationships exist between organisations, but are a social construction built 

by people (Snehota and Hakansson, 1995).  People in each company get to know 

each other; their relationship and interactions hopefully lead to growing trust between 

them and their companies, allowing the relationship to be looked at as a single social 

system (Ford, Gadde and Håkansson, 2006).  In the view of Snehota and 

Hakansson (1995) the relationship connects occurrences that are separated over 

time, in that the present relationship is built on its past situations and will inform the 

future relationship.  These bonds have a strong role and importance in the pursuit of 

trade relationships, helping in problem-solving and building trust.  There is also a 

dark side to interpersonal relationship bonds where individuals may elevate personal 

requirements before the requirements of their employing organisation (James C 

Anderson, Håkansson and Johanson, 1994).  In the context of advertising, actor 

bonds are of vital importance (Bergen, Dutta and Walker Jr, 1992) and the changing 

or evolving nature of those relationships may be critical in the winning, maintaining 

and dissolution of inter-firm contracts (Kulkarni, Vora and Brown, 2003; Beverland, 

2005).  In the context of international advertising, the actor bonds under 

consideration span both company and country boundaries. 

                                            
13 For example, Lintas in India established a coffee shop selling unaccepted advertising 

concepts and layouts in 2003-4.  Source: Author 
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2.4.2 Boundary Spanning 
Whatever the form of linking, international and inter-firm organisational leaders 

must bridge social identity boundaries between peoples with different demographics, 

culture, values and perspectives (Jeffrey Yip, Ernst and Campbell, 2009), as well as 

shared routines of behaviour or practices (Whittington, 1992).  Boundaries are 

fundamental to organisational life (Ernst and Yip, 2009), yet boundary spanning is 

poorly effected by many, if not most organisations (Jeffrey Yip, Ernst and Campbell, 

2009).  There may also be marked differences in practices across boundaries, and 

the interplay between practices and boundaries is a major focus for boundary 

spanners (Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010).  “Boundary work represents the attempts 

of actors to create, shape and disrupt boundaries” (p190) and leads to manipulations 

of ingroups and outgroups – flexible social constructs present in any network 

situation (George S Yip, 1994).  Following the work of Zietsma and Lawrence (2010) 

I limit conceptions of boundaries in this paper to distinctions between people and 

social groups; and adopt the notion of fields as “…co-evolutionary systems in which 

boundaries and practices exist in a recursive relationship significantly affected by the 

heterogeneous boundary work and practice work of interested actors.’ (p191). 

 

Within dyadic relationships boundary spanning is complex enough: When 

expanding into a broader matrix or network of relationships the complexity grows (by 

simple mathematics) exponentially.  Research suggests that employees who act as 

boundary spanners between the firm and its environment, for example in this study 

the CMO, GAD, LMO and LAD as person-actors, are particularly prone to role stress 

(Stamper and Johlke, 2003). Caroline Stamper goes on to state, “…boundary 

spanners often spend much of their time directly interacting with customers and 

addressing their often highly variable, complex, and distinctive needs. In addition, 

because boundary spanners often operate away from the firm, extensively handle 

non-routine tasks, and experience different role expectations, they are likely to 

experience high levels of uncertainty and conflict.” (p570). Within the context of this 

study, even the distilled exemplar unit of four persons, seeking a common ingroup 

identity built around the advertising account, start from individual and discrete 
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outgroups – separate firms in different countries and industries that provide their own 

organisational, geographic, cultural, and practice environments.  Unsurprisingly, 

Zietsma and Lawrence (2010) find that actors’ boundary work and practice work 

operate recursively such that they underpin cycles of institutional innovation, stability, 

conflict, and re-stabilisation.   

 

The network approach is helpful in many ways, drawing attention to complexities 

of linking actors and their bonds (or relationship resources) with activities over 

boundaries.  Its plane of relevance in application to markets is in examining trust and 

commitment (Newman, 2010) – subjects analysed above (see section 2.3).   

Reflecting on the inter-firm, cross-border relationships under study, a network 

approach clarifies the development and exposition of a theoretical frame that will be 

explored further throughout this chapter.  The distillate individual actors are arranged 

into a social frame coalesced around the one advertising account, representing 

multiple identities – those of their four selves, of their four individual organisations, of 

their two collected macro-organisations, of their two collected geographies and of the 

one brand team.  The actor bonds between them exist at interpersonal and inter-

organisational levels, either through corporate or geographic situations.  Finally, the 

whole is influenced and constrained by the institutional environment which it inhabits.  

This frame is depicted in figure 14 below: 

 
Figure 14:  Theoretical relationship frame and connections.  Source: Author 2017 
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This thesis purposefully examines the one key person actor within each firm in 

such networked relationships – usually a senior director – who has account 

management responsibility (R. Cluley, 2017) for leading that specific intercompany 

relationship with a ‘partner’ firm and who has an interpersonal relationship with a 

similarly senior actor in that partner firm.  Due to their leadership roles and 

responsibilities (R. Cluley, 2017) (and to use practitioner parlance), ‘the buck stops’14 

with these boundary-spanning actors in respect of their mutual corporate and 

personal relationships, their individual performances, and of those resources, teams, 

expectations and deliverables both mutual and individual (Puris, 1999). 

 

The network approach has limited ability to deepen understanding of the 

international intercompany construct under study, for several reasons.  Although 

embracing potentially wide-area multi-node networks, its study of bonds is primarily 

concerned with dyads, for example between buyer and seller or between head-office 

and subsidiary (James C Anderson, Håkansson and Johanson, 1994; Rowley, 1997).  

Second, predominant focus rests on organisational or firm-level phenomena 

(Newman, 2010), not on persons as actors or their multi-dimensional conflicts and 

tensions.  Third, Network Theory is relatively unconcerned with the environment in 

which its actors, resources and activities are situated (John Scott, 2017), nor is it 

overly cognisant of cultural influences (Michael, 2016).  Seeking to address these 

shortcomings, the next section looks at the organisational and institutional 

environment inhabited by these business relationships. 

 

For all these reasons, if we want to understand something of the situated actor in 

a personal sense within institutional, organisational milieu we must look beyond the 

individual, and beyond the more commonly studied dyadic relationships to consider 

the complexity of interconnected interpersonal relationships within a cultural 

environment. Using the specific context of an international firm allied to a partner 

company, this thesis explores how the construct under consideration involves a 

                                            
14 "The buck stops here" is a phrase that was popularized by U.S. President Harry S. 

Truman, (https://quoteinvestigator.com/2015/02/07/buck-stops/ ) but is in frequent use by 
business practitioners to imply final responsibility.  
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close, distilled set of inter-related actors arranged around and contributing to the 

marketing of a brand or brands: i.e. four parties at the firm level, represented by a 

senior director in each who cohabit a symbiotic relationship.   

 

 

2.5 Institutional Theory 
 

North’s 1990 definition of institutions as “humanly devised constraints that 

structure political, economic and social interaction” (cited in Thomas B Lawrence, 

Suddaby and Leca (2009)) is exemplified well in the context of advertising agencies.  

While marketing and advertising firms are organisations, the structures, behaviours 

and habitus that they exhibit constitute institutions within and of them.  As previously 

explained, the interactive, symbiotic relationship distilled down to four key actors 

centred around an advertising account is the focus of the present research as a 

construct whose existence spans the best part of a century.  The normative 

organisational expectations, habits, practical mechanisms and interactions involved 

create their own constraints (Walter W Powell and DiMaggio, 1991), while the two 

organisations (client and agency) underlying this construct coercively reinforce 

hierarchies, actors’ behaviour, and power apparatus within which the relationships 

are constrained – their own ‘iron cage’ (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). 

 

Institutional Theory, with its broad, enduring and diverse content, intrigues as a 

source with which to understand organisations.  It offers a rich and evolving account 

of the ways in which knowledge spreads, how management and organisational 

practices are disseminated and become ‘the norm’ and thereby how organisations 

become ‘legitimate’, possibly becoming institutions (Suddaby, 2010).  In their drive 

towards legitimacy, and indeed in order to survive, organisations bend to pressures 

and conform to the rules and belief systems prevailing in the environment (DiMaggio 

and Powell, 1983; W Richard Scott, 1995).  These isomorphic pressures – whether 

normative, coercive or mimetic – linked with the desire for legitimacy (ibid) may 

explain why most advertising agencies and most international marketing companies 

conform in structure or behaviour to either the model of an international network or of 
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being locally stand-alone (Walters, Whitla and Davies, 2008) – see fig 9 above.  Yet 

despite this macro-level conformity, multinational companies operating in diverse 

countries with differing institutional contexts and environments will face distinct 

pressures (Greenwood et al., 2008).  Some of those diverse pressures, both in 

‘market’ and home institutional environments, have been shown to exert significant 

influences on competitive and corporate strategy (Martinsons, 1993; Porter, 1998). 

Scholars acknowledge that organisations are often exposed to multiple and 

conflicting institutional demands (Friedland and Alford, 1991; Kraatz and Block, 

2008; Pache and Santos, 2010).  Further, companies operating in different economic 

contexts have been shown to react dissimilarly to similar challenges (Knetter, 1989).  

The mesh of social, economic, and political factors that comprise the institutional 

framework within a specific environment offers companies certain advantages and/or 

disadvantages in conducting specific types of activities there. It is my contention that 

similar factors also affect responsible persons within their organisations. 

 

The isomorphic pressures described by Powell & DiMaggio (1991) are coercive 

(influenced by legislation, technical requirements, rituals, or service/supplier 

infrastructures, need for legitimisation); mimetic (imitating /adopting innovations that 

work for others similar in their field to build success or mimic growth); and normative 

(socialisation or professionalisation towards common methods of control, delivery or 

legitimacy  e.g. employing ‘experienced’ managers, meeting customer expectations, 

education, training).  All of these lead to convergence or isomorphism (Tharp and 

Jeong, 2001), yet this construct largely situates at an organisational level and not 

one based on or acted out by individuals. 

 

Institutional theory scholars purport that institutions addressing competing 

demands face a conflict or tension: satisfying one demand may require ignoring or 

even violation of others (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1978), thus potentially jeopardising 

organisational legitimacy.  These pressures, while pertinent to the current research 

at organisational and interpersonal levels, appear too linear and predictable to 

illuminate the situated workplace and individuals’ relationships within it. 
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Walter W Powell and DiMaggio (1991) and later Walter W Powell and DiMaggio 

(2012) explored a then-emerging strand of organization theory that they called 'new 

institutionalism', which rejected those rational-actor models of traditional institutional 

theory and economics, arguing that actors (organisational or individual) were not 

dumb automatons with predictable actions and reactions.  New institutionalism (also 

named neo-institutionalism) sought to explain in sociological terms how and why 

institutions evolve in certain ways to become similar despite diverse backgrounds 

(Suddaby, 2010), together with cognitive and/or cultural explanations for 

organisational and social observations by studying facets of supra-individual units of 

analysis that, they purport, may not be aggregated to summations of the 

consequences of individuals’ attributes or motives (Walter W Powell and DiMaggio, 

2012).  Neo-Institutionalism also studies the effects of institutions on the behaviour of 

agents therein (ibid). Here lies an opening to study a web of dyads of persons as 

units of analysis, recognising both their non-rational behaviour and that such 

behaviour may not legitimately be collectively addressed. 

 

Further developments in institutional theory suggested that companies might be 

able to enact some strategic choice due to the availability of competing institutional 

models of action (Friedland and Alford, 1991; Whittington, 1992; Clemens and Cook, 

1999; Seo and Creed, 2002; Dorado, 2005).  Some contemporary models attempt to 

isolate response strategies to multiple and conflicting institutional demands.  Kraatz 

and Block (2008) deduce four adaptation strategies to what they call “institutional 

pluralism”, namely elimination, compartmentalisation, reigning over to balance out, or 

more radically forging a new institutional order.  These are anticipated as behavioural 

and belief observations in the current research. 

 

More recently ‘New Institutional Theory’ observes that the strengthening of 

legitimacy may be as important as economic profitability (Gabriel, 2008).  Old and 

new stress the how the environment in which organisations operate contributes to 

legitimacy.  This raises questions concerning organisations operating in multiple 

and/or diverse environments, and further questions around the meaning of legitimacy 

for the organisational constructs operating across fields and geographies. 
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Unsurprisingly the majority of structurally-derived studies of institutional change 

allied to isomorphism tend to see the role of individuals as limited to conforming to 

the established norms of their specific field (Delbridge and Edwards, 2008).  Whilst 

embracing the embedded agency paradox (Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010) wherein 

actors are conceived of as being embedded in the institutional milieu that shape 

them yet somehow able to affect recursively these very institutions, the present study 

examines inter- and intra-company actors and the organisations they represent.   

 

IT as a field of enquiry has grown enormously (Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 

2017). The myriad, broad and frequently contradictory offerings within IT, whilst more 

or less entirely addressing the structural whole of institutions as opposed to the 

individuals within, suffers criticisms of ‘creaking under its own theoretical apparatus’, 

being stretched beyond its limits (Suddaby, 2010), and directing attention to the 

macro-dynamics of fields (T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010).  Additionally, 

institutional theory largely addresses monadic or dyadic relationships (Rowley, 

1997).  In consequence, the actual and complex individually lived experience of 

organisational actors as people gets lost, is oversimplified or is assumed to be 

rational and predictable – giving ‘air’ to the current study.   

 
Table 4  Key works within IT 

Key Literature sources: INSTITUTIONAL THEORY 
Authors/Year Publication Title Key Findings  

Suddaby, 2010 Journal of 
Management 
Enquiry 

Challenges for 
institutional 
theory 

A critical summation of the use of neo-
institutionalism to study organizations. 
While institutionalism has succeeded in 
becoming the dominant theory to study 
macro-organizational phenomena, 
Suddaby suggests that the theory has 
been stretched far beyond its core 
purpose—to understand how 
organizational structures and processes 
acquire meaning and continuity beyond 
their technical goals. 

Walter W Powell 
and DiMaggio 
(2012) 

Book:  Chicago 
University Press 

The new 
institutionalism 
in 
organizational 
analysis 

Seeks to disentangle IT’s paradoxical 
nature by exploring New Institutionalism. 
Brings together many works that aim to 
clarify IT’s ambiguities and defining IT 
processes that shape organisations, and 
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that explore the explanatory potential in 
the analysis of institutional change 

DiMaggio and 
Powell, 1983 

American 
Sociological 
Review 

The iron cage 
revisited: 
Collective 
rationality and 
institutional 
isomorphism in 
organizational 
fields 

Introduces the fundamental precepts of 
IT – three isomorphic pressures being 
normative, mimetic and coercive – that 
lead to organisations in a field becoming 
increasingly similar. Hypothesises about 
how resource centralisation and 
dependency, goal ambiguity and 
technical uncertainty, and structure 
affect isomorphic change. 

Scott, 1995,  Book: Sage 
Thousand 
Oaks, CA;  

Institutions and 
organizations 

Provides a comprehensive exploration 
of relationship between institutional 
theory and the study of organisations. 
Reflects diversity of institutional 
thought—viewed both historically and as 
a contemporary, as ongoing field of 
study. 

(Suchman, 
1995) 

Academy of 
management 
review 

Managing 
legitimacy: 
Strategic and 
institutional 
approaches 

Synthesises diverse literature on 
organisational legitimacy, 
highlighting disparities as well as 
similarities among prevalent 
strategic and institutional 
approaches. Identifies three 
primary forms of legitimacy: 
pragmatic, based on audience self-
interest; moral, based on normative 
approval: and cognitive, based on 
taken-for-grantedness and 
comprehensibility. 

Greenwood et 
al. (2008) 

Book:  Sage The Sage 
handbook of 
organizational 
institutionalism 

Introductory collection of chapters/ 
papers from leading academics in IT 
and OI fields. Reviews IT development 
and covers aspects of legitimacy, 
isomorphism, institutional logics, power, 
entrepreneurship, pluralism and 
identities. 

Porter (1998) Book: Simon 
and Schuster 

Competitive 
advantage: 
Creating and 
sustaining 
superior 
performance 

Simplifies complexity of industry 
competition in five underlying forces. 
Introduces 5-Forces tool and three 
generic strategies—lowest cost, 
differentiation, and focus—to bring 
structure to strategic positioning. States 
that competitive advantage can be 
defined in terms of relative cost and 
relative prices, linking it to profitability, 
presenting a perspective on how profit is 
created and divided. 
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Institutional theory however has some weaknesses for understanding inter- and 

intra-firm personal relationships: a) it is concerned almost exclusively with institutions 

vs individuals (Suddaby, 2010); b) it largely explores either monadic or dyadic 

structures (W Richard Scott, 1995; Suchman, 1995); c) it envisages individual actors 

as conforming to organisational norms (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 

2009); d) it explains the persistent homogeneity of organisations (DiMaggio and 

Powell, 1983); and d) is exceptionally broad, diverse and at times contradictory 

(Delbridge and Edwards, 2008; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010).  Most importantly, it 

does not address the social and cultural aspects of interpersonal cross-border, 

cross-company relationships and the roles they play in compatibility, tension and 

conflict – integral components of the broad questions identified as “what’s going on” 

or, how can we understand these complex and symbiotic relationships. 

 

The field of Organisational Institutionalism (OI) has subsequently emerged to 

address some of these shortcomings and the Concept of Work focuses further on 

the roles individuals play in this organisational institutional milieu.   Therefore, each 

of these areas is now explored in greater detail. 

 

2.6 Organisational Institutionalism 
 

Within institutional theory there is much discussion of organisations and, in the 

last decade, a recognition and rekindled interest in the relationships between 

institutions, organisations and organisations in their institutional context (Greenwood 

et al., 2017).  In addition, field-level exploration is receiving increased attention, for 

instance attending to infrastructures, governance arrangements and community 

forms and contexts (Hinings, Logue and Zietsma, 2017). 

 

Organisational relationships have multi-layered constituents and influencers that 

contribute to the institutional construct under study.  Simplistically, the three levels of 

field, organisation and individual actor can be conceptualised, recognising that 

‘reality’ is never that simple.  To expand in the context of this study, at a macro level 

a dyadic relationship exists between the fields of marketing and advertising (Hallatt, 
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1979; Paul C. N. Michell, 1988), which becomes a web of dyads (two-by-two at 

minimum) when sub-divided into ‘sub-fields’ of global and local endeavour.  Within 

each field there exist multiple organisations: both fields have global or ‘head-office’ 

organisations and local market organisations (Greenwood et al., 2017; Höllerer, 

Walgenbach and Drori, 2017) interconnected both intra- and inter-organisationally.  

Playing at this level are also the myriad trade associations, regulatory bodies, 

industry media and other community aggregations (Greenwood et al., 2017) who 

help in coalescing the field(s) and informing the institutional construct.  Moving down 

another ‘layer’, a marketing organisation may have many brands (or ‘accounts’) to 

market, and an advertising agency will handle many accounts for different clients.  

One such account symbiotically convenes a matrix of actors (as those under study), 

constituting its anchor or glue.  And the final layer comprises the individual actors 

whose responsibilities interact with others matrix members in pursuance of 

advertising for the brand or account in question.  This stratification may be visualised 

in three-dimensions, as below (see fig 15). 

 
Figure 15: Hierarchical strata of field, organisation and actor in inter-firm, inter-country 

relationships.  Source: Author, 2017. 

Of interest here is the emerging study of field-configuring events (FCEs), those 

events that collectively represent ‘an important and understudied mechanism 

shaping the emergence and developmental trajectories of technologies, markets, 

industries and professions’ (Lampel and Meyer, 2008). In particular, Lampel & Meyer 

discuss how FCEs contribute to the growth and evolution of institutional, 
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organisational and professional fields – all of which are relevant to the present study.  

FCEs are important in field-level institutional governance in that they profoundly 

influence how fields emerge, evolve, are sustained or displaced (Greenwood et al., 

2017).  

 

Höllerer, Walgenbach and Drori (2017) consider organisations and their contexts 

in a globalised world, noting how organisations operate with varying degrees of 

local/global orientation, and how this directly impacts the shaping of their responses 

and compliance mechanisms.  Once again this is observed at the organisational 

level at the expense of the individual actors involved, leaving unanswered the 

question of how senior actors in international business cooperate in interlinked 

symbiotic interpersonal relationships. 

 

As mentioned above, the interconnected fields of marketing and advertising 

sustain thousands of organisations operating therein, also situated in communities of 

many descriptions – whether sector-specific, geographic, creative, business, awards, 

associations, media, myth & fiction.  These communities serve to preserve, 

disseminate and enshrine the institutional logics and expectations to which 

organisations and institutions respond (Almandoz, Marquis & Cheely in Greenwood 

et al. (2017)).   

 
Table 5:  Key works within Organisational Institutionalism 

Key Literature sources: ORGANISATIONAL INSTITUTIONALISM 
Authors/Year Publication Title Key Findings  

Greenwood, R; 
Oliver, C; 
Suddaby, R; 
Meyer, R E; 
2017 

The Sage 
handbook of 
organizational 
institutionalism 
2E 

Book: Sage The Second Edition covers many 
updated aspects of aspects of 
Institutional Theory from top 
academics. A mix of theory with 
chapters on how to conduct institutional 
organizational analysis, and  
contemporary empirical work. 

Greenwood, R; 
Oliver, C; 
Suddaby, R; 
Sahlin-
Andersson, K; 
2008 

The Sage 
handbook of 
organizational 
institutionalism 
1E 

Book: Sage Introductory collection of 
chapters/papers from leading 
academics in IT and OI fields. Reviews 
IT development and covers aspects of 
legitimacy, isomorphism, institutional 
logics, power, entrepreneurship, 
pluralism and identities. 
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Greenwood, R; 
Raynard, M; 
Kodeih, F; 
Micelotta, E R; 
Lounsbury, M; 
2011 

Academy of 
Management 
annals 

Institutional 
complexity and 
organizational 
responses 

Explores how plural institutional logics, 
refracted through field-level structures 
and processes, are experienced within 
organizations and how organisations 
respond to such complexity. Considers 
a repertoire of strategies and structures 
that organisations deploy to cope with 
multiple, competing demands, leading 
to an analytical framework. 

Hinings, Bob; 
Logue, D; 
Zietsma, C; 
2017 

The Sage 
handbook of 
organizational 
institutionalism 
2E, Ch 6 

Fields, 
Institutional 
Infrastructure 
and 
Governance 

Explores the definitions of organisa-
tional fields, as the bounded area within 
which infrastructure exists. Argues that 
a field’s institutional infra-structure can 
be usefully delineated for the purpose 
of better understanding different states 
or conditions of fields and how they 
affect processes of field maintenance 
and change. 

Lampel and 
Meyer (2008) 

Journal of 
Management 
Studies 

Guest editors’ 
introduction 
  

Introduces ‘field‐configuring events’ 
(FCEs).  In the context of organisa-
tional fields, considers how FCEs link 
field evolution at the macro level with 
individual action at the micro level. 

Höllerer, 
Walgenbach 
and Drori 
(2017) 

The Sage 
handbook of 
organizational 
institutionalism 
2E, Ch 8 

The 
Consequences 
of Globalization 
for Institutions 
and 
Organizations 

Looks at cultural dimensions of 
globalisation from neo-institutional 
perspective, inc. ‘glocalisation’. 
Explores relationships between global 
dynamics and organisations, then the 
organisational consequences of 
glocalisation institutionally; then poses 
implications for organisational 
institutionalism. 

 

 

2.7 The concept of Work 
 

The universe of organisational studies has critically examined the concept of 

work since Taylorism and scientific management tried to codify it.  The simple word 

‘work’ encodes many meanings, implications and interpretations (Delbridge and 

Sallaz, 2015).  Dictionaries contain multiple uses of the word as nouns, verbs and 

other forms with different interpretations.  Founding scholars of organisational 

studies based their concepts such as division of labour, power and control, and 

organisational structures on an understanding of the physical conditions of work 

(Taylor, 1914; Pondy, 1967; Weber, 1978).  Over time, consideration has progressed 

from analysis of work as the physical actions of dumb agents into areas of emotion 
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and psychology in work, identity definitions and identity work (Kraatz and Block, 

2017) and institutional work (Phillips and Lawrence, 2012; Delbridge and Sallaz, 

2015).  Research is increasingly considering the interaction of various forms of work 

(Phillips and Lawrence, 2012). 

 

 Work is fundamental to organisations, if not as a defining feature of humanity. 

Delbridge and Sallaz (2015) ask, ‘What are organizations if not collections of actors 

engaged in work of some kind?’  The distilled construct under study involves a 

minimum of four actors engaged in symbiotic mutually entangled work around a 

common anchor, yet these actors paradoxically inhabit different worlds of work whilst 

sharing work.  Their physical worlds overlap to a greater or lesser extent, yet they 

are not constrained by, nor do they share physical or material spaces (apart from 

virtual ‘work-spaces’ in on-line environments, and itinerant meeting rooms).  Their 

mutual social ‘space’ enjoys processes, hierarchical power structures and struggles 

and is a locus of innovation and creativity (Delbridge and Sallaz, 2015), yet each 

actor is concurrently embedded in and influenced by his/her wider individual cultural, 

political, economic and social context(Battilana and D’aunno, 2009). 

 

Much research is enacted in and around ‘work’, almost always constrained by 

some defining criteria.  It is because work ‘engages actors in a purposeful effort… to 

manipulate some aspect of their social context’ (Phillips and Lawrence, 2012) in 

some way that these constraints define that effort – whether as identity work, 

organisational, institutional, emotional, creative, even dirty work.  Every context is 

social-symbolic in that they involve and are defined by social relationships, whilst 

also being symbolic, being phenomena that are constituted through language and 

other forms of symbolic manifestation (Annmarie Ryan and Blois, 2010).  While 

actors seek to affect their context, this context is constructed and embedded within 

the socio-symbolic structures they aim to effect (Battilana and D’aunno, 2009) thus a 

recursive relationship exists between the actor’s work and the construct within which 

that work is enacted.  Is it possible that our actors seek to shape their organisational 

construct as his/her work space, whilst it recursively constrains and affects each 

actor? 
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This thesis is primarily concerned with the work of individual actors in a symbiotic 

relationship.  Our actors’ roles are defined by the organisations in which they are 

situated, and are enacted within those organisations, thereby necessitating some 

understanding of organisational constructs alongside that of individual actors.  The 

work of the four actors involves each in representing their individual organisations 

(Winston Fletcher, 2010) in the melting-pot of the cross-company, cross-country 

account group.  Considering this construct as a social locus, it is here where 

agreements and arrangements between organisations are enacted (Kim, 2014), and 

it is here where relationships between these individual actors can enhance or 

destroy trust or partnerships (Annmarie Ryan and Blois, 2010).  Is it here where 

innovation and creativity become material?  This interpretation seems closer to 

experienced work than the assertion by Delbridge and Sallaz (2015), (citing Adler 

2015, Pahnke, Katila and Eisenhardt, 2015), that ‘the role of organizational structure 

in shaping the process of innovation lies at the cutting edge of organisational 

theorizing’.  Whilst it is inevitable that the work-lives of individuals, including those 

populating the Quad, are shaped by their employers’ organisational environments 

(Delbridge and Edwards, 2008), there exists an on-going recognition (e.g. 

Marchington and Vincent (2004) that inter-organisational relationships exist at the 

level of the individual, and therefore there is a need for research into the role that 

personal interactions have in building and maintaining business relationships 

(Annmarie Ryan and Blois, 2010).  The present study also explores how the 

institutional form of the construct affects the work of the actors situated within, and 

recursively how they affect it and the work conducted within its purview.  

 

Phillips and Lawrence (2012) in their seminal examination of the Turn to Work 

identified two significant themes pertinent to the present study.  First, the 

connections between work and value, recognising the purposeful efforts by actors to 

affect the socio-symbolic structures they inhabit, in ways that are both enhanced and 

constrained by that socio-symbolic context (p 226).  Second, and through the 

adoption of a ‘work lens’, a change in research perspective from consideration of 
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outcomes derived from actions to consideration of actors and their actions directly (p 

227) results in connecting work with workers.   

 

The turn to work deepens understanding of ways in which actors purposefully 

engage in actions that directly affect how firms create value – economic or otherwise 

– within and for their firms.  Institutional work, discussed below, can materialise new 

opportunities and innovative ideas as actors seek ways to positively affect their 

institutions, often resulting in growing economic value.  Equally, work that 

undermines or disrupts the institution may diminish or destroy value. 

 

Connecting work with workers in the turn to work (Phillips and Lawrence, 2012) 

deepens understanding of actors’ actions, intentions and outcomes in relation to their 

organisations. Phillips and Lawrence (2012) ask for consideration of ‘what 

organizational actors are doing, why they are doing it and with what consequences’ 

(p 228), with specific focus on the lived experience of those actors and its 

relationship to the broader relationships, activities and outcomes of the firm(s).  This 

in turn forces research to alter the point of entry from that of an organisational puzzle 

to a more nuanced, actor-based puzzle.  The consequences are more questions 

(and more interesting questions) around the kind of work that actors engage with, 

when and why, and how that work interacts with organisations and institutions, with 

fewer questions concerned with the structures and processes of work. 

 
Table 6:  Key works within Work and Effort 

Key Literature sources: WORK and EFFORT 
Authors/Year Publication Title Key Findings  

Delbridge, R; 
Sallaz, J J; 2015 

Organisation 
Studies 

Work: Four 
worlds and 
ways of seeing 

As organisations are spaces and 
places of work, this places the study 
of work and workers back at the 
centre of organisation studies. It 
advances four inter-related work-world 
metaphors or ways of seeing 
organisations: as physical worlds, as 
worlds of hierarchy, as spaces of 
innovation, and as fields of actors.  
Recognising the socially constructed 
nature of these phenomena and their 
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dialectics, it suggests how these 
tensions play out in new, hybrid forms. 

Phillips, N; 
Lawrence, T B; 
2012 

Strategic 
Organization 

The turn to 
work in 
organization 
and 
management 
theory: Some 
implications for 
strategic 
organization 

The turn to work involves a 
widespread scholarly engagement 
with new forms of work that involve 
individuals and organizations 
purposefully and strategically 
expending effort to affect their social-
symbolic context.  This is important in 
the study of management and 
organisation, Introduces the turn to 
work, explains what it is and why it 
has occurred, and discusses its 
implications for the field of strategic 
organisation. 

Annmarie Ryan 
and Blois (2010) 

Journal of 
Marketing 
Management 

The emotional 
dimension of 
organisational 
work when 
cultural 
sponsorship 
relationships 
are dissolved 

Considers the importance of 
interpersonal ties that develop 
between employees of sponsoring 
and sponsored organisations.  It 
examines the nature and 
management of emotions when such 
sponsorship relationships end. We 
find that boundary-spanning agents 
employ behavioural and cognitive 
defence mechanisms to ameliorate 
pressures faced at this time, which 
are evidenced in their attempts to 
resist management calls to end the 
relationship. 

Kraatz, M S; 
Block, E S; 2008 

The Sage 
handbook of 
organizational 
institutionalism 
1E 

Organizational 
implications of 
institutional 
pluralism 

Explores situations faced by 
organisations operating in multiple 
institutional spheres.  Playing in more 
than one ‘game’, these are subject to 
multiple regulatory schemes, 
normative orders, discourses and 
cultural logics: therefore possessing 
multiple identities conferred upon 
them by their pluralised environments. 

Battilana and 
D’aunno (2009) 

Institutional 
work: Actors 
and agency in 
institutional 
studies of 
organizations 

Institutional 
work and the 
paradox of 
embedded 
agency 

Actors tend to reproduce institutions in 
a given field.  This chapter explores 
change from the perspective of 
institutional actors whose ability to 
change is constrained by their 
institution. It tackles the issue of 
human agency at the individual level. 

Delbridge and 
Edwards (2008) 

Human 
Relations 

Challenging 
conventions: 
roles and 
processes 
during non-
isomorphic 
institutional 
change 

Again looking at change, this 
emphasize the role of different actors 
and broader historical processes in 
explaining the substantive changes 
and developments in the superyacht 
industry between the late 1960s and 
early 1980s.  In summary, the article 
demonstrates the value of a relational 
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approach for understanding 
institutionalization. 

Marchington 
and Vincent 
(2004) 

Journal of 
Management 
Studies 

Analysing the 
influence of 
institutional, 
organizational 
and 
interpersonal 
forces in 
shaping inter‐
organizational 
relations 

Explores the dynamic interplay 
between forces at the institutional, 
organisational and interpersonal 
levels, analysing how and why inter‐
organisational relations take the forms 
they do. Argues that trusting, OCR‐
type relations are more likely to be 
produced and reproduced when there 
are strong institutional forces 
promoting common obligations on 
both parties, and there is a relative 
mutuality of power relations between 
the organisations. 

 

Despite the many useful concepts emerging from Work literature, enquiry in this 

area remains largely at the process, functional and organisational level (as 

suggested by its designation), leaving unanswered the question of how actors as 

individuals and connected symbiotic groups affect and are affected by their work 

environment. 

 

 

2.8 Institutional Work 
 

Institutional Work (IW) as a lens allows us to examine the practices of individual 

and collective actors, exploring how they shape the institutions they inhabit; 

specifically understanding how actors create, maintain, and even disrupt institutions 

(T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010). 

 

As we have seen, Institutional theory is concerned with exploration of grand 

organisations, societal change and successful entrepreneurialism, regarding the 

institution as the ‘agent’ and unit of analysis and contrasting organisational 

isomorphism and organisational change.  However it misses or avoids the real 

actors, the “myriad, day-to-day equivocal instances of agency that, although aimed 

at affecting the institutional order, represent a complex mélange of forms of agency 

— successful and not, simultaneously radical and conservative, strategic and 
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emotional, full of compromises, and rife with unintended consequences” (T. 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010).  It is the efforts of individuals, acting on their 

own or in concert with other specific individuals – their work – that is the focus of 

both IW and of the current research. 

 

IW has developed from its initial concept, designed to capture a set of actions 

depicted in institutional research, to a more practical perspective on relationships 

between institutions and actors therein, with its own set of questions, assumptions, 

findings, and theoretical claims (Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 2017).  The IW 

perspective examines understanding how, when, and why actors work to influence 

and shape their institutions (and vice versa), the factors that affect their ability to do 

so, and the lived experiences of these efforts for those involved. 

 

T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca (2010) are concerned with the under-researched 

area of effort, almost as a proxy for work [Oxford English Dictionary, 2015: Effort: A 

strenuous putting forth of power, physical or mental; a laborious attempt; a struggle.  Work: 

Action or activity involving physical or mental effort and undertaken in order to achieve a 

result].  Both effort and work imply some sort of intentionality, involving some goal 

whether conscious or tacit, probably affecting one or more institutions.  The core 

precept of IW is that the effort of individuals is the active constituent in creating, 

maintaining, changing and disrupting of the institutions with which they are 

connected (T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010).  It is the ‘how’ and ‘why’ IW 

occurs, with what antecedents and consequences, that illuminates the recursive 

relationship between actor and organization (Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010).  This 

clarifies IW as either physical or mental effort that achieves some sort of effect on 

the institution within which it is enacted.   

 

A significant contribution of Selznick (1957) to Institutional Theory was to 

establish how organisations become institutionalised and the influence of leadership 

actors in that process.  To do so he differentiated the two archetypal constructs of 

organisation and institution.  The organisation he regarded as a formal socially 

constructed association of individuals designed for a specific purpose that could be 
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understood in somewhat mechanistic terms; a rational device set up to achieve 

certain narrow aims which, once achieved, would render it liable to dissolution once 

objectives were reached or its functionality became redundant.  

 

In contrast, he characterised the institution as less formal, with less clear and 

mutable objectives, politically plural or fragmented, comprising interpersonal 

relationships, shared beliefs and normative behaviours in place of formal 

administrative structures.  Selznick recognised that if the organisation worked 

technically towards efficiency, the institution was more ideological or mission-

oriented.  An organisation may be considered as independent, but an institution is 

highly affected by its context, in a sense path-dependent through its history and 

those of its leaders. 

 

Selznick’s characterisation recognised the institution as a more ‘human’ in being 

disorderly, political, inclusive and exclusive.  As such, institutions develop an unique 

and socially defining identity (Selznick, 1957, p.40) which, for various reasons ‘take 

on lives of their own’ and therefore become self-maintaining, even if adaptable and 

dynamic. 

 

Kraatz (2009) takes the work of Selznick on board in consideration of leadership 

through the lens of IW, and reminds that organisations tend to be forgotten as the 

stage on which institutional actions play out.  This assertion leads Martí and Mair 

(2009) to emphasise the importance of organisational context in the understanding of 

institutions – critical to the present study and illustrative of the recursive interaction 

between the two constructs.  Kraatz (2009) finds that leaders default when acting in 

ways that are more political than statesman-like, and when ignoring the unintended 

consequences of their actions.  In interpersonal, inter-firm relationships where 

divergent ambitions, personal agendas and differential incentive criteria conflate to 

politicalise the actors involved, we may expect to see evidence of such defaulting.  

 

International companies – whether clients or advertising agencies – may be 

considered as organisations within which actors over time have created many 
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organisational institutions, some by energetic effort, some by a slower process of 

evolution and some almost by default (Dobbin, 2010).  Brand marketing firms 

maintain obvious institutions such as brand teams, whilst advertising agencies have 

institutionalised a tripartite departmental structure embracing the disciplines of 

account management, creative and planning (Winston Fletcher, 2010; R. Cluley, 

2017). 

   

Contextually, advertising is situated among egocentric, knowledge-based creative 

businesses, and whilst IW seeks to avoid placing actors at either extreme of a 

spectrum between ‘cultural dopes’ and ‘hyper-muscular institutional entrepreneurs’ 

(Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009), the present study inevitably finds 

itself situated towards the later end, examining what may be considered as ‘very 

active’ senior actors. 

 

Developmental studies in IW over the last twenty years (Archer and Archer, 1995; 

Barley and Tolbert, 1997; Phillips, Lawrence and Hardy, 2004; Thomas B Lawrence, 

Suddaby and Leca, 2009) have increasingly perceived as dynamic a recursive 

interactive relationship between institutions and action (see fig 16 below), both by 

themselves and the actors that comprise them.   

 
Figure 16:  The recursive relationship between institutions and action. Source: (T. B. 

Lawrence et al., 2009) 

 

As will become clear, the institutional construct under study provides the 

structural foundation or ‘templates’ (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009) 

for actions and normative mechanisms that reinforce those structures, whilst actions 

themselves recursively affect the templates and their regulatory mechanisms. IW is 
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primarily concerned with the affective action of actors on the institution, whilst neither 

ignoring or denying the recursion affect.  

 

The present study actively embraces the triangular orientation laid out by Thomas 

B Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) as the theoretical ground for IW, namely a) to 

“highlight the awareness, skill and reflexivity of individual and collective actors” (p. 

219); b) to generate “an understanding of institutions as constituted in the more and 

less conscious action of individual and collective actors” (p. 219); and c) to work with 

an approach that proposes “we cannot step outside of action as practice – even 

action which is aimed at changing the institutional order of organisational field occurs 

within sets of semi-institutional rules” (p. 220).  This triangulation led the authors to 

categorise the underlying actions of IW, being actions involved in creating, 

maintaining and disrupting institutions. 

 

IW research to date has largely missed discussion of the collaborative work of 

heterogeneous networks of actors, which Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey (2017) 

suggests as important when IW concerns itself with shaping large-scale institutions.  

The present study is specifically concerned with the interactive, symbiotic and largely 

collaborative work of senior elite executives who, by the leadership nature of their 

roles, are active shapers of their own organisations as well as being boundary 

spanners and influencing of each others’ organisations. 

 

Of importance in studying IW is clear separation between creating, maintaining 

and disrupting institutions, and the creation, maintenance and disruption of 

institutions.  The former is active and describes a dynamic ongoing set of activities;  

the latter is complete as a set of accomplishments (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby 

and Leca, 2009).  The former is central to the study of IW, the latter more relevant to 

broader organisational studies and institutional theory.  The active, ongoing nature of 

the described activities suggests the study of practice (as in this thesis) more than 

process or consequence; of the who, what and why rather than the result. 
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Focus on activity rather than accomplishment demands that the present study be 

more dynamic than static.  Additionally, it drives attention toward purposive action or 

intentionality.  Existential discussion of conscious intentionality is beyond the scope 

of the present research, but from a subjectivist perspective I perceive actors 

purposively constructing their world(s) in interested and strategic ways.  Intentionality 

is of critical importance in the understanding of IW, as without purposive intent, 

actions may be random and unconnected. Battilana and D’aunno (2009) describes a 

relational view of agency15, drawing on the work of Emirbayer and Mische (1998) 

who derived three distinct cognitive processes underlying intentionality.  One is 

embedded in the past, in recollections and applications of implicit or ‘taken-for-

granted schemes of action’ which derive from previous interactions and affect the 

present actions.  This I call ‘experiential’.  Their second is present-oriented, involving 

reflexivity, social experience, and the deliberation of self and with others to 

understand and interpret lived situations.  This I label ‘intuitive/innovative’.  Third is 

more future-oriented intentionality involving ‘hypothetisation of experience, as actors 

attempt to reconfigure received schemas by generating alternative possible 

responses to the problematic situations they confront’ (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998, 

p.984).  This I conceive as ‘strategic’.  Each of these processes describes an aspect 

of intentionality in which actors conflate their actions with their situations, and all 

suggest degrees of temporality and variance in the application of IW. 

 

Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca (2009) argue that most work in IW has 

been done investigating the practices involved in creating institutions, reflecting the 

theoretical origins of the field in institutional and neo-institutional theory.   Exploration 

of institutional entrepreneurialism by the likes of DiMaggio and Eisenstadt in the 

1980s led to better understanding of entrepreneurial actors who create institutions, 

and much research followed that studied their nature, their contexts and conditions 

and the strategies they employ in creating institutional forms (Greenwood et al., 

2011; Voronov and Vince, 2012; Smets and Jarzabkowski, 2013; Hampel, Lawrence 

and Tracey, 2017).  

                                            
15 ‘agency’ here is used in the theoretical sense, not Advertising Agency sense. 
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The second area, that of maintaining institutions, has been noted as the least 

researched (Thomas B Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006).  Scholars argue that 

institutions are self-replicating, in part because they are often taken for granted 

(Phillips and Malhotra, 2008) or because they exist under or establish regulatory 

contrivances that safeguard their survival (Jepperson, 1991).  Others argue that 

maintenance work is both necessary and overlooked (Hirsch and Bermiss, 2009; 

Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009; Thomas B Lawrence, Leca and 

Zilber, 2013).  Whilst it seems reasonable to argue that institutions need 

maintenance and updating to ensure relevance and therefore survival, this is 

perhaps the least ‘sexy’ of the three investigative areas.  (Zilber, 2009) studies the 

use of stories by actors, especially the organisational elite, to disseminate and 

maintain organisational values, personalising them and using them politically to 

maintain their institution.   

 

In the context of advertising, story-telling has its own tradition but is extensively 

used in ego projection and identity maintenance – themselves important in the 

preservation of institutional constructs (Wijen, 2010).  Advertisers have told stories, 

both in advertising and about themselves over nearly a century (Cracknell, 2012), 

partly because it works in practical terms and partly because it is self-replicating 

through mimetic and normative processes.  Selznick maintained that institutions 

require governance, must be capable of adaptation and worthy of reform (Selznick, 

1957).  Symbiotic relationships in advertising are in some senses self-overseeing in 

that each actor holds the others to some sort of account; whilst adapting regularly to 

market circumstance, personality type and some external influences (LaBahn and 

Kohli, 1997) it has not fundamentally changed; and whilst there is perhaps increasing 

evidence of contemporary change, no literature suggests that institutional structures 

such as the construct under study are in need of reform.  

 

Although Philip Selznick was also a concerned about the area of disruption, little 

literature on disruption outside the Entrepreneurial arena has appeared since.  Until 

recently scant attention has been paid to the actors’ actions and practices associated 
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with undermining institutional arrangements (Kraatz, 2009).  This is surprising, given 

the allure of crisis narratives and the propensity of some social researchers to seek 

out sensationalism.  Admitting to a paucity of literature describing disrupting, Thomas 

B Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) noted the possible disconnection of rewards and 

sanctions from practices; the disassociation of practices from their moral foundation; 

and the undermining of the core assumptions and beliefs that act to stabilise and 

maintain institutions (p 235-237). 

 

It has been argued that arrangements such as the distilled four-person symbiosis 

under study may be thought of as an organisational form (Greenwood and Suddaby, 

2006).  Studies have indicated that to become legitimate, organisational forms 

require specific types of work, emphatically the cooperation between like-minded 

organisations, such as the collaborative work between those firms or individuals 

wanting marketing services and those providing them across borders.  Hampel, 

Lawrence and Tracey (2017) cite Empson, Cleaver, & Allen (2013), Perkmann & 

Spicer (2007), Tracey, Phillips, & Jarvis (2011) as other examples of cooperation and 

collaboration.   Despite such forms being a major concern for institutional theory and 

other organisational researches, it is surprising that so few IW studies examine the 

disruption of institutions (Hackley, 2000).  Therefore, the present study is open to the 

discovery of actor behaviours that work towards disruption of their organisation and 

institution. 

 

Within studies of IW, the most frequently researched object is field-level practices 

(specifically practice involved in creation and maintenance), and typically where the 

actors involved display some heterogeneity of skills (Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 

2017).   In the present study, there is a heterogeneous anchor around which the 

actors involved are secured, namely the brand account, arguably with parallel 

heterogeneity in the field of marketing communications.  Their practices are different, 

however, being split across client/agency and international/local divides, implying a 

range of skill-sets discrete for each actor.  Similarly, Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey 

(2017) found from their review of 53 IW studies that the next-most common field-

level object of study is that of roles and role identities.  Again, in the present study, 
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individual actor roles within the construct are likely to be discrete, each contributing 

ingredients to the recipe, yet demonstrating ‘role-fluidity’ as and when they operate 

on different communication axes within their arrangement.   

 
Table 7:  Key works within Institutional Work 

Key Literature sources: INSTITUTIONAL WORK 
Authors/Year Publication Title Key Findings  

Thomas B 
Lawrence, 
Suddaby and 
Leca (2009) 

Book:  
Cambridge 
university press 

Institutional 
work: Actors 
and agency in 
institutional 
studies of 
organizations  

Introduces the concept of IW, shifting 
focus to the understanding of how 
action affects institutions. It analyses 
the ways in which individuals, groups 
and organisations work to create, 
maintain and disrupt the institutions 
that structure their lives. 

Hampel, C E.; 
Lawrence, T B; 
Tracey, P;  2017 

The SAGE 
Handbook of 
Organizational 
Institutionalism 
2E, Chapter 21 

Institutional 
Work: Taking 
Stock 
and Making It 
Matter 

Argues that IW has been a significant 
catalyst for integration of a practice 
perspective on institutions, greater 
attention to ‘micro’ institutional 
concerns, a renewed concern for 
politics and contestation in institutional 
change and especially a deeper, more 
nuanced investigation of the 
relationship between agency and 
institutions. 

Lawrence, T B; 
Suddaby, R; 
Leca, B;  2010 

Journal of 
Management 
Inquiry 

Institutional 
Work: 
Refocusing 
Institutional 
Studies of 
Organization 

Addresses the study of IW: examines 
the practices of individual and 
collective actors aimed at creating, 
maintaining, and disrupting 
institutions. Argues distinctiveness of 
IW as a field of study and the potential 
it provides for the examination of new 
questions. Suggests that research on 
IW can contribute to bringing the 
individual back into institutional theory, 
help to re-examine the relationship 
between agency and institutions, and 
provide a bridge between critical and 
institutional views of organisation. 

Selznick (1957) Book: 
Evanston, IL: 
Row, Peterson 

Leadership in 
administration: 
A sociological 
interpretation.  

Foundational work on organisations 
and institutions.  Develops a powerful 
theory of the institution which granted 
a central role to a particular type  
of institutional worker: the leader or 
“statesman.” Sees leaders as playing 
an essential part in institutionalisation 
processes, focusing in particular on 
ways in which they help institutions 
develop, adapt, and endure. 
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Kraatz (2009) Book:  
Institutional 
work: Actors 
and agency in 
institutional 
studies of 
organizations, 
Chapter 3 

Leadership as 
institutional 
work: A bridge 
to the other 
side 
 

Revisits Selznick’s interest in the 
leader in the context of IW. Argues 
that organisations may be institutions 
in their own right, maybe emerging as 
adaptive responses to institutional and 
cultural forces. Thus IW researchers 
should attend more to leadership work 
involved in governing, adapting and 
reforming organisational institutions. 

Thomas B 
Lawrence and 
Suddaby (2006) 

The SAGE 
Handbook of 
Organization 
Studies 

Institutions and 
Institutional 
Work 

Synthesises research on IW - the 
purposive action of individuals 
and organizations aimed at creating, 
maintaining and disrupting institutions.  
Offers a framework that connects 
previously disparate studies of 
institutional work and the articulation 
of a research agenda for the area. 

Emirbayer and 
Mische (1998) 

American 
journal of 
sociology 

What is 
agency? 
 

Dissects ‘agency’ into its several 
interrelated elements, conceptualising 
it as a temporally embedded process 
of social engagement, informed by the 
past (in its “iterational” or habitual 
aspect), oriented toward the future (as 
a “projective” capacity to imagine 
alternative possibilities) and toward 
the present (as a “practical‐evaluative” 
capacity to contextualize past habits 
and future projects within the 
contingencies of the moment). 

 

2.8.1 IW in summary 
The effort or work of actors, individually or in cohorts, is the instrument that 

results in creation, maintenance or disruption (and dissolution) of institutions.   Being 

intrinsically human, disorderly and political (Selznick, 1957), institutions take on 

identities of their own, and have a recursive relationship with action and with the 

actions of actors therein.    

 

The present study adopts the triangulation of Thomas B Lawrence and Suddaby 

(2006) in looking at persons’ individual and collective skills; in generating 

understanding of institutions as expressed through actions of their actors; and in 

looking at action as practice, in particular the actions of senior practitioners who 

shape their organisations and maintain the institutional norms.  Such actions are 

intentional, even if sometimes generating unintended consequences.  Intentionality 

may be experiential, intuitive or strategic, each in adjunct to situation being various 
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aspects of IW.  Individual persons who inhabit a dominant order feature strongly in 

IW, at its core examining how these individual actors may contribute to and/or detract 

from their institutions (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009).  In 

consequence, IW becomes a powerful theoretical basis on which to examine these 

‘beyond-dyad’ relationships at a functioning, personal level, particularly in the context 

of international advertising.  IW provides a viable lens through which to critique the 

theories above and connect them with findings below, demystifying the distilled web 

of dyad relationships to reveal the substantial effort of individuals in the creation, 

maintenance, change, viability, evolution and perhaps destruction of their institutions.  

Examples of IW that are characterised as creating or constructive, and maintaining, 

have received more attention than work understood as disruptive (Thomas B 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009; Dobbin, 2010; Greenwood et al., 2011; Thomas 

B Lawrence, Leca and Zilber, 2013; Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 2017), yet in the 

present study there is ample evidence of damaging actions by inter-related actors.   

IW is appropriate to assist theorisation of how senior people balance and make 

compatible the demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal relationships, 

considering how these individual actors use their efforts to enhance, maintain or 

undermine the model, both as an organisational unit and an institutional construct. 

 

 

 

 

2.9 Overarching Summary and Theoretical Framework 
 

Clients wishing to advertise typically work with advertising agencies (Miracle, 

2014).  International advertising is usually managed by client and agency actors 

arrayed in a web-of-dyads structure that may be distilled to envisage a minimum of 

four key persons representing and with responsibility for four companies, a structure 

that hitherto fore has received little or no attention.  These four concerned actors 

exist in the purview of each other and of the four firms/organisations that they 

represent, divided by company and country borders.   
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Institutional Theory seeks to explain phenomena at an organisational level.  

Since Max Weber, institutional theory has been largely concerned with legitimacy, 

rationalisation and convergence driven by mimetic, normative, coercive pressures 

(Tharp and Jeong, 2001).  Whilst some IT authors do consider individuals in the 

context of institutions, most research studies inter-organisationally and looks 

exclusively at dyad relationships.  Organisational Institutionalism similarly explores at 

macro levels, but does acknowledge actor roles and influences (Hardy and Maguire, 

2017).  The concepts of Work and Effort are instrumental in bringing actors to the 

fore (Delbridge and Sallaz, 2015).  Institutional work provides the lens that focuses 

attention on work that enhances, maintains or undermines the institution and its 

components (Thomas B. Lawrence and Dover, 2015), providing the stage on which 

trust and commitment may be enacted (Garbarino and Johnson, 1999). 

 

Theoretical analysis reveals potential action at both organisational and 

interpersonal levels:  IT and OI interpret influence on firms and institutions, while W 

and IW are more concerned with the individual actors and their behaviours.  On each 

axis of the quadrangle there exist many factors that influence the relationships of our 

actors personally, professionally and corporately.  These include but are not limited 

to aspects of power; ambition; incentivisation; global/local role conceptions; culture 

(ethnic, corporate and/or practitioner); and values (moral, induced and/or deduced.  

Some of these influences may be felt individually, some collectively, some in 

opposition and some on one axis more than others:  all contribute to understanding 

aspects of how senior actors interacting between international businesses make 

sense of and work with interlinked symbiotic interpersonal relationships. 

 

Institutional Work allows these influences and consequent behaviours to be 

considered and potentially categorised as being constructive, maintaining or 

undermining of the institution and of the organisation(s) inhabited by the actors.  IW 

is the theoretical centre of this study. 

 

The tensions and pressures of cross-cultural and inter-firm working allied to 

colourful, large yet fragile egos and an ever-present need for legitimacy conspire to 
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validate this as a fascinating arena for IW research.  IW is concerned with the 

constructive, maintenance and deleterious work of actors, and as has been 

established above, senior actors in symbiotic international business relationships live 

beyond the dyad.  Therefore, we may proceed with the overarching research 

objective, namely: 

How can we theorise the institutional work of individual, interlinked elite 

actors in the context of advertising, in balancing and making compatible 
the demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal and organisational 
relationships? 

 

Understanding of this multi-level and multi-axis interconnectedness, cognisant of 

multiple environmental and cultural inputs, is what appears lacking in prior study, so 

is central to the present research and to the derivation of the above research topic. 

 

Next, we consider an appropriate methodology with which to address the 

research questions in the present study. 
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3 Methodology 
 

This chapter considers how best to examine individual persons as actors in 

symbiotic, web-of-dyad interpersonal relationships, to theorise how individual, 

interlinked elite actors in the context of advertising balance and make compatible the 

demands of symbiotic interpersonal and organisational relationships.   

 

3.1 Introduction and Philosophy: 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The distilled arrangement of four interlinked elite actors has been discussed as 

the primary area of study or unit of analysis (see chapter 1.2).  These quadrangular 

client-agency partnerships are led by and are the responsibility of four elite core 

individual actors, personified as the CMO, LMO, GAD and LAD.  Of course, many 

other actors are involved in each of the four business units, but the ‘core’ leading 

executives are ultimately accountable for the operation of collective business.  As 

already discussed, and although a relatively tight institutional unit, it is rare indeed for 

these four to meet all together, despite their interconnected relationships.  As such 

this arrangement is not what John Scott (2017) would describe as a social network 

‘component’ or maximally connected subgraph – i.e. where all nodes are connected 

through all possible paths and are unconnected outside their component.  Whilst our 

actors are undeniably interconnected they are not connected directly through all 

paths, each having teams of other actors reporting into him/her and each may report 

to or connect with many other director-level colleagues. 
 

This chapter therefore outlines the choice of method and approach used to study 

elite executives in sets of four interconnected business units, through a qualitative 

quasi mini case study method.  It expands on how this method provides insight into 

the nuances of complex inter and intra organisational relationships which underpin 

international advertising agency-client interactions.  The proposed method is both 

grounded in well-established approaches to qualitative study whilst also developing 

an innovative aspect to the research approach through use of alternate-paired 

interviews alongside the more usual one-on-ones.  This was necessary to maximise 
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the potential arising from the unusual levels of access achieved in the present study 

– access to interconnected c-suite16 executives across the planet. 

 

3.1.2 Research Philosophy and Theory of Knowledge 

This study examines relationships, wherein laws and objective ‘facts’ are 

inadequate in understanding social interactions and processes (Blumberg, Cooper 

and Schindler, 2008). Philosophically stemming from a relativist ontology and 

therefore accepting of many personalised ‘truths’, the work is socially constructivist in 

epistemology (Blumberg, Cooper and Schindler, 2008; Silverman, 2016) in 

recognising that individuals try to make sense of their world by constructing their own 

meanings (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Jackson, 2012).  The research therefore 

follows the epistemological tradition of social constructivism (Gareth Morgan and 

Smircich, 1980) in following an interpretivist theory of knowledge. Interpretivism 

seeks understanding of the world through the subjective interpretation of participants 

(Bryman and Bell, 2015) with particular reference to the research respondents’ 

perspectives (Gabriel, 2017) and is therefore accepting of multiple data sources and 

requiring interpretation on the part of both respondents and the researcher 

(Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Jackson, 2012). 

 

Interpretivism ipso dixit requires interpretation by researchers of the human 

interests in the study, typically focusing on divining meaning through such techniques 

as interviews and observations (Silverman, 2016).  Some scholars suggest that 

interpretivism is anti-positivism (Flick, 2014) in arguing that truth and knowledge are 

subjective, culturally and historically situated and inseparable from the researcher’s 

own values, beliefs and experiences.  Interpretivist researchers agree that they are 

‘involved’, which informs the ways in which they collect, interpret and analyse data 

(Bryman and Hardy, 2009).  Positivist researchers see this as a weakness, 

proposing that objectivity and replicability are therefore compromised.  However, 

interpretivist research informs and explores phenomena which are highly complex 

                                            
16 ‘C-Suite’ and ‘C-level’ are common business parlance terms used as a collective for 

senior executives whose titles include ‘Chief’. relating to board-level or ‘Chief-‘ directors 
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and undertheorized for more objectivist forms of inquiry (Silverman, 2016).  

Therefore, in relation to the exploratory nature of the research objective underpinning 

this research, an interpretivist approach to knowledge is appropriate. 

 

Most interpretive research is inductive in character, seeking understanding from 

data and then proposing theory (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Jackson, 2012), 

reflecting the perspective that reality is knowable only through socially constructed 

meaning.  This stands in stark contrast to the positivist deductive approach of 

proving theory and disproving hypotheses.  The present study accepts the presence 

of structures, albeit of human social construction, sufficiently widespread and 

enduring to be classified as an institution (see Chapter 2.2), yet arguably under-

researched and untheorized.  For this reason the approach most suited to 

addressing the research question is abductive, refined by inductive reasoning 

through an iterative interplay between literature and data (Mats Alvesson and 

Karreman, 2011).  Abductive reasoning may be considered as a “means of 

inferencing” (Reichertz, 2009) through which we find the secret charm of abduction: 

it uses logical inference (and is thereby reasonable and scientific), however it 

encompasses profound insight (and therefore generates new knowledge) (ibid).  An 

abductive approach may be described as a middle ground between deductive and 

inductive research, using qualitative data and data analysis to generate new theory 

and/or enhancing existing theory through the unearthing of novel findings, but linking 

these to a priori theory in its collection and analysis phases (Timmermans and 

Tavory, 2012).   

 

This study is abductive in that it seeks to explore the confluence between 

existing theory and new data generated, coded, themed and categorised (Lipscomb, 

2012).  A purely deductive study was inappropriate, as this work does not seek to 

verify hypotheses or test models;  neither is it a purely inductive approach as the a 

priori intent is not to generate new theory (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006; 

Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007), rather to theorise an extant organisational 

framework. 
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The roles and identities pursued by involved actors within relationships are in 

flux, variously creating, competing, cooperating and conflicting – often at the same 

time (Wharton and Erickson, 1993).  Close, interpretive examination of international 

interpersonal relationships between the four key players involved, representing their 

agencies and clients, leads to a heavily adapted grounded methodology, as it seeks 

understanding and accepts paradox, contradiction and evolution through its progress 

(Charmaz, 2014).  The study discusses context- and time-bounded interpretations 

because the uniquely lived experience of each participant is of their own 

construction, all be it that derived understandings will have wider sectoral and 

temporal applicability in cross-border and cross-company management (Easterby-

Smith and Malina, 1999).  It starts with inductive qualitative data, then invokes 

iterative strategies by going back and forth between the data and its analysis.  This 

produces an interactive and evolved outcome (Charmaz, 2014).   Working with a 

‘voluntarist orientation’, I anticipate ascribing to actors a significant and creative role, 

employing free will and pro-activity in their self-determination (Battilana and D’aunno, 

2009). The process and fieldwork are iterative and to an extent cyclical; revolving 

through constructing an understanding of the lived experience of the research 

participants, to developing codes, concepts and then theoretical ideas from the 

emerging data, and then in returning to that data and any new inputs to check, 

augment and substantiate these ideas – and is thus abductive.   Glaser and Strauss 

(1967) assert that qualitative analysis can have its own logic and can generate 

theory beyond observation, to provide abstract, conceptual understandings of 

phenomena under study.  Strauss’s writings (Corbin and Strauss, 1990; Strauss and 

Corbin, 1998) introduced ideas of human agency, emergent processes, social and 

subjective meanings and problem-solving to Grounded Theory – all intimately 

relevant to the present study despite it not being a Grounded Theory work.  Unlike 

Glazer, Strauss and Corbin, the present study is acutely sensitive to the involvement 

of the participant researcher in this construct.  “If instead, we start with the 

assumption that social reality is multiple, processual, and constructed, then we must 

take the researcher’s position, privileges, perspective, and interactions into account 

as an inherent part of the research reality.”  (Charmaz, 2014, p. 13).   
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The relationship institution under study may be regarded as a little-understood 

phenomenon into which further insight is needed, thus an exploratory strategy is 

preferred (Van der Voet, 2014).  Such an approach enables the researcher to 

address ‘what’s going on’ by seeing phenomena in new lights (Timmermans and 

Tavory, 2012) – particularly important where there exists a lack of existing research 

into the phenomena.   

   

The present study examines these key professional relationships in the context 

of, and in tandem with, additional key relationships.  Where much research is bi-

polar, only studying inter-office or inter-market relationships, this work embraces the 

complexity of how each person in a web of dyads affects the other.  Whilst study of a 

complex multi-party relationship does not consider every influence and influencer to 

that relationship, it goes significantly further than focusing on a dyadic relationship to 

the exclusion of other factors (Havila, Johanson and Thilenius, 2004; Siltaloppi and 

Vargo, 2017).  In building in-depth understanding of the interpersonal symbiotic 

dynamics of inter-firm, inter country relationships, the research employs an 

interpretive, qualitative method (Bryman and Bell, 2015), involving individual and 

paired in-depth interviews with senior executives of linked multinational companies. 

 

As interviewer, analyst and interpreter participating in this research (Labaree, 

2002), the author set out to discover something about the participants’ lives through 

their discourse, actions, responses and documents, using empathy and own 

practice-garnered experience as well as theirs to construct some sense from them 

(Parker, Thomas and Alvesson, 2013) – while as far as possible not holding 

preconceptions or blindly imposing the author’s own biases and assumptions.  

Notable psychological scholars have counselled researchers against looking for the 

unexpected (Brownlie, 1997), because the ability to observe or pay attention to 

something necessitates the observer to have some cognisance of what is looked for 

– the observer already being a part of the picture observed.   As such, it is the 

abductive nature of this work (Mats Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009) interplaying 

logical inferences that lead from observations towards theory that accounts for those 

observations.  The present study involves ‘in-passage iteration’ (McCracken, 1988) 
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and was open to the influence of discoveries through its duration.  To allow for this, 

the research structure accommodates feedback loops and scope for additional 

enquiry as themes and issues arise. 

 

 

3.2 Research Design 
 

3.2.1 Potential methods 

Consideration has been given to various research methods sympathetic to the 

philosophical construct discussed.  Clearly these must be practically achievable with 

the elite research respondents required and must deliver findings that could lead to 

worthwhile contributions.  Among candidate ways to proceed were an ethnographic 

study of one account-based relationship group;  case-studies of two such groups 

(perhaps contrasting one considered ‘successful’, the other not);  cross-sectional 

analyses of multiple people representing diverse relevant organisations, markets and 

disciplines; individual interviews across the landscape;  campaign-based analysis; 

and two-times paired interviews with practitioners from account-based groups 

representing the ‘local ends’ and the ‘HQ ends’ of several companies.   

 

Pure Ethnography, although attractive, was considered less suitable on three 

counts:  primarily, depth vs scope (i.e. one example may be too specific to derive 

actionable results); additionally, time and budget (to gain sufficient longitudinal depth 

of understanding would involve many months spent in each of four corners of the 

relationships) (Silverman, 2016).  A method involving paired case studies, embracing 

one with success17 and one lacking success faced difficulties, first in defining 

success together with its multifaceted causal reasons, particularly when limited to 

and extrapolated from perhaps only one case of each type (Flick, 2014). Campaign-

based analysis, whilst potentially attractive in offering definable ‘entry’ and ‘exit’ 

points for research, risked becoming focused on work outcomes as opposed to the 

                                            
17 ‘Success’ in this context is a troubling concept with many antecedents and potential 

measurables, researchable in itself and beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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actors and their relationships that usually endure beyond specific campaigns (De 

Mooij and Keegan, 1994).  Thus a multiple mini-case design was preferred. 

 

 

3.2.2 Mini-case studies 

Of the options discussed above, none were as accommodating of the study 

objectives and practicalities as the chosen route described below:  the mini case 

study (Yin, 1994; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007; Gabriel, 2017).   A case 

study is defined by George and Bennett (2005) as “detailed examination of an aspect 

of a historical episode to develop or test historical explanations that may be 

generalisable to other events” (p5).  Narrative aspects of case studies may have 

informed human society since societal communication enabled learning from others’ 

experiences, but as a research method case studies are perhaps no more than five 

decades old (George and Bennett, 2005).  Widely deployed in positivist, statistical 

studies in the 1970s, a ‘large-N’ was typically preferred as researchers sought 

analysis of individual variables (ibid).  Increasingly case studies have been used in 

analysis of wider phenomena with the aim of developing theory, perhaps by 

comparison of cases or within-case study, and increasingly using qualitative 

techniques (Eisenhardt, 1989).  Scholars now often view case studies as a subset of 

qualitative methodology which alongside other qualitative methods seek to produce 

generalisable knowledge about social life (George and Bennett, 2005).  Benefits 

accruing from using a case-study method include both within- and cross-case 

comparison, enabling the establishment and study of both contextually ‘normal’ and 

outlying facets; of the inclusion of directly involved stakeholders and their value in 

enabling close study of complexity (Yin, 1994).  Limitations of case studies may 

include generalisability, selection bias, and/or the balance between depth and 

breadth within any given study (George and Bennett, 2005).  Mini case studies, 

sometimes referred to as ‘caselets’ (so called by IBS Center for Management 

Research (ICMR)) are to be considered as case studies but smaller in dimensions of 

longevity or scale of study.  The present research comprises three carefully selected 

mini cases, classified as such because they comprise several elite executives as 

stakeholders, coalesced around one anchoring account, who collaborate over 
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several years across corporate and country borders.  These executives are the 

primary contributors to the advertising business in question.  Characteristics of these 

mini cases display a ‘behavioural spectrum’ which, whilst not claimed as fully 

representative, does helpfully illuminate many attributes of the relationships under 

study.    

 

As described above, the focus of the present study is the examination of ‘inputs’ 

to international advertising, i.e. the people as actors who make it work, in the 

complex structure of interconnected relationships inter- and intra-company/country.  

Additionally, as has been shown above, the present study looks at these key 

relationships in the context of, and in tandem with, additional symbiotic relationships.  

Where much research is bi-polar in studying inter-office or inter-market relationships, 

this embraces the complexity of how each affects the other.  Four symbiotic dyads 

are recast as a single unit of analysis and considered as a mini case.  Whilst study of 

such a case does not consider every influence and influencer to actors’ relationships, 

it goes a significant step further than focusing on one dyadic relationship to the 

exclusion of other factors.  Havila, Johanson and Thilenius (2004) and Siltaloppi and 

Vargo (2017) investigate Triads as the initial stages of such relationships, primarily at 

the individual actor level.  They problematize existing dyadic research “because 

dyads cannot capture the multidirectional and complex relationships that constitute 

contexts for collaboration, competition, and value creation in human systems (Callon, 

1998; Vargo and Lusch, 2011; Wasserman and Faust, 1994)” (Siltaloppi and Vargo, 

2017, p 2).   

 

The complex nature of the relationships under study mitigates for consideration 

of the symbiotic construct from each member-actor’s perspective within each case.  

Any singular disconnected viewpoint, if considered in isolation, would prompt the 

same criticism as other monadic or dyadic studies.  Therefore this work seeks to 

examine the whole unit as a mini-case-study (Yin, 1994; Beverland, Farrelly and 

Woodhatch, 2007; Gabriel, 2017), prompting the need for some innovation in 

research method.  A mini-case inherently displays multiple variables:  for example, 

the anchoring account, its sector, the client company and the agency, the central and 
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local markets, the environment, culture and cultural distances, and of course the 

natures of the individual person-actors involved.  Consequently, more than one 

example of the construct needs to be studied in order to elicit some understanding of 

differences and similarities.  Three examples are selected for this work as mini-case-

studies, augmented by data generated from other elite executives with longitudinal 

experiences both in and of the construct within the arena of international advertising. 

 

The cases and additional sources provided rich sources of primary and 

secondary data; paired and singular interviews and discussions, practices, 

observations, statements, media and 3rd party reports; all contributing to an 

understanding of the work-worlds of those under study.  The approach demands 

attention to all facets that emerge right from the start even before beginning to collect 

data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Charmaz, 2014; Silverman, 2016), with 

considerations of what contrasts, comparisons and connections can be found 

between their situations and descriptions, between actions and words, between 

differing perspectives on each. 

 

Identifying suitable mini-cases is therefore vital, requiring in each case 

permission to access from two companies and four offices comprising the groups at 

an organisational level, followed by identification of and permission from the four key 

senior individuals who embody their organisations as senior executives with 

responsibility for the relationships.   

 

As has been discussed in section 1.2, p1.31, a typical web is built and connected 

around one advertising ‘account’, and comprises: 

 

• Global / Regional Chief Marketing Officer - CMO  
          e.g. in New York 

• Global / Regional Global Account Director – GAD  
 

• 1 country Local Marketing Officer – LMO  
          e.g. in Geneva 

• Same country Local Account Director – LAD 
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Selecting unconnected individual subjects for interviews would undoubtedly 

provide easier access, but disconnected respondent data could not explore the 

interactive, symbiotic, contrasted and evolving nature of relationships from/in each 

corner:  subjects need to be actively connected in a four-way relationship.  By 

contrast, accessing all four parties together and at one time may be considered ideal 

or even vital in the pursuit of understanding of group dynamics.  However, the author 

views this as naïve and perhaps unnecessary for two reasons:  First, regular 

business interplay rarely involves ‘quadralogue18’ between all four actors at the same 

time, for reasons of practicality and organisational logistics.  Each actor will have 

regular communications and meetings with the two actors with whom they connect in 

the relationship ‘box’, but rarely with the fourth – indeed it is a common practice 

mantra that discussions should never diagonally ‘cross the box’, as it potentially 

leads to knowledge gaps and misinterpretation (Gilbert, 2001).  The innovative 

method unveiled here is to use ‘paired pair interviews’ as depicted in fig 19 on p 

3.125. Conversations in sets of pairs replicates the real world more accurately.  

Second, the political, practical and economic considerations of gathering together 

four busy ‘c-suite’ executives from remote corners of the earth, for a minimum of two 

hours, without commercial gain for them or their companies rule it all but impossible 

to achieve or replicate. 

 

 

3.3 Sampling 
 

In this study, non-probable purposive sampling (Bryman and Bell, 2015; 

Silverman, 2016) required an unusually high level of access to senior executives in 

four interconnected business units: Global CMOs, regional Presidents, GADs and 

similar ‘C-suite’ officers, who are notoriously difficult to access and who’s time is in 

very high demand.  The nature of the study and requirement for senior executives as 

respondents raises a methodological issue, namely, how can such relationships, 

between senior professionals in diverse multinational companies, be accessed and 

                                            
18 Quadralogue = four-way meetings and/or conversations 
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studied in a meaningful way?  Getting in and gaining access was a methodological 

challenge. 

 

My ‘insider/outsider’ practitioner status facilitated access to senior directors in 

global organisations, enabling implementation of a research method involving serial 

interviews and disclosures.  Please note that researcher bias is covered in 

Methodology (please see Chapter 3 P 3-113 and Chapter 6). 

 

A variant of snowball sampling was used to find suitable relationships for study.  

Beginning with the initial series of ‘expert’ interviewees, recommendations were 

sought and contact details sourced.  If candidates met the described criteria, 

dialogue by email with one or other party was used to establish feasibility.  Account-

based relationships were identified and access was sought to named individuals in 

pursuance of corporate / personal permissions.  Several potential candidates did not 

respond, or declined, or failed to secure four-way go-ahead.  Once feasibility was 

established and permissions gained, desk-research enabled understanding of the 

‘public’ dimensions of the business’s commercial relationships (for example, current 

advertising messages and programmes, news and announcements, etcetera), to 

enable the researcher to build rapid empathy with respondent individuals, thereby 

avoiding wasted interview time dealing with background areas that are already in the 

public domain.  Diary dates were entered, travel plans made as necessary and 

arrangements confirmed. 

 
Three separate, unrelated mini cases were included in this study.  Conversations 

with relevant CMO, GAD, LAD and LMOs were augmented with interviews of 

proximal elite executives intimately engaged with these partnerships, and others who 

have long experience of operating within similar constructs around the world.  These 

account-based relationships are enduring and all the actors interviewed have 

decades of extensive lived experience to call upon.  The somewhat narrow area of 

agency/client relationships has broad exemplar implications, and is ‘fertile ground for 

study’ because the rates of account forming, dissolution and switching are so high 

(Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004). 
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The primary ‘convenience’ criteria for selecting specific, individual client-based 

relationships to study were that they should be a) multinational in nature; b) involving 

of a multinational marketer and a contracted multinational advertising agency 

working together on ‘an account’ across more than one country; c) willing to provide 

access to sufficiently senior director-level executives within an appropriate 

timeframe; and d) ideally where different self-perceptions of performance 

effectiveness exist within the relationships.  The first three conditions are existentially 

requisite for the present study, whilst the fourth potentially adds a further dimension 

to the contribution.  Accessing directors of global companies is notoriously hard 

(Hertz and Imber, 1995).  Identifying and accessing interrelated sets of such people 

across country and company divides and all willing to talk is harder, and requesting 

serial face-to-face interviews is harder still. 

 

Additional interviews were sought in three areas.  Firstly, at the study outset, with 

a few key players who have direct involvement in, and knowledge of, the 

multinational advertising ‘scene’.  These interviews helped to gain an understanding 

of both generalised issues and some more specific account-based considerations; 

as well as indicating actors’ willingness to discuss these issues and the relevance of 

deeper understanding of the issues to practitioners (Locke and Golden-Biddle, 

1997).  Secondly, with highly informed industry leaders and commentators, whose 

long-worked experience of agency/client relationships across borders would 

contribute additional depth to the study.  And thirdly, with actors very closely allied to 

account-based groups under examination once these groups were ‘being worked’ to 

bring additional perspectives to the study of these specific relationships (see table 2 

below). 

 

The author’s extended network of ex-colleagues proved helpful in sourcing 

candidate relationships to study.  Once the players were identified, accessed and 

permissions granted, the core fieldwork emerged as mini case studies (after 

Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch (2007)), based on extended interviews with the 

four key actors in a case, where each case is considered separately (George and 
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Bennett, 2005).  Unusually, respondents were interviewed both individually and 

paired with others from their relationship set as described in Chapter 3.4 below: thus, 

where feasible, respondents inside a mini case were interviewed three times each.  

This evidenced differences in behaviour and content when the respondent was in 

different situations, perhaps playing out differing identities. 

 

Access was sought in two ways.  In one case the researcher contacted a key 

individual from amongst personal contacts, currently in a four-way relationship at 

head-office level, and sought permission to conduct the research with his/her 

account group.  In two other cases, via snowballing from personal contacts, some 

level of corporate head-office ‘in principle’ access was granted, following which the 

key individual players (actors) within each firm were contacted.  Identification of 

suitable local offices for both clients and their agencies (located in the same market 

as each other, but remote from HQs) and of the local key individual actors formed 

part of the recruitment exercise and was business and situation dependent.  

Significant geographic and cultural distance is deemed desirable between HQ and 

local offices, and significant sectoral distance between groups adds depth to the 

study. 

 

Both global and regional relationships may be described as multi-national and 

require similar management processes.  In either situation, there is a need to identify 

a suitable Lead country and select one market as the local representative.  The 

present research examines three client-agency relationships – all of which are 

properly global whilst all embody elements of regional constraint.  This means that 

regional structures were in place between global head offices and local offices as 

shown in Figure 17 below.  Where possible, an actor from every layer was 

interviewed, adding ‘colour’ and providing a sense of the broader interactions to the 

interconnected four, as will be detailed below.  The focus remains on the four key 

actors in an operationalised symbiotic relationship through identification and 

selection of the key individuals holding responsibility for driving the business.  Where 

supplementary interviews were achieved, data is used to supplement understanding 
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of the functioning four-way ‘team’ recognising that additional complexity is 

represented by multiple and interlocked relationships.   

 

Within global/regional Head Offices there is often a specific unit dedicated to the 

management of brand-centred international relationships.  Figure 17 below illustrates 

the potential complexity of relationship ‘channels’ that may exist in any international 

organisation, including the existence of ‘sister units’.  Such units may exist to 

operationalise other brands, notably within a head- or regional-office structure; or 

they may exist across different countries whilst acting for the same brand, notably at 

the local office level. 

 

 
Figure 17:  Inter-organisational structure and communications channels derived from the 

author’s industry practice and observation.  Source: Author 

 

Whilst there is additional potential complexity arising from parallel teams in other 

markets, operating other brands and working at differing levels of geographic 

responsibility, the present research spotlights the ‘LADs and GADs’ with ‘CMOs’ and 

‘LMOs’19,  with the common factor or ‘glue’ being the one anchoring advertising 

                                            
19 Acronyms for Local Account Directors, Global Account Directors, Chief Marketing 

Officers and Local Marketing Officers on agency and client teams respectively. 
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account for which they all hold responsibility.  Where RMOs and RADs20 are 

encountered, they act in the context of this research largely in head-office mode, yet 

have a four-way relationship upwards as well as downwards (without wishing to 

evangelise organisational hierarchies). 

 

The above diagram (Fig 17) depicts communication channels with degrees of 

acceptability (safe, risky and dangerous).  The practice mantra of ‘Don’t cross the 

Box’ (Gilbert, 2001) exists to prevent any of the involved persons being excluded 

from important information – keeping all properly informed.  Were opposite ‘corners’ 

to discuss or agree without informing adjacent actors, information asymmetry can 

cause significant commercial damage (Mishra, Heide and Cort, 1998). 

 

The fieldwork plan was phased as identified in figure 18 below and detailed in 

subsequent paragraphs.  Initially experts were identified and interviewed, followed by 

primary analysis.  This also instructed the second phase by starting to identify 

suitable account-based teams, seeking access and permissions, establishing 

protocols and dates, and finally setting an interview schedule.  Subsequent early 

analysis of these interviews led to some follow-up and additional interviews to 

provide additional depth from respondents with extensive experience in the field and 

with the structure under study.  

 

 
Figure 18; Phases of the research plan. Source: Author, 2017 

 

The initial, semi-pilot phase of research fieldwork involved interviews with seven 

key practitioners, selected for their long experience of establishing, directing and 

                                            
20 Acronyms for Regional Marketing Officers, Regional Account Directors. 
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observing client/agency relationships in the context of differing geographies, 

cultures, disciplines, agencies, clients and brands.  In addition, one industry expert 

whose company’s role over 40 years has been that of a facilitator or ‘dating agency’ 

and ‘relationship counsellor’ between marketers and agencies, was interviewed to 

provide broad perspective (see table 8 below). 

 

Person 
Code 

Role Company Location Method 

ST  
 

Global Category Director, 
Advertising 

Global Client 
organisation 

London, UK In person, 
3.5 hours 

MG  Partner, Global Clients 
 

Global Media 
Agency 
 

London, UK 2x, by 
phone, 50 
mins 

SD  Chairman & Chief 
Strategy Officer, Greater 
China 
 

Global Ad 
Agency (ex 
Global Client 
Marketing 
Director) 

Shanghai, 
China 

2x, by 
Skype, 1.5 
hours 

DW   Chairman & CEO 
 

Global Agency 
‘broker’ 

London, UK In person 1 
hour, by 
phone 50 
mins 

GS President, Global IBM 
Brand Services 

Global Ad 
Agency 

New York, 
USA 

By Skype 
25 mins 

SD2 Worldwide Chief Client 
Officer 

Global Ad 
Agency 

New York, 
USA 

By email, & 
Skype 30 
mins 

JS COO, Asia Pacific. 
Regional President & 
CEO (section), Regional 
Chairman, (section) 

Global Ad 
Agency 
 

Hong Kong, 
China 

2x, In 
person 2 
hours. by 
phone 1 
hour. 

JL Regional Brand Director Global FMCG 
organisation 

Was London, 
now 
Amsterdam 

In person 1 
hour, email 
and phone 

Table 8:  Independent Respondents with long practitioner experience in and around 
quadrangular relationships 
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The main or second phase of study accommodates three sets of persons around 

individual advertising accounts, commercially and personally discrete from each 

other to provide depth and variation of data uncontaminated by each other.   

 

These three account-based groupings formed the focus of recruitment for the 

present research, allowing access to several senior executives occupying one of the 

four interlinked leadership positions within the agency or client teams – CMO, GAD, 

LAD or LMO – actors responsible for day-to-day management of their part of the 

specified accounts.  Additional interviews were achieved with individuals intimately 

connected to one or other account group offering deep insight into that relationship.   

 

Where possible, for each of the three core relationships or mini account-based 

cases studied, four key players were identified, then interviewed individually and in 

pairs, as depicted in figure 19 below: 

 

 
Figure 19:  Client/Agency interview patterns.  Source: Author 2016 

 

This was not always possible for reasons of practicality, physical location 

etcetera.  Where physical presence was not possible, interviews were conducted by 

Skype or phone (details in tables 9-11 below).  Ibsen and Ballweg (2003) argue that 

there is no reason why phone interviews should not be considered as a legitimate 

form of interviewing unless the researcher is particularly interested in non-verbal 

communication such as body language or gestures.  The telephone may be 

especially valuable under circumstances of problematic access, geographic 
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dispersal of respondents, or time-poor interviewees.  Irvine, Drew and Sainsbury 

(2013) find that phone interviewees sense-check more frequently, vocal interruptions 

by researchers was less common in phone interviews, and that they tend towards 

shorter duration but are otherwise as effective as face-to-face.  Telephone interviews 

(which were also audio-recorded) were taken as a legitimate form of interview which 

allowed certain persons to be interviewed whom otherwise would have been 

unavailable.    

 

In group one, the local and regional agency participants finally declined to 

respond (after conversations setting up the interviews) as discussed in Analysis of 

Findings below (Chapter 4).  Alternative respondents from the account group did 

agree to participate, making the group viable in research terms.  This refusal does 

raise some ethicality questions, discussed below in section 3.9.  In group 2, both 

global and regional clients participated in a joint interview with the regional Agency 

GAD, made particularly interesting because a) the global client had spent the 

previous few months as ‘locum’ local client in a market (Hong Kong); and b) the 

regional GAD also acted as LAD in the Singapore market.  This conversation 

represented a ‘super-trio’, addressing all four roles within the relationship group at 

once. 

 

Four supplementary interviews were conducted to add further data, texture and 

perspectives to group 1, and one additional interview for group 2.  Thus, a rich 

tapestry has been built providing broad experience of working with and in all roles 

within quadrangular relationships across country and company divides.  Details of 

the respondents may be looked at in the three tables below (tables 9, 10 & 11) that 

itemise the respondents interviewed in individual account groups, anonymised to 

meet data protection and ethical requirements.  The method of interviewing will be 

discussed in ‘Research Method’ further below. 

 

3.3.1 Case 1 

Description:  Global automotive company based in Japan, whose worldwide  
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operations are organised hierarchically from local country offices through 

regional managements to global management.  In most markets (other than 

Japan and parts of Asia) for most of the last two decades it has contracted with 

one major multinational advertising agency as well as media, CRM, digital and 

design agencies (all owned by one major holding company), who ‘mirrored’ the 

client structurally.  In the past 7 years, the various agencies at a regional level 

have been encouraged to form new unified, multi-disciplinarian firms dedicated to 

the service of the one client, but this has not been ‘mirrorable’ in local markets.  

Interview quantities and method shown beneath each respondent.   

NB: Both RAD and LAD declined, after paired interviews had been set up. 

 Client personnel & Role Agency personnel & role 

R
eg

io
na

l/G
lo

ba
l 

Case1 GCMO:  Global Director 

of Marketing, President of North 

America; based in California, USA 

2 x Individual, Skype 

 

Case1 President:  European 

President; based in Germany 

2 x Individual, Phone 

 

Case1 CMO:  European Head of 

Brand Communications; based in 

Germany 

2 x Individual, phone & in person 

Case1 GAD:  Global Head of 

Business; based in California, USA  

 2 x Individual, Skype 

 

(Case 1 RAD:  European Head of 

Business, based in Germany – 

declined interview post email) 

 

Case1 ECD:  European Executive 

Creative Director; based in Germany 

2 x Individual, in person 

 

Case1 Dir:  European Director of 

Content Production; based in 

Germany 

1 x Individual, in person 

Lo
ca

l Case1 LMO:  Head of 

marketing, Switzerland 

1 x Individual, in person 

(Case 1 LAD:  Managing Director 

& LAD, based in Switzerland – 

declined interview post-discussion) 
Table 9:  Case 1 respondents 
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3.3.2 Case 2 

Description:  Global airline company based in Australia, whose operations are 

organised vertically by business line and hierarchically from local country offices 

through regional managements to global management.  It also has links with its 

national tourism board.  It has a regional office in Singapore covering ‘Inbound 

travel’ for Asia.  In many parts of Asia, it has contracted with a major multinational 

advertising agency as well as media and PR firms from the same holding 

company. 

Interview quantities and method are shown beneath each respondent.   

NB: Case 2 LMO position was due to have been recruited but was delayed, 

however Case2 GCMO had been acting ‘in locum’ in Hong Kong for several 

months prior to interview. 

 Client personnel & Role Agency personnel & role 

R
eg

io
na

l/G
lo

ba
l 

 

Case2 GCMO:  Global 

Marketing Manager ‘In-bound’; 

based in Sydney, Australia 

1 x 3-way, by Skype 

 

Case2 CMO:   Asia Marketing 

Manager ‘In-bound’; based in 

Singapore 

1 x Individual, in person 

1 x paired, in person 

1 x 3-way, in person 

 

Case2 GAD:  GAD, Regional 

Chief Executive Officer; based in 

Singapore 

3 x Individual, in person 

1 x paired, in person 

1 x 3-way, in person   

 

Case2 ECD:  Regional Executive 

Creative Director, based in Singapore 

1 x Individual, in person 
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Lo
ca

l  
(No LMO in post) Case2 GCMO 

had acted as ‘locum’ LMO (Local 

Marketing Officer) for several 

months immediately prior 

1 x Individual, by Skype 

Case2 LAD: Regional CEO and 

Local GAD; based in Singapore 

(3 x Individual, in person) 

 
Case2 LECD:  Executive Creative 

Director, based in Hong Kong 

3 x Individual, in person 
Table 10:  Case 2 respondents 

3.3.3 Case 3 

Description:  Global Heavy Automotive company based in USA, whose global 

operations are organised hierarchically from regional managements to Global 

management.  It has no local marketing operations, relying instead on in-market 

independent national distributors.  It has a regional office in Singapore covering all 

Asia.  For Asian marketing communications, it has contracted with a major global/ 

multinational advertising agency. 

Interview quantities and method shown beneath each respondent.   

NB: This company delegates LMO role to distributors in each country, whom 

CMO felt would be inappropriate to include. 

 Client personnel & Role Agency personnel & role 

R
eg

io
na

l/G
lo

ba
l 

 

Case3 CMO:  Regional 

Marketing Manager APAC; based in 

Singapore 

1 x Individual, by phone 

1 x paired, in person/phone 

 

Case3 GAD:  Chief Operating 

Officer Asia; based in Singapore 

1 x Individual, in person 

1 x paired, phone/in person 

 

Lo
ca

l 

(no LMO in post) Case3 LAD:  Chief Operating 

Officer, based in Hong Kong 

1 x Individual, in person 

1 x paired, phone/in person 
Table 11:  Case 3 respondents 
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Finally, and in addition to all above, the author’s reflective input is included to 

augment the external data, in the various forms of narrative (see appendix 9.5), 

referencing experiential recollections, other cases, secondary conversations and a 

research diary used for notes after each interview or gathering of data. This provided 

a reflexive aid to understanding inputs from third parties and respondents and is also 

intended to moderate the potential for over-anticipation arising from the author’s 

practitioner experience. 

 

 

The methodology described here enables understanding of the conditions under 

which actors may be organised and behave in ways that will benefit, maintain, 

disrupt or damage the organisations in which they operate.  The innovations in 

method described below offer ways in which these senior, c-suite relationships may 

be better understood. 

 

 

3.4 Research Method 
 

Interview structure, process and content are described below in this section.  The 

study uses ‘intensive interviews’ (Charmaz, 2014) with a combination of “grand tour” 

questions (i.e., nondirective questions; McCracken (1988, p.34)) and “floating 

prompts” (i.e., ask respondents to expand on specific issues; (McCracken, 1988; 

Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004, 2007)). Grand tour questions permit the 

probing of respondents in a non-intrusive way allowing informants to tell their own 

story on their own terms (McCracken, 1988, p.34), while floating prompts lead on to 

specific lines of inquiry, i.e. asking respondents for more explanation on certain 

points (ibid). The practice-experience of the researcher (compared to a naive 

interviewer) allowed these interviews to be empathetic, readily assimilated and 

perhaps helped minimise selective self-editing and inflated self-representation 

among respondents. 
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Conversations were semi-structured in nature to ensure a) coverage of 

consistent main themes and b) flexibility to explore individual issues as they arise 

(Silverman, 2016).  Repeated conversations allowed for further exploration of 

matters that may have transpired from other interviews and provide an element of or 

proxy for longitudinality.   Preliminary outcomes, observations and constructs were 

shared with relevant participants to seek additional feedback and depth (Beverland, 

Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004). 

 

Each respondent situated within a designated account group was interviewed 

individually (as indicated in tables 9, 10 & 11 above), but where possible also in pairs 

one way (i.e. intra-company cross-border pairings), and/or in pairs the other way (i.e. 

inter-company same-country pairings).  Paired interviews involve two (or more) 

related respondents, (analogous to a married couple, business partners or parent-

and-child) as suggested by Jennings (2005).  Therefore, each person faced up to 

three conversations, each averaging around 1-hour duration, in person and/or via 

phone, ‘Skype®’ or equivalent VOIP.  It was anticipated and realised that individuals 

may discuss different issues, and/or issues differently, when interviewed alone 

versus in pairs, or in vertical versus horizontal pairs.   

 

In advance of interviewing groups, considerable background investigative work 

was undertaken to unearth as much relevant information as possible, for example 

concerning past and current campaigns, marketing approaches, personnel and 

personnel changes, extrinsic and intrinsic pressures (all in the public domain) and 

similar.  The author’s working industry knowledge aided this desk research, 

improving efficiency and effectiveness of the conversations.   

 

 

3.5 Data Collection 
 

The primary instrument for the present study is the in-depth interview, used to 

unearth detailed information and reflections about the respondents’ thoughts and 

behaviours (Rubin and Rubin, 2011; Gabriel, 2017).  Secondary data (notes, 
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documents, policies and observations) are used to provide context to interview data, 

offering a more complete picture of what happens in the relationships under study 

and why.  The author’s reflective journal (see appendix 9.5) provides a robust third 

data-stream, contextual explanation and understanding (as well as being the primary 

key for access to the respondents above). 

 

Interviews used a semi-structured discussion frame in the form of a Mindmap® 

(see fig 19 below and appendix 9.7.2), from which underlying open-ended questions 

had been prepared for use if needed (see appendix 9.7.3).  Where requested, in one 

case for a Skype interview, this mind-map conveying the interview topics was 

delivered in advance, allowing respondents to consider the areas of study, suitable 

responses or seek collaborative answers.  The mind-map was selectively shown to 

respondents during the interviews and/or left visible during conversations within 

range of respondents – some of whom requested a look at it during the initial stages 

of the conversations. 

 

Responses and context lead to further unstructured discussion as themes 

emerged, pressures were exposed, interviewer-respondent relationship and trust 

became established etc.  As conversations developed (and as time allowed), 

unplanned avenues were also explored and areas of interest probed as they arose, 

necessitating deviation from the questionnaire.  The discussion guide map and 

themes were reintroduced once the avenue being discussed had become exhausted 

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Charmaz, 2014). 

 
Some interviews with individuals took place subsequently to the paired 

conversations, largely driven by the practicalities of availability; others occurred in 

advance of paired interviews, thereby achieving a balance.  In each inter- and intra-

organisational relationship, additional interviews were conducted as necessary 

and/or as available, discussing with individuals rather than in pairs; some by remote 

communication vs face-to-face, as indicated in tables 9, 10 & 11.  These provided 

additional focus on topics of interest, allowed deeper mining of any relationship 
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aspects and points raised by prior interviews and, importantly, provided another 

perspective on the relationships, up to ‘saturation point’21, 

 

Thus the extended, repeated interview method within the confines of the defined 

individual organisational symbiotic relationships may be compared with a mini case 

study method (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007), or when allied to the 

author’s 35-year practitioner experience operating in and managing account-based 

groups, somewhat akin to mini-ethnographic studies (Brownlie, 1997).  In future, it 

may be possible to revisit these groups to properly interrogate longitudinal aspects – 

whether and how they change over time – which would strengthen the ethnographic 

credentials of this methodology for subsequent work.  

 

Important to the analysis of emerging data is an in-depth appreciation of the 

knowledge capital within the relationships and the contrary perceptions thereof that 

may exist.  Each actor operating across borders of firm and country has a multi-level 

role or existence, which therefore begat the question of where to start, as neither 

Individuals nor organisations are rational actors (John Scott, 2000).  Each actor has 

differing conceptualisations of power, relationship and conflict, both in the 

relationships between head office managers with their local office counterparts, and 

Clients vs their agency partners.   

 

Limitations of the interview method are understood and anticipated in the 

following areas (Boyce and Neale, 2006): 

 

3.5.1.1 Interviewee Bias:  

Respondents may want to “prove” that their relationships are working out of 

pride, or due to their ‘stake’ in the business or for many other reasons; so their 

responses might be gilded in demonstration thereof (ibid).  The use of differential 

pairings will help to alleviate some of this bias but may highlight other areas of 

‘selective opinion’.  

                                            
21 i.e. when no further pertinent new information is gleaned (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) 
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3.5.1.2 Interviewer bias and competence:   

Naturally the interviewer must be competent and qualified in interviewing 

techniques (Hertz and Imber, 1995; Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Charmaz, 2014; Flick, 

2014; Silverman, 2016).  However, to garner detailed and rich data from these 

interviews, the interviewer/author must make the interviewee relaxed and 

comfortable, and be interested in what they are saying (McCracken, 1988; Rubin and 

Rubin, 2011; Lipscomb, 2012).  Yet the interviewer cannot assume too much 

knowledge either in the interviewee or later in their audience and must subsume their 

personal opinions in the interest of gathering uncoloured information (Lipscomb, 

2012).  This balance is of relevance here due to the researcher’s practitioner 

experience.   Insider knowledge, mutual contacts, shared experience and language 

are all valuable, particularly in gaining confidence and reducing time-wastage when 

talking to elite executives (Hertz and Imber, 1995), but also as a secondary source of 

data as a quasi-auto-ethnographic approach (Brownlie, 1997; Hallett, 2010) – see 

Reflective Journal in appendix 9.5.  This journal is appended to the present study 

because some of the author’s practitioner experience22 has been cited (see Chapter 

4 and curriculum vitae in appendix 9.10).  The experiential element is invaluable in 

bringing first-hand anecdotes, understanding, knowledge and first-order constructs to 

the present study, authenticating it from a practitioner perspective and legitimising 

both the research existence and its contribution to marketing knowledge (Brownlie, 

1997), but this has dangers concurrent with benefits.  The ethnographic perspective 

is, after all, just another provisional account (ibid).  As Brownlie (1997) observes, “As 

the narrator… I was prisoner of my own prejudices; my material observations 

revealed traces and re-collections of the culture which informs me” (p 271).  

Charmaz (2014) highlights the dichotomy between avoiding the build-up of 

                                            
22 The researcher’s practitioner experience comprises some thirty-five years ‘in the field’ 

working with advertising agencies (principally the now defunct DMB&B, then Ogilvy, Lowe 
Worldwide, and JWT) around the world (UK, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Hong 
Kong, Thailand, Germany) with responsibility for multinational territories (UK, Middle East, 
North Africa, Asia Pacific, Europe), in diverse operational roles (Account manager, Account 
Director, General Manager, Managing Director, Regional Account Director/Business 
Manager etc.) working with diverse client organisations (FMCG, Banking, Automotive, 
Insurance, Government, Leisure & Tourism, Airlines, Technology etc.).   
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preconceptions through prior desk-research (or experience as in this study) and 

being current and prepared for the experience and situation being researched.  In 

the present study, the researcher has long professional experience in the industry, so 

needs to beware of and avoid preconceptions and opinions that may ‘lead the 

witness’ or colour interview proceedings and later analysis.  This, and other 

limitations, are discussed in Chapter 6.3 below 

 

In the present study, the role of the researcher cannot credibly be that of distant 

observer; rather through empathy and familiarity it will be participatory without 

steering towards preconceptions.  Bryman and Bell (2015) provide what may be 

described as a spectrum of involvement for ethnographic researchers (see fig 20 

below) onto which this author’s position is somewhat uncomfortably overlaid.  As a 

past-practitioner and current academic, accurate single positioning is unrealistic, but 

it is acknowledged that my long and recent practice engagement places me closer to 

the left of this chart as ‘involved’. 

 

 
Figure 20:  Reworked classification of participation observer roles. Source Bryman & 

Bell, 2015 

 

Notes of conversations and interviews were made throughout the study (see 

section 3.8).  These notes were useful when re-considering and re-analysing data in 

light of the interviewer’s extensive lived practitioner experience; this positively 

allowed for increased empathy with respondents, short-handing of some elements, 

but also potentially helped avoid under- or over-playing certain aspects and the 

potentiality of reduced impartiality.   
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Time-intensity: In-depth interviews are a time-intensive evaluation activity – the 

more so in the present study because aside from the time needed to conduct 

interviews, there was significant global travel involved and the desirability for 

participants in each construct to be interviewed three times – up to 8 interviews per 

mini case.  In addition, time was required to transcribe them, code them and analyse 

the results (see section 3.8 below).  

 

3.5.2 Preparing the interviews 

 

The intensive interviews that comprise the primary data source have been 

described as ‘a gently guided, one-sided conversation that explores a person’s 

substantial experience within the research topic’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.56).  Conducting 

such interviews is complex and delicate, not least due to their interactional and 

constructed nature.  The researcher’s purpose and intent, the respondents’ 

understanding and assumptions, extraneous situation, independent goals actions 

and feelings all play into the outcome and its success or otherwise (ibid).  

Interviewees’ reservations, political situation, differential interests and personal 

ambitions may all have a significant bearing on their responses (hence the rationale 

for individual interviews followed by two paired interviews for each respondent). 

 

McCracken (1988) suggests two general principles to follow in constructing the 

questionnaire:  firstly, allowing respondents to narrate their ‘story’ in their own terms 

and time;  secondly, using ‘floating prompts’ and ‘planned prompts’ to help to steer 

the conversation.  

 

The interviewer, in seeking the respondents’ stories, is advised to retain as 

unobtrusive a presence as is practical, phrasing questions in a general and 

nondirective manner.  McCracken’s declared objective is to “spring” respondents, 

inspiring them to tell their stories without the interviewer ‘leading the witness’ or 

being overly specific in defining the substance or perspective of the conversation.  As 

Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch (2004, 2007) note, this nondirective style of 
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opening questions may aptly be named “grand-tour” questions (also Spradley, 1979: 

86–87; Werner and Schoepfle, 1987: 318–343, both cited in McCracken (1988)). 

 

The subsequent use of floating and planned prompts are helpful to sustain the 

grand tour narrative, encouraging respondents to reveal more through these subtle 

nudges (McCracken, 1988).  Various strategies have been identified for deployment 

of floating prompts, namely asking for enlargement, and watching for, then quizzing 

‘key words’ in the narrative (ibid).  If categories of interest have not been addressed 

through the Grand Tour and floating prompts, then strategies used with planned 

prompts may be required, such as proactively asking for a contrast between two 

aspects of a narrative.  

 

Charmaz (2014) advises the preparation of a detailed discussion guide, still 

allowing for the conversation to move off in unexpected directions, but which aims to 

clarify analytic motifs and ambitions of the work by establishing (and reminding) 

‘domains of enquiry’.  The guide is not intended to preconceive the interview content.  

It is its own set of prompts which may, indeed, not be used at all in the actual 

discussion. 

 

3.5.3 Mapping discussion guide to themes 

To facilitate the overarching study intention of understanding how individual 

actors in symbiotic interpersonal relationships use their efforts to enhance, maintain 

or undermine their organisational unit and institutional construct, a discussion guide 

was structured as a fall-back to ensure that enquiry themes were explored and 

relevant data captured (see appendix 9.7.3).  It was rarely used, however, as it 

proved more helpful to visualise thematic areas as a mind-map (see fig 21 below) in 

which themes are clustered as discussion guide topics.   Whist inductive themes 

emerge from data, certain ‘a priori’ themes are extant with provenance in literatures, 

in the practices of marketing and advertising industries, amongst the smaller 

international manager elite and in the lived experience and theoretical orientation of 

the researcher (Gery W Ryan and Bernard, 2003).  The researcher’s decisions 

around question topics and framing are major contributors to a priori themes – also 
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called theoretical sensitivities by Corbin and Strauss – and had a significant input 

into the initial generation of inductive themes as data was collected and analysed 

(Gery W Ryan and Bernard, 2003).  These themes helped inform construction of the 

mind-map.  This diagram was openly tabled in many interviews and free-style 

questions were then asked around these themes.  In addition, the ‘construct 

diagram’ representing the unit of analysis below was frequently tabled during 

interviews, proving helping as respondents referred to (or pointed at) actors, their 

roles or their relationships (see fig 22 below). 
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Figure 21:  Mind-map used to conceptualise the interview themes and direct semi-
structured questions.  Full-size in Appendix 9.4.2   Source:  The author 2017. 
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Figure 22: Diagrammatic representation of the unit of analysis as tabled in interviews.   

Source: Author 2015 

 

As discussed above, the present study unusually explored individual actors in up 

to three differing situations:  first, interviewed alone; second, with their in-company 

colleague from different cultures and countries (either boss or subordinate);  and 

third, with their in-country reciprocal (either client or agency).  These situational 

differences required subtly reframed questioning, yet core themes remained constant 

throughout.  The technique allowed triangulated perspectives of topics and 

perceptions (Hallett, 2010).   

 

 

3.6 Developing Interview Themes 
 

As stated above, the present research acknowledges that elite actors in 

international business live beyond the dyad; it seeks understanding of how they 

balance and make compatible the demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships.  It examines how individual actors in symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships use their efforts to enhance, maintain or undermine their organisational 

unit and institutional construct.   
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Within this principle theme are some sub-topics that emerged as question lines, 

such as: 

• Impressions and experiences of working in/with tight-knit symbiotic account-

based relationships. 

• Under what conditions may these interpersonal relationships prosper and/or 

become dysfunctional; and how this may benefit or hinder the actors (and 

hence their organisations) within which these relationships are constructed? 

• In what ways do the organisational relationships shape and recursively 

interact with the personal relationships, and how do the actors create and 

maintain descriptions of each? 

• What social, political and cultural aspects of symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships differ between high-performing and dysfunctional groups? 

• What personality or character traits may be identified that equip individuals for 
roles in each/any of the four actor-roles? 

• How do actors working concurrently along 2 relationship axes balance and 

make compatible the role requirements of each to align interests and reduce 

tensions?  

 

From these, the primary ‘a priori’ themes were distilled to: 

 

• Status and change 

• Organisational vs personal relationships 

• Actor characteristics, relationship characteristics 

• Dimensional stress 

• Practice/relationship enhancement 
 

Added to these are the mandatory introductions and warm-up questions 

(McCracken, 1988), more factual and ‘easier’ in nature, plus the concluding section 

with invitations to add more or enlarge on any point (see figure 23 below).   Relating 

questions to themes allows the respondent to follow diverse avenues whilst affording 
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the researcher opportunities to ensure that themes are returned to and addressed 

adequately. 

 

 
Figure 23:  Representation of thematic interview progression.  Source:  Author 2016 
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3.7 Keeping the data safe 
 

Interviews, whether conducted in person and/or electronically were digitally 

audio-recorded23 as well as noted immediately after each interview.   A total of 5,160 

minutes of interview recordings were made (exactly 86 hours!) involving physical 

presence in Singapore, Hong Kong, Germany, Switzerland and UK;  and 

telephonic/VOIP connections to USA, Japan, Australia and China.  Post-interview 

notes include ‘impartial’ personal observations from the interview together with some 

reflexive commentary.  These notes were photographed or scanned and stored 

electronically alongside recordings and transcripts in multiple locations as described. 

 

The 86 hours of recordings together with the researcher’s notes were 

immediately backed up securely to the author’s laptop, two independent secure 

cloud file-stores24, then to the University secure servers to minimise risk of data loss.  

In addition, the author’s laptop was regularly backed up to a remote portable hard 

drive kept apart from the laptop.   

 

 

3.8 Understanding the data 
 

Thirty-eight audio recordings were transcribed, sixteen key interviews by the 

Author, and twenty-two by an accredited transcription service25 which were then 

reviewed and corrected by the Author.  Hard copies were retained, read and re-read.  

Digital versions were uploaded into QSR NVivo®26 in accord with Hoover and 

Koerber (2011), allowing the author to allocate data to codes and multiple codes 

efficiently, to revise coding, to aggregate nodes and to search the data rapidly (Gery 

W Ryan and Bernard, 2003; Hoover and Koerber, 2011).  The software did not 

analyse the data, but assisted the researcher to do so in acting as a dynamic digital 

                                            
23 with respondent permissions – see appendix 10.7.1 
24 Dropbox® and iCloud® 
25 Devon Transcription Services Ltd. 
26 NVivo® is the brand name for proprietary CAQDAS (Computer aided qualitative data 

analysis software) used under license from the University of Bath 
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filing system.  The researcher was entirely responsible for the coding and recoding 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967).   

 

In arguing method of analysis, it is important to recognise that as an abductive 

piece of research, every step is open to influence from prior and following steps 

recursively.  The substantive topic evolved as described in Chapter 1, influenced by 

literature, problemetisation (Mats Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009) and initial data 

collection from the primary round of interviews(Hallett, 2010), used to ‘scout out’ the 

territory, determine relevance of and interest in the topic and the willingness of actors 

to discuss it.  This led to early versions of the research question (RQ).  Further data 

collection and initial analysis evolved the RQ and thence sharpened data collection.   

 

Data analysis follows the principles of Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis 

(IPA) after Jonathan A Smith (Smith and Osborn, 2004; Eatough and Smith, 2008).  

IPA represents a method of enquiry which holds that reality for people is experiential, 

and that events and objects are to be understood by investigating how they are 

experienced and given meaning by the individual.  As Smith states, (p179), IPA is 

“…concerned with the detailed examination of lived experience and how individuals 

make sense of that experience.” (Eatough and Smith, 2008).  In ways similar to 

thematic analysis and constructivist grounded theory, IPA involves navigating 

between levels of interpretation gathered from the texts of participants’ personal 

experiences.  This may lean towards the empathetic and descriptive, attempting to 

‘stand in the shoes of’ participants, and it can veer towards critical analysis of 

accounts, going deeper than participants may want, or be able, to do themselves 

(Silverman, 2016). 

 

IPA typically initiates with reading of single transcripts, against which initial 

comments and ideas are noted and coded, and from the aggregate of these readings 

and annotations, initial themes are generated.  Using NVivo, the initial comments 

and ideas are stored as or with nodes (codes in other language).  First-round, open 

coding (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006) recursively refined the RQ and 

discussion guides, allowing for second-round coding and initial classification, which 
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necessitated revisiting the data for recoding and reclassifying, re-aggregating nodes 

into super-nodes or classes, and thence into themes.  Finally, a further 

reclassification of nodes and data was carried out to facilitate the drawing of 

conclusions and creation of a framework.  An adapted representation of the steps 

adopted for this research is appropriate (fig 24): 

 

 
Figure 24:  Adapted steps in understanding the data.  Source, Author 2017, after 

Pidgeon & Henwood 2009 

Reporting the IPA method of analysis in greater detail, open coding was 

conducted as an interpretive recursive process by which the data were broken down 

analytically into labelled sections or nodes.  Open coding allowed the list of nodes to 

grow organically with each interview analysed, requiring re-visitation of prior 
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interviews to discover data eligible or applicable for more recent nodes.  An example 

screen-grab of coded data is shown below (fig 25): 

 
Figure 25:  Example screen-grab of a section of coded data using NVivo® 

 

71 nodes were generated overall from the primary open coding, of which some 

60 were primary nodes.  From these, some nodes were aggregated within 

‘supernodes’ or themes.  Data were then reappraised with these themes and some 

selective or prescriptive coding in key areas (e.g. relationships, personal and 

commercial praxis etc.).  Finally, nodes were colour-coded for ease of visualising the 

volume of data references ascribed to each27.  This node hierarchy sought to work 

induced themes arising from analysis, in tandem with the themed interview guide 

reprised here, looking at status and change, then organisational and personal 

factors, dimensional stress (relationship issues) and enhancement (see appendix 

9.8.1).18 top-level nodes were derived, under which three levels of node were 

dynamically arranged.  An example of the initial hierarchy is shown below (Fig 26). 

                                            
27 Uncoloured = 1-9 references; Blue = 10-19; Green = 20-29; Yellow = 30-39; Orange = 

40-49; Red = 50-59; Purple = 60-69; Pink = 70+.  Not for use as quantitative analysis. 
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Figure 26: Screen-grab of initial open-coded NVivo® coding hierarchy 

Analysis of this architecture contingent with the literature analysis in Chapter 2 

led to a more structured recoding around key emergent themes.  This evolved 

through the analysis from the initial, fully open coding into second-round 

classification coding according to initial themes noted.  Additional nodes were added 

and populated and the hierarchy developed.  Thematic discoveries were explored, 

selected and combined so they could be linked with theoretical models and a 

framework developed (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  Data were reappraised and re-

ascribed within this thematic structure, from which Chapter 4, Findings, was 

constructed.  A small extract is seen below in Fig 27, and the full recoded secondary 

analysis is available in Appendix 9.8.2 herewith. 

 
Figure 27: Screen-grab of Secondary thematically coded NVivo® coding hierarchy 
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Finally, a third recast of data was undertaken consequent to reviewing Findings, 

in preparation of the Framework as presented in Chapter 5.  This sought to see 

patterns in the data that specifically illuminated the dynamics of interpersonal 

tensions and stresses across different dimensions of the micro-institutional grouping 

of persons around individual accounts.  A small extract is seen below in Fig 28, and 

the full recoded secondary analysis is available in Appendix 9.8.3 herewith. 

 
Figure 28: Screen-grab of Framework analysed NVivo® coding hierarchy 

 

 

3.9 Ethical Considerations 
 

As is both mandatory and desirable, the research proposal was scrutinised and 

accepted by the University of Bath Ethics Committee following submission of the 

appropriate EIRA documentation (see appendix 9.11). 

 

As the research is conducted in an area not considered to be ethically sensitive, 

there were no exceptional requirements or burdens placed upon the study or the 

researcher.  Respondents were informed about the purpose and nature of the study, 

were offered anonymity and confidentiality and offered the opportunity to pull out at 

any time.  All were informed that conversations would be audio recorded for 

transcription purposes only.  Consent forms were duly signed and submitted (blank 
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in appendix 9.11). The research was conducted in accordance with ESOMAR 

guidelines. 

 

A discussion of ethics is warranted in connection with all research, and perhaps 

particularly in regard to social science research (Fine et al., 2003). The much-cited 

view of Sikes (2013) is that many ethics approval committees apply simplistic 

considerations of the roles of researcher and researched, and/or seek to apply 

medical or bio-science ethics to a social situation.  Sikes (2013) advocates a 

‘bricolage approach’ to the multiple ethics approaches available to the researcher, 

primarily cherry-picking from the following ethical schools, stating: 

• “(Kantian) deontological concerns with the duties and responsibilities of 
researchers (such as respecting persons and not doing any harm) and the 

rights of research participants (for instance, to withdraw from a project); 

• Consequentialist concerns about the likely immediate and long-term effects of 

being involved or in any way touched by a particular research project; 

• (Aristotelian) virtue ethics, where the concern is with advancing the general 

good (although who is defining the good raises inevitable questions about 

power); 

• A situational and contextual awareness that different situations and cultural 

settings generate their own research-related ethical questions and issues that 

demand unique and contextual answers and treatment; 

• principalist ethics, where the emphasis is on respect for autonomy, 

beneficence, non-maleficence and justice (following Jean Sieber’s [1993] 

much quoted statement that ‘ethics has to do with the application of moral 

principles to prevent harming or wronging others, to promote the good, to be 

respectful and to be fair’ [Sieber, J. 1993.  “The Ethics and Politics of 

Sensitive Research.” In Researching Sensitive Topics, edited by C. Renzetti 

and R. Lee, 14–26. London: Sage.]); 

• (Buberian) relational ethics, which acknowledges interpersonal relationships, 

connectedness and a responsibility to care for each other (see also Noddings 

[Noddings, N. 1984.  Caring: A Feminist Approach to Ethics and Moral 

Education. Berkeley: University of California Press.] and Gilligan [Gilligan, C. 
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1982. In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Development. 

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.,] on the ethics of care)” (Sikes, 

2013). 

 

In designing and preparing the present study, a similar approach was followed in 

that the various interpretations of ethical concerns were considered to ensure 

compliance with the highest possible standards.  Table 12 below summarises the 

actions and considerations taken in each category: 

 

Ethical Concern Ethical Issue Action in present study 
Deontological  Do no harm, 

respect for 
respondents 

Other than travel and consequent CO2 
generation, no harm was anticipated in or from 
this research. All respondents were afforded full 
respect, were pre-briefed on purpose, method, 
anonymity, right to withdraw and visibility of 
outcomes. 

Consequentialist  Outcome-related As no proprietorial or commercially confidential 
data was sought, nor data that may confer 
competitive commercial advantage to any 3rd 
party reader, no consequential risk was 
envisaged. 
However, the refusal of GAD in group 1 to 
participate probably emanated from 
consequentialist fear of exposure, or comparison, 
or misrepresentation (see below). 

Virtue ethics Advancing good It may be argued that in seeking understanding 
of intergroup relations, only good is being 
advanced with little or no ‘down-side’. 

Situational and 
contextual 

Awareness of 
individual 
circumstance 

All respondents, particularly those in the 
account-based groups under discussion, were 
relationally engaged in commercial activity of 
significant value to their respective firms, each 
with both fiscal and reputational responsibilities.  
Understanding and respecting the uniqueness of 
this with each respondent and each group was 
key to gaining trust and open-ness whilst not 
straying into unwarranted areas. 
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Principalist ethics 
Relational ethics 

Respect, and  
Mutual respect 

An interesting aspect of this study was the parity 
of perceived status between researcher and 
researched.  The author’s senior industry 
positions, experience and reputation appeared to 
be as respected by respondents as theirs was by 
the author.  A balance of perceived power allied 
to mutual understanding of issues facilitated 
empathy as well as efficiency. 

Table 12:  A Bricolage of ethical considerations 

 

The only exceptional circumstance occurred during fieldwork concerning Group 

1, the group in which the author had previously been employed (2005-2011).  Whilst 

exceptional access was thus enabled at client’s global, regional and local director 

levels, the agency’s European Account Director (in RAD role) became nervous and 

then declined to be interviewed.  Further, he instructed the LAD not to participate, 

despite this LAD having personal interest and authorship of works in German on the 

subject, and having set up an interview appointment in Geneva.  No explanation was 

given other than the possibility that he felt threatened in some way.  It became very 

clear post-hoc that the group was dysfunctional, that relationships were tense, and 

that in particular the RAD-RCMO relationship was very strained.  As RAD occupies 

the chair in which this researcher used to sit, his reticence is perhaps 

understandable.  

 

To compensate for this loss of those two interviews, four additional respondents 

were sought who work as part of the extended team in that group, with senior 

responsibilities, and who have very intimate knowledge of its goings on.  These are 

included in Table 9, pp 126-7.  

 

 

3.10 Overarching Summary of Methodology 
 

From an interpretivist, socially constructivist philosophical perspective, this study 

is abductive in recursively combining what is known from literature with what is found 

in data.  This is refined in the analyses by revisiting the data prior to arriving at a 
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theoretical framework with which to understand the relationship construct under 

study.  Qualitative data was gathered through a complex series of interviews, both 

free-ranging and semi-structured, with very senior executives across the world either 

within or closely associated with the unit of analysis in three versions.  Interviews 

were conducted as one-on-one, but also with paired respondents representing two of 

the four roles that comprise the construct, and in one case with three of the four roles 

present.  Following appropriate safeguarding and anonymisation, data were 

transcribed prior to Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis, using NVivo software for 

coding, re-coding and derivation of topics and themes, leading to a chapter of 

findings that illuminate complexities of these symbiotic relationships, and derivation 

of contributions and a framework in the discussion chapter. 

 

It is these two areas – findings and discussion – that naturally follow on from 

here. 
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4 Analysis of Findings 
 

This chapter analyses data accruing from interviews with long-experienced c-

level28 and other senior executives who themselves draw on memories, experiences, 

logics and narratives garnered over decades in the business.  The following 

analyses are categorised into four major thematic subsections, namely the 

institutional construct itself, its provenance, its development and its determinants; 

then the construct is analysed at the institutional level, the organisational level and 

the personal or individual-actor level.  The organisational level may be explored both 

intra- an interorganisationally.  At every level there are areas of focus that determine 

the behaviour, effectiveness and functionality of the construct.  These determinants 

are each extracted from the data and reflect the major categorisations emerging from 

respondents during the 86 hours of conversations.  Their organisation within this 

chapter is depicted in Figure 29 below: 

 
Figure 29:  Visualisation of content organisation in Chapter 4. Source: Author 

 

First, data examining the relevance and prevalence to practitioners of the 

institutional construct under study – distilled to its minimum of four elite executives 

representing and leading four interlinked companies – is considered.  An initial and 

                                            
28 ‘C-level’ or ‘C-Suite’ is commonly understood business-press collective nomenclature 

for those senior directors whose titles include ‘Chief’ – e.g. Chief Executive Officer, ir more 
relevant here, Chief Marketing Officer (CMO). 
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revelatory discovery is the naming of the institution as a ‘Quad’ by a respondent.  

First mention of the term appeared in interview with a team member in Hong Kong: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘But personal relationships in this Quad? I think they probably are 

what makes or breaks it.’  (MOH4 170213). 
 

The last respondent first coined the term “Quad” in an early discussion, which 

hereafter becomes the etymological mainstay of this research, hereafter adopted 

and used to represent the minimalist symbiotic construct that has to date remained 

hidden in plain sight from practitioners and academics.  Whilst Vardar and Paliwoda 

(1993a) identified the existence of 4-way interaction for international 

agencies/marketing firms, until now this has been left as a one-off untheorized 

organisational observation.   

 

The first section of this chapter examines the Quad as an institutional ‘reality’ as 

well as operating arrangement, considering criteria that qualify it as a micro-

institution, interrogating the data regarding the origin and various aspects of the 

Quad’s existence and describing embodied/ embedded ideas about practice 

(habitus… ‘embodied history, internalised as second nature and so forgotten as 

history’ – Bourdieu) alongside some cultural considerations.  The construct is then 

examined from an organisational perspective, looking both horizontally or inter-

company and vertically or intra-company at determinants or factors that may 

enhance or detract from Quad performance.  Increasing magnification of study, the 

following section considers aspects of individuals and interpersonal relationships 

within the Quad.  There follows a reflection on facets of the Quad that abet 

functionality and/or dysfunctionality.  Finally, in 4.7 there is a brief consideration of 

the changing Quad, as a prompt for future research. 

 

 

4.1 The Quad: A Micro-Institution 
  

Respondents from across the global industry agree that investigation of top-level 

symbiotic inter-firm relationships is both helpful and important, in consideration of 
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their own structural approaches and understanding/enhancement of people and 

processes.  A seasoned advertising-business relationship counsellor expressed his 

personal and professional interest, commenting: 
DW:  ‘Therefore this work is more than interesting – most fascinating and 

couldn’t be more relevant to the marketing/management communities.’  (DW 160121) 
 

…followed by the CEO of a multinational agency group, noting: 
JS:  ‘It looks like a very tough nut to crack, I would say. It would be very 

interesting ... if you could actually get the narrative right on this, I think it would be 
ground-breaking. I can’t imagine there’s anything out there at the moment that talks to 
this.’  (JS 160206) 

 

Respondents universally concur with the notion and description of these senior 

cross-company, cross-border relationships, agreeing that the operational unit may be 

conceived as four-way.  Without exception, interviewees in different industries 

around the world agree that such constructs are and have been extant throughout 

their working lives.  They concur that it is in their views ubiquitous globally in this 

context and is ‘the way it’s done’ (MOH4 170213), replicated consistently over 

geographies by international client and agency organisations for many decades. In 

effect, they bestow institutional status on the construct, confirming that, ‘Institutions 

comprise regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive elements that, together with 

associated activities and resources, provide stability and meaning to social life’ (W 

Richard Scott, 2014).  Thus, this unique symbiosis is worthy of study and is 

important as a primary building block of the advertising business globally, but also as 

an undiscovered institutional construct (Greenwood et al., 2011).  Being a micro-

institution totally focussed around the four person-actors, the lens of institutional 

work is apposite to assist with theorisation: “The study of institutional work has 

emerged as a wide-ranging scholarly discussion, which can be broadly separated 

into research that focuses on how institutional work occurs, who does institutional 

work, and what constitutes institutional work.” (Thomas B Lawrence, Leca and Zilber, 

2013 Author's underlining).  These three areas will be discussed below.  While there 

are indications that the nature, roles within, responsibilities and composition of the 

construct has evolved over time and may be changing today faster than ever before, 

the structure fundamentally remains constant between an agency and client 
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operating internationally.  Not once in 86 hours of interviews was the relationship 

construct questioned: instead, these relationships are considered vital:   
Case1 LMO:  ‘…it's a partnership, so I don’t treat him as an agency…’ (MW 

170310) 
Case1 CMO:  ‘…the relationship, it’s a fundamental factor…’ (WH2 170301) 
Case2 LECD:  ‘…Personal relationships within this Quad? I think they probably 

are what makes or breaks it.’ (MOH4 170213) 
 

Given that not only all discussants, but also every relevant organisational 

situation within their knowledge has deployed Quads, it is surprising that whilst the 

concept has been identified once, it has neither been named, studied or theorised 

before.  The first, important finding of this study is therefore the existence and 

naming of Quads as an organisational and institutional construct.  Being such a 

ubiquitous phenomenon, the Quad appears to have been taken for granted, whether 

organisationally, personally, in practice or academia – hidden in plain sight (Hallett 

and Ventresca, 2006). 

 

This research explores three separate groups of persons in detail, as described 

in Chapter 3.3 above, each of which exhibited different characteristics 

interpersonally, which clearly affects their inter-organisational characteristics in 

tandem.  From the data, they may be characterised such that one transpires as 

highly functional, constructive, balanced and harmonious, with elements of passion; 

one offers more instrumental and utilitarian aspects of functionality and one shows 

more dysfunctionality than would seem feasible for its continued existence, with 

plenty of negative passion, imbalance, discord and venom – one that seems likely to 

end in failure.  Factors influencing this characterisation are discussed below. 

 

This spectrum of Quad functionality and relationship ‘success29’ happily 

encapsulates the actions, purposive or otherwise, of the inter-related actors in 

creating, maintaining and disrupting their institutions (Thomas B Lawrence and 

                                            
29 No attempt is made to quantify or dimensionalise functionality or ‘success’ beyond 

reportage from respondents and the researcher’s perceptions, as the present study is 
concerned with people as inputs, not metrics as outputs. 
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Suddaby, 2006).  It allows interpretation of many facets that may contribute to or 

detract from likely longevity of the business arrangements.  In turn, these may impact 

the marketing and sales performance of the underlying brands, the careers of the 

actors involved and, in the end, may affect the global performance of the 

multinational, multi-billion-turnover companies involved – thereby further justifying 

their study. 

 

As has been made clear earlier in this document, the study of inter-company 

international relationships may exist at three levels – the institutional, the inter-

corporate and the interpersonal.  Whilst the former is discussed imminently, 

inevitably the latter two are intertwined and constitute the focus of this chapter; the 

present study primarily explores relationships among the key individual person 

actors – the people at each corner of a quadrangular relationship.  As observed by 

this agency executive: 
Case1 Dir:  ‘It’s people, our currency is people.’  (TG 170301) 

 

This is of pertinence in creative industries such as advertising, where companies 

have few assets other than people; as creative gurus, as strategic thinkers, as 

orchestrators of teams and talents (R. Cluley, 2017).  It is perhaps no surprise that 

most advertising agencies and many marketing-led manufacturing firms are named 

after luminary people, whether Ogilvy, Thompson, Lowe, in advertising or Procter 

and Gamble, Lever Brothers, Dyson, Ford, Mars etc among marketers30.  Even 

fictional tales of advertising are built around key individuals:  think Don Draper and 

Peggy Olson in ‘Mad Men’.  People, as individual actors, comprise the components 

of the institution in the present study – the Quad. 

 

These individual elite actors operate in an industry in which idiosyncrasy and 

fleetness of foot are important (Cracknell, 2012; Neumeier, 2015), yet the structure 

itself – the quadrangular nature of the institution under study – implies some sort of 

                                            
30 In the early ‘80s the author worked for a – recently merged – agency in London with 

the tongue-twisting name ‘PVAF/SJIP/BBDO’, an acronym for Pincus Vidler Arthur 
Fitzgerald, Samuel Johnson Isaac Page, Batten Barton Durstine Osborn.  All named people! 
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heaviness, aspects of which will be explored below.  Four leaders in a single cell? 

The most obvious aspects of heaviness are costs of the mirrored personnel in 

agency and client organisations, and the occasionally cumbersome four-way 

communications matrix.  An industry expert observed: 
DW:  ‘Influences on structure by its Titans – Sir Martin Sorrell, Johnathan Levy, 

etc. – have been dramatic. WPP employs 180,000 people.  These systems, processes 
and structures are great for shareholders, quite good for staff, but bad for clients, bad 
for marketing.’  (DW 160121). 

 

Whilst not specifically referring to Quads at this point, DW’s observation implies 

that some structures may have become heavily over-built to suit self-serving 

corporate goals within the agency world, rather than built to improve the creation and 

delivery of advertising – perhaps also adding cement to their recognition as 

institutions within the context of the present study.  The specific structure featuring in 

this study, whether at an organisational or personal level, does not appear to have 

been constructed in such a proactive sense – rather it has emerged over time and 

thence earned its place as an institutional construct. 

 

4.1.1 Confirming the Quad as an institution 

As described above, a primary finding in this study is the observation, 

identification, and distillation of a long-established socio-organisational construct, 

named by a respondent as and referred to as the ‘Quad’.  It exists symbiotically 

between international partner companies at senior interpersonal levels, comprising 

four individual actors in a professional relationship convened around a single 

business factor – an advertising account in this study.  The long-established 

organisational field-practice arrangement of actors leading advertising programmes 

for international brands comprises four senior director-level roles in symbiotic 

relationship around a brand’s advertising.  The term ‘field’ is used advisedly (Wooten 

and Hoffman, 2017) in response to the organisational hybridity of this study, 

embracing as it does actors from four organisations in one symbiotic web or frame – 

the Quad.   Identifying it as a named construct for subsequent discussion with 

respondents was almost revelatory, clarifying their situated experiences.  Hence the 

importance of identification and naming of the construct as the Quad.  
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In considering presence, constancy and spread of the Quad construct which may 

qualify it as an institution, the definition of institutions by W Richard Scott (2014) as 

being regulative, normative and cultural-cognitive constructs serving to provide 

stability and meaning to social life, is useful and allows a tabulation of the elements 

stated:   

 

Attribute Meaning Veracity 

Regulative Explicit or implicit 
codes of conduct, 
rules of engagement 
and behavioural 
expectations, with or 
without sanctions. 

The construct imposes a sense of moral 
order from the perspective of commerce 
and work, sometimes (within the 
advertising field) voluntarily self-
imposed by industry bodies such as AA, 
IPA, WFA31 or WARC32.   

Normative Ubiquity throughout 
a sector or practice 
such that this is the 
expected structure. 

This arrangement is a social 
construction prevalent throughout inter-
national advertising (and other) 
businesses, which has been and is 
replicated consistently over 
geographies and organisations. 

Cultural-cognitive The relationship 
construct exhibits 
structures, methods 
and language 
across and between 
organisations trans-
culturally, unique to 
itself and yet 
ubiquitous across 
the field (Kim, 
2014). 

The construct is self-evidently 
contingent on the four actors involved, 
exhibiting relatively stable normative 
and mimetic behaviours, together with 
expectations both of the arrangement 
and within it of behaviour, purpose and 
processes.  These processes and 
procedures are replicated widely and 
replicable across diverse business 
areas, cultures and times (Vardar and 
Paliwoda, 1993b).   Specific and 
exclusive language, practices and 
systems develop and are deployed in 

                                            
31 AA = Advertising Associations in many national guises. IPA = Institute of Practitioners 

in Advertising.  WFA = World federation of advertisers. 
 
32 WARC = World Advertising Research Council 
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quads that may be meaningless to 
those outside the construct. 

Activities and 
Resources 

Links and ties 
performed by each 
party for mutual 
benefit (Snehota 
and Hakansson, 
1995).  Knowledge-
resource linkage or 
adaptation to suit 
the needs of each 
other (Ford, Gadde 
and Håkansson, 
2006). 

Pre-defined, ubiquitous roles provide for 
interlinked work and effort that, while 
symbiotic in nature is individualised in 
delivery with each party having 
contractual and non-contractual 
obligations vis-à-vis the other three, and 
the anchoring account, and their own 
organisations. 

Stability Endurance, and 
immutability: W 
Richard Scott 
(2014). 

The construct has been deployed 
widely for nigh-on a century among 
firms operating across borders. 

Social Meaning Moral order, shared 
identity, common 
purpose, motivation 
and belief systems 
providing legitimacy. 

Discussed at length in following 
paragraphs and section 4. 2 below. 
 

Table 13:  Classification of The Quad as a micro institution.  Source: Author 

 

 This arrangement is a social construction prevalent throughout advertising and 

other trans-national business, which has been replicated consistently over 

geographies and organisations for nigh-on a century among firms operating across 

borders: 
JS:  “It would be absolutely relevant to business because it’s absolutely endemic... 

…, and it would answer, or would certainly pose the question to maybe answer much 
of what goes on... or certainly put it into context. I don't think anyone’s cracked it yet, 
so it would be... there’s probably elements of global all over the place but there’s no 
one perfect case yet, ... Very good. I’m afraid my tiny brain could not cope with the 
complexity...”  (JS 160206) 

 

Yet agencies don’t necessarily see what has been intrinsic to their structure when 

establishing account-based teams: 
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SD:  “I’m not being sarcastic – I really believe that agencies spend time matching 
the technicalities – past client experience, seniority, possible expat experience, but 
don’t understand or invest in the personal factors.”  (SD2 160725) 

 

  The construct under study is self-evidently contingent on the four elite actors 

involved, exhibiting relatively stable normative and mimetic behaviours, together with 

expectations both of and within the arrangement of behaviour, purpose and 

processes.  It imposes a sense of moral order from the perspective of commerce and 

work, sometimes (within the advertising field) voluntarily self-imposed by industry 

bodies such as AA, IPA, WFA33 or WARC34 and sometimes coercively imposed by 

regulations and laws in various countries.  Wuthnow (1989) offers four relevant 

categorisations of moral order, being subjective, structural, dramaturgic and 

institutional.  The subjective view incorporates beliefs and attitudes, values and 

opinions from the individual’s perspective, as evidenced in every ‘corner’ of the 

Quad.  Structurality concerns the processes and relationships, boundaries and 

mechanisms clearly inherent within Quads.  Wuthnow’s dramaturgic approach 

focusses on the communications and expressive properties of the institutional 

culture, again self-evidently existential to the Quad.  However, there is still limited 

understanding of the values on which institutions are based and their role in 

generating socially beneficial outcomes (Chandler, 2014).  Finally, the institutional 

approach comprises both actors and organisations in symbiosis with and between 

organisations and actors, each requiring of others and each recursively influencing 

distribution of resources – as exemplified by the Quad.     

 

Institutions are differentiated in IW literature by typology and by level (Hampel, 

Lawrence and Tracey, 2017).  Aside from consideration of the form an institution may 

take, when studying international business a more frequent classification focuses on 

a dyad of formal versus informal institutions (Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey (2017) 

citing Peng, Wang, & Jiang, 2008; Stiglitz, 1999).  Quads defy even this simple 

                                            
33 AA = Advertising Association. IPA = Institute of Practitioners in Advertising.  WFA = 

World federation of advertisers. 
 
34 WARC = World Advertising Research Council 
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categorisation, as the roles and hierarchies of the actors are to an extent formalised 

in HR practice and tradition, leaving interpersonal relationships as transitory and 

informal. 

 

 To actors involved, their Quad offers an identity in both their individual and 

collective roles [identity theory] and as a group [social identity theory](Hitlin, 2003).  

Quads offer structure and suites of behaviours, codes, implicit and explicit rules, 

expectations, processes and language that are widely replicated (Vardar and 

Paliwoda, 1993b) yet remain effectively unique to the construct.  Contingent on their 

respective organisations, actors mimetically and normatively replicate the Quad is 

over time and geography (Walter W Powell and DiMaggio, 1991), concurring with 

other stakeholders who claim this as the way it works and as the only model for 

cross-border advertising management that prevails across multiple organisations, 

sectors and geographies.  The findings and analysis in this chapter suggest that 

participant organisations existentially depend on Quads in pursuance of their 

businesses, and the participant actors do so in pursuance of their employment and 

careers.   

 

Returning to the concept of organisational fields, Delbridge and Sallaz (2015) 

encourage understanding of organisations as actors within their fields, in the broad, 

extra-organisational social sense.  A field-based understanding of organisations 

emphasises the concept of relationality, whereby an understanding of the 

organisation is impossible without seeing how it is located within its larger field (ibid).  

The relationship construct under study is thus further distinguished from a ‘traditional’ 

organisational construct as it is polymorphic in its operational fields – bridging and 

moving between those of marketing, advertising, internationalism, consulting, and 

others, partly exemplified by this Executive Creative Director (ECD): 
Case2 LECD:  “The [repatriation] thing is a really interesting dynamic, that the 

head office does get much more information from those growing markets. I think the 
tricky thing might be not so much the message, because I think the messages are 
becoming much more profoundly about the human purpose, and what's in it for you... 
That's the big shift. I think the shift has been from, 'All about us,' to 'What's in it for 
you.' … The tougher thing might be that the level of sophistication in the market, and 
the amount of money that people have got to engage with the brands, …. If the idea 
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has been worked out in London, they will probably have bounced the idea off China, 
or wherever it is.”   (MOH 160409) 

 

  Yet it personifies a relational unit on behalf of the four organisational actors 

represented therein, requiring at minimum the possibility of a two-by-two web of 

relationships, with people representing firm-to-firm on one dimension and country-to-

country on the other. 

 

As will become clear, institutional integrity is important for its existential 

continuance (or maintenance in the language of institutional work). Kraatz (2009) 

contends that institutional integrity is derived from the institution’s ‘sense of self’.  In 

many institutional forms and examples this may be relatively easy to define, but in 

examining the Quad, its sense of self is potentially confused and divergent – a 

conundrum for the Quad as there are many conflicting identities at play.  And yet the 

Quad’s identity is vital to its success and sustainability, as identity imparts 

perceptions, beliefs and standards of distinctive competence internally and externally 

to the institution.  A further, less examined differentiator of institutions is the level at 

which they operate, i.e. whether at the organisational or ‘field’ level or more 

intimately at a group or individual level.  In reviewing 53 scholarly studies of 

institutional work published in peer-reviewed journals, Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey 

(2017) find 44 of them clearly focussing on the field/organisational level.  There is an 

undoubted tendency to focus on the organisation as the main (and often only) unit of 

analysis in existing studies, thereby ignoring the myriad influences that exist beyond 

and within the organisation (Annmarie Ryan and Blois, 2010). Amongst other 

problems, this approach assumes that organisations are at liberty to behave without 

reference to isomorphic institutional or industry/sector norms.  It implies that firms 

make decisions based on the rational, calculated and conscious choices of senior 

executives, who in turn made systematic and strategic analyses of all the options 

available to them. 

 

Again, the relationship construct under study defies pigeon-holing in this way, as 

it exists at institutional, organisational and individual actor levels.  The field of 

marketing firms and advertising agencies deploys this practice widely, across 
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multiple organisations and organisational structures (Tharp and Jeong, 2001; Kim, 

2014 ) – indeed a single multi-brand firm such as Procter & Gamble will operate 

hundreds of such constructs around the world.  Yet each distilled web comprises 

inter-personal relationships with all the frailties and foibles, logics and illogics of their 

human actors.  

 

 The Quad, being a relationship construct distilled down to the minimum of four 

interlinked actors/organisations, may be considered in the purview of IW research as 

an interpersonal concept, an organisational form and an institutional construct – an 

‘archetypal configuration of structures and practices given coherence by underlying 

values regarded as appropriate within an institutional context’ (Greenwood and 

Suddaby, 2006, p.30).  The term is used in the singular despite the paradox of the 

construct comprising four semi-independent organisations represented by four semi-

independent elite actors, as they cohere around a singular purpose – the business 

account. 

 

The Quad is examined here in the context of international advertisers and 

advertising agencies, seeking clarity through the lens of IW.  This research 

problematises the conditions under which these interpersonal structures prosper or 

become dysfunctional, benefiting or hindering the actors and the organisations within 

which they are constructed (Mats Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009; Thomas B 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009; Hallett, 2010). 

 

The Quad structure builds dynamically on interpersonal senior professional 

relationships; the more productive and mutual the better, as expressed by an agency 

director followed by a CMO: 
Case2 LECD (2nd use):  ‘But personal relationships in this Quad? I think they 

probably are what makes or breaks it.’  (MOH4 170213). 
 

Case2 CMO:  ‘I’ve always said and I genuinely believe that our agencies are an 
extension of our marketing team, without a doubt.  For quite a while I was here on my 
own without any support, so you literally were my creative support, my media 
planner, sanity support…’  (BTMBMN 170210). 
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This offers a clear interpretation of close partnership, which may be instrumental 

in enhancing functionality of these relationships.  Drilling into the interpretation and 

functioning of Quads, there are many themes to be explored.  The Quad construct 

works, as endorsed by an agency director: 
DL:  ‘what sort of characteristics, personality traits, equip people to do that better, 

or worse?  
Case2 LECD:  ‘Yes. Interesting one.  It depends on whether that’s seen as an 

extension of a traditional way of working, or actually a modern way to make global 
work have a local footprint properly. [Draws Quad below (fig 30) & refers] Client to 
Client, Agency to Agency; they talk, they talk… [indicating different arrows] It could 
chug along perfectly well underneath the traditional way of doing things.’  (MOH4 
170213) 

 

 
Figure 30: Diagram drawn by Case2 LECD during interview, referred to above. 

 

Aside from the more obvious aspects of open communications, reliability and 

trust (that we will consider, below), the apparently simple Quad is an inherently 

complex construct in which actors must work and manage relationships along two 

axes concurrently, as observed by an agency director: 
MG:  ‘Then we have to organise ourselves to reflect that, ‘cos I think that’s the 

point that this quadrangle is…, that again as we talked about with the ‘don’t cross the 
box’ mantra where any other partner or constituent would struggle is if you’re trying 
to serve two different masters, or if you are trying to be that person in the middle 
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trying to reconcile a global brief with a local brief – it is often impossible because 
they are different briefs for the same thing.’  (MG 160413). 

 

The “Don’t cross the box” mantra referred to above 

illuminates regular and irregular communications channels 

within a Quad, as illustrated in Figure 31.  There are 

occasions where crossing does occur, as noted by this 

LMO, although he acknowledges that such diagonal 

communication is both rare and undesirable: 
Figure 31:  Acceptable channels of  

communication:  Source:  Author, 2016 

Case1 LMO:  ‘This thing here [points to LMO-GAD]’ 
DL:  ‘Going diagonally, yes.  
Case1 LMO: ‘- to be honest, that’s sometimes happening when things have to get 

done fast like for the Geneva show or we need some material where I don’t want to 
bother them [LAD].  They are then in copy, but I don’t really go to them and say hey, 
now we need it because they have problems to get it, so by including the centre… 

DL:  ‘You get a bit of weight?  
Case1 LMO:  ‘Yes, exactly. But I don’t want to establish a connection like this 

because I would undervalue the structure of my local agency.’  (MW 170310). 
 

A similar conversation, with the CMO from the same Quad, describes both 

positive and a potential negative aspect of the Quad relationships: 
DL:  ‘And what about on this axis [shows Quad image, CMO-LMO], … how 

important is relationship there?  
Case1 CMO: ‘Important, this is a very important relationship.  We are the 

company that hasn’t developed and doesn’t have intentions to develop strong 
controlled instruments.  (WH 170301) 

 

The “Don’t cross the box” mantra evolved to preserve the integrity of the Quad’s 

four roles as well as the integrity of the operational construct.  “Don’t cross the box” 

is an important practice dictum (Gilbert, 2001) that reduces the risk of 

communications going astray, of actors being left in the dark, of Machiavellian 

relationship manipulations and the breakdown of the structure.   
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4.1.2 How Quads Develop 
Organisational structuring and company hierarchies are well documented 

elsewhere, traditionally working downwards from the chair and/or CEO through a 

pyramid with layers of directors (usually arrayed by function), then senior managers, 

then junior managers, staff, etcetera.  Director-level executives are normally the 

leaders of their function or division:  In manufacturing companies, the present 

research considers the Marketing Director or Chief Marketing Officer; in advertising 

agencies, the Business Directors or Global/Local Account Directors.  These are the 

team leaders, the primary actors in professional (and sometimes personal) 

relationships with each other and each other’s organisations.   

 

In 19th century, advertising services started to become a speciality, and 

independent advertising firms were established (Winston Fletcher, 2010).  As major 

manufacturers, primarily based in the USA, began in earnest to export their brands 

to new countries, they typically exported their marketing habits alongside (Turnbull 

and Doherty-Wilson, 1990).  To facilitate, parallel operations of clients and agencies 

in target countries were established (ibid), thereby giving birth to the first Quads.  

This structuring became mainstream in post-war years as increasing numbers of 

brands established international presence, often with local (multi-country) 

manufacturing, and as agencies built strength in these other countries to mirror the 

development of their clients (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993c), to service those clients’ 

needs and to generate incremental revenues by doing so.  During much of this 

period it was usual for firms to despatch an experienced executive overseas to lead 

the efforts of the organisation in ‘foreign’ markets, with a positive intent of skill 

transference, and/or a negative belief in the absence of local talent (Leslie, 1995).  

Globally, as revealed by this agency CEO, local skills, marketing and advertising 

know-how and sophistication have all improved alongside technology: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘I think that probably one of the most significant shifts that we’ve 

seen has been the effects of globalisation and then the improvements in the local 
ability to deliver local creative work. So if you look back a couple of years, … 
probably 20 years …, you would have had creative work being developed centrally 
and it’s sort of thrown over the fence and the local markets would then simply take 
exactly that ad, change the headline and it’s job done. That would have been the very 
early stages of that; of the global model. And I think that that would have largely been 
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because the global markets didn’t really know what was going on in the local markets 
and also the local markets probably hadn’t yet developed the abilities or the 
infrastructure or the capabilities nor insights and skill sets, etc., to actually be able to 
do anything other than that. It’s a little bit like what we see happening in Myanmar at 
the moment.  In Myanmar, we send stuff over there and they run it and that’s how it 
is.  In ten years’ time Myanmar will not operate like that.’  (MB3 170214) 

 

We see therefore that whilst the type of work done by Quad actors and 

responsibilities within the construct may vary, the global model and those populating 

it retain important roles in advertising delivery. 

 

As holding companies within the marketing communications industry have 

become larger, more avaricious and sought to lock in client business, the idea of 

sourcing multiple capabilities has led to a new development: the team agency, 

discussed below. 

 

4.1.2.1 The Team Agency Concept 

A significant trend over the last 15 years has been the development of client-

centric agency teams built from many agencies within one holding company’s rosta 

(WPP, 2018).  WPP35 set up one of the first multi-agency groupings to work with Ford 

globally. It comprises people from WPP agencies such as Ogilvy, Wunderman, 

Mindshare, and according to their website36, is ‘…bringing together best of breed 

data, media, advertising, technology and creative under one roof in multiple markets 

worldwide’.  Similar constructs exist within advertising conglomerates37 for many 

global clients, such as Shell, HSBC, GlaxoSmithKline, Mazda… WPP alone has 45 

such teams.  These combine personnel from multiple ‘verticals’ i.e. operating 

companies, into client-facing ‘horizontals’ that serve to lock in a client and their 

revenues.  However, they create significant complications for employees, who can 

lose their agency identity or career paths, and for managers who have questionable 

                                            
35 WPP is the world’s largest communications holding company headed by Sir Martin 

Sorrell. 
36 www.gtb.com 
37 Usually referring to WPP, Omnicom, Publicis and Interpublic (IPG), but may also 

include Dentsu. 
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authority.   A seasoned agency creative director and observer narrates his 

experience from within a studied Quad: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘Going back to this story, one of the problems with setting up WPP 

team agencies, which is all the fashion these days, is if you imagine my job as a 
creative director employed on a [named agency] contract, I have a [named agency] 
business card saying I’m a creative director (or did have). I also have a business card 
saying I’m executive creative director of [Team]. Then, what happens, they import a 
load of people from [another agency] to be in my creative team.  Then I get a message 
from the head of HR at [named agency] saying ‘You have to be careful, you’re not 
actually allowed to shout at any of those people, because you’re not in [other agency], 
technically their boss is the Creative Director in Munich of [other agency]’.  So I said 
‘In other words, I can’t actually evaluate any of my [Team] team if they don’t have a 
[named agency] contract’.  ‘Absolutely, that’s the fact’.  So how could I as a creative 
Director control maniacs like this Romanian woman, who simply didn’t listen to what 
I said.’  (EG 170315) 

 

This passage indicates huge frustration and logistical issues that remain 

unresolved, particularly in markets like Germany where labour law is very strict and 

all-encompassing.  A paradox is created whereby the team that is designed to single-

mindedly convene around a client becomes fractured because of identity and control 

issues.  This is not lost on clients, who see an additional paradoxical outcome of the 

team agency construct – it only functions where there is sufficient scale to drive 

revenues with which to employ dedicated actors within a team.  In one Quad, the 

team-agency construct works in regional centres (e.g. Europe) and in massive 

markets (e.g. North America) but small individual countries cannot afford the 

structure – reducing functionality and increasing client unhappiness, as noted by this 

CMO: 
Case1 CMO: ‘But no, for me the biggest tension in this agency model is that yes, 

we have [‘team agency’] here, but it really doesn’t exist in the markets.  So, you really 
deal with [lists individual creative, media, CRM agency peoples’ names], whoever, 
where you are.  As individuals; and the managing director of the local office, he is 
responsible for his P&L, he doesn’t care about [‘team agency’] P&L…  No, and that’s 
why I’m very concerned about this [team] agency model.  If you don’t have a 
centralised company, I think for the company that is centralised with a central budget, 
central buy, central media planning, centralised creation, it’s okay.  But for us, I don’t 
believe it’s the right configuration because it works here [shows regional centre] but it 
doesn’t work there [shows local market] in the markets.  That’s why [LMOs] are 
trying to use them as little as possible.  They go for small digital agencies, try to pitch 
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it here and there, they are somehow frustrated because they’re losing business on the 
markets but I think that’s as a result of this integrated model.  I’m not a big fan of that, 
really.  I work with that because there were many other priorities I have now, I want 
now to open this discussion frankly speaking, but I don’t believe it’s… somehow…’ 
(WH2 170301). 

 

He didn’t finish his thought, perhaps realising its potential political impact. 

 

The Global CMO of this same Quad similarly addressed the need to see value, 

noting that traditional agency models no longer meet the contemporary demands as 

he sees them: 
Case1 GCMO:  ‘We have to have better sophisticated resources, rather than just 

creating TVC.  TVC is no longer the main channel for us.  Digital platform, marketing 
automation, customer interaction and experience, those are the main channels, 
including social.  So in the past, as long as you are working with [agency name], they 
don't have that wide a variety of sophisticated capability at all.  They are still a media 
company, media agency.  So you never can get what you want from [agency name].’  
(MM  160412). 

 
Case1 GCMO, aside from suggesting personal frustration and disillusionment in 

this extract, addresses issues of institutional concern as well as organisational.  The 

following sections categorise subsequent Quad analyses into the three levels of 

institution, organisation (inter- and intra-) and personal/individual. 

 

 

4.2 Institution-level Quad Analysis 
 

The present thesis examines and illuminates interpersonal symbiotic 

relationships existing between senior client and agency personnel in head-office and 

local-office roles, as Quads situated within and between the employing 

organisations.  A cross-sectional research ‘snap-shot’ alone would be unable to 

provide relationship understanding, not least because like a butterfly, if you pin it 

down it can neither fly nor live.  This is confirmed by an industry consultant 

discussing Quads: 
DW:  ‘Relationships are never in stasis:  if they are, they are already dead.’  (DW 

160121). 
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All the Quad relationships under study, like most serious client-agency 

relationships world-wide, are contractual and of extended durations that span many 

individual projects, campaigns and years.  One respondent, long experienced both in 

senior agency and client-side roles, now has responsibility for all of his organisation’s 

agency relationships, projects and campaigns around the globe.  His is a relatively 

unusual client function: agency liaison usually falls to the CMO of a defined brand or 

group of brands.  Being abnormal raises questions, as he noted: 
ST:  ‘People have said to me ‘What does your team do?” and I say, ‘We’re the 

global marriage guidance counsellors really’.’  (ST 170127). 
 

The analogy is both apposite and is one I empathise with.  Agency managing 

directors and regional business directors hold many hands and wipe away many 

relationship tears when arrangements go off the rails or people get ‘bent out of 

shape’.  The following section explores some aspects of relationships in this context. 

 

Regardless of the configuration or characterisation of agency-client relationships, 

they are primarily paid for by the client.  Consequently, some power dependency 

exists in the relationship, with emphasis habitually on the agency to ‘woo and 

seduce’ the client, usually initiating, maintaining and occasionally spicing up the 

relationship.  Agencies often refer to themselves as custodians of the client’s brand 

and curator of the relationship between this brand and its consumers.  Much of the 

agency’s power is derived from being good at this aspect of their work, as noted by 

this agency director:  
IW:  ‘… you talked right at the beginning and I think it was a very key word, 

probably the most key word in communications, you said ‘relationships’.  I think one 
of the things the agencies talk about but I’m not sure they deliver on is they say they 
are the relationship keeper, so they understand the brand and they understand the 
relationships with the brand from the client point of view and the consumer point of 
view and they then manage that.  So it doesn’t necessarily mean that they will execute 
everything or that they will be the cheapest person in terms of cost per 1,000 on 
Facebook or Twitter or Vine or whatever the hot medium is at the time but they all 
manage those relationships, they will know the brand, they will look after them. And I 
think if you can maintain that relationship, that’s great…’  (IW 170312). 
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Knowing the brand, knowing the consumer, and bringing the two together:  this 

could be a 1.01 definition of marketing, considered important by many respondents.  

This trio is not enough with which to analyse Quads, however.  The next sections 

explore other influences, namely cultural and cross-border effects, envy, and 

incentive motivations. 

 

4.2.1 Quads as Drivers of Cohesion/Coalescence 

In the present research, Quads are constructions of four interrelated actors 

formed with the explicit purpose of directing, developing and managing the marketing 

communications of a particular brand in a multinational setting. Importantly for 

comprehension, these are not short-lived constructions, for example composed 

around a single campaign.  They are most usually founded beneath a contractual 

arrangement between the two overarching organisations – the client company and 

the advertising agency – which may endure for years.  Indeed, as some contractual 

relationships exceed 100 years (see fig 32 below), these contractual relationships 

long outlive the individual actors operating within it. 

 

 
Figure 32:  Oldest enduring client-agency relationships.  Source: R3 Worldwide, 2017 

 

Longevity of the Quads investigated in the present study range between 3 and 15 

years, with the oldest being one in which the author was situated for just over five 

years on the agency-side in GAD-type roles, initially in Asia and latterly in Europe. 

 

The primary driver of cohesion – the ‘glue’ holding any identified Quad together – 

is the account around which that Quad is formed.  The four people are appointed to 
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roles in support of the brand, by nature in a quadrangular arrangement.  Brand-

sourced cohesion runs deeper than the presence of a name badge or brand icon: the 

account indirectly pays the salaries of all the Quad members and is the substantive 

reason for their employment.  Successful performance of the brand (and its 

marketing communications) under their care is a primary factor influencing the 

promotional or career prospects of the actors involved.  In an ideal set-up, all four 

actors will have been selected to a) match or suit the brand characteristics, b) 

interact with each other and their environments, and c) proactively and professionally 

represent their employers.   
Case1 CMO:  ‘…number one is for me, do we have a common understanding of 

who we stand for or is there a platform? What is the tonality guide? What’s that? The 
second point is alright, if we know what we stand for, do we know to whom we talk 
and in which way? What are our touch points that resonate with the customers? And it 
has to be again the same understanding for [LAD], it has to be the same 
understanding for us. And the third point, fundamentally, is alright, so if we have a 
common understanding of who we stand for, with whom we talk about and how, do 
we have the key principles that simply make the rule easy that I don’t have to talk to 
[GAD] to explain anything to [LAD]? So, do we have the key principles of activities 
that simply with the different message on brand or not at all?’  (WH2 170301) 

Quad actors ideally empathise with the brand’s purpose, philosophy, personality, 

consumers and activities, allowing them to represent the brand with authenticity and 

authority, and to ‘live the brand’ (Beverland, 2009). 

 

Secondary drivers may be more dyadic in nature and may include many factors.  

The Quad as a web-of-dyads may be divided into two dyads vertically, i.e. by 

employing organisation, or two horizontally, i.e. by geographic location, and these 

splits catalyse secondary drivers: for example: 

- The organisations for which the actors act – the employing firms.  In one 

dyad, CMO and LMO act for the marketer; the other being advertising agency 

actors (GAD and LAD).  Intracompany dyadic relationships within the Quad 

operate across borders (also often continents, time-zones and cultures), but 

as the head office and local office are part of one organisation, overtly they 

share corporate goals, practices, systems and socialisations.  As we will see, 

intent is not always the same as practice. 
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- The country and/or status of the dyad – its location. i.e. the global seat of 

operations in which lead offices are situated and another country in which we 

find local offices.  There may be geographic influences (e.g. notional claims of 

London as the most sophisticated advertising centre; or Nigeria as a 

dangerous hardship posting) which draw together the inter-company actors 

working on the account in that location.  Similarly, the status of the actors and 

their offices may offer cohesion intra-firm (e.g. ‘head office sees the big 

picture’ (BT 161014); or ‘head office doesn’t understand our market’ (JG 

170125)). 

- Aspirations – either globally/regionally in the case of lead-offices or locally for 

in-market actors.  Such aspirations may be around horizontal objectives (e.g. 

brand building from head-office; sales building locally); creativity (e.g. ‘my 

market is different or special’ (MW 170310)); or vertical objectives (e.g. ‘we 

get great outcomes from our agency’ (MN 170210); or ‘we’re dependent on 

the revenue from this client’ (TG 170301)) or similar. 

 

These will be expanded below, but first it is illuminating to consider some of the 

differences between what client and agency people bring to the Quad.  To the 

observer of both, one of the more obvious differences is priorities or focus and the 

consequent expenditure of energy.  Whilst advertising people spend most of their 

time engaged in the consideration of advertising, this represents only a small part of 

the average client’s occupation.  Some estimate that only 7% of a typical client’s time 

is spent engaging in advertising work (see Case3 GAD below).  This client at a large 

consumer goods marketing firm noted three main tasks when asked to describe the 

work of a marketing manager, and did not mention advertising at all: 
JL:  ‘Overall, there are three functions that fall under the remit of the centralised 

marketing department; Core Strategy, Innovation and Net Revenue Protection.’  (JL 
170712). 

  

An agency GAD and COO confirmed the observation from the other side of the 

client/agency divide: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘The truth is … that our part of our clients’ life is about like this 

[pinches thumb & finger].  It’s all of our life so we pour our heart and soul into it, but 
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when you think about we’re such a small part of their life and yet we as an agency 
business in general, and I would say [Agency name] in particular, and you would 
know of what I speak, make it so darn hard for clients to work with us, and we are 
such a pain in the ass. Is it any wonder they get a little cranky? “This is like 7% of my 
time and I’m spending 15 to 20% of my negative-focused energy on this kind of stuff. 
Can you just get on with it?” (Laughter) But of course, most agency people are wired 
differently from clients, right?’ (KO 170210) 

 

Perhaps the ‘different wiring’ observed here has a deleterious effect on 

client/agency cohesion.  Differences in foci of attention are also evident in another 

observation by this client (who has agency experience): 
JL:  ‘But in an agency scenario, you want to analyse all the facets and facts to 

devise a strategy, to see how that fits into the bigger picture, to consumers' lives and 
to competitors, then create the whole journey you want to take your client through.  At 
the client, no one is interested in the whole journey - "So what?" - much more focus 
on the immediate, on my area, and on the all-important sound-byte that'll look good 
with colleagues in the building.’ ’  (JL 170712). 

 

Such differences make it harder for Quads to coalesce and align, yet such 

alignment is important toward the attainment of effective working and outcomes, 

thereby adding weight to benefits of studying the Quad.  These and many other 

facets of interactions and relationships, codes and expectations of practice, are 

heavily influenced by culture, over which most quads reside.  The next section 

explores considerations in this area.  

 

4.2.1.1 Cultural and cross-border influences 

In this analysis, every attempt is made to avoid clichéd national stereotypes, 

despite respondents’ proclivity for them.  Their penchant for stereotyping highlights 

some interesting findings concerning personality tropes, relationship difficulties and 

cross-cultural issues relevant to the present research, giving this author ‘permission’ 

for inclusion of some following comments. 

 

It is easy for ‘seagull managers’ – vividly described by an ex-boss of the author 

as “those who fly in occasionally, crap on everyone and fly off again” – to hold 

massive assumptions about almost every aspect of market(s) they visit, of 
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consumers therein, levels of knowledge and understanding among staff in those 

markets, and many other considerations.  In contrast, managers who make time and 

effort to be clear, to explain, stand out in the memories of those with whom they 

interface, as reminisced about a client by this regional agency CEO: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘He was just brilliant because he would ask a question, and a lot of 

the time you could see guys in the agency starting to stiffen. He’d say, “The reason 
I’m asking the question is…,” and he would explain the context of it, and people 
would crawl over broken glass for Vijay.  He got the best work out of us and I 
considered him a real partner.’  (KO 170210) 

 

Geert Hofstede’s much cited work on cultural dimensions (https://geert-

hofstede.com/), although often critiqued, highlights significant macro-divergences 

between cultures.  In the advertising field, whether in strategy, message, medium, 

comprehension or likability, culture is worthy of serious consideration.  A senior 

agency planning director most recently located in south east Asia observes: 
IW:  ‘I think the danger, if there be a danger, is the recognition of what a good 

idea is. It’s going to vary a lot country by country, so if somebody comes out from the 
States or they come out from India or they come out from China or whatever, the 
values within the region, the Asian region, are sufficiently different that… there are 
approaches which probably sort of make sense within… not necessarily executionally 
because I’m sure there are no constraints to what you can show or say but in terms of 
the tonality of the work, that there is some similarities which can cross borders, but 
when you then sort of say, ‘Well the way it’s done in the US,’ or, ‘The way it’s done in 
the UK,’ or, ‘The way it’s done in Japan,’ or, ‘The way it’s done in China is x, y, z,’ 
doesn’t play well to the local markets.’  (IW 170312). 

 

Cultural insensitivity may result in downstream problems (Turnbull and Doherty-

Wilson, 1990).  A regional CMO, discussing relationship dynamics and 

consequences in two different directions, exemplifies some of the issues.  First, the 

imposition of work from one central market into another, including the spoken word.  

Second, work done remotely that upset the centre: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘…when it comes to local content and ideas, it would be foolish to 

try and execute from Australia. You end up with – and this is a very good example – a 
video that they pulled together for our Chinese social channels and they used 
someone, a crew member that “spoke Chinese” and they pulled together this video of 
her walking around Sydney and talking about the best dumpling spots.  They thought 
she was excellent. They thought her Chinese was fluent, and our local team said, “we 
can barely understand her”.’  (BT 170210). 
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Case2 CMO:  ‘We received one the other day from Thailand and they completely 

changed the entire landscape of the Sydney Harbour by cropping the Opera House 
and putting it on a different site [laughs]. I said ... “Why?” “We thought it looked 
better.”  (BT 170210). 

 

Both examples necessitated some critical, corrective feedback.  Critique is one of 

the more challenging aspects of managing across cultural borders, balancing the 

need for clarity with sensitivity (Boojihawon, 2007), as noted by several respondents.  

In the ‘developed west’, early education and workplace training equips people to 

accept and work with robust feedback, unlike certain Asian cultures, as illustrated 

here: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘But we had a recent case with our social team in Sydney and an 

agency in China, a social agency that we work with, and this guy had started new to 
the role in Sydney, called the agency said, “Oh you are not doing anything right and 
everything needs to be scrapped, here’s what I want you to do,” and they called me 
and they were just absolutely shocked. They said, “We can’t believe that he’s doing… 
We haven’t even met him.” (BT 170210). 

 

This brief narrative highlights several issues.  The ‘new guy’ at the centre jumped 

in with both feet, without understanding the market.  He makes broad, unjustifiably 

generalised criticism about the entire agency output.  He issues harsh orders, 

signally failing to observe the culturally sensitive social etiquette of his audience.  

Understandably, this was ill-received.  One might suggest, therefore, that ‘soft shoes’ 

and a more gentle or oblique way of communicating may be preferable.  As if to 

highlight the difficulty of balance, The GAD from a better-functioning Quad, whilst 

discussing this issue with his clients in a four-way interview, argues: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘That’s an interesting one, because there’s two parts to it and I’ve 

made exactly those notes.  One thing is the politics of the engagement, and the other 
is the cultural thing.  From an [agency] perspective we’ve always much preferred a 
frank and open relationship with our clients, and it’s not only with [client].  If 
something’s not working, we need to know, and would much rather know sooner 
rather than later.  That’s something that we in [agency] generally as a culture have got 
which is – frank and transparent relationships with our clients and would much rather 
get bad feedback quickly than bad feedback slowly, or less bad feedback slowly 
which cumulatively is going to delivered the same message, but it’s delivered over 
time rather than delivered once.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 
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This GAD is of antipodean origin, living and working in South Asia, leading a 

large team of South Asian nationals.  The agency is a popular employer and many 

young people seek careers there, both of which may influence GAD’s expressed 

methodology in managing sensitivity – all be it that his comments arose in discussion 

with two clients: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘But in terms of that nature of the relationship, it is always better to 

have a frank relationship. If you don’t like it – tough!  Deal with it, because it is 
important for us to understand that.  Internally we operate in much the same way – we 
have very frank and open conversations internally: put the feelings to one side, and 
deal with it.  The cultural thing is quite important.  Asian cultures generally can be 
quite sensitive, you know, the whole face-giving thing and the… one does have to 
take that into consideration.  But it is still in terms of having a healthy relationship it 
is the only way that you’ll have a healthy relationship is if you’ve got a frank and 
transparent relationship.  These are the issues, and if we know the issues we can 
address them.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

Generalisations about the need for overly sensitive behaviour can also create 

problems, however.  An agency COO, responsible for Asia-Pacific, recalls seeking 

advice from his Kodak client about different behaviours: 
Case3 GAD:  I said, “John, I can’t figure out, every note I get from my account 

team in Seoul is marked ‘urgent’ across the top in red with seventeen exclamation 
points.” I said, “What the hell is going on?” He said, “You know, … Look, I’m sorry. 
I’m trying to change the culture within Kodak here but a lot of it is just the Korean 
culture.” He said, “They are trained and they honestly believe that their role is to kick 
the living crap out of the agency in order to get good work. Your people are really 
suffering.  I’m sorry about that.  I’m trying to change it, but there’s not much I can 
do.” (KO  170210). 

 

Other respondents with similar familiarity support this observation.  A regional 

ECD narrates from experience of working in an agency wholly owned by a Korean 

‘chaebol’ client with an unique working style: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘… you have a bunch of Koreans, who are obnoxious to work with 

as they are known to be, and they’d report every night to head office, and that’s how it 
worked.  No messing about.  Client was tough as nails with their local agency – in 
fact quite brutal.  Not like friendship, it was ‘you are our supplier.  Do this now.’ and 
there wasn’t even discussion…’  (EG 170315). 
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Cultural and behavioural norms affect client-agency relationships and behaviour 

within a Quad (Dou et al., 2010).  In the above cases, Eastern culturally founded 

expectations informed how agencies should be managed – as underdog suppliers – 

creating problems for westernised managers more familiar with a partnership model 

of collaborative equals.  Greater complexity accrues when global managers work 

with multiple markets, each of whom inhabits different cultural systems with their own 

expectations and behaviours (ibid). 

 

Another aspect of culturalism emerges when actors in local roles within Quads 

are expatriates (Von Krogh, Nonaka and Aben, 2001).  Working overseas imbues 

stress on the expat, almost regardless of home-country origin, both whilst in-role and 

later if that actor choses to return home.  This GAD comments on the issue 

regarding himself, myself and other expats: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘I also think people like you, [LMO], myself, most of the world are 

not valued or appreciated enough in a corporate body. When you leave the home 
office to go out into the world for whatever reason, you basically step out of your 
place in line and that is viewed by everybody in a corporation as either “well he’s out 
of here”, or if you manage to go out and do well and boomerang back into the 
company you are definitely the enemy, you are a competitor to someone else who 
wants that corporate C-suite job and, as a result, what you’ve learned, the values you 
have that are picked up along the way are not valued.’  (MBu2 170327) 

 

 There exists sometimes a degree of ‘snobbishness’ from individuals and the 

organisations they represent in exactly this regard:  people who purport to believe, 

for example, that London is the only place where working in advertising counts for 

anything; people who imagine anywhere else is backwards, unsophisticated, almost 

illiterate and perhaps barely has electricity!  Both in-market and as a returner, the 

expat becomes something of an odd-ball and often needs to work harder to 

legitimise his/her place in corporate and social life. 

 

Any Quad conformation in the context of the present research will embody many 

aspects of interculturality.  At an obvious level, actors live and work in at least two 

geographies.  The locations and their social infrastructures will imbue certain 

normative and coercive behaviours on the businesses and their actors – for 
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example, when operating in Saudi Arabia as a UK-trained westerner, I was 

introduced to the expectation of ‘Wasta’ or ‘favour’: if a local gives you some 

business, you would be expected to give him something in return – normally cash or 

what would be known as a kick-back.  To my ethical standards this was 

unacceptable and to US corporate governance standards in a multinational firm, 

totally illegal, raising intercultural dilemmas for me as local managing director.  Even 

such considerations as different weekend days in the Middle East, or time zones 

across the world, cause intercultural tensions when communications are required. 

 

It is increasingly likely that all four Quad actors will emanate from different 

geographical, corporate, educational, cultural, social and religious backgrounds, 

thereby bringing individualised attitudes, experiences and expectancies to the Quad.  

Language rarely appears as an issue either in the present study or from my own 

experience, largely because it is overt, obvious and can be recruited for to allow at-

least workable compatibility.  But is ‘workable’ enough?  Quite possibly for linear, 

didactic communication, but for anything more nuanced, language can be interpreted 

in different ways.  An agency executive creative director corroborates: 
Case2 ECD:  ‘You know what this business is like. What a client says and what 

they really want are usually two different things.  You need to be able to read between 
the lines to understand where... And that, unfortunately, I guess... I don't know if that's 
just experience or just what it is, I've got no idea, but that's where I think agencies fall 
down a lot.  It's that... the client says one thing.  Everyone's talking the same language 
but they're actually saying different things.  I see that all too often…   You almost 
need to be an interpreter sometimes with some of the clients to understand what 
they're really trying to get at.’  (SP 170210).  

 

Advertising is heavily influenced by personal interpretation at every stage of the 

process from briefing through creation to production and deployment – coding and 

decoding.  Differences in interpretation across cultural divides causes additional 

difficulties, as exemplified by an executive agency film producer, whose work was 

partially regional and partially local: 
Case1 Dir:  ‘the German market says, they are saying, “The commercial is too 

rushed at the end.” Yes, we did this in Europe because it has a reason, because if it 
was just a flat edit without any up and downs it’s not going to be as great.  They see it 
as disturbing, but it’s a very personal thing.  So here comes the question as I’m 
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working for the European team and the German team and I have developed a 
European asset.  I was part of it. … Then somebody’s changing it out of his point of 
view, it’s completely wrong from my point of view.  So I say, “No, you can’t do that. 
Speak to your headquarters.” Then they ask and then [CMO] says, “Ah, Germany is 
an important market and we don't want to feel like we tell them what they need to do.  
We don't give them any freedom,” so they often give them the freedom, but often not 
for the better.’ (TG 170301). 

 

As has been addressed above (see 4.1.2), independent thinking in markets 

represents a paradox for the Quad to deal with.  Classically, the head-office CMO 

and GAD look for compliance and adherence in markets, whilst LMO and LAD are 

more likely to seek differences.  An agency director explained it thus, in 

conversation: 
DL:  ‘I think that whole area of guidelines or processes or rules, systems, is really 

interesting because they rarely get adhered to. 
Case2 LECD:  They rarely get… Everybody thinks “That’s fine… except me.” 

My country’s different.  Our market is different, my country is different, everybody 
here is different… yes.  

DL:  And/or, I can get a better deal, my brother-in-law has an agency and all of 
those things’.  (MOH4 170213). 

 

The nature of brands, companies and company management styles has an effect 

additional to stresses between similarities and differences of Quad members.   Here 

a seasoned observer illustrates through observation of the behaviour of some well-

known companies: 
Case2 LECD: ‘…for someone like Philips, it's, 'Buy into the idea or we won't be 

here.' Probably for Coca Cola it's, 'Buy into the idea or you're gone, because I'm that 
kind of person.' Anyway, it's harder when you've got that... so HSBC, there's probably 
that tension which is, "Well, hang on, we came from Asia and now London's telling us 
what to do." There's probably completely different tensions in there, and something 
like Adidas is... They'll probably go, "Sport is such a universal theme.  As long as we 
lock into what it allows people to do and the reward it gives them, we can't go very 
far wrong."’ (MOHM1 160409). 

 

While ‘the centre’ typically promotes efficiency through global scale and cross-

border similarities, local markets seek local relevance by highlighting differences.  A 

large proportion of my professional life was spent in managing those arguments.  
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A market’s scale and influence affect its ability to effect individualisation.  Large 

markets are often ascribed regional status and therefore independence – for 

example China, India, USA – and others achieve semi-independent status within 

many corporate systems due to their scale and importance, (e.g. Russia, Brazil or 

Japan).  CMOs recognise this, and some ascribe greater importance to them: 
ST: ‘…you’ll probably find there’s 5 markets representing 80% of the of all sales, 

and then what you’ve got is all the others, you’ve got 20% loads and loads of markets 
actually having more power over what the end ad looks like because they’ve got 
specific requirements, and we shouldn’t be listening to them.’ (ST 170127). 

 

Scale itself can create tension and needs careful management consideration.  

China is a market of such scale, whether measured by population, economics, 

customers, potential or politics.  Here, an agency chairman and ex-client CMO 

recalls an example: 
SD: ‘J&J [in China] in the early 2000s was just on track to... I think by about 

2015, the way it was tracking, it was going to be already 50% bigger than the States 
or something; it was just extraordinary growth.  And then they had a perfect storm of 
social media things, crises, product issues and so forth, and they've just been in 
freefall ever since.  It's been extraordinary.  A number of people have been through it. 
The reality is - and it is, once again, this part of the world - things can dramatically 
change for the better and for the worse.  The numbers are extraordinary.  I'm talking 
about... in the developed markets you'd be looking at changes of 1.5%; here it's 30.  
You can grow by 30%, you can decline by... I saw that with some big Coke brands.  
Marginal price things... Something’s gone wrong, a couple of things have gone wrong 
usually, and bang.  Something that would hardly get a blip in a developed market 
because of prices... And then there are global implications of that because these 
brands are so big now.  So you tend to see more dramatic action. People are aware of 
that dramatic action, so it affects the relationships.’  (SD 160406). 

 

The pressures arising from international operations are not new, as longstanding 

theoretical discussions about standardisation versus adaptation in advertising 

indicate.  In considering this history of difference, a GAD with long experience of 

multinational clients explained his perspective: 
MG: ‘We’re seeing what would be a trend that I mentioned before, the fact that 

where organisations have gone from multi-local to global-and-local or regional-and-
local, is more to that regional piece on the agency side, particularly the creative realm, 
where instead of having an agency in London or New York, most obviously, it’s now 
‘we’re going to have a NY office, a London office, a Shanghai office and a Tokyo 
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office’ or whatever it might be.  And we still have the same ambition for creating a 
globally consistent brand but we recognise that cultural differences, brand 
development stages, industry differences all mean the fact that, for example, an ad 
made in London …I’m simplifying to make a point… it’s very difficult for a group of 
people in an ivory tower in London [to create an ad] which is as relevant and 
compelling to a mid-western American as it is to a German Banker as it is to a 
Russian Oligarch or a Tokyo office worker.  The sort of globalisation thing was 
maybe too much too soon.  Going from 50 ads to 1 maybe wasn’t the right thing to do 
and now there’s more experimentation around going from 50 ads to 4, with a view 
that maybe there’ll be a winning one out of those 4 that might get more coverage than 
others.  That is a trend that we’ve seen.’ (MG 160413). 

 

Other companies seek their own structural coping mechanisms.  This CMO used 

an interesting hierarchical description to differentiate between his company and a 

major competitor: 
ST: ‘…our competitor Pernod Ricard, their structure is Markets are in service to 

the brands: the brands are not in service to the markets.  And if you look at PR’s 
advertising around the world it is absolutely consistent.  There’s no … if you look at 
Absolut it is just about the same everywhere, look at… and there’s more variation in 
ours than theirs.  That’s because they have this annual event which is... they all bugger 
off to some island apparently off the coast of France and basically the brands sit there 
like ogres, and each of the markets come in and they go “Right: What the f*** are 
you doing with my brand in your market?” and they do a contract – “here’s the stuff, 
now go and f***ing do it”.  That’s what they do.  Don’t even go or think about it.  It’s 
very, very strict.  There’s one guy apparently sits in 5th avenue in New York who runs 
it absolutely worldwide, and it’s like ‘You step out-a line, you’re f***ed.’’ (ST 
170127). 

 

Such autocratic methodology might be successful in certain circumstances, if the 

dictator is strong, has integrity and credible dictates; when disparate consumer 

psychology is more similar than dissimilar; or when the in-country implementing 

actors have been recruited with compliant personality traits uppermost.  However, it 

is unsuited to many organisations and personalities.  The CMO from a better-

functioning Quad expresses a more sensitive and sympathetic philosophy: 
Case2 CMO: ‘If it’s a flyer or a 30-second corporate video, whatever it might be, 

but when it comes to local content and ideas, it would be foolish to try and execute 
from Australia.  You end up with – and this is a very good example – a video that they 
pulled together for our Chinese social channels and they used someone, a crew 
member that spoke Chinese and they pulled together this video of her walking around 
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Sydney and talking about the best dumpling spots.  They thought she was excellent.  
They thought her Chinese was fluent – and our local team said, “we can barely 
understand her!”.  (BT 170210). 

 

In seeking to understand underlying motivations for cross-border tensions (within 

marketing communications), new intercultural insights were thin in the data, as 

respondents more readily accessed their observations of role hierarchies, 

perceptions and jealousies.  In this conversation with an agency director, I asked 

“What creates tension?” which resulted in a lengthy discourse:  
Case1 Dir:  ‘It’s psychological things. These people feel they know better.  It’s 

like in our agency.  On the one hand, half the floor is the German team, on the other is 
the European, and there are much more people on the European team and you see 
them going on shoots around the planet and they can just adapt what’s given, although 
they might be as creative…’ 

DL: ‘Do you think there’s much envy between local market and regional office?’  
Case1 Dir: ‘Yes.  For example, also on the client-side, I see it, Germany, the most 

important market of [client] in Europe, I don't know the percentage.  It's a two-digit 
number for sure.  So they want to have the most power.  So I think they would say 
Germany should be first. It's like Trump (Laughter).  ‘America First’. ‘Germany 
First’. There's always envy.  It's always there.  It's psychological.  It's there with my 
kids when I come home and one gets a present and the other doesn't.  It’s a human 
thing.’  (TG 170301). 

 

Culture-crossing may be analysed at the national culture level, at a more 

individual educational/religious/environmental level but also at the business culture 

level.  In dealing with cross-cultural, cross-border relationships, recruiters and 

leaders will benefit most from employing those with demonstrable boundary-

spanning competences (Stamper and Johlke, 2003) to minimise potentially 

destructive alternative consequences. 

 

The provenance of Quad members establishes differing perspectives for each.  

Each brings their unique history and experiences, outlooks, interests and ambitions 

to the Quad to the inter-relationships and their modus operandae within, affecting the 

outputs they expect to derive from it.  Quad participants themselves recognise some 

of these differences.  This global agency director noted a horizontal and vertical 

expectation, from her own experience: 
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SD:  ‘In talking with either Agency or Client, you will get very different stories 
from CMO/Global lead than if you’re talking to one layer down, for instance.  Senior-
most clients tend to have too broad a picture, and they’re protected from what 
happens on the ground; they don’t really interface with the people on the ground often 
enough to understand.’  (SD2 160725). 

 

Alternative perspectives can bring depth and breadth to the Quad in positive 

ways, whether from experience or in ideation.  Perspective differences can become 

problematic if they become habituated in ways that oppose each other.  Many Quads 

struggle because actors within fail to see each others’ perspectives, or work off 

fundamentally opposing foundations.  In the avaricious world of marketing this 

becomes critical when opposing perspectives are entrenched through incentivisation.  

Often head-office/CMO incentives focus on longer-term brand metrics, while LMOs 

‘at the coal face’ are incentivised based on unit sales with less consideration of 

brand metrics.  This agency COO concurs, with an illustrative story: 
Case3 GAD:  So yes, interests diverge, incentives diverge, and until you start 

aligning those things, and likewise aligning those incentives and objectives between 
agency and client.  To me, that's a real key one.  I find, wherever we’ve had those 
aligned really well it gets much more straightforward.  The best example I’ve got for 
you, which might be of interest, is we won the regional [mobile phone brand] 
business years ago.  This is 2006.  …[The CMO] took myself and my finance partner, 
… from Hong Kong, up to Beijing to meet with his human resources department. We 
had to sign a non-disclosure agreement but we were shown his personal KPIs.  He 
said, “Now, design your incentive package as an agency around my personal KPIs 
because my personal KPIs flow down to my guys and we’ll align that.”  And we put 
together a programme where we actually went in with zero profit and put all of our 
profit on the table and everything was based on the incentives.’  (KO 170210). 

 

Case3 GAD tells the story to highlight the importance of aligning objectives and 

incentives, illustrating how it can be achieved – a strong example of constructive 

quadrangular institutional work.  He provided enough characterisation to inform us 

that this CMO was street-wise, sharp, and clear in his objectives.  CMO had already 

aligned the objectives of his LMOs with his own to generate harmony of intent and 

purpose.  He then demonstrated trust by revealing his personal incentivisation 

scheme to GAD, and some level of ‘savvy’ by instructing GAD to align the agency’s 

objectives accordingly. 
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Quad relationships are interpersonal, dynamic and do not remain static.  Exegetic 

factors obviously interfere – for example an actor leaving or being replaced, as we 

have seen – but there are endogenic changes also.  This agency director refers to 

the Quad to demonstrate how time acts as an agent of change: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘And the shifting in power is quite interesting as well, because at 

the beginning of a relationship I guess all of the power is up here [points at 
CMO/GAD], and these people, the local markets, feel disenfranchised.   But I think 
quite quickly that can change.  Because these [points at LMO/LAD] are the 
implementers, and these people [points at CMO/GAD] may only get to see it after it 
has gone wrong – or gone right…  (MOHM1 160409). 

 

Clients hold the ultimate sanction in Quad relationships, as the agencies are 

agents acting on clients’ behalf.  If incentives and objectives are misaligned, both 

GAD and LAD may be in a difficult place.  As an extreme example, an international 

agency38 handled a car brand ‘A’ around the world – a serious contributor to its 

aggregated global revenues.  In some markets the local budget was relatively small:  

the agency’s local office in France secretly contracted with a competitor car brand ‘B’ 

who had a bigger local budget in France but with whom the agency had no global or 

other relationships.  This potentially jeopardised the entire global relationship with ‘A’.  

Because the agency management in France was incentivised purely on local 

revenues, it was unconcerned about global relationships unless they affected its 

immediate business, demonstrating how misalignment will severely undermine the 

Quad. 

 

Many client central offices hold an ‘ivory tower’ view of local markets’ 

requirements that may be quite distinct from the opinions of client teams ‘on the 

ground’.  It is not uncommon for agencies to become caught in the middle, an 

uncomfortable place when both LAD and GAD are trying to retain and strengthen 

quadrangular relationships.  This LAD explains:  
DL:  ‘So it’s a really difficult thing to balance those two. Who do you work with?  

Do you work with the local client?  Do you work with your regional office?  
Case3 LAD:  Yes, and at the end we are not quite sure in terms of the game of the 

power who is the final decision-maker.  Especially in this kind of structure, a lot of 

                                            
38 Personal experience from when I managed ‘A’s European business. 
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the local campaigns, there is a fight or a struggle within the client side and everything 
got delayed and then the local agency is pushed to that corner.’  (Case3 LAD:  
170213)  

 

Somewhat inevitably, this often becomes the agency’s problem:  Because clients 

are trying to protect themselves, so they blame the agency. 

 

4.2.1.2 Envy 

Envy emerges as a strong theme in the above narrative, initially between the 

regional, pan-European team and the local agency team.  Driven in part by jealousy 

of the perceived luxury and fun of traveling to film shoots, Case1 Dir broadens his 

narrative to suggest psychological causation based on power and even favouritism.  

The subsequent conversation progressed from agency perceptions to thinking about 

client organisations, as below: 
DL:  ‘What about on the client side?  Do you think there’s envy between local and 

regional?  
Case1 Dir: Yes.  That’s the same thing.  On the other hand, I think as the local 

client you’re closer to success than you are the regional client… So you see when 
your sales go up, you feel much happier about it than the regional office does.  

DL:  It may be that people in the central office feel more threatened because 
they’re under the spotlight more from the corporation, whereas the guys in the local 
market have more freedom, more individuality, more self-expression.  They’re more 
in charge.  

Case1 Dir:  The client, for example, is doing a lot of local activities, so they are 
opening a museum, the [brand] space, also opening in Spain; also it’s used across 
Europe. That’s a very strong thing for the local market.  Then they have maybe 
sponsoring of races.  

DL:  Or little football teams or whatever it may be, but lots of stuff.  
Case1 Dir:  Exactly.  Lots of stuff they can attend and they see the brand 

implemented into the market much more.’  (TG 170301). 
 

Here, envy is generated through the ability of local actors to ‘make a difference’ 

or demonstrate success.  This emanates from the conceptualisation of head-office 

as policy centre, whilst local offices are action-oriented implementers, yet Case1 Dir 

hints at a darker side to head-office life – that of oppressive restriction.  This is 

interesting as Case1 Dir occupies two roles conjointly, one regional and one local.  It 
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begs the question as to whether the grass is always seen as greener on the other 

side, asked of Case1 Dir:  
Case1 Dir:  ‘Yes.  This is psychological.  
DL:  It is.  It’s human nature.  Because the local market may well think, “I prefer 

to be in the regional [role] because that’s a more senior position, it’s got more chance 
of promotion maybe, it’s got more chance of being noticed.”.  

Case1 Dir:  Within the company, they might think so because there are much more 
people in the regional office than in the local, yes.  On the other hand, it might be 
easier to get a higher job as a few people.  So there are always chances and 
disadvantages.  

DL:  That’s right.  What comes out of it for me is that there are different 
ambitions, objectives, for each of those four players… is it possible to unify them?  

Case1 Dir: Why would you want to do that?  
DL: Good question.’  (TG 170301). 

 

In this dialogue, Case1 Dir returns to the inevitability of envy within the Quad, and 

eloquently notes its bidirectional nature.  I have observed and experienced similar 

enviousness horizontally between client and agency actors, at both central and local 

levels.  Interestingly, Case1 Dir accepts this not only as normal, but to an extent 

desirable – expressing no wish to unify or harmonise these actor emotions. 

 

Role envy between local and head office functions may be losing its potency as 

the surrounding ecosystem evolves.  A GAD reflects on changes over a period of 

years: 
MG:  ‘But I can see that situation changing: I can feel that already in our industry, 

where those of us who were the cream of the crop locally 15 years ago move on, do 
other things and aren’t necessarily replaced by the cream of the crop again.  It was a 
definite move in our industry around 10 or 15 years ago, for that sort of brain-drain 
towards global.  With all the challenges that global organisations face, some of which 
I mentioned earlier and in our previous call – the whole one-size-fits-none, the 
rebellion from local markets constantly fighting for doing something different, and 
global assets don’t meet their local needs etcetera – it takes some of the shine off 
being in the global arena.’  (MG 160413) 

 

This ‘shine’ may be dimming more rapidly than ever before, as companies and 

brands lower their dependence on extravagant global advertising campaigns 

strategically built around ‘big ideas’.  Technology and social media increasingly feed 

today’s ‘generation impatient’ with instant two-way communications, allowing for 
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deployment of short-term insubstantial activities that do little to build the visibility, 

credibility and legitimacy of primary Quad actors, diminishing the lure of the role. 

 

4.2.2 Work within the Quad 

In undertaking any significant advertising development, CMO and GAD (or LMO 

and LAD if local) should fully and jointly engage in the briefing stage (Gould, Lerman 

and Grein, 1999).  Email is rarely sufficient: respondents offer various narratives on 

how to enhance engagement.  First, as with any briefing, clarity is important as 

argued by this Japanese CMO, both for specific briefs and for the overall marketing 

of the brand: 
Case1 GCMO:  ‘And this is the strategy we set very, very clear for everybody... as 

a chief marketing officer, as I communicated to each region, I set up three layers.  
First layer, top layer, is why; second layer is how; and the third layer is what.  A 
number of people, they got confused only talking about what, what we do and how we 
do it. … This is an ongoing, very strong exercise, education process.  Not only our 
people, but all agencies.’  (MM 160412). 

 

Clarity of intent and rationale is important, but it does not guarantee partner 

engagement.  Clients sometimes ‘go the extra mile’ in briefing to enhance 

stimulation, immersion, excitement and experience alongside clarity.  Some briefings 

memorably occur on factory floors, some in a stranger’s home, some whilst 

consuming the product, or in whisky distilleries, art galleries…  But by far the dismal 

majority take place in faceless meeting rooms, in boring offices, with few catalysts to 

stimulate imagination of those involved.  Recognising inherent benefits of the former, 

this LMO discusses briefing his agency: 
Case1 LMO:  ' Just to give you a very simple example, when we launched a new 

car, I think it was [sports car name], I said again “give and take”, I can't expect from 
the agency that they know everything about the car if I don’t learn to drive them.  So, 
I want to give them a car. ... What I did is I did the briefing on [the sports car] for the 
agencies, and at the end of the briefing, I said okay, here’s a key.  I came by car, I go 
home by train, that’s your car, it’s up there, have fun, enjoy.  So, it was a surprise.  It 
was personal when I gave the key and it was simple and it connected them.’  (MW 
170310). 

 

Agency people respond well to such simple gestures from their client: here being 

able to experience the car in question over an extended, unsupervised period.  Such 
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actions positively impact the entire Quad, being in part illustrative of its strength.  

Because many of the agency team involved in the project could take the car home, 

play with it, maybe impress their partner, they are better equipped to convey 

excitement to their eventual audiences.  LMO and LAD as prime movers benefit from 

enhanced standing and respect in their teams, and eventual outcomes benefit all. 

 

Agencies do not always excel at reciprocating the generation of engagement, 

despite ‘wooing’ being an important component of the relationship.  Presentations for 

new business – or in marketing jargon, pitches – are where the most enthusiastic 

wooing occurs.  Agencies invest millions of pounds in pitches.  Non-financial 

investments in ‘wooing’ may be involved, including theatricals, gimmicks and gifts.  

Famously in the early ‘80s, the night before their pitch presentation to British Rail, 

Allen, Brady & Marsh (a now-extinct London ad-agency) hosted a wild party in their 

reception leaving spilt beer, overflowing ashtrays, rubbish, and some drunken people 

asleep on the floor.  On arrival the next day, the potential client found all this 

alongside a note on the unoccupied reception desk saying, ‘Back shortly’.  The 

British Rail clients waited in this squalor for nearly an hour.  As they were about to 

leave, Peter Marsh appeared and said: "You've just seen what the public think of 

British Rail.  Now let's see what we can do to put it right." The agency won the 

business.39 

 

Most new business pitches are less dramatic in theatrical scale, none the less 

involving elements that may be considered as wooing.  In practice, on receiving a 

brief to pitch, many agencies shrink into their ‘black box’, only re-emerging to present 

their ideas on the day.  Others contact and communicate with prospective clients 

before the pitch to establish a relationship and rapport, gathering intelligence and 

guidance to improve their chance of success (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 

2007).  This is not fail-safe: clients recognise the tactic, competing agencies also use 

                                            
39 Sources: a) an ex colleague who was present;  b) 

http://www.campaignlive.co.uk/article/allen-brady-marsh-co-founder-peter-marsh-
dies/1389800#U4W83WzHwuqoIB1s.99 
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it, and there is no guarantee that pre-pitch ‘chemistry’ will work, as noted in this 

interview with an agency broker40: 
DW:  ‘Relationships that emerge from the unique process of business pitches (that 

initiate the quadrangular relationships) usually boil down to relatively mundane 
choices between predictably small extremes.’  (DW 160121). 

 

Time and energy is required to conceive of and execute activities that will excite 

clients, whether in a new business situation or regular work progress(Newsome, 

1980).  Some agency actors don’t recognise the value of wooing, believing that 

either their own presence (ego?) or their work is sufficient to excite the client.  Some 

do, however:  This GAD and agency Managing Director saw the benefits with one 

client, and then evangelised his behaviour to others in his team: 
Case2 LAD:  ‘I would suggest “why don’t we have lunch at the art gallery” or 

“why don’t we meet for coffee and take the brief at this interesting place” and why 
don’t we just make the engagement a little bit more interesting? What I then started 
doing was saying [to my team], actually what we should be doing is making our 
engagement with our client the most interesting thing for them in that week and it 
doesn’t have to be that we are necessarily talking about anything interesting, it’s just 
at a fun place or it’s just a, “Oh cool, I’m seeing the [agency] guys today”.’  (MB3 
170214). 

 

Later in the same conversation: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘I often repeat this story to the team here … to say your relationship 

with your client is everything. And I said what we have lost in this business is the sort 
of ‘art of the schmooze’, and I don’t mean the schmooze in a sleazy kind of way, it is 
just building that relationship with your client where you know their family, you 
know their birthdays, you know about them as people on the one hand and on the 
other hand you make your engagement with them as interesting as you possibly can.’  
(MB3 170214). 

 

In attempting to explain and rationalise his proselytization of this behaviour, 

Case2 GAD goes on to clarify:  
Case2 GAD:  ‘…how do we shift from being a supplier and sort of a… 

commodity engagement, transactional engagement to a value-add engagement? And 
the value-add engagement is not only about what I was describing in terms of that 

                                            
40 ‘Agency Brokers’ may be pitch consultants and/or relationship mentors, similar to 

organizational dating agencies. 
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social content, you know, meaningful versus irrelevant, it’s not only that, it is also a 
meaningful engagement when you are actually meeting and talking with your clients 
and it’s just making it that much more fun.  It’s absolutely crucial, crucial.’  (MB3 
170214). 

 

In relationships with more formal clients or in more formularised situations, 

interpersonal relationships are still deemed important, but not without risk as noted 

by this GAD: 
Case1 GAD:  ‘Without that kind of formality, when it’s all personality based or 

relationship based, as soon as that personality leaves the relationship collapses, it all 
falls apart.’   (MBu2 170327). 

 

[This comment was poignant, as the GAD built his career on strongly politicised 

relationships with selected client individuals – several of which went wrong or fell 

apart.] 

 

More fun, more engagement, greater clarity:  a ‘wooing’ recipe for better 

relationships and enhanced professional outputs in consequence.  Yet as implied 

above, a better relationship is not the panacea for all ills, as noted by this CMO: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘Let me put it in this way, Donald: if I have a fantastic relationship 

with [GAD] but I don’t have the hard facts below that are not working, like bad 
contracts, it is not helpful.  If I have fantastic contracts and bad relationships, then I 
am not able to deliver 100% efficiency.  If I have super good contracts, good rules of 
the game let’s say, and on top of that a good relationship with [GAD], then it’s a 
winning cycle.  Okay, but I will not put that personal relationship as fundamental to 
deliver because now if the business is healthy, the relationship will come and if the 
business is unhealthy then good relationships will be destroyed.  So, this is kind of the 
risk.  (WH2 170301) 

 

Political manoeuvring is endemic in advertising as in many industries, observable 

as people jockey for advancement or new positions within or without their 

organisations.  In Quads, ambitions are more prevalent across intra-company 

borders, but also occur inter-company either within or across geographic boundaries.  

The following GAD, narrating about client organisations, places himself into the 

narrative for effect, reflecting that these are the games he plays himself: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘Well, what happens a lot, Don, is inside a corporation somebody 

makes a play against another individual. My career would advance if I was the 
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marketing VP.  So I’m in [a local market operation] and I go about undermining the 
guy who is in the regional office; how woeful the communication, how terrible this is, 
how I can’t use any of the materials, they are always late, and so I make my play 
based on everything he’s doing being wrong.’  (MBu2 171327). 

  

Case1 GAD worries about the implications for the agency, if he as ‘narrative 

client’ were to succeed in securing his boss’s job at the centre – becoming the CMO 

– and sweeping out the old.  The ‘new broom’ syndrome is prevalent and worrisome 

for agencies and GADs, particularly those who have invested substantively in an 

outgoing relationship.  Case1 GAD recognises that and envisages that he would act 

similarly if in those shoes:   
Case1 GAD:    ‘So let’s say I get into that position. If everything [my old boss] 

was doing was wrong, certainly the agency was wrong and I need a new one.  So what 
most agencies and holding companies do is try and surround them [new CMOs] with 
relationships.  We have a media lead and a video lead and a social lead.  We have all 
these different agency relationships to try and replicate what the mid-management 
people want which is all my own personal relationship, personal agency.  And that 
works to a degree but it’s also vulnerable at a regional or global situation…’  (MBu2 
171327). 

 

He iterates preventative actions taken by some large agencies, surrounding 

CMOs with relationships from different disciplines, perhaps countermanding an 

underlying desire of the CMO to build a strong one-on-one horizontal relationship 

across the top of the Quad.  

 

A more ‘final’ instance of political manoeuvring going wrong was described by this 

agency director, narrating an aspect of the one studied Quad at a different time in its 

history.  The GAD had set out to create and politically exploit a strong relationship 

with the client Chief Executive Officer [CEO], wooing, wining and dining him and 

ignoring others in the team, hosting him at extravagant events, e.g. Olympic Games, 

and going ‘over their heads’ whenever there was any problem: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘it was the nearest thing he got to a proper friendship, but then of 

course, [CEO] died… it was bad because when he dies, then it’s payback time.  
DL:  ‘Then [GAD] is out in the cold.  
Case1 ECD:  ‘Yes and he knew it, because then the rest of them start to unleash 

that thing on [GAD].  I saw [GAD] being killed.  Brutally insulted in meetings.  By 
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[CMO] and [other marketing officers], by literally everybody, because he’d lost his 
mentor, his guardian angel.  He never recovered from that.’ 

 

GAD pursued this one relationship at the expense of all others in the client 

organisation (including, importantly, CMO), who took revenge as soon as the 

unfortunate death occurred. 

 

4.2.3 Personal and Professional Status  
This section analyses the sentiments and understandings of respondents in 

relation to their lived experience of Quads – those in which they work now, or have 

worked, or to which they are professionally situated in proximity.  

 

It is reasonable to posit that the designation ‘Agency’ (as used in the present 

study meaning advertising agency) implies that those employed in an agency will act 

on behalf of their client: ipso dixit (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997).  However, things are not 

that simple.  A long-running debate exists concerning the legal standing of both 

creative and media agencies in relation to their clients – whether they are legally 

‘agents’ or are ‘principals at law’ empowered to act independently41.  Many senior 

advertising leaders and their agencies act as principals regardless of legal status.  

Whilst perhaps reflecting their ego-rich nature and/or some incentive mechanisms 

that exist in the industry, these work in their own interests or possibly those of their 

agency as opposed to those of their client: 
Case3 GAD: ‘To a great extent there is an ongoing cognitive dissonance within 

the agency business, …, one of the things that we tend to struggle with, and agencies 
in general especially struggle with, is the whole idea that the client comes first.  “But 
we have a Cannes award show coming up…”.  There’s all that stuff going on.  …   I 
don’t fault the creative guys because the business, especially in this part of the world, 
is set up that if you’ve got a great book and a couple of Lions you’ve just put another 
$50,000 in your jeans.  So who can blame them? It’s an industry malaise.’ (KO 
170210). 

 

                                            
41 See : http://www.mediaaudit.com/media-watchdog/media-agencies-principal-based-

buying-conundrum/ and http://adage.com/article/media/media-shops-taking-risk-principal-
based-buying/303549/  
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The author’s experience concurs.  It appears almost ubiquitous amongst middling 

and junior ad executives and creative people to express frustration or disrespect for 

their clients; similarly, clients for agency teams.  Clients claim that agencies don’t 

listen, don’t understand the pressures on clients, recommend unquantifiable ‘fluffy’ 

brand communications, only want to film in Miami…  Conversely, agencies complain 

that clients don’t understand their own brand or customers, unreasonably trash the 

agency’s proposals, won’t spend the money needed, are short-termist and 

sycophantic.  A rare agency CEO agrees:   
Case3 GAD: ‘… the pressures our clients are under to grow the top and bottom 

line, you can absolutely see where, “Look, I get it but I haven't got time right now. So 
we’re going to do a promotion.” “You shouldn’t do a promotion.” “Have you got a 
better idea?  That’s what I have to do by the end of the month.”  So it’s tough. (KO 
170210). 

 

 

Senior executives may better appreciate the bigger issues faced by their opposite 

number, and have broader experience of the need for symbiosis and mutual 

understanding between client and agency (Grönroos, 2011).  Yet even senior agency 

execs, perhaps consequential to disrespect experienced in their past, can slip back 

into negativity.  An agency COO comments, followed by an agency GAD: 
Case3 GAD: ‘It’s something I’ve said to a number of people, they start railing 

about clients and of course that’s been happening as long as there have been agencies 
in the world, is our clients aren’t having a lot of fun these days either.’ (KO 170210). 

 
Case1 GAD:   ‘The amount of wasted energy and talent is staggering [at clients].  

It has to break their hearts. Talk about a thesis, if you could get Deloitte or Accenture 
or somebody to be able to develop a kind of measure of wasted energy, either through 
choices made or just taking the whole company down the wrong track or just a 
measure of stalling and obfuscation and all that, people who just move in circles and 
fill out Excel spreadsheets and don’t actually do anything… and my biggest 
frustration is we have all these young people with all this talent and energy and we 
just don’t liberate it.’ (MBu1 170321). 

 

In some situations, these emotional disconnects may be justified.  Creative 

businesses employ many predominantly ‘right-brain’ thinkers who invest significant 

emotional energy into the created ‘product’.  As creators, a visceral response to 
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criticism of their product is expected – if agency teams are not passionate about their 

product, there is something wrong.  Clients may espouse an objective ‘professional 

distance’ from the agency’s output, but often this is the colder manifestation of their 

‘left-brain’ characteristics (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997).   While positively useful in some 

situations, this may become intractable if both sides ‘dig in’.  Where all four Quad 

participants are entrenched with opposing views, things usually end in tears.  An ex 

senior client, now agency chairman, recalls: 
SD:  ‘The most extreme situation … [in China] was for OMO ‘Dirt is Good’ and 

the tension was extreme. Basically, the local client did not feel that they were ready 
for the evolution of ‘Dirt is Good’ in China, that it was far too emotional, that it was 
not particularly relevant, and the counter-intuitive of ‘Dirt is Good’ didn't really 
resonate... Just a long list of why this is wrong.  The global people at Lowe42 and the 
global client were absolutely adamant and they were using Lowe to push the case, and 
the end result was the local client would be telling us, "We will fire you as an agency 
if you keep pushing ‘Dirt is Good’ on us."  Yeah, fire, "We will fire you." And the 
global [agency] people were telling us, "We will fire you individually if you don't 
push us."  ... it came down to personalities, but we just reached the stage of absurdity.  
We reached the point where I think at a very senior level, Lowe people intervened in 
the careers of some Unilever people at a local level.  They were just moved and a 
couple of years later it ended up as ‘Dirt is Good’, but it almost... you know, it was 
high noon.  High noon, Mexican standoff, you name it.’  (SD 160406). 

 

Such hot-blooded drama is not unusual.  However, agencies also employ 

personnel who are more process-driven where project management skills are 

deemed necessary.  Whilst usually effective if deployed to balance egos and skill-

requirements in a team, polarity of tensions in the relationship may become 

reversed.  A client CMO observed: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘Look at our account leader at the moment from the media agency: 

she’s extremely structured, to the point where she doesn’t really account for our needs 
as a business. … “I’m not interested in your agency’s agenda and your need to lock-in 
when we’re going to be spending and when were not: I need you support, actually 
planning and being able to respond to campaigns”.  No fault to her, she’s just doing 
her job, but…’  (BT 170210) 

 

                                            
42 Lowe Worldwide is an advertising agency, part of the Interpublic Group (IPG). 
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Perhaps the starkest realisation of difference was observed by this agency 

director, discussing an individual who in changing roles from agency to client-side, 

adopted a new ‘normative’ behaviour set, disrupting the relationship: 
IW:  ‘There’s a [ex-agency] guy … the regional insights guy for Mondelēz in 

Asia. ...  But he completely went client side in the sense of became a policeman of 
“This is the way we do things” rather than “Let’s be open to ideas” and “what does 
the consumer say” or “what insights do we have in this area” or whatever.  

DL:  And that’s really destroying the relationships in order to promote a personal 
agenda to a large extent?  

IW:  Well yes.  In that particular instance, the Singapore office has gone through 
100 creative directors and planning directors and everything other than the director. 
Managing directors as well. …’  (IW 170312) 

 

Status, whether perceived or granted, whether personal or professional, is of 

clear importance to Quad actors in and of themselves, but also in respect of each 

other and each others’ organisations.  In my own career, I tried to inculcate an 

understanding of mutual difficulties, constraints and frustrations that may explain 

behaviour rather than diminish status.  This may be considered as part of training, 

explored next. 

 

4.2.4 Training 

There is much comment in public media on changes in training for industry, e.g. 

recognising and promoting apprenticeships.  Advertising has always had a slightly 

ambivalent attitude to training, whereby large established agencies are expected to 

train people well whilst smaller, newer, ‘hot’ and specialist agencies who may have 

smaller budgets and operate more instrumentally rely on people already trained or 

with relevant experience.  As the bigger, more established agencies struggle to retain 

their place in a fragmenting market place with growing numbers of specialists, and 

as the requirements of training change, management teams are faced with 

dilemmas.  A COO explains some of these difficulties, mirrored and elaborated upon 

by the GAD / managing director of the same agency: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘Account people are going to have to let go of a lot of what they do 

now.  I think about… probably you as well… when I was a young account executive, 
we were basically project managers.  You didn't have a point of view on the creative 
or the strategy.  You learnt that by apprenticing.  Your job was to get stuff done and 
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you had to know how a printing press worked and how to make a TV spot so you 
could have a conversation with maybe your junior-level clients who said, “I need it by 
Tuesday.” “Actually it takes longer than that for the brochure to dry because of the 
humidity.” Nowadays, because I suspect the margins are now so thin in the agency 
business, and as a result of course what happens is people are working longer hours 
than ever, there simply isn’t time to mentor these young guys, which I really feel bad 
about.’  (KO  170210). 

 
Case2 GAD:  ‘… we’ve also got the issue now where the youngsters coming into 

the industry don’t have any apprenticeships at all.  Zero.  In the old days, again, you 
would see the account servicing team, the AE or the AM going along to the press-
check at 8 o’clock, 9 o’clock, 10 o’clock at night, seeing the printer going and having 
a look at the wet proofs and…  

DL:  Yes, and understanding dot-counts, little glass....  
Case2 GAD:  Yes, the loop, and looking and saying “well this is off-register” and 

all of that kind of thing. I was chatting to my head of print production a couple of 
weeks back and I said to him, “When last did an accounts servicing person go with 
you to a press check?” and he sort of thought long and hard about it and he said, 
“Probably about 10 years ago.” … and that is at the most basic production level that 
we’ve got in the building.  But what about content?  What about making a TVC?  
What about a shoot with talent or an outdoor shoot that I then have to organise? What 
about if I’m doing a complex digital ecommerce build?  What do the account 
servicing teams really know and understand about this stuff?  But they are the ones 
out there selling it.   

DL:  And what do they know about it?   
Case2 GAD:  Nothing.  So now I’ve got accounts servicing staff going out talking 

about timelines and costs and budgets and stuff with clients that they actually know 
nothing at all about.’  (MB3 170214). 

A worrisome account of a reality faced by many time-poor and margin-squeezed 

businesses.  If the dearth of training is widespread, as would be suggested by the 

above extracts, the industry will face a talent shortage imminently, which will in time 

place severe strain on the quad relationships and the industry that they sustain. 

 

Personally, I have experienced these differences both in time and scale.  My own 

training in a big London agency was apprenticeship-like, rotating from department to 

department over some six months through which I gained real experience of market 

research, printing, creativity, media planning, media buying, account management 

and the like.  Prior to that I worked in a small, ‘hot’ agency and was expected to 

know already or pick up knowledge on the job.  As an agency leader in Asian 
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markets, I found a noticeable dearth of employable trained local people, as few 

agencies organised formal training – a situation I tried to remedy in my own shops.   

Whilst agencies and employees have progressed over time, there remains a need 

for training.  The COO of the agency represented in the present study’s most 

successful Quad elaborates on his programmes: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘We have several groups of courses we've got here in Singapore, 

specifically, and we're rolling those out and do them in other markets as well because 
we are known as a training agency.  I'll take you through some of them.  There's a 
thing called Masterclass, which is sort of an intermediate level and then there's 
another step called Step-Up when they're about to enter into management roles.  
Those are all about the soft skills.  So we take them through a range of things.  I can 
just take you through the ones I teach: listening skills, presentation skills, negotiation 
skills, coming to an agreement when there's disagreement.  I don't teach this one but 
managing your own stress levels; how to take care of yourself physically, mentally, 
spiritually so you don't burn out because you're no good to anybody if you do that, 
and all that kind of stuff.  So that's actually formalised in our internal curriculum.  
People that leave us recommend us as a place to work, simply because of the training.  
It’s not going to be an easy place to work.  No agency is, and it may not be any better 
than Lowe or Havas or anybody else, but you are going to get some good training, 
which will put you in good stead.  So yes, we formalise that.’  (KO 170210) 

 
Agencies as experts in advertising occasionally share their knowledge and run 

parallel or summarised training courses for their clients, on the basis that informed 

clients are easier to work with, better briefers, better critical evaluators and have a 

deeper appreciation of the agency’s work processes.  My experience of this 

suggests a developed, western market predominance – where role-swaps are not 

uncommon.  It emerged through a conversation with Ajaz Ahmed, CEO and owner of 

AKQA, that his agency routinely runs training in digital and social marketing for his 

clients in London.  In Asia, this appears to be uncommon:  
DL:  ‘So are you educating clients as well as agencies, agency people?  
Case2 LAD:  Educating clients in such a formal way isn’t quite so easy because 

clients are not especially interested.’  (MB3 170214). 
 

The Quad studied here is Europe-based, wherein the likelihood of inter-Quad 

training is higher.  When specifically asked about this, LMO offered a confident 

positive assertion, but dimensionalised it with instrumental, procedural iterations: 
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DL:  ‘Does the organisation help in terms of trying to make sure those 
relationships work?  The partnerships work?  

Case1 LMO:  Yes, in two dimensions.  One is we have clearly defined in Europe 
and that’s the most powerful tool that we have at the moment, how we want the 
customer experience to look like in Europe for [Brand].  And most brands, most 
competitors, most companies define it in a way you need to do this, you need to do 
that.  For example, in the dealership, you need to welcome that person, you need to 
offer coffee at least 15 minutes after he arrived or 5 minutes.  This is what you need to 
do, there's a process.  We took a totally different approach which is the [Brand] 
blueprint where we say we apply reverse thinking and we say, “Which feeling do we 
want to generate with people?” We want to positively surprise them; we want to say 
that it’s simple; we want that they say it’s personal and we want that they say it 
connected me: four things.’  (MW 170310). 

 

MW chose to interpret or twist this sentiment away from Quad relationships into 

something more practical and external.  This reluctance to engage with institutional 

or organisational stimuli that may assist relationships may reflect in the poor 

functionality of this Quad. 

 

It is rare for companies, especially agencies, to provide training in intra-company 

relationship management, relying instead on luck, experience-transfer and individual 

skills.  Only one example of specific proactive training was noted by a regional CMO 

in discussion with her global CMO and GAD: 
Case2 GCMO:  ‘Look, there’s a couple of leadership training programmes that 

pop up throughout the year.  There was one that was initiated in Head Office and it 
was all around bias – working with bias – and in particular, distance bias. So, and I 
continue to hear it around the office in different meetings… ‘Ah, Distance Bias!  
We’ve left that market off our radar because they’re not here in front of us.’  That 
actually helped a little bit. I’m not sure whether it has completely transformed, but 
awareness is part of the battle. … And all it takes if for you to say, “Distance Bias” 
and the team stops and says, “Oh yeah… right”.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

Acknowledging Distance Bias is enlightened and unusual.  In the ‘80s as LMO in 

Saudi Arabia, my GAD rarely appreciated why I was not working on Fridays, nor that 

I worked on Sundays.  He would regularly ask me for conference calls on Fridays, 

but never accept any communication over his weekend. 
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Beyond issues affecting all quads, embraced above as institutional 

considerations, there are many factors that influence Quads at an organisational 

level: consequently, the next section analyses data in this area. 

 

 

4.3 Organisation-level Quad Analysis 
 

Having considered the institutional Quad, this section explores various themes 

emerging from the data with relevance to understanding of the Quad at an 

organisational level, whether inter-organisationally or intra-organisationally.  Within 

each subsection there are aspects that contribute to Quad functionality, and others 

that undermine that functionality.  Each is considered separately, as will be 

signposted below.   Relationships between clients and agencies have been studied 

dyadically (Hallatt, 1979; Bergen, Dutta and Walker Jr, 1992; Douglas C West, 1997; 

M. Davies and Prince, 1999; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007) as seen in 

Chapter 2.  When the relationship becomes more complex, for example in a quad 

format, there appear to be many more tensions, pressures, considerations and 

consequences that are touched upon here, even between clients and agencies or 

the responsible elites of the same, operating as boundary spanners.  Actors’ 

interpersonal professional relationships exist in the context of their client and agency 

organisational structures (Kraatz, 2009), formed to further inter-company interactions 

and thereby individual interests of those organisations.  This section looks at aspects 

of inter- and intra-company relationships as identified by respondents, before the 

next sections explore interpersonal relationships and power-plays therein. 

 

4.3.1 Intra- and Inter-organisational analysis 

The subsections below dissecting aspects of relationships apply to both inter-

organisational (horizontal) and intra-organisational (vertical) structures, all be it in 

varying amounts at differing times and under different circumstances.  Degrees of 

closeness have a role, whereby the more aligned firms are the more similar the 

pressures they are likely to face.  Corporate structures also play a role, as operations 
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in distant locations often are, or have to be, separate legal and commercial entities 

even if under one name and holding structure. 

 

Intra-company relationships across borders suffer from distance, time-zones, 

cultural understandings, differential work practices and lack of ‘face-time’.  A 

common tension concerns differential views on face-to-face meetings across 

borders, and therefore travel, as discussed earlier in this section.  Typically, head-

office wants to minimise travel whilst local offices want more.  CMOs anyway tend to 

travel a lot, having multiple market responsibilities, and may be envied by colleagues 

scrutinising for ‘unnecessary expenditure’.  LMOs usually travel less, but value 

opportunities to ‘connect’ with CMO and others from whom they may benefit at ‘the 

centre’.  This regional CMO discusses both the frequency and – unusually – benefits 

of travel:  
Case2 CMO:  ‘I would say I personally take more trips to Sydney than what my 

counterparts would take to Singapore but there’s also a big focus on cost as an 
organisation.  Duty travel, … it’s interesting people’s take on whether they feel that 
that adds value.  Yes, I absolutely believe it does.  I think, in market, visits are so 
important, I think particularly for anyone that holds a role where they are working 
with the international markets, it should be mandatory, particularly in Head Office.’  
(BT 170210). 

 

Intra-company tensions do not only exist across borders.  A household goods 

LMO explains hierarchical differences that exist within the same head-office 

department between a CMO and his direct reports: 
JL:  ‘Our CMO has a very different opinion to the brand managers. The brand 

managers have a huge churn to deal with in regard to keeping up with the 
competition, the extraordinary appetite for range extensions and the requirement to 
show the Executive Committee something new in every sub category, every month. 
So I would say that the brand managers here have to operate at such speed that 
anyone asking them for real consideration is just seen as a pain. Our CMO however, 
is pushing for genuine insights, and appreciates that an insight, no matter how 
powerful, is only as effective as it's execution.’  (JL 170712). 

 

The pressures described are then passed outwards to agency partners when 

considering inter-organisational linkages.  Only if agency managers understand both 

client people and structures will tensions get defused, as explained by this COO: 
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Case3 GAD:  ‘The one thing I did learn as a result of going inside Shell is that we 
see our clients as having the decision making power.  They don't have the decision-
making power.  They have clients internally.  I think one of the ways we can 
potentially remove some of those irritants, on both sides actually, on the client side 
easier said than done, is to give the agency access to the people who are actually 
economic buyers or the people who are making the decisions. What kills agency folks 
is this layer by layer death of a thousand cuts.’  (KO 170210). 

 

Companies and CMOs develop mechanisms to deal with some of the irritants 

and to provide pressure-release points in their systems.  The utilitarian Quad’s 

regional CMO explains below how her local markets (resourced by dealers) are 

managed and engaged in a new product launch, but also provided with access to 

specific people to resolve issues and tensions: 
Case3 CMO:  ‘But concerning new products, let’s say, there will be a launch 

timeline from HQ, and then we’ll need a resource plan, a promotional plan, and these 
get put into a business plan for each market.  Then we need to negotiate with each 
dealer to ensure that the plan can work and will be followed and that the dealer buys 
into the plan.  We work with our own District People, we have 20 people around the 
world who are District People, and we think of them as ‘traffic controllers’ from our 
perspective because they advise in distribution of available product and resources.  
But they are also ‘Guardian Angels’ for the dealers, because the dealers can go to 
them to resolve any issues that may arise over the business plan.’  (JG 170125). 

 

Interpretations of brand guardianship vary across companies, among and 

between agencies and clients.  Often, as discussed, the agency becomes either de 

facto or declared Brand Guardian.  Sometimes there are specified individual or team 

guardianship responsibilities, as observed by this client director:  
ST:  ‘Most of our global brands have one… so Johnny Walker is all about 

Progress, OK, so wherever it shows up that’s what it is always talking about, so it’s 
always on the same thing; so and what will happen is all the work will be seen by the 
Global Brand Team, so even stuff that’s happening in the local market will always get 
referred back to the brand team, so they are like – Mars call it Brand Franchise, and 
that’s effectively like – you know, when I worked on the Mars business when I was at 
D’Arcy, we used to call them the Brand Police.’  (ST 170127). 

 

Respondents concur around various aspects of Quad behaviour or attitudes that 

have influence over the efficacy of that Quad.  The construct itself is not enough to 
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ensure productivity and ‘success’, so interviewees offered various perspectives – 

positive but also negative – on factors that influence the work of Quads. 

 

Because advertising agencies act by name and deed on behalf of their clients, it 

is reasonable for clients to expect a commonality of purpose, understanding and 

outcome between them and their horizontal partner in the Quad diagram, as 

analogised in close family terms by this CMO: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘In theory, they’re agents, so in theory I should have my twin 

brother there’.  (WH 170301). 
 

He suggests that the closer the ‘likeness’ between actors, the better, using the 

analogy of a family member with whom, one supposes, there should be no barriers 

or competitive facets.  Perhaps because this is rarely lived out,  Case1 CMO 

prefaced his thought with “In theory…”. 

 

Intra-company relationships between head office and a local office (depicted 

vertically in the Quad diagram) initially suggest the most straight-forward of the 

quadrangular axes, being situated in the same company with the same senior 

management, therefore one set of objectives and strategy and near-perfect 

alignment.  Rarely is reality that simple in any company, discipline or function, and 

perhaps even less so in marketing/advertising where large egos clash with 

subjectivity, personal preferences and diverse individual ambitions (Cracknell, 2012).  

As I noted in one interview: 
DL:  ‘I know from my experience on the agency side [in local markets] that very 

often head office or a lead office for an account or something will have completely 
different goals and ambitions than I would have … and sometimes they were conflict 
issues, sometimes they were long-term ambition issues, but there’s always, in my 
mind anyway, a sort of balancing act going on.’  

Case2 CMO:  ‘Absolutely. And I was very naïve to it when I first joined.’  (BT 
170210). 

 

Another area of tension was simply expressed by a CEO: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘Brand metrics as an outcome tend to be valued by the people in the 

centre, who are incentivised on those. Much less so on the ground.’  (KO 170210). 
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It has been shown that advertisers, i.e. client companies and their advertising 

agencies, perpetually face competing demands, facets of conflict and/or tension in 

their relationships, as do the individual actors representing those organisations: 

satisfying one demand may require ignoring or even violating others, thus potentially 

jeopardising organisational legitimacy (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1978).  In the context of 

clients and agencies, mutual legitimacy and relationship strength are inter-related, 

yet each organisation (and there are four in a Quad) may exhibit incompatibility of 

desired responses (Raven and Kruglanski, 1970), with both vertical and horizontal 

conflicts arising as each actor attempts to control the behaviour of others, whilst 

those others have little option but to resist and follow their own motivations (Pondy, 

1967).  This phenomenon is exaggerated when relationships span cultural divides 

(Easterby-Smith and Malina, 1999) and where participants are located in different 

countries. As these tensions and conflicts play out in the Quad, they may be 

conflated to undermine, moderated to ‘carry on as normal’, or mitigated and 

managed to strengthen the institutional construct within which they are situated.  It 

should be noted again that the Quad actors are elite directors and team leaders – 

each managing an operating unit that may comprise tens of subordinates.  These 

units also interact with each other to an extent quadrangularly, replicating and 

enacting many facets of the Quad under study. 

 

As in any relationship, personal or professional, pressures and tensions inevitably 

come to bear on every dimension of the Quad (Grönroos, 2011).  Unless contained 

and/or properly managed, these can be highly destructive to the professional 

success of the individuals involved, to the account they cohere around, and to their 

employing companies (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004).  Myriad 

possibilities emerging from data exist for specific tensions:  Here I aim to categorise 

those more commonly surfacing as they relate to the Quad, highlighting global-local 

tensions, incentivisation, treatment of agencies, notable pressures or tensions, 

followed by the virtues of communication, value, strategy, scale, governance and 

power within and around the Quad.      
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4.3.1.1 Global – local tensions 

CMO/GADs must, per force, consider geographic and economic ‘big pictures’: 

broad strategy, major initiatives and brand sustainability, concurrently evaluating 

many markets, many central functions and many global relationships.  Local offices 

are more focused on the day-to-day business, customer relations, possibly local 

production and distribution issues and the minutiae of business pragmatics.   

 

Clients operating across borders face many of these issues, intra-company.  

Many companies operate each country as separate commercial and legal entities, 

perhaps tied through a holding company or some other mechanism.  For example, 

HSBC is organised vertically in this way – each country organisation is a separate 

legal unit.  Such structures may dilute the desire or ability of head-office 

management to mandate direction.  HSBC largely left the agency team to evangelise 

the bank’s marketing strategy (which the agency had devised) to their managers in 

28 countries across Asia, and up to 7 business lines in each.  This can put the 

agency in an invidious position, as noted by this LAD: 
Case3 LAD:  ‘So the political sensitivity even within the client-side, the [local] 

team and the brand team, there seems to be a tension. We feel a huge tension.  Then 
again the agency is kind of like stuck in the middle.’  (SL 170213). 

 

Within HSBC there were individual ‘unionist’, ‘federalist’ and ‘separatist’43 actors 

in both bank and agency.  Evangelising a central strategy and largely central 

implementation was unpopular with separatists and federalists, both among agency 

and client teams, but celebrated by those more union-minded.  Many clients wanted 

freedom to do their own thing in their own country (as they always had done);  many 

agency colleagues had pre-existing bank clients and were used to developing local 

solutions. Harmonising global with local requirements, spanning Asia Pacific, 

required a heady cocktail of charisma, authority, diplomacy, sensitivity and creativity, 

allied to some accountability and numeracy as expected by a bank.  A distinct 

                                            
43 By ‘unionist’, I mean those actively espousing central brand strategy;  by ‘federalist’, 

those who understood the thinking but wanted to adapt and localize for their market; by 
‘separatist’, those who saw no benefit to a global brand strategy, seeking independence 
instead. 
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tension existed on both client and agency sides, between centre and markets:  In 

some countries the bank was a very large stand-alone corporation with thousands of 

staff, millions of customers, strong brand equities and organisational histories going 

back 150 years.  They were reluctant to lose this local strength.  Senior actors within 

such corporations are usually in place for good reasons, as noted by this agency 

director, who also suggests a primary source of tension: 
MG: ‘If you are someone, irrespective to some degree of when you joined the 

industry, if you’ve grown to a position of a Country Marketing Director, which back-
in-the-day was probably a more important job than it is today given global structures, 
you’re never-the-less someone of a high level of education, high level of motivation 
and career progression, likely to be highly ambitious, competitive etc… none of 
which are character traits that lend themselves to being told what to do, or existing in 
a structure where there’s someone else who tells you what your choices are, what your 
strategy should be … There’s that challenge within client organisations.’ (MG 
160413) 

In the end, it worked well: ‘The World’s Local Bank’ was adopted everywhere and 

both bank and agency earned large rewards, but achieving that symbiosis was a 

difficult balancing act. 

  

Personal characteristics and efforts as described offer challenges to client and 

agency leaders and HR departments, seeking a workable balance, made more 

complex by combining actors into functioning teams.   

 

4.3.1.1.1 Inter-global tensions 

…by which is meant those arising in relationships at client / agency head-office 

level, CMO to GAD, whose implications are organisation-wide versus specific to an 

individual market. 

 

Clients like this CMO generally appreciate the value of agency relationships: 
ST:  ‘…integrity and great partnerships with agencies delivers great work.’  (ST 

170127). 
   

 It is unusual for a client company to deploy a dedicated ‘relationship director’.  

This director from one such company, a global leader in its category, explains how 

he operates: 
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ST:  ‘My global strategic team are mostly ex-agency people and they spend a lot 
of time talking to agencies, making sure that the relationship is right. …so they spend 
a lot of time reviewing the agency relationships with the brand teams and… the first 
CMO I worked with, he and I agreed where we should be positioned and he said “I 
want you to be positioned as absolutely in the middle: You’re not in marketing, you’re 
not agency, you’re in the middle and I want you to be as tough on the brand teams as 
on the agencies”.’  (ST 170127). 

 

Paradoxically ST’s company is working hard to disband almost all formal agency 

relationships in favour of a model that brings many global agency services in-house 

and crowd-sources others (see also 4.7 below).  This work, reported at length during 

the same interview, belies the claimed value of ‘integrity and great partnerships’ 

expressed above. 

 

4.3.1.1.2 Inter-local market tensions 

Inter-country local market tensions fall outside the study remit but have some 

relevance, in that LMOs perform their work differently, differentially affecting 

perceptions of them both by CMO and by other LMOs.  When LMOs gather together, 

for instance at a regional meeting, those favoured by CMO may arouse jealousy 

from those perceived to be less so.  This was evidenced by a LMO, considered a 

strong asset by his CMO, who regularly proposes innovations and ideas to enhance 

delivery of his brand’s strategic messaging: 
Case1 LMO: ‘It maybe even creates a bit of pressure on them [other local 

markets] because we have been presenting these cases several times now in European 
meetings and it puts as well pressure to other markets because people talk about these 
things.’  (MW 170310). 

 

This LMO has received training in strategy, having previously held a head-office 

role.  His contributions to team meetings would appear to be of a higher level than 

those of his colleagues who largely criticise executional details.  This irritates his 

colleagues, who either misunderstand his critique or simply want to get on with other 

stuff: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘But again now I already feel there are personal feelings in there, 

not really in the centre but in some of the markets which [say] “M, shut up now with 
destroying the campaign again and asking…”. I said “No, that’s what we agreed and 
I’m not saying you need to throw away everything because I know we cannot do it in 
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time and it’s a learning process, but you need to accept as well that we’re coming 
back with it every time because we signed with our blood that that’s now the new 
positioning”.  And there are tensions coming up.’ (MW 170310). 

 

Here is a paradox for CMO in this Quad.  The LMO brings strategic depth and 

dogged adhesion to the agreed positioning, which should be of value to the team.  

Yet his colleagues appear not to value this intrusion, (and in addition, he is ‘policing’ 

in a way expected of CMO) which may undermine the favourable position LMO holds 

with CMO. 

 

At the firm level, as well as the interpersonal level, there is evidence of tension 

between local offices, influenced by dependencies.  Head office may allocate 

support and resources to local markets, distributing an inevitably finite ‘cake’.  Local 

ambitions dictate a desire to get the largest possible slice of that cake to achieve 

more, perform better and secure a bigger slice in the next allocation – as well as 

increase personal incentives and promotional opportunities.  This CMO responded to 

exploration with some fortitude: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘Oh certainly here in this role. Absolutely.  I mean, you’ve heard all 

the complexities that we deal with in internal politics, the cultural sensitivities around 
the region, the level of competition.  We are vying for competition for head office 
support and resources.  So yes: It’s conflict, yes.’  (BT 170210) 

 

An agency director contemporaneously characterised the tensions, concluding 

that envy is at the root of the problem: 
DL:  ‘Do you think there’s much envy between local market and regional office?  
Case1 Dir:  Yes.  For example, also on the client-side, I see it, Germany, the most 

important market of [Brand] in Europe, ....  So they want to have the most power.  So 
I think they would say Germany should be first. It's like Trump!  ‘America First’.  
‘Germany First’.  There's always envy.  It's always there.  It's psychological.  It's there 
with my kids when I come home and one gets a present and the other doesn't.  It’s a 
human thing.’  (TG 170310). 

 

Envy is largely an intrinsic issue affecting local-local relationships.  Next, we 

consider an important extrinsic influence imposed on actors by their firms – 

incentivisation. 
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4.3.1.2 Incentivisation 

Many respondents in the present study describe instrumental dysfunctionality, 

often catalysed by opposing metrics for personal incentivisation.  Head-office 

marketers are typically tasked and rewarded on positively moving brand attributes 

which, because of their nature, are usually evaluated against long-term, slow-moving 

KPIs.  Conversely, local office leaders are usually encouraged to meet ever-more 

ambitious short-term sales targets.  Both were highlighted by the global GAD from 

the less functional Quad.  Addressing the ‘centre’ first: 
DL: ‘…the centre was very interested in brand metrics and in longevity and 

emotional marketing and all that sort of stuff.  But the markets, and in particular the 
management, the local management [local country offices] were incentivised purely 
on sales, so absolutely short-term.  

Case1 GAD:   Well that goes back to the whole formal framework thing.  As a 
centre, you have to incentivise the right behaviour.  The policy of “they should do it 
because it’s the right thing” or “they should do it because I said so because I’m the 
centre” never works for very long  …  The reality is if their bonus in the market is 
only based on how many cars they sell, if they are not based on customer service 
standards or brand metrics or any of that other stuff, it’s doomed.  At the end of the 
day they want to buy that house on the coast to retire in and they want their bonus and 
if they believe that bit-counting or whatever brand-destroying behaviour will move 
enough metal and let me hit that target so I get my bonus, they’re going to do it.’  
(MBu2 170327). 

 

Exploring reasons for this mismatch, an agency director (commenting on the 

same dysfunctional Quad) pointed to the increasingly short role tenure of C-Suite 

executives and the way this affects their motivation: 
Case1 Dir: ‘So local markets, client-wise, are often driven more by sales than by 

brand building.  Sales, in the long-term, will decrease if a brand is not taken care of, 
but the managing director at the local client normally changes between every 2-4 
years.  He needs to prove success by only one thing, sales, not brand building.  (TG 
170301). 

Misaligned incentives lead to divergent objectives within the Quad (Kulkarni, Vora 

and Brown, 2003; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004; Mark AP Davies and 

Palihawadana, 2006).  Many CEOs defensibly decide that brand will be the 

responsibility of a central marketing function, whilst in-market operations should 

focus on sales; resulting in an unsolvable equation.  Short-term sales are habitually 

achieved at the expense of brand metrics, which in turn take much longer to rebuild 
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and are less tangible, of less immediate value and don’t easily satisfy quarterly 

reporting cycles – yet sustain long-term. 

 

The same topic was aired in another interview, suggesting a more personal and 

avaricious underlying cause of difficulties:  
Case2 LAD:  ‘I think that we’ve got a very collaborative network, which is quite 

surprising because generally networks are not especially helpful.  People are sitting 
and saying, “Well what’s in this for me?  And if there’s nothing in this for me, I’m not 
going to do it.”.’  (MB 170214). 

 

These tensions or balancing actions can play out in many directions with multiple 

consequences.  Some are surfaced in the illustrative Quad story featuring David, 

Alison, Adi and Henrik (see Appendix 9.4).  In some companies, there is a direct 

hierarchy between CMO and LMO, or GAD and LAD, to the point that CMO/GAD 

would be considered the line manager for their local counterparts, responsible for 

hire/fire decisions, promotions, rewards and other trappings of power dependence. 
Case1 CMO:  ‘…in this model, what I can see is the spirit of ‘hierarchy’, so we 

have to restart – Okay, we should absolutely have a more agile way of working and 
not necessarily hierarchical kind of approach to the agencies, but there are some 
important factors that are absolutely necessary…’ (WH2 170301) 

 
In other international organisations, there is some form of matrix reporting 

structure, consequent to local offices being legally independent from, even if wholly 

owned by, the head office or parent company. 

 

4.3.1.3 Information asymmetry 

Frustrations run deep between intra-company offices and officers.  Using the 

parent analogy, this CEO considers his own upward relations to his company: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘…this is probably one of my greatest frustrations of my entire 

career – in that in [my country], for example, we contribute something like 40% of 
total group OP [operating profit] so we are significant players from a financial 
perspective and yet we are not really part of the team. … We’re like the poor cousin 
from out of town put at the children’s table… And what is frustrating in particular is 
that we are by far the fastest growth opportunity at a grand scale for [Parent 
Company].’  (MB 170214). 
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Considering narrower aspects of the relationships, this CMO was until recently 

LMO in a remote market, seeing the issue from both sides: 
Case2 GCMO:  ‘I use that analogy a bit, that offshore is often the 2nd cousin, 

because it’s harder. When you don’t have a physical presence in the office day-to-day, 
you’re so easily forgotten about.  And when you do become top-of-mind because of 
the creative project being worked on, there’s just not enough information or history 
there to enable the people who are stakeholders to really engage and understand 
properly.  That’s always going to be a challenge.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

She has a more forgiving, sympathetic interpretation of the problem, seeing how 

busy head office staff are, how little time they have available for local office issues, 

but adding to these a worrisome absence of knowledge at the centre. 

 

Similar motivation (or lack of motivation) arises within the same better-functioning 

Quad, dealing with the same head office.  Here the regional CMO is discussing a 

process stage whereby a local advertising proposal needs head office approval, 

using the channel LMO-CMO or in this case LMO-RMO-CMO.  She describes her 

feelings: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘I can actually tell you, from a regional perspective, there’s always 

this hesitation to even put the concept forward to head office … I feel hesitant as a 
marketer, going to my head office with ideas sometimes, cos I think “Oh, it’s really 
left-of-field: How is this going to be received?  How am I going to be thought of as 
the marketing manager that’s bringing it to the table?”  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

Case2 CMO worries that her personal credibility is risked by presenting a concept 

that is unusual.  Yet she appreciated that local knowledge had inspired the work and 

local critique suggested it would achieve desired responses.  Both LMO and LAD 

should ensure that the work complies with central regulations and strategy, although 

local exuberance and creativity sometimes usurp compliance.  Separately, the 

utilitarian Quad regional CMO describes how her local markets produce non-aligned 

local work, which she is mandated to share with her global head office.  She has a 

pragmatic perspective on the consequential steps needed: 
Case3 CMO:  ‘But they [local markets] can sometimes bypass the system and 

produce something that we don’t see or that doesn’t get uploaded. If that happens then 
they just hope we don’t see it, and we hope HQ doesn’t see it, and we can move on.’  
(JG 170125). 
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A frequent cause of irritation concerns knowledge and knowledge-sharing 

between local and central offices (Hertog, 2000; Fastoso and Whitelock, 2007; 

Huang, Hu and Chen, 2008), despite marked interdependence: local offices use 

local knowledge in their work and ‘upload’ information to head office, while head 

office disseminates ‘global’ knowledge, information and intelligence, strategies, plans 

and guidelines to local offices to assist them in their endeavours (Jeffrey Yip, Ernst 

and Campbell, 2009).  ‘Uploading’ has become overbearing, especially in the era of 

quarterly reporting: In one agency example, three additional staff were needed 

purely to provide the detailed, regular information required by head office44.  

Additionally, client and agency local offices receive frequent requests for ad-hoc 

information on any, or many subjects – sometimes market data, client intelligence, 

competitor information, cultural issues, and sometimes with no explanation or 

background.  Whilst these place additional burdens on the requestee, this GAD from 

a better-functioning Quad finds a way to make such requests more palatable and 

positive: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘We get a request from somebody, we are responding immediately, 

because we know how we would be feeling if I sent a request out or me as an 
accounts servicing person or project manager sent a request out and didn’t get a 
response, so I will respond because I know what it’s like.’  (MB 170214). 

 

The journalist Hugh Fletcher, writing on agency/client relationships in Campaign 

Magazine45 (23rd Sept, 2016) noted: ‘This change has given me a unique insight into 

why achieving symbiotic client/agency relationships is so challenging, and it would 

seem that one of the major contributing factors is a lack of perspective, 

understanding and appreciation.’  These and other factors are considered below. 

 

4.3.1.4 Treatment of agencies 

Despite many long-standing cross-border relationships between clients and 

agencies, no data are available to provide a realistic measure of relationship 

                                            
44 Lowe Worldwide, Hong Kong, reporting to IPG.  The author was MD of this office. 
45 ‘Campaign Magazine’ is an advertising trade publication produced by Haymarket.  
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duration, not least because multidimensionality complicates measurement.  

However, experiential observation suggests a) that most international relationships 

exceed 5 years46, and b) perhaps the average tenure appears to be shrinking over 

time.  Proprietorial market research47 seen by the author some years ago examined 

reasons for relationship dissolution, reporting commercial and creative factors as 

symptomatic.  The primary reason for dissolution was perceived lack of care from 

agencies about clients’ overall business (see also Kulkarni, Vora and Brown (2003)).  

It is a brave client who notes that care and respect is a two-way street: 

‘As he accepted the honor of Cannes Lions Creative Marketer of the Year for 

2017, Burger King Global CMO Axel Schwan used some of his brief time on stage 

not only to praise his brand’s agencies but also to call for his marketing peers to treat 

all agencies with greater respect.   “Agencies are not vending machines,” he told the 

Cannes Lions awards show audience Saturday.  “You cannot throw in a few dollars 

and expect good creative to come out.”’  (AdWeek, July 2017) 

Mr Schwan’s admirable comments highlight the disrespect often shown by clients 

to agencies, perhaps accepted too often by agencies as a condition of their ability to 

earn revenues.  

 

A lack of professional, mutual respect can be costly (Van Rensburg, 2010).  Yet 

many clients treat agencies as mere suppliers, emphasising tangible outputs and 

demanding the impossible triangle: to produce work that is high quality, do it fast, 

and do it cheap.  Agencies repeatedly explain to clients that compromise is needed 

on one of these needs if the other two are to be delivered.   

 

Clients occasionally abuse their inherent power in the relationship for little or no 

good reason.  Unreasonable demands may be expected from time to time, are 

usually followed up with some sort of explanation, and have little effect on the overall 

                                            
46 Contractual relationships, excluding project-based arrangements 
47 Undertaken by the agency DMB&B, circa 1989; and by Lowe worldwide, circa 2004 
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relationship.  If repeated often, they can undermine the relationship and create 

damaging enmity.  An ECD here provides examples:  
Case2 ECD:  ‘The client is telling us we need to be on standby to work over the 

weekend. She does this all the time.  It's like... no, the sky's not going to fall in.  
Obviously they've got a deadline and she's panicking, and in this instance we will, but 
you know, she wanted us to work over Chinese New Year, and Mike and I said, "No 
way are we going to tell our people to work..."  She wanted us to work over 
Christmas.  Now, what's interesting about that dynamic with that client is she loves us, 
but she kind of still treats us as a supplier.’  (SP 170210) 

 

The ECD is referring to a difficult client who has scant regard for the work-life 

balance and well-being of the agency team, yet with whom other relationship aspects 

are positive.  This suggests that some tensions can be overcome if other relationship 

facets are working well. 

 

4.3.1.5 Short-termism: 

An oft-repeated source of tension within the Quad – at interpersonal and inter-

organisational levels – is differential views of time horizons.  Unsurprisingly the 

urgent often seems more important than the longer-term future, even though most 

actors would admit that longer-term sustainability and growth are more important.  

This tension becomes exaggerated by misaligned KPIs and incentives, as noted by 

an agency director: 
MG: ‘… [It is] still a problem for most – the disconnect of KPIs and targets 

between global and local people.  Back to this thing of strategy, brand and long-term 
on one side vs tactical, sales and short-term on the other. … Finding a way to get the 
right balance and harmony in that spectrum is I think the crucial piece, the key to 
harmony, really. …but it doesn’t immediately spring to mind a great example of 
where I see this, but it is always a tension.  To what extent do I look down at my feet 
and my problems of today, and to what extent do I look further and beyond into the 
future.  Sir Martin Sorrell’s been… you know how he always has his speech of the 
quarter or whatever, he says the same thing at Davos and Cannes and others… His 
little sound bite is about looking at your feet vs looking at the horizon – his viewpoint 
being that too many companies in the recent economic climate and very short-termist 
market and the whole short tenure of the CMO (and increasingly CEO), have led to an 
increasing focus on the short term and next quarter’s investor presentations and 
financial presentations, to the detriment of longer-term brand building and 
investment.’  (MG 160413). 
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Throughout my practice career, I noticed an ever-increasing squeeze on long-

term thinking and investment in the future.  As holding companies expanded their 

estates and concurrently their shareholders, quarterly financial KPIs increasingly 

drove the business strategies of agencies.  Risk-taking gets flattened, eccentricity 

lowered, and creativity becomes more challenging in a cost-conscious, time-poor 

environment, as lamented by this agency COO:   
Case3 GAD: ‘Yes, it’s dumbed down the agencies.  Absolutely.  It used to be 

where agency folk were some of the best and brightest.  Those guys don't want to join 
the business anymore because they’re looking around going, ‘Okay, my buddy in 
investment banking works half as hard and he makes four times as much.’ It’s not 
about the money but that is not a value equation that’s sustainable.  So we tend to 
wind up a lot of times with second best, unless you’ve got really motivated young 
people who just love being in this business, but you can only bank that for so long. 
It’s an issue throughout the marketing services businesses.  I hear the same thing from 
media agencies, from research agencies and design.  It’s everywhere.  Clients, they 
still haven't quite got that. What I find fascinating in this whole thing, having 
negotiated stuff over time, is you take a look at the pressure on agency fees and you 
take a look at agency fees as a percentage of marketing spend. It’s nothing.  They spill 
more than that compared to media, and yet some of our clients, I won’t name them, 
are, for example, obsessed with agency overheads.’  (KO 170210). 

 

This short-term approach is hardly strategic: more likely it is the direct response 

from managers to budgetary and revenue pressures imposed on them. 

 

4.3.1.6 Budgets & Costs 

Financial considerations emerge frequently throughout the present research, in 

many different guises.  An enabler to achieve or surpass goals; a budget to be used 

wisely; a source of revenue to be maximised, a KPI to be evaluated against; a tool 

for incentivisation; a source of suspicion, envy, greed… This section looks at some of 

the more relevant factors to quadrangular relationships.    

 

Size is a double-edged sword within the advertising agency business.  Naturally 

the larger accounts are attractive, for reasons of larger revenue, more visibility, 

growth potential, reputational legitimacy and so forth.  However, to misuse the 

adage, the higher they stand, the harder they fall.  A GAD and managing director 

notes: 
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Case2 GAD: ‘One of the risks that we are seeing, and we saw this in Hong Kong 
and we are starting to see this a little bit in Singapore, is that when we grow our 
clients to a particular size, having them is great, losing them is terrible.  

DL: Yes.  A perennial agency problem.  
Case2 GAD: Yes.  And losing them is really punishing for us because it takes us a 

long time to build a big client like that.  We’ve got a multimillion dollar client, a 2-, 3-
million-dollar client.  We’ve got one client which is 3.8 million dollars. If we were to 
lose that that would be really really punishing for our business.’  (MB3 170214) 

 

In contrast, as marketing communications become fragmented and specialised 

and ‘domestic technology’ improves, budgets may be subdivided and targeted by so-

called specialists, (often new set-ups with minimal overheads, no corporate 

contributions and little to lose).  The issue was raised in the same conversation: 
Case2 GAD: ‘And I was actually going to come back to another point which is 

becoming increasingly difficult for us is as a big agency, competing with the smaller 
guys is very, very hard, not least of all because of price: They are in not big expensive 
areas, overhead, regional, global allocations, drivers from WPP saying 33% 
conversation, x percentage growth is expected, there’s none of that stuff for the small 
guys. They can basically sit in the room and say, ‘I’ll do it for you for 10k,’ and it’s 
job done, whereas we are sitting there thinking, if I’m doing it for 10k that basically 
means I’m going to lose my shirt and it’s going to impact my overall margins, and 
then we try to negotiate hard with the client which then makes that relationship with 
the client even more difficult.  That becomes our problem to manage, not necessarily 
the client’s problem.  So the client doesn’t actually care. “You don’t want to do it, 
fine, I’ll get somebody else to do it, there are lots of small shops out there.  Here’s my 
budget, these are the deliverables that I need, take it, don’t take it, don’t really care, 
me as client, because if you don’t want to take it, we have got five other agencies out 
there that would come and do it for me for that amount.” So our negotiating power 
has also become progressively more difficult.’  (MB3 170214).  

 

Agencies want large clients for reasons identified above.  Large clients have 

diverse and multifarious needs, which are in turn targeted by specialists, resulting 

not only in split or lost revenues, but also risks loss of consistency in message, look, 

feel and branding.   Clients sometimes ignore these risks to reduce costs.  In the 

following story, told by an ECD allied to the highest-performing Quad, the production 

of some creative work devised at a regional level was ‘hijacked’ by the global 

headquarters, who thought they could execute it for less money: 
Case2 ECD:  ‘You've been in the business; you know we're not in the business of 

ripping clients off, even though quite often they... They do believe we are [laughs].  
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But, you know, the cost is what it is, and we gave it due diligence, and that was the 
cost.  We said, "[Client], we can't do any more.  It is what it is."  And obviously her 
central team felt, "Well, you can get it done in Australia because, guess what, our 
agency there is on a retainer."  I did warn [Client] and said, "[Client], you do realise 
that taking our work and giving it to another agency... they're not going to have the 
passion; they're not going to have the insight; they will execute." And that's exactly 
what they did.  I could pull out our layout and I could show you the end result, and 
guess what? The end result looks like the layout.  … So she was bitterly disappointed. 
She realised that saving, I don't know, what may have been $80,000 or something like 
that, in the greater scheme of things... they lost out.’  (SP 170210). 

 

Inherent in this narrative is a difference of conceptualisation about hierarchical 

roles.  The centre assumed they were better able to execute production and achieve 

cost savings (neither of which happened).  In a Levittian, globally standardised 

model (Levitt, 1993), responsibility for thinking would rest with the global centre while 

responsibility for implementation lies with local offices:  Strategy, creativity and 

production of advertising assets should be developed by GAD’s team, whilst LAD 

and team handle local adaption and placement (Jaworski, Kohli and Sahay, 2000).  

This model is neither universally espoused or upheld, as indicated by a regional 

GAD almost despairing at the divergence in views:  
Case3 LAD: ‘I do see another potential conflict is, for example, like the local 

agency wants to grow the account locally but the budget is being held by the regional.  
So even though the local client and the local agency see the potential how to make it 
better, how to do it better, but they cannot get it through the regional or the 
headquarters because the headquarters or regional thought, ‘You guys just do the 
adaptation work’.  But the local team saw that the adaptation work doesn't work.  For 
example, I saw a client, they had to use a TV commercial from India, a typical 
dancing commercial, Bollywood thing, in Hong Kong.   

DL: See, I told you we’d do karaoke.  
Case3 LAD: (Laughter) The Bollywood thing, that’s a teenager product.  So you 

can imagine would the Bollywood thing work in Hong Kong?  No, but they are forced 
to use it.  So the local client honestly puts very minimal effort into doing some 
translations in the TV commercial by a few spots but again, that’s a waste of money.  
Everyone knows that’s a waste of money, but unfortunately, they have to do it.  In 
fact, they don't have a big marketing budget but they already waste a certain portion 
to entertain the regional or the headquarters.  So it’s very sad, yes.’  (SL 170213) 

 

Here the overarching influence of budget ownership affects many aspects of the 

business, apparently restricting freedom of the local team to market effectively in 
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their own territory.  Potential downstream implications include inability to deliver 

against targets, criticism and potentially relationship dissolution (Kulkarni, Vora and 

Brown, 2003).  Because the centre retains budget and responsibility, both local client 

and eventually central client will question what value they obtain from the agency 

relationship.  A disgruntled CMO from the more dysfunctional Quad, initially talking 

about agency remuneration, elaborates on this point: 
Case1 CMO: ‘But I would like that the revenue is a consequence of our choices 

and then probably, if there’s added-value, if the client is happy, I can put more money 
in.  

DL: Yes, and if the client’s business is succeeding you can put more money in.  
Case1 CMO: Yes, because let’s be honest Donald, I know that I’m responsible for 

compliance, all this stuff, that’s true.  But if I have super added value, I would not 
look for £1 [from agency], because I know that the result is much better.  But if I’m 
unhappy then I’m paying that. You know? [laughs].  If I’m not happy.  Because then 
it’s ‘why, why, why, [tapping table] what’s the reason, is this their best person’, 
etcetera.’ (WH2 170301). 

 

Again we see that budgets as a source of tension can be assuaged or 

countermanded if other relationship aspects are operating effectively. 

 

The following sections look at a series of facets that can be strongly positive if 

functioning well, or which perhaps destabilise or undermine relationships to the 

detriment of broader Quad outcomes if functioning poorly. 

 

4.3.1.7 Communication 

Structures, mechanisms and processes evolve to fertilise business relationships, 

whether vertically and intracompany or horizontally intercompany (W Richard Scott, 

2014).  Successful Quads devote considerable energies towards stable, sustainable 

and productive relationships.  Better-performing Quads communicate regularly along 

all axes, some travelling to meet together every few weeks to discuss experiences, 

best practice and work in development.  Some of it looks forward, i.e. ‘This is where 

we’re going strategically,’ and some of it looks back, i.e. ‘This is best practice,’ but 

the benefit is building relationships.  
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Many corporations actively restrict travel and therefore face-to-face meetings of 

this sort, either believing that conference calls and webinars suffice, or that meetings 

are not justified in ROI terms.  Experience suggests otherwise:  whilst not a panacea 

for all ails in business relationships, the benefits of getting people together regularly 

to discuss issues, air grievances and promote co-ownership usually outweigh the 

costs: 
Case2 GCMO:  “Time Zones.  Love them!  [laughter]  And you know some 

people, more than others, if I can speak to holistics, we have an in-bound round table 
conversation around once every 6 weeks or so, some markets who weren’t on a time 
zone would stay up until it was very late, just to make the call well rounded;  whereas 
for others it’s not a consideration, cos it is absolutely impossible to get one … 
someone is going to be inconvenienced no matter what to get everyone on the call.  In 
my opinion (and there’s no right or wrong answer) if I was offshore in a market and 
had to get up at 2 in the morning to get the call once every 6 weeks, it’s not that bad.  
But it just means you’re on the same page once in a while, otherwise it’s really hard.  
We get 3 opportunities a year at best, maybe 2…” 

Case2 CMO:  “…where we’re all actually together, physically” 
DL:  “No, those things are really important – I would agree.” 
Case2 GAD:  “This is really interesting insight for me, because it really 

demonstrates what a complicated world you live in [all laughter] and then the role 
that the agency has got in actually supporting you.”  (BTMBMN 170210) 

 

Intercompany relationships, critical to the successful prosecution of marketing 

and advertising, are complex, individually unique and dynamic (Ryals and 

Humphries, 2007).  Like any relationship, they evolve as they mature, typically 

starting with enthusiasm, sometimes progressing over years into indifference and 

often ending with acrimony.  Proprietary surveys of clients report ‘loss of interest’ by 

agencies in clients’ business as the most frequent reason for relationship 

dissolution48.  This is evidenced by a senior industry observer and agency broker: 
DW:  ‘Weaknesses within relationships are not necessarily as they seem, nor are 

they hypothetical.  For example, clients’ international relationships with legacy 
agencies, those where the relationship is mature, are very different to those typically 
newer relationships with ‘hot’ agencies.  Relationship with hot agencies tend to be 
vibrant, fun and effective; whereas relationships with legacy agencies are hallmarked 
with complacency, money-bickering, etcetera.’  (DW 160121). 

 

                                            
48 Market research undertaken by Lowe Worldwide when I worked there. 
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The distinction between ‘legacy’ and ‘hot’ agencies adds spice to consideration of 

age in relationships.  Hot agencies – younger, smaller and less procedural – typically 

follow the adage ‘Up like a rocket, down like a stick’:  starting in a blaze of glory and 

hope, many do not endure.  All the very long-standing relationships noted earlier in 

this report (Fig 32, p 4-172) are ipso facto with legacy agencies.   

 

4.3.1.8 Value 

Respondents acknowledge the value that Quads bring to marketing activity.  

Despite Quads existing since the dawn of international marketing, implying value, 

respondents largely addressed the concept of value obliquely.  

 

In this study, only agency people discussed value in commercial terms, referring 

to client gains in consequence to advertising delivered.  There is recognition and 

frustration from agency actors that whilst their work may result in large incremental 

revenues for their client, clients often ‘nit-pick’ on small pecuniary details.  An agency 

COO narrates experiences with Shell in Canada:  
Case3 GAD:  ‘There was a board meeting we went in, we'd launched a campaign 

and my client… stood up in front of the board of Shell and said, “Here’s the results of 
the campaign,” … $16m extra on the bottom line.  The chairman said, “So what’s the 
main factor?”  He said, “It’s the advertising.”  [The Chairman] said, “No, what else?”  
He said, “There’s nothing else going on in the marketplace.  It was the advertising 
campaign.” … One time he was reaming out our Managing Director about, I think it 
was a $12 courier charge.  He said, “You’ve got to be more responsible.”  It’s, like, 
“Randy.  It’s twelve bucks.”  “No, it’s symptomatic of what’s going on.”  He took out 
his wallet, he said, “Here’s twelve bucks, would you shut the f*** up?”  “Oh, don't be 
like that.” (Laughter) It was genius.’  (KO 170210). 

 

From personal experience, my agency created $24bn for one client in 

incremental audited brand value, yet that client worried about our charging ten or 

twenty Hong Kong Dollars for a taxi ride to meet with them.  

 

Commercial or economic value seems less easy for clients to acknowledge, 

perhaps because of the disparity between revenues received and fees paid.  While 

some newer models of remuneration discussed below (see Chapter 4.3.1.6) attempt 

to address this (in principle, not quantum), they remain unusual, and clients still 
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expect value from agency relationships, as expressed by the less functional Quad’s 

CMO: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘What’s the benefit that I work with WPP? I know even asset-usage, 

media planning, whatever it is, but it has to somehow be consolidated and we have to 
see the benefit. If not, it’s not easy, there’s no reason.’  (WH 170301). 

 

An agency CEO perceives value from the two sides, recognising the need to 

adopt a client-perspective: 
Case2 LAD:  ‘If we are crucial to the client’s business, that will define it as one 

way, but if we are non-essential, it defines it in an altogether different way, yes.’  
(MB2 170210). 

 

A few days later this respondent explained how he encourages his agency to 

facilitate clients to recognise agency value: 
Case2 LAD:  ‘I mentioned the transactional versus value-add relationship with our 

clients. Just a point on that, the one thing that we are trying to do, … is how do we 
stop talking about how we do what we do versus the value that we drive for our 
clients?  And I think that that is also something that goes quite a long way to building 
that relationship with our client. ...  If we talk about the difficulties we are going to 
face in doing the work for the client, that’s actually quite irritating.  If I were a client: 
“who gives a shit, I don’t care”.’  (MB3 170214). 

 

Clients wants their agencies to provide solutions, not problems (LaBahn and 

Kohli, 1997).  It is important to Quad relationship success that value is offered and 

found, each way in each dimension (Iain A Davies and Ryals, 2014).  Yet day-to-day 

pressures and frustrations obscure recognition of bigger-picture value, resulting in 

loss of respect.  An agency chairman and ex-client CMO, sees through vexations, 

also inspiring those around him to recognise value: 
SD:  ‘Some colleagues will find getting a call from the [head office client] to 

update on the thing... it's like, "Oh, they're checking up on us." I said, "Well, probably 
they are, but I'm more than happy... They just need to know what's going on because 
that's their job.  They need to know what's going on around the world and coordinate 
what's happening, and if you're smart you will use it to...  If there's an issue with a 
water brand in Guangzhou, there may be something from Peru that you can borrow 
from."  (SD  160406). 
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A client LMO again addresses specific, paradoxical aspects of agency value from 

the perspective of client expectations: 
JL:  ‘What the business looks for is an agency that matches one of its core values; 

“speed is better than perfection”.  The way this manifests, though, is generally 
through an internal misinterpretation which generates the antipathy captured in the 
phrase above, as “we never have time to do things properly, but we do have time to go 
through the whole process three or four times over”.  The other juxtaposition is that 
we continually push for the agency to challenge our thinking, however treat the 
majority of challenges as obstructive.’  (JL:  170712). 

 

This perceptive commentary highlights two paradoxical frustrations, driven by 

conflicting ambitions and keenly felt by both agency and client actors.  Many clients 

insist their agencies deliver against near-impossible deadlines.  Junior clients expect 

commendation for ‘getting stuff done fast’, even if it results in rushed, poorly 

considered deliverables requiring more time to amend and correct.  Yet senior clients 

expect their agencies not to take briefs at face value, to question assumptions, to 

innovate in thought and deed.  When an agency adheres to criticality requests, junior 

clients get frustrated, accusing the agency or actor as uncooperative.  The agency is 

‘damned if they do and damned if they don’t’. 

 

Recognised value facilitates professional relationships developing into personal 

ones.  A director recounts how two key actors, global CMO and GAD, were friends 

but the power polarity had reversed through value and political dependency: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘[CMO] was genuinely friends with [GAD].  It went much, much 

deeper, so when [CMO] didn’t know what to do with [LMO] you knew damn well 
he’d already checked with [GAD] what he has to say to [LMO].  “[GAD], I cannot 
handle this.  Help me…” and [GAD] would be writing his speech to [LMO] because 
that was a deeper… and I respect that.  It was built up over years.’  (EG 170315). 

 

Lack of perceived value, on the other hand, may inflame tensions.  CMO in the 

less functional Quad (regarded by colleagues as a primary source of tension) 

protests that conflict is un-necessary, (despite causing much himself): 
Case1 CMO:  ‘And this is something that creates sometimes conflict, what I see 

the main result, the main reason of upset, of the tension, is the people or clients that 
sometimes don’t see added value on the quality outcome.  If not there’s no reason to 
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have conflicts.  There’s no reason to have the conflicts, so I really don’t think that in 
the real life, the conflictual approach is stimulating.’  (WH1 170301). 

Having questioned the value he receives from his agency, he articulates three 

aspects of value to him at a centre-level: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘So, to answer your question Donald, … this is exactly what I’m 

doing: strategy, governance, and scale. And only [at centre] when I see that those 
three elements work, then I interfere and I work on.  If there is no scale, governance, 
strategy, it goes to [local teams], and I don’t care.’  (WH 170301). 

He was frustrated: he doesn’t seek to build these elements – he wants them 

delivered.  He’ll participate when they are, but if any element is absent, he delegates 

the relationship to LMOs. 

 

Concepts and sources of value are in constant flux, more rapidly now than ever 

before.  The industry is increasingly disrupted by technology, media fragmentation, 

audience fragmentation, and market expectations largely driven by the increase in 

power exercised by consumers, as summarised by this CEO;  
JS:  ‘So it’s all back to the consumer again, isn’t it, who are now leading.  So the 

consumer’s pushing the boundaries, and I think corporates are rushing like mad to 
keep up with it and the agents have lost a bit of their place because the agents were 
the intermediary between the client and the brand.  They were the ones that found the 
consumers through reach, but that’s all changed.’  (JS  160206). 

 

Value may denote many contributions – commercial, support, efficiency, 

knowledge, creativity, respect, etcetera – and on differing scales (Beverland, Farrelly 

and Woodhatch, 2004).  Actors in better-performing Quads recognise value in each 

other and each other’s roles, aligning expectations across hierarchies and 

geographies to avoid frustrations and damaging inconsistencies.  Reprising WH, 

CMO, who insisted that value to him from an agency relationship comprises strategy, 

governance and scale (see above), I explore these attributes below.  

 

4.3.1.9 Strategy 

Agency contributions to their client’s marketing and communications strategy are 

variable and unmeasurable (Tharp and Jeong, 2001).  Ideas often flow freely 

between key actors, strategies emerge and evolve over time, and differing skill-sets, 

corporate structures, expectations and actors’ assertiveness vary in each situation.  
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Clients generally expect their agency to have significant input: sometimes almost 

total, sometimes more team-centric (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997).  Many brand 

strategies are created solely by the respective agency – e.g. HSBC’s ‘The World’s 

Local Bank’49 and Mazda’s ‘Defy Convention’50.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, clients from 

both organisations retrospectively claim responsibility! 

 

Originating strategy takes time.  Both examples above took over a year’s work, 

researching, creating, testing and eliminating ‘blind alleys’.  Some CMOs become 

understandably frustrated by this, reflecting the pressure that they are under 

themselves.  A then-regional CMO operating out of China, reliant on a global solution 

from his USA agency, expressed irritation: 
SD:  ‘My frustration is the... say the Coca Cola global enterprise, (which was 

largely dismantled), was... great disappointment when they couldn't produce 
something that we could genuinely use in the local market, because it's very, very 
difficult to get a completely new campaign over here for a very big brand from 
scratch.  You're looking at years of development work if it's going to be anything new 
and substantial.  A big moment of frustration when that didn't happen.’  (SD 160406) 

 

Strategy is also relevant at local levels, where LMOs may be less trained and 

equipped in strategic thinking, particularly in companies who are not marketing-led.  

Then dependency on their agency partner increases, as confirmed by this Swiss 

LMO:  
Case1 LMO:  ‘So, for me that’s my key contact in terms of agency [LAD]. They 

know they have my full support if there needs to be a discussion happening here that 
they get stuff, they come back and I talk to them.  But I really rely on a powerful lead 
in here, which is [LAD] and his team, so for Switzerland they have the strategic lead.’  
(MW 170310). 

 

Geographic factors influence corporate thinking and strategic dependence, an 

aspect of a much larger global/local debate.  Some clients recognise that agencies 

can contribute strategic value in this area, tailoring contribution to suit circumstance.  

Others are more myopic, as discussed by a Hong Kong-based agency director: 

                                            
49 Created at Lowe Worldwide, part of the Interpublic group, in 1999 
50 Created at JWT, part of WPP group, in 2010 
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Case2 LECD:  ‘Maybe there’s also a slight difference… So Qantas is very strong 
in Australia, wants to know what it can do in Asia Pacific, doesn’t need another blue-
chip agency in AsiaPac because they have a strategy and they have a foundation to 
work from.  Castrol is different, Castrol go, out of Europe, “We are the centre right 
here; we’re asking you to take stuff from the centre and cascade it out”.’  (MOH4 
170213). 

 

The value ascribed to strategic input from quad members varies according to 

numerous factors, notably time-poverty, geographic and cross-cultural nuances 

alongside individual and mutual competences – all of which have bearings on the 

outcomes of relationships within and of the Quad. 

  

4.3.1.10 Scale 

Multinational marketers typically deal in large numbers, whether in budgets, 

sales, customers or other metrics.  Pressure to reduce costs and extract efficiencies 

through scale – the very premise of mass marketing – is prevalent so it is no surprise 

that CMOs expect agency arrangements spanning multiple markets to provide 

economies of scale.  This simple concept is a source of tension within quadrangular 

relationships, as personal understandings and expectations vary across functions 

and borders.  An agency director observed international scale benefits breaking 

down at the local level: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘You can lay down all sorts of guidelines and must-dos, and we’re 

seeing, for instance, [Client] from Head Office theoretically saying ‘Our new delivery 
operation will be done this way, by these guys, no matter what’. And then [Client] 
locally totally ignoring Head Office.  [Client] local just about everywhere – so, [our 
Agency] won the RFP51 as a content production provider globally, did a massively 
hard-fought deal with procurement, which probably pared us down to bare bones, and 
then every single local procurement person refused to honour that deal, and said ‘No, 
I want it lower’.  And so you’ve got Head Office saying “This is the way it is, the best 
deal ever”, us all ready to go and gearing up for it, and then the local guys going “I’m 
sure I can still get it cheaper around the corner”. But the whole reason for having the 
procurement in the first place was because there was atomising of their brand: they 
had 2,200 suppliers and they wanted really 1.  So that’s a lack of relations between the 
centre and [LMOs]’.  (MOH4 170213) 

 

                                            
51 RFP:  Request for Pitch (presentation) 
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Scale may be deployed to strategic advantage, to maximise benefits and 

differential skill-sets that aggregate sensibly across territories: Agency may deploy 

resources accordingly.  This Japanese CMO explains at length: 
Case1 GCMO:  ‘I think faster marketing capability is to some extent very limited, 

because we have attrition, not many resources in marketing, and each region's 
resources are smaller than big players.  What I've come up with is a couple of 
breakthrough ideas.  One is the team agency concept, and the strategic partner rather 
than the media agency partner.  So… [agency] need to have a capability to develop 
our strategy together, and they have tons of expertise because they are able to get 
access to a variety of agency resources who have high expertise in a particular area.  I 
can use that as if [my brand’s] marketing resources to help us develop the strategy 
going forward. And secondly, I have implemented global centre of excellence 
concept.  Global centre of excellence means... In the past, headquarters tried to decide 
everything, develop everything, and then give it to region, for region to use.  This 
doesn't work because headquarter marketing team, or marketing function, is not 
designed to marketing operation.  So for example, …  We implemented a European 
website platform with [European Agency] when I was in Europe to accommodate the 
22 different national sales companies; you remember?  It's a scalable, seamless, very, 
very flexible platform, and I said, "Okay, I'm determined to make this the global 
standard platform."  I gave the European team to be the global centre of excellence for 
digital platform development and management.’  (MM 160412). 

 

In both ‘breakthroughs’, skills are aggregated to provide scale.  However, for 

agencies, scale implies risk, as the loss of a large account can prove devastating.  

This GAD confirms: 
Case2 LAD:   ‘One of the risks that we are seeing, … is that when we grow our 

clients to a particular size, having them is great, losing them is terrible.’  (MB3 
170214). 

 

To illustrate further, whilst in Hong Kong myself, the HSBC account provided 

some 40% of global revenues in my agency, and some 80% to the Hong Kong office.  

When HSBC re-aligned into another agency, the eventual consequence was my 

agency being merged with others to survive. 

 

4.3.1.11 Governance 

This attribute of relationships was seldom noted by respondents, yet it may have 

importance beyond its mentions.  Inextricably linked to trust and accountability 
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(Garbarino and Johnson, 1999), clients expect good governance from agencies (and 

CMOs/LMOs expect it of GADs/LADs).  Reduced governance almost always leads to 

increased suspicion and mistrust.  The less functional Quad CMO is explicit: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘Okay, governance exactly; what are the key principles that I have 

to have that will make business secure in European markets? Compliant with the stuff 
and will give me also very hard business facts, so I have to have that I know in terms 
of the media agency for example rights to audit, that we are sure that we are working 
with the partners that don’t invest 50% of my budget in the fraud pages, okay, and we 
have all this sort of stuff. …  So, this is indeed it will give me what [my Brand] stands 
for in terms of the governance because I need a set of key principles, no?’  (WH 
170301). 

 

Accepting media sensitivity due to the volumes of money involved, WH’s views 

and tone were relatively severe.  With advances in and expectations of technology, 

with increased intrusiveness of regulators, pressure groups, whistle-blowers, 

journalists and shareholders, and with growing vulnerability of CMO job tenure52, it is 

more surprising to me that governance surfaced so seldom in the present research, 

than that Case1 CMO was vociferous about it. 

 

LMO from the same Quad has a slightly different take on governance when 

discussing the relationship between himself and CMO above: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘We have guidelines, we have some key metrics, but beside that as 

long as it’s within certain authority levels, the market is responsible for it. … And 
that’s why if there's something happening here I would immediately tell [CMO].  
Look, I’m responsible for the market.  If I do something against the guidelines or not 
in line, okay, then we can have a discussion.  As long as it’s within guidelines and 
within the framework, I’m responsible for it so let me do. And it’s not a question, it’s 
a simple fact.  It works at the moment like this.  (MW 170310). 

 

Another CMO (who’s LMOs are national dealers) sees two sides of argument in 

considering how local offices may interpret the imposition of strategy, guidelines, 

rules and finally approbation from head offices: 

                                            
52 A Spencer Stuart study of CMOs from 100 of the top U.S. ad spenders found that the 

average tenure for marketing czars fell to 42 months in 2016, down from 44 months in 2015.  
(Wall Street Journal, March 17, 2017) 
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Case3 CMO:  ‘The dealers feel both bad and good about it. They sometimes feel 
restricted, because using the system is additional work than just making an advert and 
sending it out, and because using the brand guidelines means less flexibility.  But they 
sometimes feel good also, because if they follow the framework and guidelines, if 
they use the materials correctly, they know they are representing the brand well, and 
they want to get it right.’  (JG 170125) 

 

Head offices are more concerned with brand compliance, sometimes considered 

part of brand governance.  Case3 CMO, discussing Quad relationships and 

important criteria for their success, highlights the opposite corner role, LAD, with 

whom he rarely has communications but who is responsible for local-market 

advertising advice: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘… there are some important factors that are absolutely necessary if 

we want not to break this model, okay. For me, factor number one is clearly do they 
have the same understanding of who we are.  So, for me, the important number one is 
to absolutely be sure that [LAD] understands the brand positioning and the brand 
communication platform in the same way that I understand.’  (WH 170301). 

Ideally there is a consistent, compliant understanding of what the brand stands 

for throughout the Quad, with each role aligning around a shared understanding of 

their common anchoring account – self-governance.  This does not imply overlap or 

duplication of roles and responsibilities.  Even where siloes are reduced, there are 

still very different outputs, skill-sets and role-requirements for each actor in the 

Quad.   

 

Another positive indicator to assist managing intracompany tensions is clarity of 

leadership.  This ECD commented on the importance of firm direction from CMO by 

noting its absence in the less functional Quad under study: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘I’ve never ever heard [CMO] tell the markets that you’re going to 

do this.  The only time it happened was with you and me, that [ex CEO] ordered the 
UK to spend £2 or 3 million to get the [regional campaign] going.  That’s where the 
mistake was – that was a damned good campaign and the mistake is that nobody 
either in [regional centre] or in [local markets] seemed to know how to take it 
forward.  

DL:  Or actually had the balls to protect it. 
Case1 ECD:  Yes.  Really.’  (EG 170315). 
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Agencies (and by implication, GAD and LAD) whether central or local, have 

responsibility for creation of communications, tasked with ensuring consistency of 

strategy, message, look and feel or other aspects of the marketing process, as 

explained by this agency director’s narrative about McDonalds: 
ST:  ‘I think when you’ve got one brand – so if I look at McDonalds, for example, 

McDonalds have just done this deal with DDB53.  I can think that’s a really good idea, 
because they’ve got one brand, they want one agency that’s going to be the custodian 
of that brand, and everything that goes with it.  …  You don’t want one of your 
franchisers going off (although they’ve got various rules and things) but the point is 
you really want a really efficient system and … you actually want consistency.  
Absolute consistency.’  (ST 170127). 

   

Agencies are often referred to as ‘brand custodians’ (Winston Fletcher, 2010).  

Their residual brand knowledge and consumer understanding often outlives the 

tenure of CMOs and client marketing staff – many client-agency relationships lasting 

decades. GADs and LADs are habitually purist about branding aspects of the 

account (being the focus of their work) whereas CMOs and LMOs are more 

influenced by the pragmatics of sales numbers, supply chain logistics, economics 

and the like.  Agency teams may become more passionate about the brand than 

their clients, as rehearsed by this ECD who worked with me in one of the Quads 

under research between 2008 and 2011: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘Again, we had our only victory when you were there and we had 

the first big [pan-European meeting] and had to present the films.  The most cynical 
directors, even that nutcase from Stockholm (do you remember him?) actually said “I 
think it’s cool!  Cool!”  Like, total surprise.  “I like it!” That was the high moment of 
15 years for me.  But could they keep it going for longer than a year?  Not a chance.’  
(EG 170315). 

 
This ECD laments that the client was unable to retain consistency of strategic 

presentation of their own brand: Subsequently this marketer has gradually reverted 

from centralised strategic branding towards more local, less consistent, product 

sales approaches. EDC further personalised his frustration: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘I don’t believe that our clients ever saw any merit in a long-term 

campaign.  They just didn’t see merit in it.  That you’d run off the same thing year 

                                            
53 DDB is the trading name of Doyle Dane Bernbach, a long-established multinational 

advertising agency, now part of the Omnicom group of companies. 
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after year.  They didn’t actually get that this was something valuable. Now [CMO] has 
said, they’ve just done this huge pitch to get the London agency working which is 
what they wanted, and I heard it from [CMO’s] own mouth: “Oh we’ll be doing 
something different in a year’s time”.  Why?  Why?’  (EG 170315). 

 

Creation of advertising that presents brand identity consistency over time and 

geographies, thereby curating a brand amongst its consumers, is arguably the core 

skill of advertising agencies and specifically, creative people (Percy and Elliott, 2016; 

R. Cluley, 2017).  There is some external mystique – black box – about how this 

occurs.  A client, asking for a cost reduction on the creative process once said, 

‘Having an idea only takes seconds, not three weeks!’.  The inspired creative director 

responded, ‘True, but we don’t know when that great idea will happen: in the first 

minute or the last day’.  This sense of creative mystique has been ‘proprietorialised’ 

by agencies both to attract clients and charge highly for services (Winston Fletcher, 

2010; Cracknell, 2012) – in the face of growing requirements for accountable 

governance.  A GAD confirmed this, trying to balance the two: 
DL:  ‘And if it’s carefully managed, the sort of ‘black box’ is a really sexy thing.  
Case2 LAD:   Absolutely.  
DL:  Sometimes it’s annoying because they [clients] want to understand what they 

are paying for but usually it’s a value-add in itself because “that’s something I can’t 
do” as a client.  

Case2 LAD:   Yes.  “That’s what I’m paying you to do, so go and take care of it.” 
I mean, typically what we would do - and this was a real epiphany for me - is we 
would be very transparent in our costing to clients.  We are absolutely transparent.  
And I’ve got no reason not to be.’  (MB3 170214). 

 

Clients and agencies have wrestled for decades about remuneration 

methodologies, a debate that plays into considerations of governance.  Clients do 

not want to over-pay.  While many realise the inherent risks of underpaying, they 

may struggle to find the right balance.  Historically, when agencies existed to sell and 

service media space, remuneration was commission-based:  The more clients spent 

on media, the more the agency earned.  Media inflation caused reconsideration of 

this method, initially reducing commissions and then, through the 90’s, spawning 

more input-based fee arrangements constructed around scopes-of-work from clients 

and resource requirements from agencies.  People then realised that prescribed fees 
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work in opposition to innovation and creativity, so newer remuneration models have 

developed around output and results:  i.e. an ad generating incremental business for 

its client earns more reward for the agency.  Governance becomes increasingly 

important as metrics seek verification and methods seek validation. 

 

In summation of this section, Robert Sawatsky, a journalist for Campaign 

magazine54, confirms many of the pointers above and writes:  ‘FCB Ulka’s CEO Nitin 

Karkare has worked with Amul and Zodiac for nearly his entire tenure at the agency, 

which began in 1986. Here are his tips: “There are many soft factors that ensure a 

long-lasting relationship with a client that go beyond the hard metrics.  The most 

important being do you really care for their business?  Do you genuinely share their 

highs and lows?  Are you available for them when they really need you?  Nothing 

can be more reassuring to a client than having a business partner who deeply cares 

about their business....  At the core the client and agency need to be like-minded.  

Difference in culture can be a source of constant friction.  While a shared culture can 

act as a lubricant ensuring a smooth working relationship…. Finally success is the 

biggest glue in any relationship. Every client wants a business partner who helps 

them win.  There will be ups and downs but overall we need to win more than lose 

for the client. Which requires building a team in the agency that is passionate about 

the client’s business.  Passion for the client’s business has to pass like an electric 

charge through the baton at every transition.”  (Campaign, February 14th, 2017). 

 

Caring, sharing, being there, being culturally empathetic and coming up with the 

goods – solid advice for most relationships replicated through this data.  While all of 

these are pertinent for inter- and intra-organisational bonds, they may not be studied 

comprehensively without consideration of a deeper level of analysis among the elite 

individual actors that populate the Quad and who interact to drive the Quad’s 

business forwards. 

 

 

                                            
54 ‘Campaign’ is a weekly Advertising trade publication in UK by Haymarket Publishing. 
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4.4 Individual/Person-level Quad analysis 
 

Many examples demonstrate how important interpersonal relationships are in 

enhancing Quad performance (Henke, 1995).  Not every relationship should be 

considered as wholly constructive:  many exist at a more pragmatic level, where 

relationship strength may not be sufficient to overcome difficulties.  In such 

circumstances, political consideration of one’s actions and the likely reactions and 

consequences become of greater importance, as noted by a LMO: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘Whatever conflict you have, you can only solve it with people. 

Some of the things you can maybe fix with processes or roles and responsibilities, so 
if you have a conflict which is “You say this, you say that…”, and it’s not clear who 
has the power of authority of decision-making, then it creates conflicts that could be 
avoided by saying “you're just informed, we decide”, which resolves the conflict of 
“my view counts”, “why doesn’t my view count?”.  But it then adds a new conflict, 
which is maybe a totally different one, which is “I don’t like.”.’  (MW 170310). 

 

Actors attempting to manage consequence and maintain business stability may 

form multi-level interpersonal connections across a partner company, as discussed 

by this global GAD (less functional Quad), known for his politicisation of business 

and relationships.  Here he recognises the interplay between business and personal 

associations: 
Case1 GAD:   ‘If you have the client with you, you can do great things and you 

can do them really quickly.  But if at the client’s side it’s not a policy relationship or a 
business strategy decision to have you as a partner, it’s the personal decision of the 
chief marketing officer at the moment, then the markets say, “Well that’s not a 
company policy, that’s his policy,” and I may be competing with him or I may not 
agree with him, and so because it’s not a company policy or a company strategic 
decision I have every right to challenge. In fact, it may be to my advantage to 
challenge it, because I’m competing with that guy for something, or I just want to 
undermine him, or I just don’t agree.  So you have to have relationships at every level 
but you have to be supported by business decisions and formal policies and 
frameworks and a process.’  (MBu2 170327)  

 

Strong interpersonal relationships are key to well-functioning Quads.  Strength 

need not be friendship, however, being more dependent on respect, trust and 

empathy (see above).  A CEO endorses this: 
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Case2 GAD:  ‘I was working very closely with this client and being very 
proactive in terms of how we were engaging with them.  I’m not the most friendly 
guy in the world, I’m very business-like in the way that I engage with clients.  I’m not 
a friendly chatty kind of guy, that’s not my style at all.’  (MB 170214). 

 

Obviously, there can be no intra-company relationships, positive or negative, 

without the individual actors involved taking centre stage.  Respondents confirm that 

good interpersonal relationships facilitate the progress of business (Blocker et al., 

2011; Blakeman, 2018).  From within a better-functioning Quad in the present study, 

the CMO and GAD mutually pat each other’s backs – all be it in a paired interview 

with them both: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘I think from my perspective definitely one of the things that makes 

this relationship work so well is the personal relationships that we have with [GAD] 
and the team.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

When asked about the construction of this interpersonal relationship, GAD 

responded: 
Case2 LAD:   ‘And then it’s building that personal relationship with your 

customer. Understand what makes them tick, understand what is of interest to them, 
understand what it is important to them, understand the pressure points in their 
business and work to help them solve those things.’  (MB3 170214). 

 

There is a notable tension in agencies between the instrumental desire of 

individual actors to build strong client relationships – to facilitate their own lives, to 

progress business, to become indispensable – and the conflicted desire of their 

company.  Firms also want strong relationships and better business, but do not want 

to be ‘held to ransom’ by an individual possessing a particularly strong interpersonal 

client relationship.  Often GADs, on leaving one agency to join another, take clients 

with them; and clients may switch agencies in consequence of a GAD moving.  Many 

agencies try to ensure strong team relationships over individual actors; and agency 

managing directors try to build senior-to-senior relationships with client directors to 

prevent attrition.  This may be increasingly difficult to achieve, for reasons discussed 

above and alluded to here: 
IW:  ‘And I suppose the other sort of problem that exists for the agencies is who 

do you have the relationship with?  That relationship used to be with somebody fairly 
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senior at the client end like the marketing director, or at least the [agency] MD had 
that relationship with the marketing director. Now he probably doesn’t, he probably 
doesn’t get to see the marketing director anymore; or only very rarely.  

DL: Why?  
IW: His junior team sits and works with the brand managers and all of them turn 

over every 12 months anyway, as does the marketing director.  So the sense of a long-
term relationship is quite low.’  (IW 170312). 

 

Participant and observer interviewees from the more dysfunctional Quad were 

voluble and broadly less evangelistic about relationships.  First, an ECD discusses 

the agency’s regional GAD’s interface with client CMO, when asked about the 

importance of interpersonal relationships:  
Case1 ECD: Oh, I could talk about that!  Not once did [GAD] or his chief 

lieutenant [name2] …, not once in my time in that agency did they ever socialise with 
the client, …’  (EG 170315). 

 

On the other side of the less functional Quad, the regional CMO was circumspect 

about the interpersonal relationship with regional GAD: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘Let me put it in this way, Donald: if I have a fantastic relationship 

with [GAD] but I don’t have the hard facts below that are not working, like bad 
contracts, it is not helpful. … I will not put that personal relationship as fundamental 
to deliver because now if the business is healthy, the relationship will come and if the 
business is unhealthy then good relationships will be destroyed.  So, this is kind of the 
risk.’  (WH 170301). 

 

Commenting on actors in the same Quad, the global GAD was less subtle in his 

critique, but also used this commentary to explain why the regional GAD from this 

Quad declined my interview request: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘[CMO] forged his early career in that kind of environment and 

then a lot of time in Italy.  Everything is political, everything is manipulation and it’s 
all very Machiavellian; there’s no real focus on doing the right thing.  It’s all about the 
politics.  There are no straight lines or straight anything, everything is bent and curvy 
and hidden and, yes, if I was, yes…  Anything [GAD] says will be misinterpreted, 
misconstrued, yes.’  (MBu1 170321) 

 

Exploring the philosophies of this global GAD a bit more exposed some of his 

ways of thinking and politicising interpersonal relationships within an organisation.  
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Interestingly, I witnessed this person exhibiting exactly the described behaviour on 

more than one occasion. 
Case1 GAD:    ‘Well, what happens a lot, Don, is inside a corporation somebody 

makes a play against another individual. “My career would advance if I was the 
marketing VP”.  So I’m in [a local office] and I go about undermining the guy who is 
in the regional office how woeful the communication, how terrible this is, how I can’t 
use any of the materials, they are always late, and so I make my play based on 
everything he’s doing being wrong.’  (MBu2 170327). 

 

He goes on to speak of what happens once he’s ‘won’; then he envisages 

undoing his predecessor’s work, firing the agency, replacing staff etcetera to create 

his own kingdom.  It is no surprise, then, that he volunteered this perspective of how 

he imagines others see himself, at once negative and enjoyable in his eyes:  
Case1 GAD:    ‘So they are very careful with me. And the lower guys… mid-

management guys just don’t like me at all because they don’t like my relationships 
with their bosses - so it tweaks all the relationships.  It’s a bit of a dance, you know.’  
(MBu2 170327). 

 

Others voiced concerns about unpleasant behaviour enacted within interpersonal 

intracompany relationships, notably this agency chairman: 
SD:  ‘I mean, unfortunately I think you've seen... one of the things I really didn't 

like was the internal behaviour on the client side when things were tough.’  SD 
160406). 

 

Looking for the positives, several respondents found ways to recognise and 

manage potentially difficult interpersonal situations.  In the extended territory of one 

Quad, the CMO has identified accredited brand advisors in local markets – those 

purported to understand the brand and how it should be promoted – to prevent 

mishaps before they waste time and energy going upstream for approvals.  Here she 

discusses her interface with one from South East Asia who exhibited less-than 

perfect understanding: 
DL:  ‘So then if you are pushing back to the local brand advisors, how are they 

feeling about it?  
Case2 CMO: I think quite upset based on one of the emails that I sent back the 

other day.   Because I said, “Why is this even coming through to us in this state? You 
are the brand advisor, you have read the brand guidelines and I can already pick out 
three elements of this particular flyer that breach the guidelines.” She wrote back and 
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it was a very apologetic email – ‘I’m so sorry for my mistake, please forgive me.’ I 
was like oh.  So that’s where the personal relationship comes into play, so I had to 
give her a call and say, “Look… It’s not a mistake, it’s advice for next time, so please 
make sure you familiarise yourself with the brand guidelines.  We’ve entrusted this 
advisor status to you and we want you to feel empowered in market and so that you 
can have the conversations with your partners.” Yes, so...’  (BT 170210).  

 

The regional CMO shows three attributes of interpersonal relationships with her 

subordinates here.  She was concerned and irritated that the Brand Advisor failed in 

their duty; she remonstrated quite bluntly with some aggression; and then realised 

the cultural inappropriateness of her antipodean bluntness and softened her 

approach, trying to mend the relationship for the future. 

  

In a different paired-interview conversation, she worried about upwards 

interpersonal relationships with head office, where there may be some disagreement 

or priority difference between centre and regional offices, in this example about work 

from Japan: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘And there’s different levers you’ve got to pull as well, so there are 

times when I have to send that email, and go up the chain and tell teams that we need 
to actually deliver on this. And sometimes not being back at the mother-ship can work 
against you, so that then gets circulated: “this person’s trying to push us… who does 
she thing she is…”  So if you’re not there to defend yourself you kind-of become 
shark-bait. So it’s important to have allies like [my boss] back in Head Office who 
can say, “You know what? The Santa Hat on the Kangaroo looks great!  It works for 
the Japan market!”.  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

Respondents offer a variety of ways to retain positive intracompany and 

interpersonal relationships.  Concerning advertising materials, this utilitarian Quad 

CMO discusses how she encourages engagement and participation with her LMOs: 
DL:  ‘And do you have frequent contact with these teams in-market?  
Case3 CMO:  We have regular phone calls and some face-to-face meetings, 

depending on what is going on.  It depends on whether we are running a central 
campaign or a local campaign.  We would certainly want to have early-stage 
discussions with these teams to get their views and get them involved, because we 
need their support through campaigns and to ensure a close-knit campaign.’  (JG 
170125). 
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Considering the interpersonal relationship matrix across the Quad, understanding 

the actors involved is a key part of success.  Even in the more dysfunctional Quad, 

the global GAD recognises this: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘And you have to be really… taken through all the agendas of the 

players of each of the quadrangle and making sure you’re managing all that 
sensitively and carefully. The goal is to help people but it is often not perceived that 
way so you have to…  

DL: No, I think that’s right.  It’s not often perceived the way… I don’t think it’s 
often done that way either: I think there’s a lot of people who look at their own corner 
of the quadrangle or perhaps one axis of relationship in order to, as you say, to further 
their own interests, but I haven’t seen it in my limited experience being that common 
that people consider all of the angles all of the time.  

Case1 GAD:   Well it’s hard to consider them all, all the time. My experience is 
when you don’t, it always gets you.’  (MBu2 170327) 

 

Other respondents commented on horizontal interpersonal relationships – those 

between client and agency actors, in some cases expressing a desire for stronger 

relationships at an operational level, often disturbed by personnel changes (at either 

end).  This is particularly problematic in the context of international constructs, made 

more poignant where the narrator appears to have lower self-confidence: 
Case3 CMO:  ‘There seems to be a high rate of churn at [Agency]. People change 

in the teams very often, which makes it difficult to build relationships, and it is 
difficult for business understanding.  Every time there’s a new person you have to 
start again to get them up-to-speed with the brand and strategy.  In the last 2 years 
there have been 4 or 5 changes in the account team and probably more than that in the 
creative teams. People-churn is a big problem and creates a strain, especially if the 
person has been introduced to the Global team and then they leave.  That leaves me 
feeling embarrassed and exposed because I have introduced them as my agency 
partner and then they’re no longer around’.   (JG 170125). 

 

In contrast and where self-confidence is high, a potentially dangerous situation 

can be turned around and relationships strengthened ‘out of the fire’.  This agency 

COO narrates an example from his time working with Michael, a difficult global client: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘The opening of any conversation between Michael and Paul, and 

Paul would tell you this, that Michael would kick the crap out of Paul for the first half 
hour. “Yak, Yak, Yak,” and then they’d get down to business. I don't know whether 
that was the stage management of it or it was just the way the guy was. It was my first 
meeting with Michael. I didn't know the man. I went into his office and we were 
seated like this. He says, “Why don't I tell why your agency in New York is crap? I 
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hate their guts,” and he started going, “blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.” He was halfway 
through and he paused to take a breath and I said, “Tell me a bit more.” So he’s "Ya, 
Ya, Ya..." more and more. “That must have really been a problem.” “Oh, blah, blah.” 
He just went and went. I waited until he was spent. It was a 20-minute diatribe. Then I 
said, “You clearly feel like you really were burnt by my guys in North America.” 
“Yeah.” I said, “My job is to ensure that doesn't happen to you here, so let’s make a 
deal.” He thought that was good.’  (KO 170210) 

 

Had Case3 GAD become defensive, argumentative or even hurt by the client’s 

attacks, it is likely that the relationship would never have opened and business would 

have suffered.  Recognising at the outset this client’s need to get his opinions aired, 

to place his flag firmly in the ground and to assert himself as ‘bolshie’ enabled Case3 

GAD to get through the aggression unscathed and then turn it to advantage. 

 

Looking slightly beyond the Quad, other actors of significance include an 

agency’s creative personnel, particularly the Creative Director.  In my experience, 

they occupy a unique space in the relationship matrix, largely by being outside the 

Quad.  Creative actors are somehow expected to be more maverick, colourful, 

opinionated; and less political, less numerate, less suave.  Some, of course, 

contradict all these but in my experience the general expectation is as described.  

Consequently, they can get away with saying things that regular Quad members may 

hold back; often they seem trusted more by clients because (usually) they don’t 

operate behind a political screen; and often they are very blunt in defending their 

work or expressing opinions, as noted by this COO: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘As David Ogilvy said, “We don’t hire our creative people to be 

great with clients. We hire them to come up with ideas.” They’re not necessarily 
going to be very charming.’  (KO 170210)  

 

Interpersonal relationships between central and local creative directors suffer 

from similar pressures and tensions to the primary actors in the Quad.  Whilst largely 

outside the scope of the present research, understanding something of tensions in 

the creative arena aids comprehension of parallel stress amongst Quad actors.  

Here an observer, with whom I worked across Europe, notes: 
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Case1 Dir:  ‘In terms of regional and local agency, that’s always difficult because 
the creative director from the regional office always thinks he’s much better than the 
creative director from the local office.  

DL:  Does he always think it or is he told to think it?  Does the organisation create 
that impression?  

Case1 Dir:  Yes.  It’s partly also created by the organisation, of course, because it’s 
told the local countries to adapt rather than to...  

DL:  And because it’s given the regional guy the title, ‘regional creative director.’ 
So there’s a hierarchy.  

Case1 Dir: Exactly.’  (TG 170301). 
 

Interpersonal relationships are demonstrated to be a vital component of Quad 

practice, yet such relationships rely on the individuals at either end, or each corner of 

such relationships.  Accordingly the next section explores aspects of individual traits 

that may help or hinder Quad performance. 

 

4.4.1 Personal Praxis 

The Quad is an institution comprising four individual actors acting more or less in 

harmony around one marketing communications account.  Whilst they operate within 

their institutional and organisational contexts, consideration of personal praxis is 

important to understanding of the whole.  This section considers personal qualities 

identified as relevant to in-role success by respondents; the skill-sets recommended 

and the specific attribute of diplomacy that was frequently mentioned as mandatory 

within quadrangular relationships. 

 

4.4.1.1 Personal Qualities 

Whilst trust and respect are discussed in literature (see section 2.3 above) and in 

these findings (see sections 4.5.3, 4.5.4 below) as frequently cited characteristics of 

sustainable Quad relationships, respondents also commented on some more 

guarded references to scarcity of positive qualities, and obverse traits which seem to 

emerge frequently.  Here, a Hong Kong-based LAD observes sharing behaviour as 

positive, if rare: 
Case3 LAD:  ‘I think being open and collaborative is very important. I saw some 

good cases.  The local account director, actually, they are not necessarily reporting to 
the regional account director, but they do communicate very closely and share some 
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ping-pong during their daily work or share their ambitions on the local level.  So the 
regional understands and is very supportive to engage with the regional client, to help 
them to go through the internal political process, everything.  I did see some cases, 
though it’s very few (Laughter), but yes, they were.’  (SL 170213). 

 

Regular communication enhances openness, indicating and promoting 

collaboration.  Both parties should participate: if one actor regularly tries to 

communicate without reciprocation, his/her efforts will soon cease.  This idea of 

equality was also expressed in conversation with an European LMO: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘First of all, it has to be everywhere a partnership.  So, [long pause] 

business is done between human beings, so the know-how is necessary but it’s not the 
game-winning thing. … we need to have the right people who correspond to our 
values and who collaborate with each other based on our understanding of the 
partnership.’  (MW 170310).  

 

Advertising agencies, almost by definition, are centres of problem-solving.  A 

CEO/GAD based in Singapore is looking for similar personal characteristics in his 

senior employees, somewhat surprising given the cultural setting: 
Case2 LAD:   ‘…to go back to your point about what would characterise an 

[Agency] person is that sense of independence and ownership and the responsibility 
for that business that they are now owning and running.  They’ve got to basically take 
care of it and they have to drive it and solve problems that they are responsible for 
solving. I mean, my team knows not to come to me and say, “I’ve got a problem.” 
“Cool.  Now go away, think about it and come back to me with some thoughts on how 
you’re going to solve that,” is a typical response that I would give.  And people 
stopped doing that.’  (MB3 170214). 

 

In the same discussion, CEO/GAD commended a specific, trusted executive: 
Case2 LAD:   (discussing a direct report)  ‘She would come with one of two 

things, is to say, ‘There’s this issue, here’s what we’ve looked at, this is what I think 
we need to do and if you’re cool with that then I’ll go ahead,’ or, even better, she’ll 
come to me and say, ‘We had a problem and this is what I did to sort it out and it now 
seems to be resolved.’ Cool.  That’s what you should be doing.  And I trust the team…  

DL: That’s what makes leaders for tomorrow.  
Case2 LAD:  Absolutely.  Absolutely.  And I trust the team sufficiently to do that.’  

(MB3 170214). 
 

The qualities of taking responsibility, of being semi-independent and solution-

oriented are all positive (Gounaris, 2005; To and Li, 2005).  However, those traits can 
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become too prominent, replacing open, collaborative behaviour with separatist 

behaviour.  A fine line exists between healthy independence and unhealthy 

separatism that ignores the greater good. 

 

The public often portrays advertising people as selfish, egotistical mavericks 

whose career journeys necessitate trampling on others.  Television and film 

depictions amplify such views (e.g. MadMen55).  Respondents question the necessity 

to be a bastard to succeed: 
Case1 Dir: A lot of personal things, respect, trust, all these things which make a 

good human.  No love.  It’s not needed (Laughter).  
DL: A lot of folk would say that people who work in advertising aren’t good 

humans.  
Case1 Dir: Maybe but I disagree.  In terms of agencies, I've met a lot of great 

people.  I've also met some shit people, but I think I never met a successful shit 
person.  At least they have some good attitudes.  Not complete assholes but they have 
their bad sides but on the other hand, they have something which is extremely 
valuable.’  (TG 170301). 

This respondent worked together with an ECD and me for many years; however 

that ECD has opposing views about traits needed for a CMO to achieve success: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘Well, I think if its pan-European or international campaigns, the 

Client needs to be a complete asshole.  A total dictator.  Otherwise you will not make 
it work.  An absolute brute, ready to fire people if they don’t follow the line.  I’m 
convinced of that – it’s the only way you do it.’  (EG 170315). 

 

A third view, from global GAD of the more dysfunctional Quad, suggests his own 

political ways of working, describing them as if they occur by accident: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘And so you were there a while, you know all the bodies that are 

there, you know everybody and what tends to happen is the relationship matrix 
becomes personal and it’s not in any way a process, it’s you, and when you come out 
it vanishes.  And, you know, I worked with this guy five years ago and he’s now in 
this job at headquarters and I call him and I get things done but there’s no sort of 
framework operationally and process formally to replace that when you leave.’  
(MBu2 170327). 

 

                                            
55 MadMen: the American period drama television series. 
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Unsurprisingly this respondent earned the nickname ‘Black Pope’ from his client 

and agency colleagues.  He proactively engineered such working practices for self-

promotion, destabilising those around him by undermining process in favour of 

relationship misuse.  An example of his behaviour was narrated here: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘…you have this hilarious situation with [GAD] who was known 

better as the Black Pope, if you remember… That was a very tricky thing because you 
had an agency chief officer who had a close relationship with [CMO], which over-ran 
the interests of the local or regional director [Regional CMO], and they knew that 
[GAD] from the agency side was going behind their back telling stories to [CMO] 
about their incompetence, which freaked [RCMO] out.  He couldn’t believe that this 
was possible…’  (EG 170315) 

 

Negatives aside, respondents suggest that trust, respect, open communication, 

solution-orientation and responsibility-taking are personal qualities that facilitate the 

work of Quads.  If these are personal traits valued in high-performing Quads, there 

are also certain skills that are regarded as beneficial within the construct, that are 

described next. 

 

4.4.1.2 Skill sets 

Respondents provided clues to several skills deemed essential or advisable for 

the smooth operation of Quad relationships.  Naturally these run close to personal 

qualities (above) if perhaps more learnable or adaptable to individuals and situations. 

 

Some skills are honed in one corner of a Quad, to become useful in another if 

actors move roles.  Experience of more than one function will clearly assist in terms 

of empathetic relationship-building and comprehension – desirable skills in 

themselves, suggested by this media agency director: 
MG:  ‘I think the best global and central people are still those who’ve got the 

grounding that really only comes in our industry from doing a local job.  That will be 
different in different agency structures because if you’re in the creative world and in a 
global team making global ads, you’ve got more ad-making experience than someone 
in a local country who is adapting and editing work.  Where as in the media world 
still the vast majority of transactions and investment and decisioning happens locally.  
If you’ve only ever had a global job then your technical knowledge of the industry 
that informs your opinions on certain matters, or your understanding of how stuff 
works, is always going to be compromised.’  (MG 160413). 
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Similarly, from a client perspective, this regional CMO recognises a positive 

difference in her new global boss compared to the previous incumbent: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘I could never see [global boss] doing that, she has a completely 

different suite of personality traits where she is an advocator for the regions, whereas 
her predecessor almost was like, “Oh gosh, the regions are bothering me again.” 
[Laughs] So it was that kind of relationship where… We’d heard [previous boss] 
before talk about trying to rein us in and control us, whereas [global boss] is like, “I 
want an open door.”  (BT 170210). 

 

In this better-functioning Quad, the new client global boss above had recently 

spent some months as an interim LMO, giving her a very balanced perspective of 

roles and functions.  Cross-functional experience is also recognised as beneficial by 

the media agency director: 
MG:  ‘I think what’s really difficult because of the way that this structure has 

evolved in global marketing is the fact that depending on where you make your career 
choices or at what point you started in the business, if you’ve got enough years under 
your belt you almost certainly come from a local market background because you 
come from an era when that was the dominant structural force. That is a massive aid 
to being a good central person, because you understand the other side’s needs and 
pressures and ways of working etc.’  (MG 160413). 

 

Even in the more dysfunctional Quad, there is recognition that skill diversity is 

helpful towards successful execution of the role: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘You have to be well humble, very high degree of emotional 

intelligence with relationships, you have to be able to compromise, know when to step 
up and be clear and to lead, you have to be a little bit of a cheerleader inside because 
sometimes clients make the wrong decisions or they make a decision that just from 
your point of view is not understandable and the team becomes totally devastated…  I 
also think… It is a bit of a jack-of-all-trades role in some ways. There are a lot of 
account people… You had a very nice feel for communication and how it works at a 
human level.  There’s a stimulus, there’s a response and there’s a need on the part of 
the consumer and then you stimulate that need and you respond and it’s two-way, so 
you could judge good creative from bad. A lot of people can’t.’  (MBu2 170327). 

 

Pressing further, the GAD elaborated on specific balance of skills he sees as 

being instrumental in achieving success: 
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Case1 GAD:    ‘So character traits… You have to be charismatic enough to be able 
to lead and persuade but you have to be humble enough to be able to step back and let 
other people take the credit and lead and do their thing. You have to be strategic. If 
you have risen to your current place because you are a brilliant tactician you will fail 
because you will be wanting to do everyone else’s job but your own and no one will 
appreciate you... You have to be strategic and connected to the strategy of the top of 
the company and you have to be honest about that with everybody involved and you 
have to… “This is the strategy of the company and I believe in it and yet you may not 
like it in Germany or in UK but…” and be very honest about that and say, “But let me 
try and help you understand from my point of view how this can work for you”.’  
(MBu2 170327). 

 

A beguiling story of empathetic skills.  An observer of this GAD sees other, 

perhaps equally important traits, but also stresses their importance: 
DL:  ‘What about the person in the Agency box [points to diagram]?  
Case1 ECD:  Well, in my opinion if you don’t have somebody who’s integer and 

fighting for a brand campaign, you just get a spin-doctor like [GAD]. You need a 
skilled person for what I believe absolutely has to come from a classical background. 
It’s difficult enough as it is but if you haven’t got the core understanding of what... “I 
remember how they did it in London, that was a bloody good campaign…” If you 
haven’t even got that, then you’re not going to cut it.’  (EG 170315) 

 

The CMO from a well-operating Quad added some colour to the description of 

skills and aptitudes: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘I suppose you have to have a certain personality, whether that’s 

sadistic or not but I actually…  
DL: Or masochistic maybe!  
Case2 CMO: Yes. I quite enjoy the challenge because I’m a problem solver by 

nature. I think I use my… I lean on my creative side to build creative problem-solving 
solutions. 

DL: You just have to be able to think on your feet and you have to be able to be 
innovative and have a fairly thick skin.’  (BT 170210). 

 

Classically trained, multi-skilled, marketing empathetic, strong connectivity, and 

creative actors are likely to succeed in Quad roles, but are not always those 

employed to do the jobs.  A GAD notes (of automotive marketers): 
Case1 GAD:    ‘This habit, these car companies, even in the 21st Century, I 

actually think is a little remiss of some of them of not understanding or appreciating 
or respecting the marketing and putting people with no chance of competing at a high 
level in a marketing sense, people from purchasing or people from sales or people 
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from logistics and plugging them into really sort of senior marketing roles because it’s 
a training ground or because they are good guys or I don’t know what. They lose so 
much ground to the competition when they make these moves because these guys… 
Some of them never learn, they never really respect marketing or they take two years 
to figure out then you are five years behind.’  (MBu2 170327). 

 

Finally, he adds his own ‘spin’ on his ways of dealing with such disparities, 

casting aspersions on clients whilst elevating himself: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘But a lot of what I do is try and put things transparently on the 

table because a lot of the local clients are trying to be as un-transparent as possible.’  
(MBu2 170327). 

 

This narrative sits in contrast to observed behaviour, but despite the hypocrisy it 

does at least recognise the importance of transparency as a desirable skill. 

 

4.4.1.3 Diplomacy 

An attribute serially mentioned in this study’s data and recognised by this 

researcher from practice, is that of diplomacy.  Whether a skill or quality is moot, but 

in relationships spanning borders, cultures, companies and hierarchies a degree of 

diplomacy is vital to ‘oil the wheels’ of the Quad and underlying business.  An agency 

director comments on one reason for the importance of diplomacy – being that 

advertising and marketing are people-centric, knowledge-based and creative, where 

actors are the only real assets: 
MG:  ‘To your question about personality type and so forth, clearly on our side, on 

the agency side, particularly on the central teams, we have to have strong diplomatic 
qualities, because we’re dealing with other human beings here, given that this is 
marketing and advertising and creative industries, etc. We aren’t talking about a 
factory process (where a lot of people wish we were sometimes) …but you’re dealing 
with individuals and personalities’.  (MG 160413) 

 

An agency COO with vast global experience agrees, but again notes how rare it 

is to find a natural source of diplomacy: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘That means you're constantly negotiating with your own team, with 

your clients' team, locally, regionally, globally, obviously, money's part of it but it's 
also creative direction, it's also timing, it's also and, and, and, and. Everything, 
because we’re in a people business, eventually you’re going to have to try to get 
people to a stage where they’re getting what they need out of a relationship, out of a 
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campaign, out of a product, whatever it happens to be, and such a big part of that is 
just listening, which, as I said, doesn’t come naturally to most people, and certainly 
not agency people.’  (KO 170210). 

 

He goes on to illustrate using the example of skills displayed by one person: an 

almost text-book definition of diplomacy: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘I’d say the most successful ones I’ve seen have an almost 

maddening calmness. One of the best I’ve seen in a long time, there’s so many but the 
lady who used to run the office here, [Name] was terrific. She could take the heat out 
of any situation. A Scottish lady, so very pragmatic. She was very Presbyterian in the 
way she approached things. That always seemed to work. She was also very 
competent at what she did. Because she was so competent and had a point of view on 
the business, clients would listen to her, and when she was able to come into a 
situation she could defuse the situation, she could also be seen as neutral by almost 
everybody. So she would take in the different points of view and then come up with a 
proposed course of action, which most people could buy-in to.’  (KO 170210). 

 

Honesty allied to implied directness in dealing with issues is an important 

component of diplomacy.  This client director of agency relationships, who’s job 

involves daily diplomacy and relationship mentoring, describes part of his function: 
ST:  ‘So what will happen is, when I have someone who is not performing well, I 

will go and say “you and I need to go and have a chat”. 9 times out of 10 if they get a 
phone call from me to say “[Name] is coming to see you”, they probably know what 
its about (laughs). And if they don’t know, they’ll find out! And I’ll go and have 
honest conversations with people. I just don’t hold back, I’m really honest. I’ll say 
“My job is to make sure you do a really good job. You’re not doing it. And I don’t 
want to raise this with your line manager, but I will if you don’t get your arse in gear. 
Stop doing this or that.” That normally gets it resolved. In the last 10 years, I’ve only 
had 1 global brand director, a very senior brand director, who was told by her boss 
that she had to have a weekly call with me (laughter) and I found that really… I didn’t 
like that. But she was great, she said “Simon I really have f***ed up…” and I said 
“Yeah royally. The agency was going to resign, basically because you were so bad”.’  
(ST 170127). 

 

Much of his day-to-day contact is with European and American colleagues, 

partners and agency heads, with whom such directness is productive, usually mutual 

and inoffensive.  In other cultures, notably from Asia, such bluntness may have the 

opposite effect. 
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The less functional Quad CMO, dissatisfied with his Quad and agency 

relationships generally was equally direct in his assessment of future options to 

resolve his concerns: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘Okay, the possibilities are… improve quality, change people, 

change agency.’  (WH 170301) 
 

An apparently dispassionate, clinical sequence of impending doom for the 

relationship and the quad that leads it. 

 

4.4.1.4 Speed of response 

Ability to fulfil promises in a timely manner is an important deliverable and 

relationship facilitator for agencies (Dou et al., 2010).  This does not necessarily 

imply fast, nor that every client request should be mindlessly accepted.  As has been 

discussed elsewhere, clients do not necessarily understand or concern themselves 

with agency workloads, resources or processes, and often dictate unnecessarily 

short deadlines.  Agency personnel have a responsibility to manage the process and 

require sensible delivery timings except in extraordinary circumstances, thereby 

managing expectations, but also to deliver as rapidly as is practical to retain the 

relationship and the account business.  The utilitarian Quad CMO discusses her 

perceptions of the paradox: 
Case3 CMO:  ‘I go to the same team of people if I have a request.  But the agency 

account management team can get quite complex.  I want fully integrated treatment 
from the agency, including digital communications, but that is difficult because there 
are different teams for different areas.  I have to talk to [the digital agency] which 
means there’s more people, a slower process, and I have to recommunicate the brief, 
readdress any issues… it doesn’t seem very joined-up or efficient.  I used to deal with 
just one person when I was based in Hong Kong, with [LAD], but I don’t use him 
now because it is all different. But [GAD] can turn around stuff very fast, so he is my 
first port of call, and he then orchestrates his team to get stuff done.’   (JG 170125). 

 

Similarly, LMO from the less functional Quad, in discussing the changing media 

landscape, highlights some timing frustrations based on legacy structures that ne 

thinks need adapting to today’s environment: 
Case1 LMO: ‘We do it, but then when we did it, I’m coming back saying okay, we 

said we’re going to [evaluate].  How is it performing?  What should we change?  It’s 
not working, what should we do?  Can you talk to the publisher?  And this puts parts 
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here [shows local agency LAD] under pressure because tools are not really available, 
we need to resource maybe differently, we have a totally different behaviour of the 
client because you told me you can measure. Now we measure and we adjust, and not 
two weeks later, now.  We put it on there yesterday, is this one better performing?  Or 
this one better performing?  Now, and not in five days, now we need to talk.  So, l as a 
customer, as a client, I benefit from this changing environment because there’s a lot of 
opportunity which is given to me but I need assistance to be able to cope with it as 
well, and that’s at the moment a challenge.’  (MW 170310). 

 

From each perspective in the Quad, timing represents a challenge.  Both CMO 

and LMO are under pressure from their own organisations to enact marketing 

communications without delay (for minimum costs and maximum effect).  Both GAD 

and LAD are under pressure from their clients to deliver for the same imported 

reasons.  CMO pressurises LMO with KPIs and budget limitations, seeking more for 

less, and GAD pressurises LAD to ensure timely delivery to maintain the relationship 

both at local and global levels. 

 

Delivering timeliness will rarely be considered by actors as constructive work, nor 

instrumental in growing indigenous business or soliciting for new accounts.  Non- 

delivery may well seriously damage relationships or even result in their dissolution.  

For the most part, successful management of time perceptions, comprehension and 

utilisation will contribute to maintenance of relationships around the Quad. 

 

4.4.1.5 Power 

Most companies deploy hierarchies nourished with heady titles and generous 

rewards for elite actors.  Frequent efforts are made to flatten some of these 

structures, with infrequent effect.  Although there are large individual and contextual 

differences in the exercising of power, substantive pyramid structures remain, in 

which power is focussed at the top in both agency and client arenas.  In Quads, we 

expect ultimate power to vest in CMO, whilst least power may be held by LAD.  Yet 

LAD retains power through being needed for implementation work, feedback, market 

intelligence, wooing of LMO, nurturing of GAD, all contextually and temporally 

enhancing LAD’s power base.  Similarly, LMO and GAD exercise contextual and 

temporal power along both axes of the Quad.   
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Those Quads that appear to function better recognise the bidirectional nature of 

power on each axis of the Quad, respecting differences in the source and destination 

of each other’s power to effect a common goal.  Here, a LMO provides perspective: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘I don’t need to know, but I need leadership capabilities. And when 

it comes to when I reach a relationship and that the system works, it already has to 
work on the top where leadership is very important, but it has to work as well with 
people here where maybe less leadership but they share the same point of view and 
they are ticking in the same way, comes as well thanks to leadership. So I need to 
have good people here that the whole system works at certain levels, who really can 
manage people, can inspire, influence but inspire people, who can build relationships, 
who can manage relationships. That’s very important to build a team.’  (MW 170310) 

 

Given the importance of power dynamics, the following subsections delve into 

specific aspects of relationship power. 

 

4.4.1.5.1 Power and its Abuse:  

Power is often ascribed to knowledge (Bacon, 1597).  One of many ways a 

marketing executive can exploit knowledge to gain power is through contracting an 

agency to run their own programmes independently of wider corporate 

arrangements.  This less functional Quad GAD observed: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘… the goal in a corporate body is for me to get more than my fair 

share of resources so I can climb the greasy pole faster than the dirt-bag next to me.  
So if I can have my own agency and my own control and I can get ahead of you, 
that’s the name of the game. It’s not about what’s good for the company.  It’s about 
what good for me at that level.’ (MBu2 170327). 

 

Such power-related tensions thrive within international intracompany dyads, let 

alone the Quads that are the subject of the present study.  Two agency 

commentators, both long-experienced international directors, have observed both 

clients and agencies seeking power advantage in their organisations: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘As you mentioned, the guy from head office is very often wanting 

to control local offices in some shape or form, at least wanting to monitor them, and if 
monitoring is policing, then policing is control. The guy in the local office may well 
be wanting to score a business mark, a creative mark for himself.’ (MOHM1 160409). 
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MG:  ‘A lot of global folk have bitten the dust in various organisations that I’ve 
known or been associated with, at the hands of their local colleagues who essentially 
rebel.  When push comes to shove, they’ll go to the CEO or whomever to say ‘look, 
these guys don’t get it.  Unless you fix it, I’m going off making my own ads – I don’t 
care what you say because no one’s taking my sales responsibilities away from me, 
but the work coming from the centre isn’t meeting my needs from a product, or 
pricing, or whatever perspective: I can’t just sit on my hands and run stuff I don’t 
believe is working’.  (MG 160413). 

 

Power flows variably around the Quad, not only in the expected directions.  At 

different times and in differing contexts, all Quad members may exercise power over 

the others. 

 

4.4.1.5.2 Power is Money  

An axiom perhaps attributable to John D Rockerfeller56 or Kim Stanley 

Robinson57  Money, whether advertising budgets, organisational or personal 

remuneration, is a considerable source of explicit and implicit power (Emerson, 

1962).  The explicit is relatively clear, in that he who calls the shots is usually the 

holder of the cheque-book.  The implicit is explored below. 

 

Explicitly, and somewhat simplistically, monies course around the Quad in two 

directions, as seen in Fig 33 below.  Most budgets originate from and are controlled 

by CMO, gatekeeper of overarching marketing direction.  In the Quad, CMO 

negotiates and contracts with GAD, both for contractual remuneration and primary 

advertising spend (1, fig 33, below).  CMO agrees with LMOs the marketing spend 

for their markets, typically including local agency remuneration (2, fig 33, below).  

LMO works with LAD to agree local advertising plans and budgets, where after LAD 

is responsible for implementation and execution (3, fig 33, below).    GAD also plans 

with LAD any centrally coordinated funds, provisions, contractual terms and central 

advertising asset plans as may be relevant (4, fig 33, below).    

                                            
56 Suggested by Forbes.com, (https://www.forbes.com/quotes/5193/  
57 Suggested by GoodReads (https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/756045-money-

equals-power-power-makes-the-law-and-law-makes ) 
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Figure 33:  Depicting typical explicit flow of budgets and funds.  Source:  Author, 2017 

   

This progression rarely runs as a singular or cohesive flow.  LMOs may have 

freedom to provide local funds, to negotiate agency remuneration arrangements, and 

may be entirely responsible for planning, sourcing and allocating budgets in their 

market, merely receiving guidelines from the centre.  GADs have varying degrees of 

influence over LADs and their budgetary allocations.  As examples58, HSBC’s local 

market funding for product advertising was sourced entirely locally, in discussions 

between LMO and LAD.  CMO and GAD were only responsible for a global branding 

element and setting strategy.  For Unilever brands, individual market budgets were 

set by regional CMO: LMO/LAD were more instrumental in tactical executions. 

 

Perhaps more insidious is the use of knowledge (Mats Alvesson, 2001; Swart and 

Kinnie, 2003) precursing budget flows as power, depicted in figure 34 below.  Market 

data and proposals from LMO and LAD flow ‘up’ before budget allocation, affording 

the local team implicit power both in what they ‘pitch’, when and how well they pitch 

it.  This CMO (utilitarian Quad) notes the power-play between regional and local: 
Case3 LAD:  ‘I do see another potential conflict is, for example, like the local 

agency wants to grow the account locally but the budget is being held by the regional.  
So even though the local client and the local agency see the potential how to make it 
better, how to do it better, but they cannot get it through the regional or the 
headquarters because the headquarters or regional thought, ‘You guys just do the 
adaptation work, but the local team saw that the adaptation work doesn't work.’  (SL 
170213). 

                                            
58 Both examples derived from the author’s working experience. 
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Implicit budget-derived power tends to flow in reverse directions to the explicit – 

but not always.  Whilst budget-setting and oversight may happen at a global or 

regional level, together with the overt power implied, most advertising deployment 

and execution happens locally.  This interplay exercises inverse power back around 

the Quad.  In many organisations, countries vie for budget share, where the overall 

budget is finite and established globally, as noted by this airline CMO: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘In the past we’ve almost treated each other as competitors, 

competing over budget…’ (BTMNMB 170210). 
 

Almost inevitably local teams will become disenfranchised if their ideas are 

repeatedly ignored or rebutted, amplified if they are treated as ‘second-class’, as 

implied by SL’s comment above and the follow-on below: 
Case3 LAD:  ‘So [then] the local client honestly puts very minimal effort into 

doing some translations in the TV commercial by a few spots but again, that’s a waste 
of money.  Everyone knows that’s a waste of money, but unfortunately, they have to 
do it. In fact, they don't have a big marketing budget but they already waste a certain 
portion to entertain the regional or the headquarters.  So it’s very sad, yes.’  (SL 
170213). 

 

   
Figure 34:  Depicting typical explicit flow of data, plans and information.  Source:  

Author, 2017 

 

Common to all multi-national companies is a data flow from markets ‘upwards’ for 

aggregation and evaluation prior to ‘cutting the cake’ (2 and 4, Fig 34 above).   A 

strong-Quad CMO iterates the thought clearly:  
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Case2 CMO:  ‘…we rely a lot on the trends and the insights they [local agency] 
can share, not only in relation to the data that they’re able to view as a result of our 
campaigns, but also what else is happening in market and in our industry.’  
(BTMBMN 170210). 

 

LAD and LMO then have an opportunity to highlight areas they particularly value, 

or that advance their ambition, prioritise their market or activities over others and 

even in some cases to manipulate the data to achieve their objectives.  The narrative 

of events below illustrates a regional CMO trying to rebut imposition of US strategy: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘And he said, “My God, this thing is going to come back to Europe.  

[Manager] – Do something!”.  So he got [Research Director] to organise research now 
in Germany – “I need this thing killed”.’  (EG 170315). 

 

Budgets and budget-holding come with responsibility alongside power, 

complicating the ‘money equals power’ maxim.  How this affects a Quad may be 

influenced by the orientation of its client company.  A director of a leading global 

drinks company, followed by an agency chairman, explain some different examples: 
ST:  ‘OK, so it depends how you operate the business. Mars would say Markets 

are in service to the brands, the brands are not in service to the markets.  Diageo, the 
brands are in service to the markets, not the other way. …  So whilst the CMO I was 
working for in 2006 had a very fixed view that the brands are the stars and the 
markets are subservient to the brands, our CEO switched the paradigm like about 5 
years ago and put the pressure on markets, the brands are in service to the markets. … 
And the markets hold the budgets, not the brand teams.’  (ST 170127). 

 
SD:  ‘Coke culture is an influencer culture, but they... prior to the new CMO and 

this new campaign, they would never really impose something on a local market who 
felt violently opposed to something; they would listen. Technically the Coke global 
CMO's got a lot of power, but he doesn't have a budget; the local [Bottler] president 
does, so that... If you're the budget holder, you've got to be responsible for that.  So 
there are different tensions in financial responsibility that come into play as well.’  
(SD 160406). 

 

ST reported a more radical example of budget responsibility at Procter and 

Gamble:  
ST:  ‘[P&G are] pretty traditional; I think they’d like to move away from what 

they do but they have a model where they hand over all their budget to the agency, 
and the agency then makes decisions on which sales promotion agency… so Saatchi, 
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running one of their brands, gets all the budget and they decide which gets what – 
they become the brand team.’  (ST 170127). 

 

Paraphrased, this could read as if P&G hand over much power to the agency.  

Whilst interesting from an agency perspective, this equates to being given enough 

rope to hang oneself.  Agencies both at regional and local levels have significant 

responsibility in this model, exercising ‘downstream’ power in deployment of the 

budget, but final power rests with clients, who determine choice/appointment of 

agency as well as the overall budget in the first place. 

 

Budgetary power distributions are rarely pure in execution, with differences 

between global and local centres often arising.  Inconsistency in approach leads to 

difficulties within a Quad relationship, as noted by this GAD: 
MG:  ‘Where there are tensions easily and quickly kicked in there, is if the client 

organisation doesn’t change their own structures and reporting lines; then what they 
do is ‘hope’ and project their wishes onto the agency … but in our view they try to 
have us compensate for their own internal structural shortcomings for them, because 
they’ve decided they want to be a global organisation that organises its marketing 
globally and spends its media budgets globally.  But budget decisions are still made in 
local markets, approvals for media campaigns still sit locally, responsibility for sales 
results still sit locally and therefore the guys in the centre are often more impotent 
than they’d like to think in terms of affecting local activities.  (MG 160413). 

 

Once again, we see the complexity of Quads complicating what is already a 

tangled area.  Power dynamics related to money in a dyad would rarely be described 

as simple: when both cross-company and cross-country considerations are added 

the scope for powerplays and power abuse increase exponentially. 

 

4.4.1.5.3 Power is accountability 

Accountability is of increasing importance in advertising, as noted in 

‘Governance’ above (see section 4.3.1.11).  Until relatively recently, guesswork and 

uncertainty (or art and instinct, depending on perspective) were grudgingly 

acceptable – as indicated by Lord Leverhulme (1852-1925), saying; ‘I know that half 
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the money I spend on advertising is wasted; I just don’t know which half’.59  The 

‘perfect storm’ of instant communications, ever-developing technology, rapacious 

quarterly financial reporting and corporate anxiety often results in a culture of blame 

within the management suite of a company and between partners such as agencies.   

Accountability plays a role in maintaining or disrupting overall intercompany 

relationships: 
SD:  ‘I think it filters right up to the fact that there needs to be a throat to choke 

for Wall Street, in some places. I saw heads roll internally and I saw agency 
relationships fall over because of the need to blame someone.  And there was no 
escape from that.  …  The logical flow for that, and the blame game is alive and well.’  
(SD 160406) 

 

Accountability at a more pragmatic, detailed level is also having profound effects 

as instantaneous data empowers some aspects of marketing over others: 
MG:  ‘To be the only person in the room saying “we should be running a brand 

campaign”, you’re at risk of being shown the door! … the person in the room trying 
to defend the brand campaign can hardly fail but to look like the luddite or the idiot 
because there’s someone else in the room saying “OK, so what exactly is that 
delivering to the business?”  ‘”Oh well, we’ve increased our advertising awareness 
from 56% to 58% in the last quarter…”  “And what did that do for us commercially?  
So, over to you, Bob – can you give us a rundown of our latest paid search 
performance results?”  “Well in Q1, as you see we’ve invested £2,365,573.23 and 
we’ve generated 65,123 enquiries from which we’ve garnered 3,225 orders at an 
average order price of £322.10, and therefore we have an ROI of …”  It’s not difficult 
to see how that situation has played itself out.’  (MG 160413). 

 

As in most relationships, there is scope for multiple diverse interpersonal power 

plays within a Quad.  The ego-rich ambitious personas that typically populate Quads 

exaggerate such power plays.  Power has been illustrated in use to legitimise the 

perpetrator’s own self-worth, maybe out of insecurity, and perhaps more commonly 

in advertising than in industries considered ‘less shallow’.  Insecurities and power 

plays also materialise between client and agency personnel, as was commented on 

by an agency COO: 

                                            
59 Cited in: John Sherman Wright, John E. Mertes (1974), ‘Advertising's role in society’, 

p. 78; but also attributed to John Wanamaker and George Washington Hill – source: 
Wikiquotes 
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Case3 GAD:  ‘Most agency people, definitely myself included, are essentially 
insecure, and as a result the second the client raises a question, the gloves come off; 
whether as aggressively as that or not but it’s always sort of a pushback.’  (KO 
170210). 

 

4.4.1.5.4 Personal Power Practices 

It is established that advertising attracts a disproportionate representation of 

egotistical maverick actors (Cracknell, 2012).  Inherent in their idiosyncrasy is belief 

in their own opinions and views – naturally dissimilar from those held by actors 

around them, as observed by a client LMO commenting on his colleagues:   
JL:  ‘Client Marketing departments are inherently conflicted places full of 

individuals looking to drive their own change.’  (JL 170712). 
 

Similar issues were raised by CMO from a better-functioning Quad, who 

combined familiarity with ‘both sides of the fence’ in exposing and explaining 

tensions:  
Case2 CMO:  ‘I know from my experience on the agency side that very often head 

office or a lead office for an account or something will have completely different 
goals and ambitions than I would have and the person responsible would have 
different goals and ambitions than I would have in market, and sometimes they were 
conflict issues, sometimes they were long-term ambition issues, but there’s always, in 
my mind anyway, a sort of balancing act going on…’ (BT 170210). 

 

The less functional Quad was noteworthy in that the European GAD declined to 

be interviewed, despite being requested by his client to participate:  interesting to me 

as he occupies the chair in which I sat for several years, since when that Quad’s 

relationships appear to have soured.  GAD also instructed LAD not to participate, 

after LAD had confirmed his interest in doing so – hallmarks of a deep-seated 

insecurity.  Whilst a fascinating finding in itself, perhaps illustrative of an aspect of 

dysfunctionality, this did not result in elimination of this Quad as I was able to 

interview many actors with intimate knowledge of the Quad, aside from my own 

recollections and reflections having been in it.  Conversations were had with 

European CMO and LMO as planned, plus Global CMO, European ECD, European 

Production Director, and finally Global GAD.  On learning that regional GAD and LAD 

had declined whilst their clients had been interviewed, Global GAD commented: 
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Case1 GAD:    ‘Yes, I think I’d be careful doing an interview with either one of 
those gentleman but I think I can probably do that.’  (MBu2 170327). 

 

He had previously elaborated: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘[CMO] forged his early career in that kind of environment and 

then a lot of time in Italy. Everything is political, everything is manipulation and it’s 
all very Machiavellian; there’s no real focus on doing the right thing.  It’s all about the 
politics.  

DL:  I certainly got that impression talking to him.  
Case1 GAD:    There are no straight lines or straight anything, everything is bent 

and curvy and hidden and, yes, if I was, yes…  Anything [GAD] says will be 
misinterpreted, misconstrued, yes.’  (MBu1 170321) 

 

This level of personal centricity exacerbates dysfunctionality as it undermines 

interpersonal trust (Rotter, 1971) and countermands credibility and benevolence 

(Ganesan and Hess, 1997).  In the context of a Quad, one relationship often proves 

difficult to manage – that between GAD and LAD in agencies, for all the structural, 

emotional and political reasons addressed above.  An ECD, participating in the less 

functional Quad, discussed GAD’s approach to this vertical relationship: 
DL:  ‘And what about the relationships downwards. Does [GAD] have a 

relationship with the local market agencies?  
Case1 ECD:  ‘Well he got so frustrated, he throws money at the problem, and 

hired a guy who was running [another weakening account] … called [Name]… a 
bumbling idiot. Then there was nothing left to run so [Name] was hanging on for his 
job, and got reinvented as the international market manager [in our agency]! In other 
words, “I don’t want to handle this shit, [Name], that’s your job – ringing the local 
markets every day to find out what they’re doing”.  

DL:  ‘Oh my God!  So what did [GAD] do all day? So, no relationship!  
Case1 ECD:  ‘No relationship.’  (EG 170315). 

 

This behaviour may have been intended to elevate perceived power and status 

(Karen Cook and Emerson, 1978; Vince, 2012); self-election to a position above 

where regular communication with ‘lower’ colleagues happens.  Yet when viewed 

from anywhere other than the proponent’s perspective, it pushes GAD to a position 

outside the Quad, adding reasons for its weakness and dysfunctionality. 
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Finally, if more examples are needed, we look at the personal practice of this 

GAD regarding his client – CMO’s team with whom the primary relationship is vital 

for any Quad to succeed.  The same ECD, who worked on this account for over ten 

years, observed another political blunder that helped undermine the Quad: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘[GAD] treated [CMO’s No 2] like crap, and then later realised this 

guy’s tougher than I am, and started to back-peddle when it was too late. He showed 
him no respect what so ever.  I don’t think it would have helped – [CMO’s No 2] had 
his own agenda which was to very slowly break the whole thing down, reduce [the 
regional agency] to a local studio, nothing left, ...’ (EG 170315). 

 

A truly dystopian vision of the Quad is portrayed here – disrespect between 

members, politics, hidden agendas and intent to disrupt for personal reasons.  There 

can be little wonder that this Quad appears as less functional or coherent and 

contains the least satisfied actors. 

 

Whether a facilitator or hindrance, whether constant or dynamic, power is much 

in evidence in and around the quad, as perhaps is its counterpart – power 

dependence.  At different times and in different situations, all quad members may 

hold power over the Quad whilst at others, they would be dependent on the power of 

others in their Quad. 

 

4.5 Towards functional relationships  
During an un-situated interview60, an agency GAD based in New York discussed 

appropriate hiring criteria for personnel intended to populate Quads at this senior 

level (Cartwright, Cartwright and Cooper, 2000).  She wasn’t being sarcastic in 

saying she really believes that agencies spend time matching the technicalities – 

past client experience, seniority, possible expat experience – yet don’t understand or 

invest in the personal factors.  She went on to explain that agencies tend to be very 

interested in the required skill-sets, experience, knowledge etc. but not the 

personality attributes that can make or break the position; and how vital it is that 

people have the ability and emotional intelligence to be able to collaborate 

                                            
60 ‘unsituated’ meaning independent of any ‘quad’ investigated herein. 
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sensitively.  In her experience, it can be a real uphill battle, but those ‘in role’ must 

balance this sensitivity with the need to be ruthless at times, in dealings with one’s 

own team and one’s client. 

 

In my own experience, there is a clear distinction between the two.  When taking 

on an overseas posting, my background and privileges of training, working on 

multinational brands in sophisticated markets and in ‘grown-up’ agencies gave me 

technical skills and know-how beyond those in-market.  It would have been easy 

(and was tempting) to act superior, to dictate, to belittle the local employees – with 

disastrous effect.  Equally, when tough decisions were required or leadership was 

needed, cold firmness and certainty would inspire more confidence than 

companionship.  Sometimes visiting colleagues would arrive and patronise local 

staff, requiring rapid correction to prevent relationship damage that could otherwise 

take months to repair.  An ECD with long experience as an ‘expat’ expressed the 

same thoughts: 
Case2 ECD:  ‘You want to survive Hong Kong? You've got to assimilate. And 

that's the problem, people don't assimilate.  The other big... Look, we're all guilty of it.  
We all think we come from better markets and we know how to do it.  When you 
come in with that kind of arrogance, you're going to fail, and that's what I've seen 
here.  People come in; they go, "You do it my way because that's how we did it in 
London and London worked well." "Sorry guy, you're in Singapore, not London."  
(SP 170210) 

 

Examples of the need for a proactive balance between sensitivity and 

assertiveness are many and diverse, each dependent on its context, situation and 

actors as boundary-spanners.  An agency chairman recalls an occasion in China 

where lack of assertiveness and leadership between CMO and LMO resulted in a 

tense situation, undesirable in the progress of marketing: 
SD:  I think it all works if there are clear lines of authority, but in that case, who 

was right and who was wrong, and who was...?  It was kind of like the closing frames 
of Reservoir Dogs where everyone gets shot.  There was no one person holding a gun 
in a progressive line; it was like everyone had guns pointed at each other: bang!  
We're all gone.  So clarity in reporting and taking authority would have been very, 
very important.  Because the interesting thing is we didn't have Simon Clift coming in 
and saying, "You have to do Dirt is Good," and it could have been resolved as simply 
as that. But he chose not to, and said, "Look, you do it when you feel it's right for 
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China," which is probably the right thing to say, but the people below that were... all 
guns drawn.  So it's very much a case-by-case thing.  (SD 160406). 

 

This respondent was previously a client CMO dealing with agencies.  In a 

separate context, he described experimenting with building empathy to improve 

bonds, relationships and performance, and finding that a more authoritarian 

approach worked better:  
SD:  Carrot and/or stick:  ‘For the most part, I did not get... a constructive 

empathy thing [with my agencies].  I actually identified that for the agency as an 
opportunity, because doing a deeper dive into understanding who are the constituent 
stakeholders on the client side and all these elements, and getting some 
understanding. You know, quite often it's not about composing a TV script or 
something like that; it can be about what sort of collateral materials they need for their 
sales meeting.  It's that level of detail that can dramatically change a relationship.  But 
I actually found that the gaining empathy approach was largely fruitless and you were 
far better of dealing with a great big stick.’ (SD 160406) 

 

Balancing authority and empathy has been recognised as important for centuries, 

particularly in the military (Annmarie Ryan and Blois, 2010).  As with much marketing 

language, military undertones emerge from an ECD in describing the addition of 

empathy to authority: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘So even if there is one person going, "We're going to go in this 

direction," they have to make sure that everybody else is going to pick that up and run 
with it, and from what I can see, that's relatively successful, certainly with all the 
clients I work with.’ (MOHM1 160409) 

 

The commentaries above suggest recognition that innate intelligence, 

experience, and various ‘higher level’ social and technical skills are important or 

beneficial for Quad roles.  This was confirmed by a GAD who comments on the 

obverse: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘Because that’s an alternative some people have tried. Let’s dumb 

down everything in the market, I just need coordinators in the market who will 
execute what I tell them from [the centre]… but then you miss a lot of critical, local 
market differences and dealer relationships and all the other stuff, right?  You need 
capable, senior, smart people in the local market, you need them motivated’.  (MBu2 
170327). 
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Knowledge of and interest in actors around the Quad is integral to successful 

relationships (Grönroos, 2011).  Despite representing the less functional Quad, the 

GAD eloquently presents the observation, somewhat masking his own Machiavellian 

behaviour (from my past observation):  
 Case1 GAD:    (2nd use) ‘And you have to be really… taken through all the 

agendas of the players of each of the quadrangle and making sure you’re managing all 
that sensitively and carefully. The goal is to help people but it is not often perceived 
that way so you have to…’ 

DL:  ‘No, I think that’s right. It’s not often perceived the way… I don’t think it’s 
often done that way either, I think there’s a lot of people who look at their own corner 
of the quadrangle or perhaps one axis of relationship in order to, as you say, to further 
their own interests, but I haven’t seen it in my limited experience being that common 
that people consider all of the angles all of the time.’  (MBu2 170327) 

 

Self-interest and financial motivation inevitably come into play, but in more 

functional Quads are kept in balance with other factors.  This CMO is blunt about the 

motivational strain in discussing his perception of GAD’s interests and the potential 

consequences of it: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘…my dream would be that yes, I’m on the client side, of course I 

have to bring the revenue flow and the profits here [shows client Head Office on 
diagram], but if [GAD] understands that only if I am happy he will have much more, 
then it works. If he will tell always, okay, thinking I have pressure, I need to bring 
another €200,000 from [CMO], what to do…? – it doesn’t work.’ (WH2 170301). 

 

As in many relationships, the dream of this client is to see empathy from the 

agency partner, which (he says) would be rewarded with more work, revenues and 

satisfaction.  Were this so easily achievable, perhaps more Quad work would be 

enhanced. 

 

4.5.1 Quad Enhancement  

Interpersonal relationships are clearly important to a Quad’s sustainability and 

potential for successful outcomes (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007).  If the 

account is the anchor around which the Quad is formed, the relationships may be 

considered as the ropes holding it together, and the oil that allows it to move freely.  

This GAD recognises both their importance and the implications arising from their 

absence: 
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Case2 GAD:  ‘So you have to have relationships at every level but you have to be 
supported by business decisions and formal policies and frameworks and a process 
of… or all the personal infighting and personal agendas, not only personal between 
local and regional but personal within the local and within the regional, tear 
everything apart because the agencies just become… or the agency relationships just 
become pawns or pieces in that game. (MB2 170327). 

 

In contrast, an Executive Creative Director (ECD) and ex-colleague, with whom I 

worked on a pan-European account, observed: 
Case1 ECD:  ‘Yes, and the last good work that we made was that. What happened 

after you left was [New Marketing Officer] arrived, and we never made anything 
good again. At the same time, [new GAD] arrived. Where do you want to point the 
finger of blame…?’  (EG 170315). 

 

To initiate constructive work within a Quad, it is helpful for clients to ensure that 

agency personnel (and potential agencies, and agency’s potential employees) are 

enthusiastic about the account (Furlonger, 2009).  Enthusiasm may be generated in 

any number of ways (Blakeman, 2018):  I have experienced agency enthusiasm as a 

consequence of being allowed to produce great work; of high ‘visibility’ of that work; 

of strong ‘celebrity’ colleagues; of inspiring strategy; of mutually respectful 

relationships; and of senior management approbation.  Burger King Global CMO 

Axel Schwan noted in Adweek (July 2017) "Your brand needs to be the most 

desirable brand to work for in an agency."  This helps ensure that clients get the 

best, most passionate people working with them. 

  

Equally, to warrant bidirectional positivity, efforts from agency actors are needed 

to generate and sustain enthusiasm from their clients (Jansen Van Rensburg, 2010).  

Whilst facilitated though delivery of strong, appropriate solutions to client briefs, this 

is seldom sufficient by itself, corroborated by this GAD: 
Case2 LAD:   I think the number one thing, the single most important thing, is 

that you have to know your client’s business and it’s not that you necessarily… I 
mean, I think I’ve probably mentioned this to you before as well, is I never profess to 
know anything nearly as much about the client’s business as they do. What it is is 
much more about expressing an interest in the client’s business and expressing a 
curiosity about the client’s business and researching the competitors and 
understanding the stuff that sits behind their day.  (MB3 170214). 
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A practical day-to-day mechanism to facilitate positively oriented relationships 

may be to provide a ‘pressure-release valve’ in the form of third-party involvement.  

Some companies institutionalise this into specific roles:  at agencies, there are often 

titles such as Client Service Director (with oversight across all client accounts).  A 

similar function is less usual in client companies.  As discussed with this Director of 

Agency Relationships, the role itself is an example of such a mechanism: 
ST: ‘Sometimes if you’re a brand person, you don’t want to have a difficult 

conversation with an agency, because it f***s your relationship. So isn’t it better that 
you can go and have a conversation with somebody else who then goes and delivers 
that message?  

DL: And the same is true if you’re an agency person about the client: It’s very 
hard to circumnavigate.’  (ST 170127). 

 

He refers to other firms he knows of who operate in similar ways, and confirms 

the positive outcomes of providing such a release: 
ST: ‘Coke have something similar, Unilever sort-of have someone doing it – they 

do have a sort-of team.  But a lot of client companies don’t.  And it does really pay 
off.’  (ST 170127). 

 

From an agency perspective, perception that one is being ‘fobbed off’ with junior 

personnel on the other side of the table who do not have decision-making power is 

greatly disheartening.  Many times, I have taken a brief, had teams working on it and 

presented strong solutions to that brief, only to discover that the brief was not 

sanctioned by management, was not required or was wrong.  Similarly, in navigating 

hierarchical client managements, an agency’s work may be approved by a junior 

exec, often several times, then gets revised backwards by the next level up, then has 

additional requests from senior management, and in the worst case gets ‘bombed’ 

by the CEO.  Agencies rightly complain about such an inefficient or indecisive 

process (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997).  In my own client relationships, I strongly 

requested a two-part agreement from larger clients, such that a) only the manager 

who finally approves the work should sign off the client brief; and b) the resulting 

work must be presented to, and approved by, that same manager.  Some client firms 

recognise the problem and are taking similar steps to deal with it, as evidenced in 

the same conversation as above: 
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ST:  ‘The other thing that will happen is that we’ll bring in a social contract 
which… we’re nicking the best bits from other people.  So Unilever have this thing 
which says if you turn up to a meeting where the decision-maker is not there, you can 
walk out.  So what will happen now is if the decision-maker is not at an agency 
meeting when they’re supposed to be, then the agency can just walk away.  Or they 
have to make sure the decision-maker is going to be there and if he’s not going to turn 
up, don’t have the meeting.  That’s all part and parcel of the training.’  (ST 170127). 

 

The quad will be better able to perform at peak if and when constructive work 

comes together in the forms of strong interpersonal relationships, enthusiasm, 

mutual understanding, relationship processes and relief mechanisms.  Further long-

term facets of commitment and trust, together with their partnering concepts of 

respect and motivation are expanded below. 

 

4.5.2 Commitment 

There are many facets to commitment in the context of quadrangular 

relationships, as discussed in section 2.3.2 above.  This section briefly considers 

data concerning commitment, then trust, respect and motivational aspects within 

commitment. 

 

It has been noted above that personal commitment is considered important to the 

success and sustainability of quadrangular relationships (Erin Anderson and Weitz, 

1992; Ganesan and Hess, 1997).  This is clearly evidenced by GAD below:  

 
Case2 LAD:   “I think that the interpersonal relationships also from the point of 

view of sort of motivating staff and keeping people interested in their jobs is critical. 
People need to find meaning.  ... People need to see some meaning in their jobs and if 
they don’t see meaning in their jobs they will be disinterested and they won’t give a 
shit about what they are doing.  There’s absolutely no motivation at all for them to do 
what they are doing well.  They’ll do it because they have to, absolutely not because 
they want to, and what our job is to do is to get people to do the work because they 
love doing it, because they want to do the best job that they can. I think the single 
most important aspect of that is giving people full ownership and if they identify with 
their job, if that job is me and I am that job, that is when you will get the best from 
me.” (MB3 170214) 
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Case2 LAD demonstrates commitment here both in the short term and with 

longer perspectives in mind as suggested by Robert M Morgan and Hunt (1994).  

This affective commitment (Gounaris, 2005; Chang et al., 2012) is important to 

quads and to their parent organisations, but all too often it finds focus in an individual 

person versus a common cause: 
Case1 GAD: “Yes, yes, it’s really a challenge. The current system puts way too 

much pressure on the supposed spiritual or inspirational leader and it shouldn’t be 
that. It shouldn’t be that. It shouldn’t require a sort of guru-like CEO who everybody 
wants to follow. There should be something in the culture and in the processes and in 
the respect that culture has for its people and each other that empowers and opens up 
this potential.”  (MBu1 170321) 

 

Smart organisations and managers will recognise the inherent problems in 

personal idolification and seek to broaden commitment such that it becomes mutual 

and shared by boundary spanners (Ernst and Yip, 2009; Jeffrey Yip, Ernst and 

Campbell, 2009), as is endorsed by this LMO discussing the actor qualities involved: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘But we need to have the right people who correspond to our values 

and who collaborate with each other based on our understanding of the partnership.’  
(MW 170310). 

 
As a client, he specifies the importance of others coalescing around ‘our 

understanding’.  The corollary of that is identified by the global GAD from the same 

Quad, in stating: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘I think the other thing is it’s got to be about them and not you, 

personality trait, and they need to know that. Clients forgive a whole lot of stupidity 
and mistakes and sin if they know you love them and your heart’s in the right place 
and you are really trying to do the right thing.’  (MBu2 170327). 

The difference here appears to be a client wanting commitment to the desired 

brand identity and programme – a more calculative form of commitment (Gounaris, 

2005), whereas the agency exec more cynically creates the appearance of ‘love’. 

 

To conclude, MW encapsulates the thought well: 
Case1 LMO:  “But I need to have people who believe and agree and are 

committed as well to what we want to achieve.”  (MW 170310) 
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Overall the aspects of commitment identified in Chapter 2 are played out among 

the respondent sample herein and are seen to be as important as expected.   

 

4.5.3 Trust 

As also explored above (Section 2.3.1), trust is a primary ingredient of any 

successful relationship (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987; Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 

1994; Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  Consequently, the idea of trust occurs in 

many parts of these findings.  It is discussed here as a building block of commitment, 

which is an important part of constructive work in the context of the quadrangular 

institution (Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994; LaBahn and Kohli, 1997).  

 

Trust is important as a ‘protector’ of all four axes around the Quad.  This CMO 

from the less functional Quad cites trust (or the lack of it) as the most readily 

available factor in his assessment of relationships and refers to it in the context of 

how he views vertical LMO relationships (he implies that they don’t trust him) and 

how he envisages that they view him – as the stupid guy from the centre.   
Case1 CMO: ‘… it means the trust again, to have the right people in the right 

places is fundamental.  If there’s no trust, to answer this question, okay, ‘the stupid 
guys from headquarters, this guy has never been in the market, that’s not true, it’s 
always been the market’... But the argument is they don’t get it, they are far from 
reality.’  (WH 170301) 

As will become clearer, this latter perception may have substance. 

 

Trust on the horizontal inter-company axes is also cited as important.  The 

greater the trust that can be built (through deliverable behaviours such as sound 

advice, reliability, nurturing or wooing, consistency and commitment), the more 

fruitful and enjoyable the relationship will be.  This is endorsed by a LMO at the local 

market level:  
Case1 LMO:  ‘So, for me that’s my key contact in terms of agency [points to 

LAD]. They know they have my full support if there needs to be a discussion 
happening here [shows LMO-CMO] that they get stuff, they come back and I talk to 
them.  But I really rely on a powerful lead in here [LAD], which is [LAD] and his 
team, so for Switzerland they have the strategic lead.’  (MW  170310). 
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In linear terms, the regional CMO explains situations where bidirectional trust is 

important to client/agency commitment, first because trust enables openness, and 

then guarantees confidentiality: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘We’re certainly able to have very candid conversations which is 

really helpful and a very transparent relationship as well, in terms of what our budget 
is, and what we need to keep to in order to get any creative concept off the ground.  
Trust obviously being a key component of that.  Michael and his team need to trust 
that we wouldn’t take that creative concept and apply it elsewhere, and vice versa we 
need to know that they wouldn’t be sharing that with other partners in the field.’  
(BTMBMN 170210). 

 

In the same conversation, GAD responded by acknowledging the importance and 

difficulty of establishing trust, but (somewhat surprisingly) shouldered the primary 

responsibility for building trust in the relationship: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘From an agency POV for us probably the most important thing – I 

think you’ve hit the nail on the head – is in terms of trust.  That is unfortunately 
something that takes time to do. That’s something that when you start off with your 
client-agency relationship hopefully you sort-of move closer together, but that moving 
closer together is actually something that the agency in many ways needs to take 
responsibility for.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

Continuing to explore relationship trust and commitment within this four-way 

conversation, GAD confessed to an issue that is common in advertising – personally 

experienced by the author several times.  Typically spawned by a combination of 

arrogance and complacency among agency actors, perhaps nurtured when a client 

shows lack of marketing appreciation, agency actors display patronising behaviour 

that undermines the relationship.  GAD illustrates, followed by my confirmation of the 

same: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘I suspect that a lot of agencies have got this problem – I know and 

shouldn’t be saying this but I think that [Agency] has got this issue sometimes – 
where it’s kind-of “OK, Let us tell you what you should be doing” which is a fatal 
thing for any agency to do. The clients that we deal with, you know your business you 
understand your business fully and when you’re telling us something, we need to 
believe that thing.  It’s much more about working together than acting as some sort of 
consultant – it is a joint issue that we need to be solving.  You telling us something – 
we need to trust that and we need to then execute and deliver against that thing.  If we 
try to second-guess you, or we’re not believing what you’re saying as a client, that is 
deadly.  That forms the basis of that relationship. 
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DL:  That’s an interesting take on the idea of trust, because it takes a certain 
amount of trust to open up your [agency] staff, and it takes a certain amount of trust to 
open your [client] research data and vulnerabilities.’  

Case2 CMO:  Yea.’ 
Case2 GAD:  If we try to second-guess you, or we’re not believing what you’re 

saying as a client, that is deadly.  That forms the basis of that relationship.’  
(BTMBMN 170210). 

 

The ability and willingness of both parties in a relationship to expose 

vulnerabilities is recognised as central to trust and therefore a healthy coexistence 

(Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  In a Quad, there needs to be four-way trust, 

mathematically increasing the risks to individual actors.  Many respondents 

recognised the importance of trust at the individual actor level and at an 

organisational level, as expressed in conversation with this director, who appreciates 

an organisational method to keep all parties engaged and committed to the task, or 

account – not merely by incentivising participants but with both a stake and a share 

in successful outcomes: 
Case1 Dir:  ‘Trust is extremely important, yes.  
DL:  Particularly where there are different goals and ambitions.  
Case1 Dir:  Trust.  It’s a game of give and take.  You need to give everybody the 

tools to be successful.  
DL:  Which might be methods of incentivisation, of reward?  
Case1 Dir:  No. I mean if the local client is successful, then the headquarters will 

be too.  So make it part of your success.  So take care that they will be successful.  
DL:  So it’s kind of recognition?  
Case1 Dir:  Recognition of needs, yes.’  (TG 170301). 

 

This thought was echoed in a very different conversation discussing global 

versus local creativity, where a client director observed that there are political 

reasons beyond the obvious in permitting local offices to engage in local creativity: 
SD:  ‘It's a pressure valve, isn't it? If local teams are allowed to create as well as 

execute, it gives them a release.’  (SD 160406) 
 

Whether an agency actor is creative or an account director and primary Quad 

member, a primary facilitator of strong interpersonal relationships is trust (Ganesan 

and Hess, 1997; Garbarino and Johnson, 1999; Gounaris, 2005).  Trust expressed, 

trust felt, trust demonstrated.  Whilst engendering good feelings in the recipient, trust 
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also adds some pressure to the relationship as actors try to live up to that trust.  In 

our highly functional Quad, following a difficult interference from global HQ over 

some creative work, this creative director, in discussing the relationship he has with 

the regional CMO, commented: 
Case2 ECD:  ‘We've got some nice stuff, actually, on the table. And she's 

promised that she won't allow that to happen again, and she knows that we'll bend 
over backwards, which we do.  You know as well as I do, any... I learned this a long 
time ago.  If a client comes to you and they say, "I trust you," you walk out of those 
meetings going, "Oh my god, I'd better not stuff up."  

DL: That's right.  It's a rare thing, but it's great.  
Case2 ECD: You know, "They trust me.  Oh my God." So you really do go 

overboard to ensure that you'll do absolutely everything you can in doing it the right 
way. And [CMO] is one of those clients where she completely trusts us, so that 
actually puts more pressure on us.’  (SP 170210). 

 

Trust, discussed above, is likely to be lacking where ‘partners’ are held in 

suspicion or see each other as enemies (Ganesan and Hess, 1997).  Lack of trust 

has many catalysts and affects many areas of relationship – very often catalysed 

when dealing with money.  Typically for large clients, the greatest portion of their 

marketing budgets is expenditure on media – often more than 90% of an overall 

budget (Winston Fletcher, 2010).  Where that budget is measured in hundreds of 

millions of dollars (or euros, pounds, oku-yen etc.) there is every reason to be careful 

with allocating responsibility for its proper deployment.  There are also plenty of 

opportunities for mistrust, scepticism or suspicion, as evidenced in this ECD’s 

narrative about the dysfunctional Quad’s CMO in relation to his media agency: 
Case1 ECD: ‘He [CMO] had such a hang-up with this [media agency] thing, that 

these are people who only want to sell you airtime space because “that’s where they 
make more money and I’m not going to be ripped off!” And that in combination with 
a local regional marketing nerd like [CMO’s No 2], who again didn’t believe in the 
big brand story – he was always closer to an offer, a tactical thing, and that’s where 
his friends and his peer group were…. [The previous CMO] was still of the old school 
– “we need to be on air, building the brand”, and the agency’s primary task is cracking 
that big story like the Primary Brand Campaign. [New CMO] simply wasn’t there – 
he wanted to spend the money on a stage show, because he’s that kind of cowboy.’  
(EG 170315). 
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This description displays a range of emotional cues.   Case1 ECD clearly 

disrespects this CMO (with whom he worked for several years), describing him as a 

‘cowboy’; No2 is similarly belittled.   Case1 ECD is cynical about CMO’s suspicion of 

the agency, and disdainful of the effects of CMO’s behaviour on the marketing of this 

client’s brand.  Client is ‘Enemy No 1’ in this tale of the less functional Quad. 

 

4.5.4 Respect 

Respect is more than a handshake or claimed value.  It needs to imbue all 

aspects of working relationships (Mark AP Davies and Palihawadana, 2006).  Many 

actors in strong client/agency relationships describe it as a partnership, with the 

implication of mutual give and take (Van Rensburg, 2010).  Here, an LMO describes 

how he interacts with LAD in his market: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘I always take [LAD] with me because I want that he understands 

the whole background, what’s happening, in order to be possible to leverage the full 
potential he can do. So, I’ve noticed … if I want better answers from them I need to 
involve them more as well.  So, people need to understand the whole thing, people 
need to understand even the details to get a view on what best possible could I give to 
the client.  So, it’s a give and take.  I can not only sit here and say you’re the agency 
so just do it.  I need to give as well, so that’s why there’s a very close connection here, 
not just on the Swiss level but as well on a European level when it comes to [pan-
European meetings], I take him with me.’  (MW 170310). 

 

Whilst this accompaniment seems innocuous at first reading, for many clients the 

idea of taking their agency partner to international meetings – paying for their travel 

and attendance – is an anathema.  In this case, it important and indicative of a 

strong relationship.  MW goes on to comment: 
Case1 LMO:  ‘With [LAD], close in terms of it’s a partnership, so I don’t treat 

him as an agency, I treat him as a partner…’ (MW 170310). 
 

Looking at interpersonal relationships, above, the strategy of taking an interest in 

the personal and professional life of a fellow Quad member was discussed.  I return 

to it here, because at its core it demonstrates respect.  Respect inculcates trust and 

commitment which strengthens strong relationships (Wackman, Salmon and 

Salmon, 1987a; Czepiel, 1990; Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 1992; Duhan and 

Sandvik, 2009).  Stronger relationships are better able to survive day-to-day vagaries 
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and inevitable practical conflicts, engendering an all-party wish to overcome and 

succeed.  Lack of respect in weak or dysfunctional relationships often leads to a 

search for reasons to dissolve the partnership (Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 

1992) (Grönroos, 2011). 

 

Taking an interest professionally – and not being shy of using it – is a key 

stratagem of this GAD in dealings with his clients:  
Case2 LAD:   ‘I read Bloomberg religiously all the time. If I’m reading something 

it’s probably Bloomberg, so I get a sense of what’s going on in the general business 
and I know what’s happening with [client’s] business and so forth, and even when you 
are having a discussion with them you just drop points in, you are dropping facts into 
those conversations to say, ‘Yes, I know that your boss… I forget his name now… is 
moving on and there’s concern around what this might mean, etc.,’ and people are 
then sitting there thinking, wow, where does that even come from?  This person 
clearly has insights into our business and it then gives you tremendous cred…’  (MB3 
170214). 

 

In the better-functioning Quad, at the regional level, the relationship is sufficiently 

strong and respectful that emotions surface in times of difficulty.  Here, head office 

had effectively ‘stolen’ a nascent campaign from the regional CMO, who then had to 

inform her GAD: 
Case2 CMO:  ‘That was very difficult. I cried after having the phone call with 

[GAD and Creative Director] because we worked so hard on it, and yes, they were 
very evidently upset and it was a difficult conversation to have.’  (BT 170210). 

 

Such strong emotions evidence an honest relationship, mutual respect, trust and 

degrees of both interpersonal and inter-company commitment, which are important 

components of constructive institutional work (Wong and Sohal, 2002; Hampel, 

Lawrence and Tracey, 2017), enhancing sustainable functioning of the Quad 

organisationally and thereby institutionally. 

  

4.5.5 Motivation 

A final aspect of commitment, raised in one interview, concerns how a meaningful 

relationship, or suite of interpersonal relationships (both horizontally and vertically in 

the Quad) motivates actors.  It is often said that money is the prime motivator but 
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much research undermines that simple dictum (Grönroos, 2011):  money loses its 

motivational power fast, while other factors are capable of imbuing longer-term 

motivation, as noted by Doug White, writing in ‘The Entrepreneur’61: “Money is 

important, but we all want and need more than compensation alone. Our work 

indicates that people also want to be recognized, contributing members of a winning 

team. This means that people want to know that the enterprise with which they are 

involved is succeeding. They want to know that what they are doing is contributing to 

that success and they want these efforts to be recognized.” 

 

Non-financial rewards were identified as a motivating factor by this GAD from the 

better-functioning Quad in discussing how staff are inspired through strong 

professional bonds with clients and colleagues (the corollary also being obvious): 
Case2 GAD: ‘I think the interpersonal relationships … also from the point of view 

of sort of motivating staff and keeping people interested in their jobs is critical. … 
People need to see some meaning in their jobs and if they don’t see meaning in their 
jobs they will be disinterested and they won’t give a shit about what they are doing. 
There’s absolutely no motivation at all for them to do what they are doing well. 
They’ll do it because they have to, absolutely not because they want to, and what our 
job is to do is to get people to do the work because they love doing it, because they 
want to do the best job that they can. I think the single most important aspect of that is 
giving people full ownership and if they identify with their job, if that job is me and I 
am that job, that is when you will get the best from me.’ (MB 170214). 

 

A similar form of motivation is noted by the global GAD in the less functional 

Quad, who parallels himself to a famous American General in delivering leadership – 

a delivery his agency staff would not recognise.  None the less, I have observed that 

when individual actors – myself included – are able to believe in a brand, a client or 

an action, performances are vastly improved. 
Case1 GAD:    ‘Schwarzkopf. Stormin’ Norman.  But he said, “Look, I’ve got this 

whole group of 18, 19, 20-year-old kids who are… some are escaping going to prison 
or foster homes, from broken homes, some are dumb kids, some are great kids, some 

                                            
61 The Entrepreneur, 23 June 2015, https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/247333  Doug 

and Polly White are small business experts, speakers and consultants who work with 
entrepreneurs through Whitestone Partners. They are also co-authors of the business 
book ‘Let Go to GROW’. 
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are from the north, some are from the south, some are black, some are white.  You’ve 
got to give them a righteous cause”.  They’ve got to believe not only that you believe 
but they’ve got to believe that what they are doing is right, and it’s just galvanises 
everyone and you can achieve remarkable things with amazing speed, whereas if you 
don’t do that and they are worried and they are not in agreement and they are not sure 
why they are there, you can’t get anything done…’  (MBu2 170327). 

 

As anticipated from the literature, commitment and trust are critically important to 

the enhancement of quads at the interpersonal level and at the consequential 

organisational level.  Organisations can contribute to the creation of positive 

environments for commitment and trust, but the individual actors representing these 

organisations, forming the quad, have the responsibility to encourage its enactment 

in furtherance of mutual relationships. 

 

 

4.6 Towards dysfunctionality and disruption 
 

Actors can and do disrupt the Quad, on all or any of personal, organisational and 

institutional levels.  The Quad exists to facilitate the implementation of marketing 

activities across borders, ideally in ways that are strategic, structured, effective and 

efficient (Bergen, Dutta and Walker Jr, 1992).  Understanding of, and compliance 

with the purpose and intent of the Quad is key to its success.  However, a Quad and 

its four actors rarely exists in isolation from myriad other influences in professional 

life.  To illustrate, I acted at one time concurrently as GAD on one account, effectively 

as LAD on several others and Managing Director (MD) of the local agency – each 

role having distinct pressures, different objectives and (in some cases) conflicting 

requirements.  As MD, I was tasked to increase revenues and profit locally, reporting 

to agency HQ.  As GAD I needed to drive standardisation across other local offices, 

usually by providing advertisement templates for them to run (thereby diminishing 

their local ‘ownership’ and revenues), with split responsibility to a client CMO and 

agency management. And as LAD, opportunities to produce local work were taken 

and sometimes created, to meet the objectives of LMO and local managing director.  
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When all were active, conflicting priorities, incentives and resource demands added 

complexity. 

 

Similar divergence is evident within client organisations.  In either case, the 

immediacy of local presence and pressure may out-trump regional or global dictates.  

This active disruption was observed by an agency director: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘You can lay down all sorts of guidelines and must-dos, and we’re 

seeing, for instance, Philips from Head Office theoretically saying ‘Our new delivery 
operation will be done this way, by these guys, no matter what’. And then Philips 
locally totally ignoring Head Office.’  (MOH4 170214). 

 

Why should local drivers often supersede wider global drivers, even though when 

considered holistically, they are broadly of smaller financial importance?  Two 

reasons frequently emerge.  First, local revenues are used as metrics for incentive 

programmes more widely than global metrics.  Second (and perhaps related), LMOs 

and LADs regularly unite in a chorus of ‘My Country is Different!’ (Bulmer and 

Buchanan-Oliver, 2006).   When in regional and global roles myself, I could not count 

the number of times I have heard this said – as also noticed in conversation with this 

agency director: 
DL:  ‘I think that whole area of guidelines or processes or rules, systems, is really 

interesting because they rarely get adhered to.’  
Case2 LECD: They rarely get… Everybody thinks “That’s fine… except me. Our 

market is different, my country is different, everybody here is different…” yes.  
And/or, “I can get a better deal, my brother-in-law has an agency and all of those 
things.  So in the face of that, clients are going “I’ve got so many I can choose from! 
Why wouldn’t I go around the corner to that little boutique house at a quarter of the 
price? … Do I really need you to be feeding it back down the line [points to Quad]?”.’   
(MOH4 170214). 

 

In the same conversation it was agreed that larger, set-piece and first-run 

communications are easier to administer centrally, with less likelihood of disruption.  

Such campaigns are usually the output of the CMO-GAD Quad axis: local markets 

are tasked with translation and minimal localisation before deployment in market.  As 

a campaign matures, local offices may have more freedom to tailor and adapt, which 

can lead to increasing disruption (Fastoso and Whitelock, 2007).  LMOs 
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understandably want as much localisation and local relevance as possible, 

potentially disrupting their CMO relationship; LADs may want the chance to develop 

local creative work and earn incremental revenues locally, upsetting GAD and CMO, 

or may be under more global pressure to ‘hold the line’ thereby disrupting their 

relationship with LMO.  If the latter, LMO may seek an alternative solution beyond 

the Quad, as noted here: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘But it’s the after, it’s the run on, the keeping it topped up, keeping 

it fresh, that they [client] see less reason to go back to the agency. Agencies are going 
“Well you get brand consistency and you get me overseeing it…” and they say, ”If I 
ask you to go to a film company, a 3rd party, you would still be giving me brand 
consistency, and oversight, so I don’t see any difference between me choosing a 
permanent solution versus a project solution.” And I don’t think agencies have got an 
answer for it just yet.’  (MOH4 170214). 

 

Inevitably, costs reappear in this argument.  Agency actors typically focus more 

effort (Delbridge and Sallaz, 2015) than their client counterparts on production 

values, which carry a cost implication.  Clients often evaluate the costs above 

production values (James C Anderson, Håkansson and Johanson, 1994; Douglas C 

West and Paliwoda, 1996), so this disparity may become source of conflict and 

disruption. This LAD keenly observed the issue between ‘us’ as agency and ‘them’ 

as client: 
Case3 LAD:  ‘We believe in professional writing, professional photography, etc., 

but what they think is, ‘All I need is an amateur student holding an iPhone. It's done.'  
(SL 170213). 

 

This may be reflected in a wider client observation about the differences in 

perspective between client and agency executives: 

 
JL:  ‘But in an agency scenario, you want to analyse all the facets and facts to 

devise a strategy, to see how that fits into the bigger picture, to consumers' lives and 
to competitors, then create the whole journey you want to take your client through.  At 
the client, no one is interested in the whole journey - "So what?" - much more focus 
on the immediate, on my area, and on the all-important sound-byte that'll look good 
with colleagues in the building.’  (JL 170712). 
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All the illustrations above are indicative of a lack of both collaboration and 

perceived value in the client/agency relationship, leading to an inability to co-create 

and driving deeper the value depletion circle (Díaz-Méndez and Saren, 2017) – see 

figure 4 on page 2.50. 

 

Imbalance within a Quad is one clear concern, as described by a GAD using the 

analogy of ‘Seagull Management’ – a term used to describe one who flies in 

occasionally, craps on everyone and flies off again unscathed.  In this discussion, in 

considering double-Quads, where a global dyad interfaces with a regional dyad, who 

then interfaces with a local pair of client and agency actors, he points out a potential 

break-down: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘And I think that rolls through the relationships within … the 

global regional client organisation and also between the regional clients and you and 
the local client. Yes, I guess it is a quadrangle. In many cases it operates more as a 
triangle.’  

DL:  ‘With which three players?’  
Case1 GAD:    ‘Well usually the three players that are usually kind of in sync and 

then the fourth one that seagulls in now and then and irritates everybody.’  (MBu2 
170327). 

 

There is an inevitable and inherent set of tensions in almost every Quad, 

addressed above, which can be summed up as misalignment.  Given one issue or 

intended action, all four actors are likely to exhibit differing ideas, aims, responses 

and expected outcomes.  Both vertical and horizontal misalignments were expressed 

by an agency director: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘…the problem with that [Quad] model is that it’s got all sorts of 

brakes in the system – head office wants something to happen, local office (either 
client or agency) wants to subvert that, but also you find client wants something, and 
agency wants something different. So all four of those axes are under a lot of 
pressure.’  (MOH4 170213). 

 

Establishing commonality of purpose, harmonised goals and incentives is one of 

the more difficult responsibilities for all members of a Quad.  This becomes even 

more challenging where a team-agency structure is in place as more opportunities 
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for misalignment arise, but may also be made more complex by legacy structures 

such as those described by this multi-brand client director: 
ST:  ‘we had basically 4 big networks.  They were handling brands, so BBH was 

looking after the main brand Johnny Walker but then what was happening was that 
Leo Burnetts was sort of like the network.  So they would do the implementation in 
markets and BBH would do the creative at the centre, then it would go out to the 
markets.’  (ST 170127). 

 

A similarly complex set of relationships was summarised by the GAD from a 

better-functioning Quad, who in a four-way conversation and despite enjoying a good 

CMO relationship, appeared surprised by layers within the client organisation: 
Case2 GAD:  ‘That’s an interesting dynamic that you describe, because that shows 

the complexity of (in inverted commas) the Head Office Relationship which is out in 
the region, the local market relationship which are out in the region, and then the 
Head Office relationship which is back in the mother market. That’s a complicated 
engagement that you describe.  Those relationships with the understandings of the 
work is actually a very complicated thing... what we do in SGP vs how that will be 
received in HK vs how that’s going to be perceived in Australia – all of that is a 
difficult thing to navigate.’  (BTMBMN 170210). 

 

One rationale for examining Quads is that the oft-studied dyad does not exist in 

isolation.  Here we get an insight that Quad relationships are also cognisant of other, 

interconnected relationships and influences, although from this passage and from my 

experience, the influence is predominantly on practical aspects and work outputs 

versus the Quad relationships themselves. 

 

Agencies also make things difficult for themselves and their clients at times.  

Whilst we have seen that many agencies intentionally mirror the structures of their 

clients (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993c), there are instances of clear mismatches in 

actors and attitudes.  The less functional Quad exhibits signs of fracturing in Europe, 

as the agency in one of the most important markets – London – failed to deliver to 

their client; Client therefore appointed a different agency in UK, outside the existing 

network (but still within the holding company group).  In explaining this, the 

(American) GAD noted: 
Case1 GAD:   ‘So, I've been around that group [London ad agency] since the 80s 

and they have never been able to hold a car account, and surely the culture has 
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evolved some change from over the years, but whatever it is about there, there is an 
arrogance.  There is an ‘up my own arse’ thing.  But their response to the car industry 
is to be somewhat condescending to them.  And that lasts about a minute with a 
client.’  (MBu1 170321).  

 

The client CMO is equally unhappy with the arrangement as it currently stands, 

being suspicious of motives and concerned about perceived lack of value from the 

relationships: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘I’m very sceptical about [the agency’s] model, frankly speaking 

because I worry with this model I don’t think it’s the most efficient we can have in 
our disintegrated agency. I don’t know now, okay?  Exactly because of one point, 
sometimes when I talk with the head of an agency … In theory, they’re agents, so in 
theory I should have my twin brother there, [then] it works for me.  I have sometimes 
the impression that the main factor in the first thinking of some people is [agency] 
revenue, and then the customer, and then the client.  And I’m not naïve, I don’t want 
those people to worry with charity …  But I would like that the revenue is a 
consequence of our choices and then probably, if there’s added-value, if the client is 
happy, I can put more money in.’  (WH2 170301). 

 

Reflecting on his GAD function, the agency director below (from the less 

functional Quad) ruminates on his international career and in so doing illustrates an 

exhausted cynicism about his role, his countrymen and the functionality of the 

international Quad structure: 
Case1 GAD:    ‘Yes, [in the USA] it’s hard and everybody is cycled around from 

place to place and everybody shares the same shit attitude. It’s hard, it’s hard.  It’s 
interesting coming home after being away for 20 years.  Americans are so 
independent, they’ve taken independence to such a selfish place. In the UK everybody 
has a voice, everybody gets to speak, everybody vomits all over the table and it can be 
very messy.  But at the end of the day, somebody says “Okay, we’re going to storm 
the castle, we’re going this way, and you might not agree but that’s what we’re going 
to agree to do”. And everybody looks at each other and there’s a sort of military 
agreement that “Okay, we’re in, we have to make a decision, this is what we’re going 
to do”. In the US, not so much:  “That’s not my decision”, it’s like “I don’t agree”, 
and a lot of meetings end with diffusion, it’s really strange.  

DL:  That must be exhausting.  
Case1 GAD:   Yes, it’s like working in Italy.  Everybody smiles and says yes and 

has no intention of honouring that ‘yes’ at all.  They leave and are plotting to do 
something else immediately.  The US, it’s not so behind your back, it’s more in your 
face but it’s equally difficult because they just start, “I’m not going to follow you, I’m 
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going to follow my own way”.  So, unless it’s their decision and their way, they don’t 
do it.’  (MBu1 170321). 

 

This somewhat jaundiced perspective goes some way to explaining the 

dysfunctionality of the poorly-functioning Quad of which he is a part.  Some way only, 

because each actor retains his own perspective and set of practices that are of 

critical importance to the sustainability of any Quad. 

 

4.6.1 Disconnection 
Many of the preceding sections in this chapter discuss the practices, importance, 

motivation and actors involved in holding relationships together within the 

institutional construct that itself is dependent on the success of these relationships.  

Unsurprisingly, it doesn’t always work, as introduced by this CEO: 
Case2 LAD:   ‘So there’s this disconnect that we have now started to see a lot of 

between agencies, their clients and our clients’ customers. There’s this disconnect.’  
(MB3 170214) 

 

Disconnection may occur between any and all Quad actors – although rarely at 

the same time.  Innumerable possible causes range through chemistry, political, 

social, or discriminatory racial issues to strategy differences, prioritisations, or non-

aligned goals.  As a bizarre personal example, I was nearly barred from taking a pan-

European management role because someone worried that my accent may 

‘disconnect’ the client.  I have seen colleagues passed over for roles where it was 

considered that their nationality or gender covertly disqualified them. 

 

Equally, within both clients and agencies, misaligned incentives and objectives 

are commonplace; for example, a GAD driving seamless global communications on 

a brand vs a LAD incentivised to increase local revenues through local creative and 

production work, exemplified by this self-narrated story: 
DL:  ‘As an example, and this is historical now so I don’t mind mentioning it, but 

[Car Client] was the fourth biggest European client for [Agency]. But in some local 
countries, it wasn’t very big at all, so I suddenly discovered that our Paris agency had 
taken on BMW. And you think “how can you do that?” They didn’t tell us, they just 
sneakily did it and hoped we wouldn’t notice. And of course, the [Car Client] France 
people were very upset about it and I was very upset. But they did it because they had 
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ambition for their agency, they had creative ambitions as well. They’re incentivised, 
effectively, on sales, so they thought BMW France was a bigger budget than [Car 
Client] France.’  (MW 170310)  

 

Many client organisations suffer from similar disconnects.  In a discussion about 

the same automotive client, differing foci of interest were very clear between central 

and local actors within the client organisation (CMOs and LMOs): 
DL:  ‘…the centre under [CMO] was interested in brand and we were able to do 

some good brand work, but the management of markets was incentivised on sales, so 
they had no interest in long-term brand building.’  (EG 170315). 

 

CMO from the less functional Quad noted similar misalignments and called into 

question the whole Quad model: 
Case1 CMO:  ‘And the model, the headquarters agree something and then we 

deploy this to the market.  It takes a long time, and we will never have the buy-in 
from those guys.’  (WH2 170301). 

 

Between clients and agencies many potential disconnects arise.  Some are 

discussed above (left vs right-brained, systematised vs creative, etcetera), another 

surfaces here: 
KO:(2nd use) ‘To a great extent there is an ongoing cognitive dissonance within the 

agency business, and no secret to you because you worked at [Agency], one of the 
things that we tend to struggle with, and agencies in general especially struggle with, 
is the whole idea that the client comes first but we have a Cannes award show coming 
up. There’s all that stuff going on.’  (KO 170210). 

 

To explain, this dissonance occurs between empirical financial imperatives and 

intangible reputational and/or personal ambitions.  The former, expressed here as 

‘client comes first’, regards both short-term provision of revenues that keep the 

agency in business and longer-term service or deliverables metrics that keep those 

revenues flowing.  The latter is harder to quantify, but if projects are under creation 

for award shows, both the agency organisation and individual actors within may 

prioritise them over clients’ work, as they may be more personally rewarding or lead 

to promotions.  The same COO explains: 
Case3 GAD:  (2nd use) ‘I don’t fault the creative guys because the business, 

especially in this part of the world, is set up that if you’ve got a great [portfolio] and a 
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couple of Lions62 you’ve just put another $50,000 in your jeans. So who can blame 
them? It’s an industry malaise.’  (KO 170210). 

 

Award shows are held at many times during a year (Helgesen, 1994; El-Murad 

and West, 2004), causing constant ebb and flow within this disconnection.  To add 

further dissonance, the same respondent goes on to add: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘The thing is, sometimes clients are part and parcel of it, because a 

lot of clients quite get off at being at Cannes, and so it’s like, “Here’s what we stand 
for and here’s the goals…” but the goal posts keep shifting depending on what time of 
the year it is, and it will shift within the agency and it will shift amongst the agency 
and the clients and it will shift amongst the clients as well.’  (KO 170210). 

 

Importantly, this implies that the conflict will also shift between the actors, and 

within each individual actor, depending on what else is on their horizon at the time of 

consideration.  Inevitably such shifts are led by individual actors, whose priorities 

may both be different from each other and differ over time and by circumstance 

(Delbridge and Edwards, 2008). This is imaged by an LMO below: 
JL:  ‘What the business looks for is an agency that matches one of its core values; 

speed is better than perfection.  The way this manifests though, is generally through 
an internal misinterpretation which generates the antipathy captured in the phrase 
above, as we 'never have time to do things properly, but we do have time to go 
through the whole process three or four times over'.  

The other juxtaposition is that we continually push for the agency to challenge our 
thinking, however treat the majority of challenges as obstructive.’  (JL 170712) 

 

A complex set of disconnections was raised in discussion with the GAD from the 

better-functioning Quad, noting three-way problems involving media technology and 

levels of understanding among client, agency and consumers: 
Case2 LAD:   ‘If you think about young consumers nowadays, they’re coming 

into the world and they are seeing all of this technology that they have got access to 
and they think and behave in a particular way which bears no relation at all to how we 
would be used to consumers behaving in relation to print radio and TV but we haven’t 
caught up with that, so we don’t really think and work and behave and conceive of 
ideas and engage with our clients and engage with our customers and engage with 
their customers in that way. So there’s this disconnect that we have now started to see 

                                            
62 A ‘Cannes Lion’ is the top award from the eponymous International Awards Festival. 
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a lot of between agencies, their clients and our clients’ customers. There’s this 
disconnect. 

DL: I think it is. It’s a disconnect at two levels, I think it’s a function or 
executional disconnect…  

Case2 LAD:  Operational, executional.  
DL: But it’s also systemic because we don’t strategise at that level either. 
Case2 LAD:  No, absolutely. In fairness, I think [Agency] has got much 

better at doing that. (MB3 170214). 
 

A further risk of disconnection between client and agency actors concerns 

creative work and its purpose.  Individual preferences exist, for example between 

rational and emotional forms of communication, for brand-building versus 

promotional, subtle against direct, feature or benefit-driven advertising… and 

preferences may differ by role, organisation, culture and geographic origin.  This is 

alluded to by an agency director: 
IW:  ‘It would probably make even more sense in Australia perhaps than some of 

these other markets because pricing is almost the only tool people play with, whereas 
in the [Asia] region I think there’s still a belief in creativity and the worth of a good 
idea. I think the danger, if there be a danger, is the recognition of what a good idea is 
is going to vary a lot country by country, so if somebody comes out from the States or 
they come out from India or they come out from China or whatever, the values within 
the region, the Asian region, are sufficiently different …’  (IW 170312). 

 

Looking more specifically at communications purpose, often a (junior) client’s 

‘knee-jerk’ reaction to some stimuli or other would be: “Do an ad!”  Whilst assuaging 

the need to be seen doing something, this omits any concrete rationale or purpose, 

wasting valuable resource, as expressed by an ECD: 
Case2 LECD:  ‘… you'd be amazed at how often you kind of go, "Well, why are 

you doing this? What bit of your expertise, or what part of the customer's needs is that 
video going to answer?" And they stumble. They completely stumble. "But I just want 
a video. I want a video of our new chef." "So what's in it for the people coming to the 
restaurant? Is it a whole new menu?" "No, we're just keeping the same menu." "Well, 
is it a different dining experience?" "No it's the same dining..." "Do you really need to 
do a video? Would you be better off putting that £50,000 into something completely 
different?".’  (MOHM1 160409). 

 

Repeated instances of such disconnection become more than irritants – they can 

lead to relationship dissolution as all parties lose faith in cohesive teamwork and 
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shared ambition (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997; Kulkarni, Vora and Brown, 2003; Jansen 

Van Rensburg, 2010). 

 

4.6.2 Client as ‘The Enemy’   

Disrespect which may surface on both client and agency sides of the quadrangle 

has been discussed above (see section 4.3.1.4).  Just as there are differences in 

roles, functions and day-to-day working between each of the four actor-corners, 

there are probable differences in personality traits and ‘wiring’ – with clients likely to 

be more process-driven, rational, unemotional (‘left-brained’) whilst their agency 

colleagues may reside in the more creative, egotistical and Machiavellian (‘right-

brained’) area (Mishra, Heide and Cort, 1998).  Differences between local office and 

centre actors are less easy to characterise.  In most situations, where such 

differences are apparent, it appears likely to have positive implications for the Quad 

and for the underlying businesses that employ its members – combining strengths 

and skill-sets for the overall benefit of all, arguably cohered by the skill of the 

boundary-spanners involved (see section 2.4.2 above).  There are instances where 

the enmity becomes unhealthy, perhaps due to its volume, its longevity, or due to 

personal or professional traits of actors involved on either or both sides.  This agency 

chairman was a regional CMO based in China at a global beverage company for 

some years.  He has therefore seen both sides of the equation, expressing 

frustration: 
SD:  ‘One of the other things that I... I grew tired of... and I pulled people up... 

This whole thing about the ‘client being the enemy’ culture that you have within the 
agency, ... agencies are supposedly very good at having empathy for the consumer, 
but they're not very good about having empathy for the client.  ... usually it becomes 
an ‘us and them’ kind of battle.’  (SD 160406). 

 

Interestingly, as a client, SD attempted to overcome the enmity he experienced 

by providing detailed explanations to his agency partners for every situation, with 

fulsome feedback and constructive critique, with the intention of creating a more 

positive working relationship – which didn’t work: 
SD:  ‘So I experimented for a while, actually, because I was quite adamant that 

perhaps agencies would respond to a more common-sense collaborative thing if it 
explained perspectives of bottlers or different stakeholders that we were dealing with, 
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and honestly, I got the reverse result. … I really felt... it's like, this is why clients use 
the stick. … I actually found that the gaining empathy approach was largely fruitless 
and you were far better of dealing with a great big stick.  (SD 160406). 

 

I have observed ethnocentric differences in response to empathy-building 

through practitioner experience.  In developed western markets with longer-

established agency traditions and lower levels of ‘service mentality’, my own efforts 

to treat cross-company colleagues equally showed more likelihood of success. In 

developing markets with stronger service orientation, such as many parts of Asia, 

there appears to be greater expectation or acceptance – both ways – of 

subservience to clients by agency personnel, as is also apparent in other ‘service 

industries’.  This may be exaggerated by factors beyond the scope of this thesis, 

such as differential language systems and educational practices – Chinese 

traditions, in particular, involving learning by rote and repetition vs enquiry, and 

providing few opportunities to practice, give or receive critique.  Yet strangely it is in 

western agencies where I have observed the greatest instances of overt enmity. 

 

Developing the notion of relationship problems across cultures, a frequent source 

of frustration, even anger, is the divide between remote head-office thinking and local 

market views (Wilken and Sinclair, 2011).  This agency director recalls one such 

case:  
IW:  ‘In Thailand, one of our biggest clients was Cadbury Adams which was the 

gum business, the number one selling candy in the country …, historically Adams’ 
business. And that was run very, very locally, had a local MD, a local marketing 
director, it was seen together with Brazil as one of the two most successful countries 
in the world because the share was higher than Wrigley’s, everything was great, then 
as soon as it became Mondelēz, it was ‘No, we do things our way, our way is this 
way, the brands mean this…’. And despite the fact that the two most successful 
countries in the world didn’t do things that way, they sort of forced the agencies and 
the local clients to adapt to their way. Now, when the agency was working with the 
client, the client thought that their regional bosses were mad, the agency thought that 
the client was mad, the agency also thought that the regional/global people involved 
on the agency side were, not mad but mouth-pieces for the client. Because it was a 
new relationship they had to get things worked out. But what started off as a ‘let’s 
experiment with this, let’s research this, let’s try and get this to work this way’, it 
became much more 'No, it has to work this way, it has to do this way'.  (IW 170312). 
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Aside from generalised malaise among both clients and agency people, including 

mistrust, cynicism, disrespect, lack of understanding etc., some specific behaviours 

or instances emerged in this data that inflame relationship disruption, such as:  

Clients who demand everything urgently, but fail to give timely feedback or response; 

Clients who change their brief when work is in production (requiring re-work, often 

without a deadline extension); or worse still, using the creative process to define the 

brief (burning countless creative hours); Agency actors delaying work intentionally or 

ignoring client briefs, because ‘they know best’, or presenting intentionally ‘dud’ 

ideas in order to sell an alternative.  This agency COO has seen many similar 

issues, and calls out a few Quad disrupters, exemplifying detrimental behaviour: 
Case3 GAD:  ‘It's going to sound so trite but I'd say the main thing that 

undermines relationships on the client side, with the agency, is not sticking to a point 
of view. That might be a point of view strategically. It might be tactically. It might be 
just buying the work and then saying, "Actually, no," and revising and revising and 
revising. I'd say the main thing that undermines the relationship from the agency side, 
as far as the clients are concerned, is the seeming inability to keep its promises. I hear 
that again and again from clients, which is if the agency says they will do something 
by Tuesday, just do it by Tuesday. That's okay, but the constant phone calls and emails 
saying, "I know we said Tuesday but it's going to be so good that..." "You actually 
haven't started it yet, have you?"  There’s all that kind of stuff going on because guys 
are getting ready for Cannes63 (laughter), or whatever it happens to be. There’s always 
a reason. That is a relationship-killer big time. For agencies, just thinking a client has 
bought something, we’re ready to go, and everything’s signed off and then having it 
all overturned, that is soul destroying for these poor guys. I think those are the two 
things, other than blatant dishonesty and stuff, which happens from time to time.’  
(KO 170210). 

 

As in many other aspects of life, the lack of respect professionally and personally 

implied in the above narrative is self-replicating and infectious, likely to spread and 

grow throughout the Quad and driving it towards dissolution (Ganesan, 1994; 

Ganesan and Hess, 1997).  The above findings suggest that there is ample scope 

                                            
63 The Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity is a global event for those 

working in the creative communications, advertising and related fields.  Source: Wikipedia, 
2017 
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for such dysfunctionality in the Quad construct that would benefit from understanding 

and could benefit from consequent management and reversal. 

 

The next section, albeit brief, references data concerning some observed 

changes to the construct, perhaps reflecting the ongoing struggles of actors involved 

to enhance one or all of performance, effectiveness, efficiency or net gain. 

 

 
4.7 The Changing Institution  

 

Institutions, whilst struggling to ‘fix’ an identity which differentiates and legitimises 

themselves to external stakeholders and rallies member actors internally, are never 

in stasis (Kraatz, 2009).  Many of the influencers of institutional change in the context 

of the Quad have been discussed above. 

 

As agencies increasingly specialise and fragment into niche areas, realisation 

that siloes are unhelpful remains less common.  To get the most from these 

relationships requires freedom from the rigidity often imposed within a Quad.  This 

global CMO, purposeful in appointing team agencies, addresses the point: 
Case1 GCMO:  ‘So this happens beautifully, because they do understand strategy, 

what's important for [my Brand] right now. Everybody has exactly the same 
understanding. …  So this is a very unique approach compared to other companies I 
guess, because everybody still has a headquarter and region mind-set, and also client 
and agency mind-set.  They are creating fire all by themselves.  And they complain it's 
very hard to work together, and they are creating this quadrangle, how you say, 
quadrangle balance.  If it exists or not exists is up to you, but you have to bring 
everybody into the one same song-sheet in terms of strategy and vision, so that 
everybody understands what they do for what.’  (MM 160412). 

He appreciates the need to manage power and dependency, achieving balance; 

and to align objectives for the common good. 

 

It is perhaps unfortunate, considering the above comment, that the marketing 

communications industry appears to be fragmenting into ever smaller siloes, each 

focusing on narrow sections of the communications spectrum.  Marketers outsource 

more and specialist agencies emerge: 
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MG:  ‘To your question about agency relationships, it’s also fuelled by the rise of 
the specialists.  So where their agencies are positioning themselves as e.g. only being 
a paid-search specialist, or a biddable media specialist, of course they’ve found a lot 
of favour with clients who have been attracted by the promise of clearer, more defined 
ROI from their marketing spend (which hitherto was rather vague and not particularly 
well understood) now suddenly there’s someone telling them that for every pound you 
give me I can tell you that I’m giving you £1.35 back.  That’s very attractive, but of 
course you’re only ever going to get that same answer from that provider.  It puts the 
traditional agencies in a difficult position.  Not only is the pie being potentially sliced 
between more people, but to what degree do they stand by their strategic beliefs and 
convictions, versus accepting that what the answer clients want to hear is digital, or 
direct, or performance-oriented.’  (MG 160413). 

Technology fuelled, driven by data analytics and accountability fetishism, the new 

niche players know a lot about small areas but may obscure or upset the bigger 

picture. 

 

Actors may not appreciate the changes going on around them, or may even be in 

denial of change.  This CMO from the utilitarian Quad responded to a question about 

the likelihood of changes in Quad arrangements: 
Case3 CMO:  ‘[We] has been doing this in the same way for 90 years, so I don’t 

think so. There has not really been any change, and I don’t think change is likely.’  
(JG 170125) 

 

There is some disagreement between respondents about the nature of changes 

at macro-levels in the industry and its organisational structuring.  On one hand, one 

senior international agency director suggests that there is a swing towards 

globalisation and a greater emphasis on head-office actor roles, whilst another 

senior director suggests the opposite direction of travel: 
MG:  ‘This sort of global to local model that we were discussing is really a 

product of the last 10 or 15 years, because that’s really been the period in which 
there’s been the greatest acceleration of the globalisation of marketing within client 
organisations in particular, but I guess also then fuelled by the growth of the global 
media players like Google etc..’  (MG 160413) 

 
Case3 GAD:  ‘I think what’s quite interesting, to put this thing into context, is I’ve 

always argued that the global versus regional versus local thing is a pendulum, and it 
swings. Right now the pendulum is swinging back to local away from global because 
global was all about cutting costs.’  (KO 170210) 
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There are many mechanistic and operational changes in the ways actors perform 

their roles and the speed at which they do so, largely due to technological advances.  

The specifics of always-on-line behaviours allied to ever-improving work-flow 

softwares, global digital asset libraries and other technologies sit outside the scope 

of this report but for the majority, their role functions remain relatively stable.  A 

global CMO describes below what he sees as two fundamental changes.  

Organisationally these changes are significant, but seen as IW, both serve to 

strengthen the Quad and legitimise its actors, broadening the scope of work and 

deepening the engagement and embeddedness of the actors in their institutional 

symbiosis: 
Case1 GCMO:  ‘So what I've come up with is a couple of breakthrough ideas…. 

We stopped the lead agency model and changed to team agency concept, which is 
brand new… One is the team agency concept, and the strategic partner rather than the 
media agency partner.  I can use that as [my] marketing resources to help us develop 
the strategy going forward.’  (MM160412) 

 

Whilst neither are as drastic as Case1 GCMO: claims, some radical companies 

are exploring ways of disrupting the Quad structure for a variety of reasons, usually 

seeking lower costs or enhanced productivity.  One example, a major global 

beverage player, opened this part of his discourse with a challenging claim: 
ST:  ‘my overall ambition was to remove all [agency] networks completely, and 

move to what we call a decoupled model.’  (ST 170127) 
 

Interrogating this claim, ST elaborated and explained that he is increasingly 

replacing his firm’s traditional agency arrangements with crowd-sourced creativity, 

crowd-sourced production and technology-driven distribution, all curated in-house by 

an expanded team recruited from agencies.  Querying how this works, he explained: 
ST:  ‘Unilever are putting Oliver in – they’re having an in-house agency, but 

they’re not really, no. And if we did, we’d be putting a studio in, which would 
facilitate us being able to work with more freelancy-type individuals rather than 
having to work with an agency that’s effectively creating an infrastructure for us.  
They’re providing an agency infrastructure for us.  

DL: Its chicken and egg, though, cos you’re creating an infrastructure in order to 
avoid an infrastructure.  

ST: Yeah, you’re absolutely right.’  (ST 170127) 
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In this ‘decoupled’ model, the location of the Quad changes, but the institution 

survives with three, or even four of the actors being located in-house and dependent 

on a variable, transitory supplier network for the tools of their trade. 

 

Even in the less functional Quad, the CMO expresses a desire to see change in 

the model (or his understanding of it).  He wants a flatter, more nimble solution, but 

comes back to the most powerful agents of IW maintenance – that of commonality of 

purpose allied to strong communication:  
Case1 CMO:  ‘Okay, we should absolutely have a more agile way of working and 

not necessarily hierarchical kind of approach to the agencies, but there are some 
important factors that are absolutely necessary if we want to break this model, okay. 
For me, factor number one is clearly do [the agency] have the same understanding of 
who we are.’  (WH2 170301). 

 

Thus even in dysfunctional quads peopled by actors who display many negative 

traits, there appears a willingness to appreciate that if certain aspects were 

improved, so also would functionality recover. 

 

4.8 Chapter Conclusions 
 

The analysis above highlights multiple aspects of Quadrangular relationships, 

notably starting with the identification and naming of ‘The Quad’.  Throughout the 

analyses in this chapter, work is evidenced – largely by individual actors at any of the 

four role corners, but also by the organisations represented by the actors – that 

serves to benefit, strengthen and enhance the Quad as an institution, an 

organisational construct, a way of conducting business and the actual business it 

conducts.  For actors, organisations and at an institutional level, this evidences 

constructive work in the purview of Institutional Work.   Similarly, we observe work 

that sustains and preserves the status quo at all three levels, viewed as maintenance 

work in the lens of IW.  Inevitably we also see work that impedes, distorts, unhinges 

and even damages the Quad, the actors therein and the represented organisations, 

bringing disrepute to the institution.  IW considers this as detrimental work.   
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These three forms of Institutional Work, all present in Quads, are vital in 

understanding how such Quads function and perform.  Equally, these forms of work 

serve to recursively confirm the Quad’s status as an institution, and IW’s role in 

understanding that institution.  This will be further examined in the following 

Discussion chapter. 
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5 Discussion – Contribution to knowledge 
 

This chapter seeks to understand if and how the preceding analyses of findings 

adds to, coheres or disagrees with extant knowledge in theorising how individual, 

interlinked elite actors in the context of advertising balance and make compatible the 

demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal and organisational relationships, 

thereby making its contributions.   

 

 

5.1 Contribution to Advertising knowledge 
 

The product or output of advertising has been and is researched constantly in 

many theoretical fields such as psychology, behaviourism, consumerism, channel 

effectiveness, creativity, standardisation-versus-adaptation and more.  There is much 

less known about the practice of international advertising teams, of how they work, of 

their interactions, relationships and social constructions.  Where the input-side of this 

work has been studied, it usually examines a process (e.g. creativity – see El-Murad 

and West (2004); Nemcokova (2011); Jacqueline Lynch and West (2017)) or dyadic 

relationships (e.g. Hallatt (1979); Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch (2004); Mark 

AP Davies and Palihawadana (2006); Jansen Van Rensburg (2010); Díaz-Méndez 

and Saren (2017); Blakeman (2018)).  Neither a process nor any individual dyadic 

relationship exists in isolation – both are subject to multiple other influences. 

 

This study identifies, defines and theorises the Quad as a core, prevalent and 

critical working construct that is fundamental to the operation of international 

advertising, building on an observation of four-way firm interactions by Vardar and 

Paliwoda (1993b).  The hitherto undiscovered Quad exists at three levels – the 

interpersonal, interorganisational and institutional.  Understanding the dimensions, 

influences and functionality of the Quad is important to client and agency personnel 

in establishing teams, selecting actors as team members, and managing them 

effectively to elevate performance and thereby extend longevity and revenues.  In a 

business globally employing hundreds of thousands of actors and transacting some 
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$800 billions annually, even small enhancements can result in significant gains 

personally, professionally and economically. 

 

 

5.2 Contribution to organisational knowledge 
 

The Quad has been shown above to operate ubiquitously in the practice of 

international advertising between clients and agencies.  Advertising in certain 

respects is a professional service business like many others, suggesting that the 

construct and theorisation has considerably wider application across multiple 

international sectors. 

 

 

5.3 Contribution to institutional knowledge 
 

As noted in Chapter 2.5, institutional theory (IT) examines phenomena almost 

exclusively at an organisational level.  IT itself is a broad and disputatious stream.  IT 

seeks explanations of legitimacy, rationalisation and convergence driven by mimetic, 

normative, coercive pressures (Tharp and Jeong, 2001). Although some IT research 

considers individuals in the context of their institutions, studies almost exclusively 

look at inter-organisational dyad relationships.  Of paradoxical relevance here, we 

see organisations in marketing and advertising (as in many other industries) 

behaving isomorphically and ‘mirroring’ each other (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993b): 

yet they yearn to acquire and present unique differentiated skills, knowledge and 

technology in pursuit of gaining competitive advantage (Huang, Hu and Chen, 2008).  

 

The theoretical platform of IW has successfully described multiples of institutions, 

examining the work of actors in usually large, cumbersome institutions existing at 

state or supra-organisational levels (e.g. Greenwood and Suddaby, 2006; Thomas B 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009; Dobbin, 2010; T. Lawrence, Suddaby and 

Leca, 2010; Phillips and Lawrence, 2012; Smets and Jarzabkowski, 2013; Delbridge 

and Sallaz, 2015; Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 2017).  Much rarer is the 
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application of IW in commercial fields, and rarer still is its focus on the micro-

institutional level – in this case, four people in the Quad. 

 

Even within this distinctive and different institutional construct, effort is prevalent 

and evidenced in the three areas of strengthening, maintaining and undermining the 

Quad, making this micro-institution as relevant as larger institutions to scholars of 

IW.  Where much IW literature illuminates creative, constructive work building 

institutions, and maintenance work in prolonging their existence, considerably less 

evidence has so far emerged of detrimental work that actually or potentially 

undermines institutions.  This study describes such work alongside its positive 

cousins. 

 

The primary finding, identification of the Quad, has been reviewed in the context 

of institutionalism to verify it as a credible institutional construct (see Chapter 4.2).  

Hereafter, the construct is theorised in the light of Institutional Work, with 

commentary on the aspects of constructive, maintaining and detrimental work.  As 

each section exploring elements of findings and discourse from the present study are 

added and overlaid with existing knowledge onto the relevant relationships, key 

influencing factors of the Quad emerge.  By deconstructing the Quad in terms of 

pressures, tensions and motivators, an operationalisable theoretical quadrangular 

framework representing this institutional construct is built.  Within each section are 

subsections, each of which adds a component to one or more dimension or axis of 

the Quad framework, thereby building it through the progress of this chapter.  This 

post-dyadic framework represents one substantive contribution from the present 

research, redefining the interplay between cultural and national diversity allied to 

inter and intra-firm boundary spanning. 

 

Academic and practitioner contributions are reviewed before a discussion of 

limitations and considerations of avenues for further work in these areas.  Finally, it 

presents a set of ‘ideal characterisations’ or archetypes (see appendix 9.6) that may 

populate the four roles within a near-perfect Quad, personifying those roles from the 

aggregate outcomes of the present study and its emerged framework. 
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5.4 The Quad as an institutional construct 
 

Chapter 2, mainly in section 2.5 but also 2.4, 2.6 and 2.7 considers aspects of 

what is known about institutionalism.  This section considers the Quad in this light 

and empowers definition of The Quad as a micro-institutional construct.  

 

5.4.1 Quad Framework  
The framework that builds below begins with the micro-institutional construct 

under analysis – now identified as the Quad, comprising four actors working together 

on a common advertising account in separate geographic and corporate locations.  It 

purposefully seeks to theorise how individual, interlinked actors in the context of 

advertising balance and make compatible the demands of interlinked symbiotic 

interpersonal and organisational relationships.  As has been discussed, each has 

communication with others as indicated in figure 35 below: 

 

 
Figure 35:  The basic Quad elements and inter-

relations.  Source: Author 2017 

To quote from Walter W. Powell and Rerup 

(2017) “From a micro perspective, institutions 

are reproduced through the routine activities of 

ensembles of individuals.  Members of 

organisations go about their daily practices, 

discover puzzles or anomalies in their work, 

problematize these questions, posit theories and develop answers to them, drawing 

on their existing stock of knowledge.  In turn, participants ascribe meaning to their 

solutions.  In so doing, they develop rules of thumb, or more abstractly theories, and 

reproduce new understandings that become taken-for granted.” (p311).  The four 

actors are each members of their own interconnected organisations, each engaged 

in semi-autonomic interactions (in the context of a knowledge-based creative 

industry), which they reproduce by bringing team members with them, training and 

promoting others into their practices and evangelising the meanings they have 
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created.  Over decades, their practices and meaning have become the status quo, 

the unwritten rules of thumb adopted by Quads operating inter-country and inter-

company in many fields, at both organisation and actor levels (Wackman, Salmon 

and Salmon, 1987b; Paul C. N. Michell, 1988; Hackley, 2000).  The paradox is 

perhaps that whilst they constantly strive for fresh, innovative and creative solutions 

to their day-to-day challenges, they follow the norms of practice and interaction 

established by their forbearers. 

 

In sum, the theoretical contributions of this thesis to the scholarly debates around 

IW may be described as discovering that ‘the Quad’ is a valid unit of analysis; that 

small or micro-institutions are as relevant as large for theorisation; that IW is 

evidenced at play in micro-institutional constructs; that all three facets of IW are 

prevalent, with all three diversely affecting the Quad as a small institutional 

construct; that IW is relevant in commercial/creative/knowledge business situations; 

and that detrimental work in particular is described.  Managerially, these findings 

have relevance to the actions, motivations and management of actors within Quads, 

and to those setting up or overseeing Quads in advancing and aligning motivations, 

communications and consequent behaviours to enhance the sustainability and 

performance of Quads as viable and constructive business units. 

  

Whilst institutional entrepreneurship has in the past had an inclination to seek out 

transformational actors and dramatic changes (Maguire Hardy & Lawrence, 2004 in 

Greenwood et al. (2008)), particularly those with sufficient resources (Walter W 

Powell and DiMaggio, 1991), the likelihood is that most actors engage in micro 

activities that have an evolutionary rather than revolutionary effect and in their 

mundane way result in little changes through micro-sense-making, small alignment 

shifts and ‘muddling through’ (Walter W. Powell and Rerup, 2017, p.312).  Each axis 

of the Quad has its own relationship drivers, motivations, pressures and tensions, 

and each axis is inextricably in symbiosis with other axes, making it an institutional 

construct of fascination.  It is through such myriad engagements that over time, that 

the institutional construct may change, practices evolve, and identities be redefined. 
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Analyses of findings in the preceding chapter are described and organised in 

coding territories that emerged from fieldwork in this research, building on prior 

research and extant literature.  To present a cohesive discussion of how actors within 

the Quad actively shape their institution, the themes and discoveries are reorganised 

and aggregated into thematic areas that reflect the major constructs arising from the 

growing body of Institutional Work literature and supported by the present study.  It is 

divided into sections examining work that serves to create or be constructive towards 

the institution; to work and institutional logics that serve to maintain and uphold the 

Quad; and to work that undermines or is detrimental to it.   

 

 

5.5 Constructive Work 
 

The concept of ‘work’ is central to this thesis, to identity, to the existence of 

organisations and arguably to humanity (Delbridge and Sallaz, 2015).  Work involves 

actors in conscious effort to manipulate their social context and situation (Phillips and 

Lawrence, 2012).  There is much work done and effort expended (Thomas B 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009) by Quad members in pursuit of their day-to-day 

jobs that is not considered as institutional work (IW).  IW is concerned with effort 

specifically related to and affecting the institution (T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 

2010).  However, aspects of day-to-day work have a bearing on the overarching 

institution in which such work occurs, typically reinforcing it through self-replication, 

enhancing it as a halo-effect of successful outcomes, and occasionally challenging it 

through proposals of change or weakened perceptions (ibid). 

 

The IMP Group model (discussed in Chapter 2.3, 2.4) was espoused by Wilson 

and Mummalaneni (1986) to explain something of client-agency relationships, noting 

consideration of exchanges in their interaction of money, of products (or services), of 

information, and of sociality.  This latter is described as ‘Interpersonal relationships 

[that] are the cornerstone of long-term relationships between buyers and sellers’ 

(Campbell, N.C.G. (1985) cited in Douglas C West (1997)).  As evidenced in the 

analysis (chapter 4.1.1) all respondents acknowledge these interpersonal 
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relationships to be of fundamental importance to the functioning of the Quad.  West 

corroborates results of exchanges over time with collaboration within the interacting 

agents (the Quad in this study), that leads on to adaptation wherein actors invest 

substantially in the relationship to enhance its functionality – investments in the 

forms of mirroring (physically and/or procedurally) adaptions of attitudes, values and 

goals in support of the relationship (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993b). 

 

In an ideal world, all four Quad actors use particulars of their role and location 

individually and collectively (Kraatz and Block, 2017) to enhance both their 

organisations and the quadrangular micro-institution.  Each brings functions and 

skill-sets to the institution that are valued by others and create value through 

enactment (Walter W Powell and DiMaggio, 1991; Seo and Creed, 2002), as has 

been seen in Chapter 4.  Where an issue or challenge is faced, one or other member 

ideally would firstly recognise it, and then ‘be the solution, not the problem’, 

characteristics of boundary spanning skill (Stamper and Johlke, 2003; Ernst and Yip, 

2009; Zietsma and Lawrence, 2010). Such behaviour is helpful in building the 

efficacy of a specific Quad as well as being appreciated by its actors, enhancing the 

reputation and replicability of Quads more generally, which in turn serves to 

legitimise the institutional construct (Battilana and D’aunno, 2009; Zietsma and 

Lawrence, 2010).  The three criteria identified by Douglas C West (1997) in 

marketers’ selecting ad agencies, i.e. actor quality, goal alignment and agency 

knowledge of client, are factors that align with findings in the present research and 

all represent attributes that positively affect the likely accomplishments and longevity 

of any given Quad. 

 

Any actor in a Quad may participate in several discrete Quads concurrently.  At 

local levels, a LAD may act for more than one multinational client account, each of 

which has separate Quads and interconnects (Hackley, 2000; R. Cluley, 2017).  LMO 

may deal with two or more agency firms, either within differing disciplines or for 

separate brands (Hallatt, 1979).  At head-office level, both GAD and CMO deal with 

many local country organisations and have quadrangular arrangements in all.  These 

heterogeneous alliances of actors (or Quads) as discussed by Hampel, Lawrence 
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and Tracey (2017) collaboratively shape their institutions.  Quads are identifiably 

replicated within and across thousands of organisations, are internally and to an 

extent externally symbiotic, whilst the actors therein make conscious efforts to seek 

and replicate best-practice, thereby maintaining and actively shaping the institutional 

construct (T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010). 

 

Despite each actor being separated by role, location and employer (Bradley, Gao 

and Sousa, 2013), the Quad is undoubtedly enhanced when actors are interested in 

and engaged with each other’s business.  As noted in chapters 4.2 and appendix 

9.5.3, attachment within account dyads is facilitated by or even dependent on 

investments made by one or both partners (Blau, 1964), these investments of effort 

and work covering time, energy, knowledge, engagement and curiosity (Delbridge 

and Sallaz, 2015).  Agency respondents note the importance of retaining current 

knowledge of influences and news surrounding their clients’ businesses.  Strong 

mutual understanding may thus be achieved without role overlap, facilitating the 

passage and pace of business and enhancing respect, trust and therefore 

commitment between members and more widely for the institution (Rotter, 1971; 

Cullen, Johnson and Sakano, 2000; Gounaris, 2005). 

 

Mutual interest and understanding is shown as important IW behaviour that 

reinforces Quads both specifically and generally (Williamson, 1975, 1979, 1981), 

namely engaging and stimulating other Quad actors and the business at hand;  

‘entertaining’ other members in the sense of retaining interest, relevance and 

freshness in the relationships (akin to “keeping the client happy” (Hallatt, 1979));  

and wooing each other personally and professionally (see also appendix 9.5.2).  

Mutual interest and engagement thereby engendered and demonstrated in the 

relationships central to this institutional construct are of critical importance (Leek, 

Turnbull and Naudé, 2002; Chang et al., 2012) to the success and longevity of all 

individual Quad examples, and therefore to the sustainability of the institution itself. 

 

An important recognition in describing Quads is that all four actors are senior elite 

executives with individual leadership responsibilities.  Kraatz (2009) depicts the 
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leadership role as dualistic (after (Selznick)), on the one hand internally focussed 

towards integrating the potentially diverse elements of an organisation, and on the 

other, actively legitimating the organisation to external audiences.  In the current 

study, we see internal and externalised examples.  Both involve conscious effort, as 

does integration of these potentially dichotomous roles, ideally to utilise and build on 

established normative practices, strengthen relationships and enhance performance.  

When so, both roles are considered constructive institutional work.  Therefore the 

next section looks at specific attributes that may be considered as contributors to 

constructive work. 

 

5.5.1 Commitment and Trust 
Meyer (2016) posits that there is no consensus around the conceptualisation or 

meaning of ‘commitment’.  Different disciplines, perspectives, methodologies and 

research objectives all derive their own interpretations; academics disagree on the 

dimensionality of commitment, with Meyer (2016) noting differences between 

promotion of unidimensionality versus arguments for multidimensionality of 

commitment.  Of relevance to the Quad, Becker (1992, 2016) maintains that 

employees may be committed to multiple organisational and work-centric entities 

and/or courses of action concurrently, which gives rise to concerns around 

prioritisation, compatibility tensions and conflict of interest – the broad tapestry of 

complex relationships (Gounaris, 2005).   

 

Actors in a Quad continuously face this dilemma, being pluralistically committed 

to the Quad and its founding account, whilst also to their individual parent 

organisations, to their markets, their staff and colleagues and quite probably to their 

output as creative work or marketing effort (Kraatz and Block, 2008, 2017).  We saw 

this clearly in the case of a respondent CMO, torn between commitments to her 

agency, her global head office, politics, budget requirements, creative appreciation 

and personal relationships, who had to relay news that a work project (and its 

consequent remuneration) was being cannibalised by her head-office (see section 

4.5.4 above).  She and her agency felt this as a breach of commitment, undermining 
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perceptions of “confidence in the exchange partner’s reliability and integrity.” (Robert 

M Morgan and Hunt, 1994).  

 

Quads provide focus for mechanisms, arrangements and agreements between 

organisations and actors representing them (Annmarie Ryan and Blois, 2010).  It is 

the presumed task of all actors in the Quad to strengthen commitment to that Quad 

and its purpose, definition and mutual understanding, of which identity is critical 

(Kraatz and Block, 2017).  By providing this focus for and continuously fostering a 

desire to improve functionality, commitment is enhanced, Quad actors increase 

stability of the Quad and retain or strengthen open channels of communication, 

thereby legitimising their version of the institution and burnishing its identity (Kraatz, 

2009) and building reliability and confidence in conceptions of trust (Garbarino and 

Johnson, 1999). 

 

Commitment may be considered from two perspectives as identified by Becker 

(1992) – that of the focus of a commitment and that of the motives that engender 

commitment.  A clear and dominant focus of commitment is evidenced in the better-

functioning Quad within the present study, namely the ‘success’ of the anchoring 

account in ways relevant to all Quad stakeholders64 (Erin Anderson and Weitz, 1992; 

Ganesan and Hess, 1997).  Surrounding that is commitment to all other Quad 

members, to interpersonal relationships at the professional level, to openness and 

trust.  This commitment to the success of the anchoring account is explicable on 

various levels:  Individual Quad members are more likely to achieve recognition and 

promotion if the account on which they work is successful (Cracknell, 2012).  Their 

employing organisations are more likely to achieve recognition and business gains if 

the account is successful (Hackley, 2000).  And the Quad structure within which 

these actors work, cooperate and strive for success is also strengthened, habituated, 

exemplified and substantiated, leading to constructive institutional reinforcement and 

enhancement as probable outcomes (Phillips and Lawrence, 2012).  

                                            
64 ‘Stakeholders’ here refers to all four Quad actors, all four organisations, both macro 

businesses and external beneficiaries. 
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An excellent indicator of the degree and nature of commitment to ‘making it work’ 

is demonstrated by actors’ willingness to discourse with openness and trust in 

personally sensitive areas, such as salaries and incentives (see section 4.3.1.2).  

This suggests powerfully affective commitment (Gounaris, 2005; Chang et al., 2012),  

with the objective of achieving alignment on purpose and clarity of goals within the 

Quad relationship (Allen, 2016), a strong example of constructive quadrangular work 

which has the tangential outcome of strengthening the specific organisational, and 

then generalised institutional construct. 

 

More explicit linkage of career success arising from interpersonal commitment 

was evidenced, recognising the frailty and political instability inherent in many 

client/agency relationships (Paul C. N. Michell, 1986; Wackman, Salmon and 

Salmon, 1987a; Paul C. N. Michell and Sanders, 1995; M. Davies and Prince, 1999; 

Jaworski, Kohli and Sahay, 2000; Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2004, 2007), 

when seen from an agency GAD/LAD perspective within a Quad.  Such comments 

start to address Czepiel (1990)’s request to further examine inter-organisational 

loyalty.  This thesis contends that inter-organisational loyalty is comprised of 

individual actor loyalties as described in the Quad, and that active effort is needed by 

actors in Quads to engender such loyalties.   

 

Whilst trust, loyalty and to an extent commitment describe informal interpersonal 

relationship aspects of the Quad as an institutional construct, ‘parent’ organisations 

try to endorse or reinforce them through rules and regulations.  The organisational 

environments of ‘parents’ shape the lived experience of actors (Delbridge and 

Edwards, 2008) yet it is the actors’ relationships that live and deliver inter-

organisational arrangements (Marchington and Vincent, 2004) within these rules.  

Governance in the terminology of a CMO, as we have seen, is a contentious issue in 

three formal areas:  brand, media expenditure, and remuneration.  Tensions 

concerning brand are evidenced between LMO and CMO where CMO seeks cross-

border consistency and LMO seeks local relevance; and between client and agency 

where agency seeks longer-term brand building whilst client needs short-term results 
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(Christopher Bartlett, 1992; Duncan and Ramaprasad, 1995; Fastoso and Whitelock, 

2007).  Tensions around media flourish between clients and agency, mainly 

concerned with impartiality of media selection versus agency incentives or 

‘kickbacks’, and fuelled by recent allegations of fraud in the digital space65 (which 

both clients and agencies strive to resolve).  Remuneration is perennially fraught, 

usually working to undermine commitment as clients seek more for less, and 

agencies try to find inventive ways of earning more (Beverland, 2005).  

 

Whether described as governance, accountability or transparency, there is ever-

growing pressure on governance.  Robert Sawatsky, in Campaign Magazine, notes 

several ‘Secrets to steady client-agency relationships’, of which his sixth is; 

‘Benchmark and evaluate with data. R366 points out in its findings that Johnson & 

Johnson excels in evaluations, "actively asking agencies for feedback on how they 

can become a better client.".’  (Campaign, 14th February 2017).  This is unusually 

humble and very constructive in seeking commitment via a mutually beneficial, 

therefore sustainable relationship, and is akin to observations in prior research 

(Wackman, Salmon and Salmon, 1987a, b; Hackley, 2000; Beverland, 2005; 

Boojihawon, 2007).  Whilst important to actors in the weakest Quad, those in the 

stronger unit accepted good governance as ‘housekeeping’ or table stakes, as a 

given component of constructive institutional work. 

 

 

5.5.1.1 Framework: Trust 

Trust has been identified as important to relationships by respondent actors and 

literature alike.  Hardy, Phillips and Lawrence (1998) tease apart two distinct prior 

conceptualisations of trust, one defining trust as predictability, the other more akin to 

goodwill.  Their research suggests that neither definition is fully satisfactory; that both 

fail to account for conflicting interests and/or asymmetric power in relationships 

(Karen S Cook, 1977); (see also Karen Cook and Emerson (1978)));  and neither 

                                            
65 See multiple 2017 reports in Adweek, Campaign and other trade press organs. 
66 ‘R3’ is a global agency/client relationship consultancy. 
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assist in understanding how trust is created.  Consequently they proposed a new 

conceptualisation which embraces a set of expectations and goodwill, overlaid with 

sense-making processes dependent on common purpose, shared meanings and 

engagement in mutual communication.  This adds extra dimensions to delineators of 

affective versus calculative commitment (Gounaris, 2005; Chang et al., 2012).  In the 

context of advertising, trust as goodwill between client and agency is highly prized, 

whilst the desire for predictability is paradoxical – the last thing many clients want is 

predictable advertisements, yet agencies and clients want predictable relationships 

(Huang, Hu and Chen, 2008).  

 

By far the most interview references concerning trust emerged from actors in, or 

associated with the better-functioning Quad, in which mutual four-way feelings of 

trust are understood as critical to enduring success of this Quad.  Respondents 

agree both that trust is integral to successful prosecution of work in the Quad, and 

that communication is fundamentally important in building and maintaining trust.  In 

turn, this informs mutual perspectives of the relationships involved, frequently 

described as ‘partnership’.  Partnership in this context is taken to mean mutuality, 

trust and respect, with strong implications of two-way commitment.  Trust is closely 

related to commitment (Robert M Morgan and Hunt, 1994), and is linked to 

satisfaction (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987; James C Anderson, Håkansson and 

Johanson, 1994; Ryals and Humphries, 2007).    One respondent’s expression of 

willingness to share vulnerability aligns with an understanding of the importance of 

reliability and confidence in conceptions of trust (Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  

Mutuality, trust and respect go a long way towards overcoming problematic 

institutional arrangements noted by Seo and Creed (2002) that create ‘tensions and 

conflicts within and across institutions’, and are critically important in maintaining and 

propagating the Quad as an institutional construct.  

 

However, trust in the less functional Quad appears as a more instrumental 

calculative concept, often caveated or questioned.  Lack of trust has been correlated 

with disharmony by Souder (1981, cited in Paul C. N. Michell and Sanders (1995)) 

and is evident throughout the less functional Quad.  Trust comes with responsibility, 
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if the relationship is to endure (LaBahn and Kohli, 1997).  Considering the better-

performing Quad, a positive ‘identity response’ to being trusted carries implied 

obligations to live up to that trust, partly explaining why positive trust is a key IW 

element in the strengthening of the institution: 

 

Whilst trust is important on all four axes of the Quad, it is felt most strongly inter-

organisationally where there are fewer coercive mechanisms underpinning practice, 

so it appears as a key aspect of the relationship framework between client and 

agency actors horizontally as in figure 36 below: 

 
Figure 36: Framework indicating where trust is especially important.  Source: Author 

2017  

 

5.5.1.2 Framework: Wooing 

Kraatz (2009) and Selznick (1957) highlight the dual focus and role of 

organisational leaders, looking inwards to integrate their organisations, moulding a 

credible and engaging identity for the actors within, and outwards to legitimise the 

organisation’s existence, differentiation and preference amongst external audiences.   

 

External audiences for advertising agencies include clients and prospective 

clients, prospect employees, and commentators such as trade journalists and 

analysts.  It is existentially vital for leaders to ‘woo’ these audiences in order to 

increase awareness, to project reputation and build their business (Hallatt, 1979).  

Wooing may take any or many forms, from such excesses as overt bribes, holidays, 
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fine dining and VIP event attendances to investment of time and energy to engage 

with a client’s business, consumers, issues and ‘hot buttons’ (as are discussed in 

Reflective Journal; Appendix 9.5).  The most significant wooing occurs in the new 

business process itself (Paul C. N. Michell and Sanders, 1995), to which many 

external actors may make some form of contribution – for example, the more that 

journalists ‘hype’ an exec or agency, the more new business invitations s/he will get.  

Internal audiences do not escape wooing.  Despite management’s best efforts, 

Taylorian silos are strongly evidenced both in advertising and marketing 

organisations (Hackley, 2000), often acting divisively, providing leaders with the 

challenge of drawing silos together and degrading barriers between them (Selznick, 

1957; Kraatz, 2009).  As employment law and managerial practice reduce the 

leader’s overt coercive options, s/he requires more subtle seduction techniques to 

woo and engage diverse actors, coalescing them around an ‘identity’, vision, set of 

practices and beliefs, (Selznick (1957) called these ‘distinctive competences’) 

building and reinforcing the institutional elements within each. 

 

As in many interpersonal relationships, I have observed wooing to be at its most 

intense in the courtship, pre-commitment phase, i.e. during new business 

prospecting (see Reflective Journal; Appendix 9.5).  Agencies invest revenues and 

resources disproportionately in favour of new business compared to maintaining 

existing relationships (Paul C. N. Michell, 1988).  Yet actors in enduring relationships 

need to find ways to continue and refresh their seduction efforts to maintain 

engagement, relevance and currency of the relationship (M. Davies and Prince, 

1999; Beverland, 2005; Cracknell, 2012).  In either situation, well-enacted wooing is 

a contributor to the success and propagation of the Quad.  Unsurprisingly the most 

active ‘wooers’ are agency actors in both GAD and LAD roles, as shown in figure 37 

below:  
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Figure 37:  Framework indicating where wooing is important.  Source: Author 2017 

 

5.6 Maintenance Work 
 

Most work within Quads may be characterised in lay terms as ‘pragmatic 

maintenance’; maintaining the business, the relationships, habitually enacting 

practices, reproducing processes and myriad mundane tasks and functions 

underpinning these.  Most day-to-day work practiced in any Quad is simply the 

regular – some would say relentless – round of activities involved in keeping 

business going.  Projects arise, are debated, strategised, executed, delivered and 

measured; little victories and completions celebrated, little quarrels and 

disagreements resolved as weeks turn into months and into years.   

 

In the purview of IW, maintenance effort occupies a significant role in maintaining 

the institution (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009).  Actors at the coal-

face seem unaware that such enactment of their roles serves this higher order.  

Whilst accepting the normative and coercive construct within which they work, they 

usually limit their narratives to pragmatic operational discourse.  A facet of 

maintaining institutions is ‘experiential’, as derived from the work of Emirbayer and 

Mische (1998) noted in Chapter 3, i.e. embedded in the past, recalling and applying 

implicit or ‘taken-for-granted schemes of action’ which derive from experience of 

previous interactions.  In contrast to the notion of intentionality, actors unconsciously 

reinforce institutions without cognisance of their social construction, but their efforts 
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act positively to maintain those institutions.  Unsurprisingly, maintenance returns as 

the shortest section of fieldwork analysis, perhaps because actors perceive 

maintenance to be mundane.  Yet their ongoing efforts in day-to-day relationship 

work – however mundane – are central to reinforcing the institutional construct of 

Quads, and their own existence therein. 

 

Mediation and diplomatic skills are important in realising inter-organisational 

goals (Paul CN Michell (1987), Berkowitz & Levy, (1956), cited in Paul C. N. Michell 

and Sanders (1995)).  Respondents in this research, being senior executives with 

inter-organisational responsibilities, derive motivation and performance pride from 

skills in these areas, all be it with different ‘colouration’ in each of the three Quads 

studied.  Actors occasionally reflect on behaviours required in maintenance work, 

notably around interpersonal relationships and intercompany relationships (Bradley, 

Gao and Sousa, 2013).  The topic of training also arose which, although in theory 

should be considered as constructive work, rarely seems to achieve that goal as 

exemplified in section 6.4.1 below. 

 

Mimetic behaviour in the work of advertising agencies has been argued (Hackley, 

2000) as well as experienced by this author:  All of the agencies in which I worked 

operated with similar processes.  Hackley describes a “(mythical) ‘corporate way’’ 

that juniors draw on “to position their actions as flowing from a collective sense of 

process sanctioned by an élite organization’s working tradition.” (Hackley, 2000, 

p.242).  In many companies, this is the underlying codification of in-house on-the-job 

training – embedding codes of conduct and behavioural expectations that help to 

define the institution.   

 

When managing across cultural borders, sensitivity is clearly important; perhaps 

particularly when interfacing with cultures in which the concept of ‘face’ is important 

(predominantly Asian).  Culturally dispersed Quad members benefit from training, 

understanding and exposure to each other’s norms and proclivities, thereby fostering 

elements of shared identity (Kraatz, 2009; Kraatz and Block, 2017), facilitating 

maintenance of the Quad both as a functioning unit and an institutional construct.  
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Many firms provide intercultural training, many do not.  Organisations that offer 

guidance in these matters often cite consideration of ‘face’ (or apprehensions over 

causing loss of face).  This may become overbearing:  A bluff western colleague in 

Hong Kong had ‘face’ awareness drummed into him over many years, regarding 

dealing with locals.  In one memorable meeting where his views were challenged but 

someone reminded him to be wary of face, he exploded, slammed the table and spat 

out “what about MY f***ing face???”.  Extreme maybe, but it serves to remind of the 

inherent tensions arising within intercultural management.   

 

5.6.1 Training 

Findings illuminated two foci of training in the context of advertising, for those 

joining the industry and/or joining the firm.  The first could be described as technical, 

covering the mechanics and processes involved; the second is closer to 

socialisation, imbuing new recruits with the firm’s folklore, practices and implicit 

hierarchies – the “this is how we do it here” training (Hackley, 2000).  Self-evidently 

this is mimetic in nature, maybe even perceptively coercive if the recruit wishes to 

‘get on’ at the firm.  It provides formal and informal channels for established ‘old 

hands’ in the organisation to inform of, and subtly enforce, their perceptions of the 

‘corporate way’, adherence to which is the preferred outcome of socialisation 

training, and a strong component of institutional maintenance (ibid). 

 

This ‘corporate way’ is a vehicle for junior staff to legitimise their role within and 

without the agency (Delbridge and Sallaz, 2015).  Conforming senior staff may adopt 

the stance of ‘expert’ through its authoritative embodiment but may also display 

cynicism as a mark of their ego-independence and individual expertise (Hackley, 

2000).  As agencies go to considerable lengths to personalise and micro-differentiate 

their individual ‘corporate way’, they inevitably promulgate mimetic, enduring 

behaviour and attitudinal responses that serve to maintain the institutions therein 

(Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 2017).  Hackley agrees, describing new employees 

taking pride in becoming part of a ‘powerful and unique advertising tradition’ and 

adopting ‘a discourse of realism which positioned them as good corporate 

professionals’ (Hackley, 2000, p.242).  
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The people and practices involved in training are a case in point.  Much training is 

delivered by seasoned practitioners in advertising and marketing, whose experiential 

schemes of action are grounded in the institutional framework in which they 

themselves were trained and worked.  Whilst literature highlights training in the 

organisational context of firms, the same normative and coercive processes are 

invoked, maybe with less formality, when actors join a Quad.  Such training (whether 

overt or covert) acts as active maintenance or propagation of the Quad its habitual 

mechanisms, processes and values, language and behaviours as an institution. 

 

Mimetic ‘processing’ informed by training serves to uphold institutions in and of 

itself, whilst not being an overt coercive or control mechanism (Emerson, 1962; 

DiMaggio and Powell, 1983).  Actors ‘step in’ voluntarily through adopting the 

prevailing discourse.  Hackley (2000) observes how discursive forms that he 

unearthed in the agency of his study (in which I later worked) “tended to have the 

effect of privileging certain warrants, positions and discursive repertoires over others” 

(p 244).  This study confirms that actors’ discourses have the effect of becoming tacit 

coercive means of maintaining the institutional structures: dissent, contrary views 

and divergent interests get expunged from the agency’s public discourse.  This is 

notably paradoxical, because developing advertising typically involves much conflict, 

independent points-of-view and argument.  As an effect, therefore, I identify a 

discursive identity accomplishment of the agency; as systemic behaviour, it is 

existentially important to retain an appropriate balance between ‘the corporate way’ 

that defines the agency’s identity, and divergent creative innovation which represents 

the product for sale to their clients. 

 

An additional paradox derives from perceptions amongst senior executives of 

specific and unique abilities accumulated by managers through training: their 

embedded experience formed in diverse cultural systems and coloured by their 

individual values.  Executives often see these as unique to their organisation.  The 

more they do so, the more likely these abilities are to be imperfectly transferrable to 

other firms, and hard for rivals to imitate.  They become a potent source of 
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competitive strength (Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Holcomb et al., 2009, cited in Bradley, 

Gao and Sousa (2013)).  In my experience, many such ‘differentiating factors’ are 

minutiae in comparison to the normative and mimetic practices, skills and abilities 

found across client and agency organisations.  

 

5.6.2 Ambitions 

Ambition has two relevant personas for this research:  First, actors’ personal 

ambitions towards career aspirations, responsibilities, peer evaluation and 

organisational approbation (rarely in lock-step and often in opposition, along every 

axis of the Quad); second, institutional ambition towards the growth, enrichment and 

‘success’ of the Quad, as a shared goal. 

 

While few clients aspire to become agency people and vice versa, it is more 

common for local market managers/leaders to seek global responsibility – apparently 

more glamorous, visible, and rewarding.   In contrast, global managers may seek 

local leadership positions – with potentially greater responsibility, freedom and 

prospects.  Actors’ opportunities locally, unrelated to their Quad’s activities, may 

starkly conflict with the Quad’s aims.  Similarly, local office/market ambitions may 

differ significantly from those at global levels.  Both monadic and dyadic ambitions 

can create frustration and need tempering (through open communication and shared 

purpose) to work in maintaining the Quad.  If balanced or outweighed by Quad 

ambitions, the Quad will sustain. 

 

Within Quad teams there are paradoxical frustrations, keenly felt by both agency 

and client actors, driven by conflicting ambitions.  The people within agencies and 

clients also seek to balance personal and corporate goals, local and international 

needs whilst improving revenues, profiles and uniqueness (Von Krogh, Nonaka and 

Aben, 2001).  For example, data shows that many clients push their agencies to 

deliver against near-impossible deadlines.  Junior clients expect commendation for 

‘getting stuff done fast’, even when resulting in rushed, poorly considered 

deliverables requiring more time to amend and correct.  Yet senior clients request or 

require their agencies to interrogate briefs, to question assumptions, to innovate in 
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thought and deed.  When agencies adhere to these requests, junior clients get 

frustrated, seeing the agency as uncooperative or time-wasting.  Careful 

management of interpersonal relationships within Quads allied to regular and open 

communication is work that will retain engagement, counterbalance unaligned 

ambition and maintain the Quad (Jain, 1989). 

 

Ambitions contribute doubly to the framework – once when unaligned and not 

managed, as a source of tension and disruption; once as a potential coherer of the 

Quad as a sustainable institutional unit (see fig 38 below). 

 

 
Figure 38:  Framework illustrating where ambitions are an important consideration.  

Source: Author 2017 

 

5.6.3 Dependencies 

Libraries of research concerning interpersonal dependencies exist beyond the 

scope of the present study in fields such as psychiatry, social psychology, theories of 

social learning, object relations, attachment and more.  Of interest here is the 

symbiotic dependency existing in better-functioning Quads, versus the distortion of 

dependencies apparent in weaker Quads.  As alluded to in the table of literature 

(appendix 9.3), both Power Dependence and Resource Dependence theories see 

relationships and their sustainability as an outcome of individuals' reliance on others 

for valued resources (Salancik and Pfeffer, 1978).  Dependency is tied to power and 

need states (Emerson, 1962).  Clients depend on agencies for advertising, advice, 

as marketing partners and additional resource for their marketing team(s).  Agencies 
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need clients for revenue and identity.  Head offices need local offices for 

implementation and execution in-market, for intelligence and feedback.  Local offices 

of multinationals need their head offices for product, corporate support, legitimacy 

and identity (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993c). These forces are mutual and symbiotic, 

yet rarely in harmony; at different times in marketing cycles one or other 

predominates.  Like swings and roundabouts, the forces in enduring Quads even out 

over the longer term.  However, amongst actors blind to longer cycles, cynicism 

about client/agency relationships may remain.  Mutuality of dependency, or 

recognition of that possibility, may be interpreted as positive, constructive IW.   

 

As described above and seen in fig 39 below, power and dependency may be 

observed on all four axes of the Quad.  

 
Figure 39:  Framework illustrating where dependencies exist.  Source: Author 2017 

In the present study, maintenance was the least-discussed area of behaviour as 

actors seem to regard it as ‘a given’ in the daily execution of their work. This is 

perhaps surprising in the context of the assertion by (Selznick, 1957) that institutions 

take on ‘lives of their own’. 

 

 

5.7 Detrimental Work 
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IW is consumed with the study and understanding of the recursive actions of 

actors within their institutions, actively or subconsciously creating, maintaining and/or 

disrupting those institutions (Thomas B Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006), thereby 

affecting the ebb and flow of those institutions.  Work that undermines, weakens or 

disrupts the institutional construct is the focus of this section.   

 

The Quad embodies four actors.  Each is a leader in their own organisation, 

needing to adopt Selznickian statesmanship and each takes on Quad-leadership at 

various points in time.  No respondents articulate this as a formal ‘passing of the 

baton’, but implicit in their descriptions of processes and politics is some tension 

concerning leadership.  With four potential leaders and no elected or mandated 

‘chair’, complex political interactions around the issue of leadership arise, impacting 

the institutional identity of each Quad. 

 

Kraatz (2009) developed Selznick’s thinking into two distinct characterisations of 

leadership - connotative and denotive.  Connotative leaders are more aspirational, 

entrepreneurial and possibly vocational, maybe balancing politics with a higher moral 

theme.  Denotative leaders are “merely in charge” (Kraatz, 2009) and in 

consequence, “mired in ongoing institutionalisation processes whether they wanted 

to be or not” (ibid).  Complex individual performances in the studied Quads reveal 

ambidexterity of leadership styles by individual actor, often switching between 

connotative and denotative as determined by contexts and roles.  When leading in 

briefings, budgets and approvals, connotative leadership balance swings towards the 

client side of the Quad, probably ‘upwards’ to CMO.  When presenting market data, 

creative recommendations and finished work, the obverse occurs.  The most 

denotative leader encountered in this research was the CMO of the utilitarian Quad, 

an instance of the institution which did its work in an uninspiring but professional 

way, devoid of the passions that would hasten either its engagement and identity or 

its immolation.  Conversely in the less functional Quad, all four leaders adopted 

clearly connotative approaches most of the time, suggesting a conflicted downward 

spiral undermining their businesses and demeaning the institution. 
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‘Seagull management’ as a concept has been discussed in sections 4.2.1.1 and 

4.6 above (where a manager flies in, craps all over and flies out again).  Both CMO 

and GAD risk adopting this detrimental behaviour: more so where they have 

responsibilities for multiple markets and therefore belong to many Quads.  

Practitioners dislike the behaviour, yet it reappears normatively in many instances of 

the Quad.  I have seen seagulling cause frustration, enmity, loss of face, and both 

immediate and longer-term practical problems in the execution of work and feasibility 

of a Quad.   

 

Within each of the client and agency dyads inside the Quad – global and local 

roles – there exists plurality of leadership identity allied to skillsets swinging back and 

forth, dependant on context and background, as argued by an agency respondent 

who argued that the best global or head-office people are those who have the 

grounding that only derives from doing a local job.  This suggests differential 

appreciation of resource fit and skill suitability, and possibly a denigration of those 

whose background or ‘personal investments’ – specialised knowledge, relationships 

and experience – may be unalike (Williamson, 1975, 1979, 1981).  

 

In the context of advertising, and many other industries, we may overlay an 

additional triangulation, namely the intersection of technology, fragmentation and 

consumer power (Chaffey and Ellis-Chadwick, 2012).  Technology enables 

fragmentation of audiences, communication channels and messaging (Chaffey and 

Ellis-Chadwick, 2012; Damian Ryan, 2016).  Fragmentation feeds off technology and 

enhances the power of consumers within ‘bubbles’ or niche segmentations.  

Consumers, with more ‘knowledge’ at their fingertips and abilities to share their 

opinions feed the demand for technology and increase fragmentation (ibid).  I 

contend that this trinity will have an increasingly dynamic effect on the rise and fall of 

the Quad in the context of international co-company organisations. 

 

Much disrupting activity noted in the present study, maximally in the less 

functional Quad, arose from misalignment of rewards, incentivisation and sanctions 

around the Quad actors, in accord with similar disconnections noted by Thomas B 
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Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) as one of three forms of disruption.  The worst 

example saw all four actors incentivised on different metrics by their organisations, 

leading to intentions, behaviours and actions that undermined those of the other 

Quad members.  This illuminates affective action by one or both organisations 

behind the Quad, adversely affecting the actors and undermining effectiveness of the 

institutional construct (Dobbin, 2010).  Conversely in the better-functioning Quad, 

while not fully aligned, the reward and incentivisation mechanisms (perceived and 

‘real’) were at least not in conflict, allowing other work to strengthen this Quad and its 

business outcomes. 

 

Selznick (1957) suggested that organisations may become ‘value-infused’ (in a 

negative sense – saturated), unable to expand as they mature.  He reasoned that in 

following this path, such rigidity may spawn constituencies of actors who adapt or 

modify the institution in pursuit of their own interests and values, promoting the 

morphed or deviated version only whilst it meets their personal requirements.  Such 

deviant institutions take on ‘lives of their own’ (Kraatz, 2009) led by self-interested 

actors, as is illustrated by the more dysfunctional Quad in the present study, in which 

personal political gains reign supreme.  Going further, all four actors in this less 

functional Quad engage in detrimental institutional work, consciously or sub-

consciously trying to pull the institution towards their individual divergent aims, 

resulting in evidenced dysfunctionality.  

 

One respondent described the actions and intent of his firm as ‘dequadification67’, 

a process of intentionally destroying the Quad as a working construct within his 

company.  It is when actors such as this question the ‘taken-for-granted’ schemes of 

action, practices and assumptions that often underpin institutions that disruption is 

most likely to occur and the possibility of institutional change arises (Thomas B 

Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2009).  His lengthy discourse covered the 

                                            
67 The author coined this term during the interview, having been exposed to a respondent 

determined to disassemble Quads as a concept in his organisation. 
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involvement of the Boston Consulting Group68 in a cost-reduction exercise, and 

replacing long-term international network agency relationships with in-house 

centralised work.  Decoupling, by name and intent, is utterly destructive to the 

concept and practice of the Quad – institutional work that may be considered as 

terminal.  ST’s interview revealed insights into some substantial changes to ‘the old 

order’ that may emerge amongst other radical organisations and/or individuals.  The 

potential for impending change is to be the subject of future research and 

publication, as it is beyond the scope of the present study. 

 

5.7.1 Trust versus Suspicion 

Many philosophers, poets and counsellors note that strong relationships are 

founded on trust, as discussed in Chapter 2.2 above.  Trust is an important 

component of any stable relationship.  Douglas C West (1997) identifies trust as one 

of seven criteria highly valued in advertising relationships, and goes on to state that 

“If the agency was trusted, then flexibility on contractual and administrative issues 

should be shown” (p. 7).  The converse of trust, unfortunately inherent in many Quad 

and client-agency relationships and observed in this study, is suspicion.  Lack of trust 

is a relationship negative (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993a), substantively undermining 

the ability of Quads to prosper. The less functional Quad is characterised by mutual 

suspicious of other actors’ motives and abilities.  Because one party exchanges 

tangible money for an intangible service, room for suspicion has existed since they 

first evolved.  As choice, consumerism, budgets and media expanded through the 

‘70s/‘80s (Vardar and Paliwoda, 1993c; Miracle, 2014), advertising agencies got rich, 

fuelling hedonistic lifestyles among agency chiefs (Cracknell, 2012), creating overt 

reasons for suspicion that survive to this day.   Similarly, data emerged that shows a 

two-way street: senior agency personnel are increasingly suspicious of their clients 

in response to a perceived diminution of their partnership role to one of supplier – a 

more transactional than partnership concept (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh, 1987; 

Garbarino and Johnson, 1999).  Client/agency relationships are rarely purely 

                                            
68 The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) is a global management consulting firm with over 

80 offices around the world.  Source:  www.bcg.com  
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transactional (Turnbull and Doherty-Wilson, 1990), yet the less functional Quad 

depicts stratified suspicion, adding tension.  In that agency, global director-level 

relationships remain strong; further down the hierarchy, at more operational local 

levels, there is mistrust and relationship anxiety.  The obverse is also shown to occur 

in different circumstances, for example a LAD described a CMO forcing an unwanted 

‘solution’ onto her market, against the advice of both LMO and LAD.  LAD and LMO 

concurred but were over-ruled by both CMO and GAD.  Here, the potential for 

constructive Quad behaviour was shattered by horizontal dyadic behaviour ignoring 

vertical links.   This fostered stratified suspicion and loss of trust leading to a 

downward spiral, undermining the operational unit and highlighting detrimental 

institutional work (Chakravarthy, 1982). 

 

5.7.1.1 Framework: Divergent goals 

Volumes of relational research explore actor collaborations with others in their 

field (Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey, 2017), addressing certain relational factors 

relevant to this thesis – notably social position, status and goal alignment (Bertels et 

al, 2014; Empson et al, 3013 cited in Hampel, Lawrence and Tracey (2017)).  

Challenges in coordinating and controlling goal alignment are explored by Zietsma 

and McKnight (2009), highlighting difficulties between collaborators.  In Quads these 

difficulties are greatly magnified as actors situate in different companies, different 

countries, different disciplines and different compensatory environments. 

 

Quads are formed to support a common ‘anchor’ or purpose (see sections 1.4, 

4.1), usually the client account around which the Quad centres its energies (Hallatt, 

1979) – labelled client-centricity by practitioners and respondents.  Where one or 

more actor is not sufficiently anchored; where for whatever reason objectives 

diverge; or where incentivisation pulls actors in conflicting directions, operation of the 

Quad will be compromised and actors may engage in detrimental work.  This 

disconnect exists at organisational and personal levels concurrently and is therefore 

doubly injurious to the effective functioning of a Quad.  Clearly misaligned or 

divergent goals are detrimental work that may affect all four axes of the Quad (see 

fig 40 below). 
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Figure 40:  Framework with divergent goals added.  Source: Author 2017 

 

5.7.1.2 Framework: Global v Local  

The much-discussed topic of globalisation may represent a cause of goal 

divergence (Christopher A Bartlett and Ghoshal, 2002); whether to improve 

marketing effectiveness through adaptation/localisation (to geographies, cultures, 

segments or needs), or to enhance efficiency by standardising across multiple 

markets (Chakravarthy, 1982; Drori, Höllerer and Walgenbach, 2013; Höllerer, 

Walgenbach and Drori, 2017).  Since the work of Levitt (1993) and that of Geert 

Hofstede (https://geert-hofstede.com/), the topic has been heavily researched, 

debated and argued.  My experience suggests it is contingent on case specifics, yet 

time and again respondents refer to this debate as a source of tension in, across and 

around the Quad.  Such divergent views undermine both trust and operational 

efficacy and are detrimental work towards the institutional construct.  Many Quad 

actors describe the debate as centralisation versus localisation, and suggest a 

pendulum-like shift in power dynamics (Gaski, 1984b) between the two diametrics.  

 

An interesting dichotomy exists between head offices and local offices in both 

verticals.  Global officers (CMO, GAD) understand macro arrangements, politics and 

influences, of value to LMO and LAD.  But this knowledge is aggregated from and 

populated by multiple sets of local knowledge that emanate from in-market sources, 
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creating another power dependency dissonance (Emerson, 1962) specific to the 

global/local divide (see fig 41 below).  

 

 
Figure 41:  Framework illustrating local and global influences.  Source: Author 2017 

Dissimilar interpretations of the global/local feud add conflict and tension to 

Quads, varying over time as power, influence and diverse ambitions ebb and flow.  

Unless resolved, these arguments are detrimental work. 

 

  

5.8 Communication 
 

If the advertising ‘account’ is the Quad’s anchor and the four actors are its 

engines, communication may be considered as the fuel that keeps it running.  As 

with combustion engines, fuel may be clean or dirty, high or low octane, with or 

without additives.  Communication underpins all constructive and maintenance 

institutional work whilst also inherent in detrimental work.  Without communication, 

there is no Quad – merely four actors in dislocated offices. 

 

Actors frequently note the importance of communicating passion and mutual 

interest in each others’ business (Beverland, Farrelly and Woodhatch, 2007).  Some 

respondents progress this engagement to a position of mutual dependency: strongly 

constructive work whilst it lasts.  Others note that lack of engagement, trust or 
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unaligned goals, leads to detrimental work that undermines the Quad both 

specifically and institutionally (Margaret A Morrison and Haley, 2003; Sutherland, 

Duke and Abernethy, 2004). 

 

Data suggest specific personality traits facilitating communication, namely those 

of diplomacy allied to cultural and interpersonal sensitivity.  As Quads inevitably 

operate across country and corporate boundaries, actors need to be proficient 

boundary-spanners (Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 1992) and show respect and 

sensitivity to each other and each others’ situations (Blau, 1964).  Understanding 

when to bow and when to stand up in cross-cultural affairs is key to successful 

enactment of a Quad institutional role. 

 

Actors identify humility and flexibility as desirable characteristics, facilitating the 

flow of power and dependency around the Quad and enabling the diverse and 

varying roles that Quad actors need to adopt from time to time (Blau, 1964; 

Seabright, Levinthal and Fichman, 1992).  Quads with unbalanced humility or 

flexibility are less likely to prosper, whilst subjugation of ego and pride in favour of 

the Quad’s supremacy are more prone to constructivity.  Given its importance, 

communication is central to the framework in fig. 42 below, along each axis but not 

crossing the box: 
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Figure 42;  Framework with all major contributions and communication loop added.  

Source: Author 2017 

With communications playing a central role in the life and work of Quads, a brief 

note on methods deployed is relevant.  Aside from the obvious, contemporary digital 

tools are also discussed. 

 

5.8.1 Communications Methods 

Respondents repeatedly argue for clarity, honesty, openness and regularity of 

communication, noting the benefits of face-to-face meetings and corresponding 

importance of travel.  Data suggests that those actors most in favour of face-to-face 

meetings tend to come from agencies, while many clients are more concerned with 

cost than closeness. 

 

Quads and teams working across borders, time-zones, disciplines and 

organisational boundaries in many industries increasingly use communications 

tools69 such as Jabberä, Clarizenä, Adobe Connectä, Beenoteä and other 

proprietary software solutions, to drive efficiency and reduce timelines in day-to-day 

                                            
69 In the trade these are misnamed ‘social media’ is taken from industry;  these tools 

replicate media used for social purposes but are actually collaborative software applications 
aimed at enhancing teamwork. 
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Quad operations.  These softwares are collaborative in nature, having 

communication and ‘sharing’ at the core of their purpose, but often they result in 

diagonal communications ‘crossing the box’70.  As discussed above (see Chapter 

4.1.1), where such communications exclude other Quad members or in traditional 

settings this is detrimental.  Digital situations enable transparent communications, 

auditable and seen by all, so ‘crossing the box’ negatives may be mitigated as every 

Quad actor is kept informed (or has the potential so to be).  Newer software offers 

sequencing mechanisms to ensure that communications are seen by every intended 

receiver in the correct order, and unless marked as seen, systems will not allow the 

project to progress whilst also providing a communications audit trail. 

 

 

5.9 The final frameworks 
 

Advertising is a multifaceted industry embracing many roles, functions and 

disciplines (R. Cluley, 2017).  Considered as a professional service (Douglas C 

West, 1997), advertising as a function embraces both high risk and huge profit 

potential for agencies and clients alike.  International advertising may account for 

some $600 billion in annual expenditure.  For these reasons alone, understanding 

the mechanics of the function is clearly of importance.  The core operational unit in 

an international advertising set-up is shown to be the Quad, herein named and 

theorised as an institutional construct that is fundamental to the way the industry 

works and advertising is both made and disseminated.  Advertising literature has 

recognised the presence of four organisational actors operating together (Vardar and 

Paliwoda, 1993c) but not identified the construct or its ubiquity, the interpersonal 

dimension of four elite team-leaders in a Quad, or the importance of setting up and 

managing Quads to achieve high functionality and relationship longevity. 

   

In building the present Quad framework, abstracted from findings interlaced with 

theory, we have explored tensions, pressures and factors that are and that affect 

                                            
70 See Figure 31, page 4-165 
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critical work performed by person-actors in the growth, maintenance or undermining 

of the Quad as an institutional construct.  Doing so serves to theorise how individual, 

interlinked actors in the context of advertising balance and make compatible the 

demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal and organisational relationships. 

 

Questions that could be asked of this framework include, “Where does it begin?  

Or end?”  Like the institution that it represents, it is initiated by the anchoring account 

and the four actors responsible for it.  Whilst not affecting to be complete or absolute, 

it has no specific antecedents and no end-point or succedents.  It is a framework that 

deconstructs inter-relational considerations, pressures and tensions between 

symbiotic actors in a Quad, with the aim of enhancing understanding of the institution 

and the work components within it.  From the birth of a Quad forming an international 

account team, the panoply of considerations, pressures, conflicts and tensions are 

potentially all present and can build (or be built).  Similarly, recognition, 

understanding and management of these theoretical and practice elements may 

serve to alleviate such tensions, leading to a more productive, ‘successful’ and 

sustainable Quad.   

 

Directionalities are observed in many of these influences as indicated on the final 

framework diagram below (see fig 43 below).  As has been described in relevant 

sections above, some factors suggest bidirectionality – power dependence, trust, 

ambitions – while others are unidirectional – wooing, local knowledge, global 

knowledge and relationship – and goals are relevant to all four axes and are 

directionless (within this context) in the data.  Clearly there are no diagonals that 

would ‘cross the box’, as argued in sections 3.1, 4.2.1 and figure 39. 
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Figure 43:  Final Framework with directionality where relevant.  Source: Author 2017 

These directionalities are neither prescriptive nor exclusive.  They exist to show 

the reader where there may be an imbalance – one way or the other – that actors, 

their mentors and recruiters should understand and prepare for in their efforts to 

construct an enduring and productive Quad. 

 

The Quad, a newly discovered complex institution of diminutive scale, situates 

within cognitive, normative and regulatory conceptualisations (W Richard Scott, 

1995, 2008a, 2014), and displays the many tensions, pressures and adhesions of its 

bigger brothers.  Institutions are valuable to people (Heclo, 2011), and of particular 

import to the people engaged in international advertising from both client and agency 

perspectives: So important, indeed, that they have taken the Quad for granted over 

decades.  Actors within the Quad institution work variously to enhance, adhere, 

maintain and/or undermine the institution (Thomas B Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 

2009; T. Lawrence, Suddaby and Leca, 2010; Phillips and Lawrence, 2012; Hampel, 

Lawrence and Tracey, 2017), their organisations, and the actors within, but the 

institution and its actors are responsible as the prima facie inputs to the business of 

advertising. 
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If the framework above depicts the unwoven relationship tapestry (Gounaris, 

2005), we may now situate the construct in which the relationships exist within its 

broader theoretical environs.   

 

Theoretical analysis has revealed potential action at field, organisational and 

interpersonal levels:  Institutional Theory and Organisational Institutionalism exert 

influence on firms and institutions, while Work and Institutional Work have greater 

sway over the individual actors and their behaviours.  Both have been theorised 

predominantly at mono or dyad levels, thereby incognisant of other critical symbiotic 

influences and influencers.  On each axis of the quadrangle there exist and conflate 

many factors that influence the relationships between our actors personally, 

professionally, corporately and institutionally.  These include but are not limited to 

aspects discussed above, namely trust and commitment; power; ambition; 

incentivisation; global/local role conceptions; culture (ethnic, corporate and/or 

practitioner); and values (moral, induced and/or deduced), as shown in figure 44 

below.  Some of these influences may be felt individually, some collectively, some in 

opposition and some on one axis more than others:   
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Figure 44:  Theoretical Relationship Frame for the Quad.  Source: Author 2017 

 

In summary, the international advertising arena as a context has been 

determined to be of interest due to its ‘supercharged’ nature, in being a knowledge-

intensive business fuelled by ego and creativity, peopled by ambitious mavericks, yet 

potentially representative of many other business sectors.  It existentially needs the 

people who run it to work, so they are of critical interest.  From the network of actors 

involved, four key players are distilled and later described as the Quad, comprising 

CMO, GAD, LMO and LAD in central and local client and agency offices. From a 

theoretical perspective, the organisational construct of these four symbiotically linked 

actors is shown to be an institution.  Closer examination and deconstruction of their 

relationship factors highlights aspects that categorise into areas of constructive, 

maintaining or detrimental Institutional Work, a surprising conclusion given both the 

diminutive scale of the institution and its habitus within commercial, knowledge-

intensive and creative business. 

 

Whilst the lens of IW has proven valuable in disentangling and understanding 

aspects of the Quad and work therein, the dynamic complexity of the construct 

renders it susceptible to influences by and examination in many other theoretical 

CMO

LMO

GAD

LAD

Potential Moderations
Power;   Ambition;  Incentivisation; 
Global-Local role conceptualisation
Culture:  Ethnic, corporate, practitioner, etc.
Values:  Moral, personal, organisational, etc.

IT: Mimetic & Normative
OI: Preserving 

institutional logics

W: Actors & Orgs 
recursively influencing

IW: Enhance/ Maintain/ 
Disrupt?
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frames.  Institutional Theory provides a framework with which to understand the 

mimetic and normative sways acting on the Quad;  Organisational Institutionalism 

similarly offers insight into the way Quads preserve institutional logics and survive 

over decades.  The Turn to Work assists in seeing how actors and their 

organisations recursively influence each other, both being active participants in the 

business of the Quad and mutual influencers of cognitive and affective efforts.  Yet 

none of the above are able to explain or predict the entirety of the individual or 

dyadic forms they so typically interrogate, let alone a symbiotic quadrangular form as 

identified in the Quad.  IW is helpful as a lens in seeing the institution from an 

individual person-actorial perspective, addressing more closely the role of those 

actors in affecting their environment. 

 

Inevitably there are other considerations.  Were this work to be continued, and 

hypotheses built to verify aspects of the dynamic bonds and relationships in the 

Quad, many moderators would need inclusion as discovered in both literature and 

findings.  These include, but are not limited to influences of power, ambition, 

incentivisation, differences in global vs local perspectives, many cultural aspects 

(e.g. ethnic, corporate, practitioner, discipline, geographic and temporal culture); and 

finally, diverse value-types may act as moderators (e.g. moral, personal, 

organisational, religious values).  Whilst their in-depth or positivist investigation is 

beyond the scope of the present research, these are indicated in Figure 44 above 

and raised as flags for further work in future. 
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(intentionally Blank)  
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6 Conclusion and summary contributions 
 

This section, in concluding the research study, first summarises the major outputs 

of the work.  Concise methodological, empirical, theoretical and practical 

contributions are listed, followed by considerations of possible further work and 

limitations inherent in the present study.  A reflective subsection follows with thoughts 

about the research process and project. 

 

The study set out to address as its research objective: 

How can we theorise the institutional work of individual, interlinked elite 

actors in the context of advertising, in balancing and making compatible 

the demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal and organisational 
relationships? 
 

First and as distinct from a relationship network approach, this thesis distils and 

reduces the complex multiparty network of account-based relationships into its purist 

form, represented by the four senior-most elite actors with responsibility for an 

international advertising account – each in their own locus at head- and local offices, 

at home and abroad – the CMO, GAD, LMO and LAD.  This four-way construct 

becomes the unit of analysis, the symbiotic tableau that symbiotically connects the 

individual elite actors in the context of advertising.  It is ‘the Quad’ – a new 

institutional form, helping to redefine cross cultural, cross-border, intra- and interfirm 

relationships.  Deconstructing, coding, analysis and theme-derivation of the many 

aspects within this relationship matrix provides new understanding of how, where 

and when the actors make compatible many joint and several conflicting demands.  

Interpretation through the lens of IW offers insights into whether such aspects 

contribute to, maintain or undermine the Quad as an institution and an organisational 

construct. 

 

The results reported here address some important gaps in literature.  Previous 

institutional research largely ignores interpersonal institutional relationships, and 

rarely if ever looks beyond dyadic inter-organisational relationships.  Previous 
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network and IMP research adds understanding of matrices, of boundary spanners 

and actors, resources, activities and bonds, of commitment and trust within dyadic 

relationships, yet leaves alone questions of culture and environment.  This research 

offers five contributions, adding to knowledge within the field of institutional work 

while contributing depth of understanding to populating and organising key elements 

of global business teams – perhaps especially in the field of advertising.  These are 

itemised here and expanded below: 

 

First, the Quad, a long-established, widespread organisational construct hitherto 

unobserved as a phenomenon, is herein identified, named, described, and theorised 

as a valid, if small, institutional construct and unit of analysis.  Whilst ‘discovered’ 

here and studied in the context of international advertising, The Quad is posited as a 

construct that is replicated almost universally by firms operating across borders, and 

thus has resonance for most businesses involved in international B2B activities.  

This significantly increases the potential impact of this and derivative studies for 

theorists, academics and for those establishing, curating or operating within a Quad 

in the practitioner world. 

 

Second, institutions are not necessarily large, unwieldy, or even what may be 

described in lay terms as ‘institutional’.  It is surprising to find one which exists at 

much smaller interpersonal levels, whilst displaying many of the attributes of its 

much larger cousins.  The Quad is a strong, and new, example of a micro-

institutional construct, that takes institutional research beyond the dyad. 

 

Third and despite the Quad’s diminutive scale, Institutional Work is clearly 

evidenced in this micro-institution in the forms of actors’ efforts at constructive, 

maintenance and destructive work affecting the institution, their organisations and 

the individual people concerned.  From the perspective of IW, findings show an 

emphasis on the so-far under-researched area of detrimental work. 

 

Fourth, the practice or field of multinational advertising has not been studied 

through the theoretical lens of Institutional Work to date.  IW has not been ‘applied’ to 
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creative or knowledge PSF71 businesses until now, marking new and commercially 

relevant territory for this growing field of research and adding managerial impact.  

 

Fifth, most advertising research is output-focussed.  This thesis brings a different 

perspective to understanding a key input to international advertising: the complex 

relationships between those elite people with responsibility for making it work. 

 

The built framework that emerged through Chapter 5 decodes and identifies 

many institutional tensions, pressures, conflicts and balances.  It disassembles and 

dissects drivers within the Quad to facilitate understanding and to situate the Quad 

within institutional, organisational and interpersonal fields.  In addition, the novel 

technique of multiple paired interviews to assimilate trichotomous perspectives from 

each Quad actor may be considered as a methodological contribution. 

 

Each of the five contributions is considered in more detail below. 

 

6.1.1 The Quad as a unit of study 
Institutional theorists have studied dyadic relationships for decades, as have 

conflict, power, dependency, relationship and account management theorists.  The 

dyad is a natural unit of analysis, conveniently discrete and ‘pure’.  Despite the 

breadth and depth of knowledge from these literatures concerning dyads, we know 

little about how such relationships are impinged upon by those proximal symbiotic 

‘other’ relationships that are the stuff of business. Havila, Johanson and Thilenius 

(2004) examines triads, almost as a ‘freak’ B2B occurrence at the organisational 

level; Havila, Johanson and Thilenius (2004); Siltaloppi and Vargo (2017) similarly 

work corporately with their 2017 paper entitled ‘Triads: A review and analytical 

framework’, but to my knowledge relationships that are quadrangular have not been 

referred to, let alone studied.  Whilst Vardar and Paliwoda (1993b) demonstrated 

location-specific four-way organisational structures and process (see section 2.2.7), 

                                            
71 PSF = professional service firms 
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the first contribution of the present work is to identify, describe and name the Quad 

as an institutional construct worthy of further research. 

 

Additionally, much of institutional research examines at macro-organisational 

levels (for example state, NGO, firm or corporate institutions), leaving a significant 

dearth of study at the individual elite person-actor level.  This is a strange omission.  

Phillips and Lawrence (2012) ask for understanding of individual actors, their work, 

purpose and consequences of work: to which I add their relationships.   

 

Almost every business operating over national boundaries in concert with another 

business (whether as partners, agents, distributors or other) deploys some sort of 

quadrangular setup, led by identifiable individual elite actors with responsibility for 

success of the interconnected business relationship (Iacobucci and Hibbard, 1999; 

Ryals and Humphries, 2007).  It is axiomatic that company A, if dealing with 

Company B in lead- and at least one other country, will deploy some form of 

quadrangular business-leader arrangement.  Yet there is little or no research 

grappling with this ubiquitous construct at the interpersonal level.  The present study 

is honoured to identify and name the construct, whose longevity and widespread 

deployment make the Quad an eminently important, discrete, replicable and 

studyable institution. 

 

Despite comprising only four individual actors, the Quad displays characteristics 

that identify it as ‘an institution’ or at minimum as an institutional construct.  It is 

socially construed, widespread throughout organisations, replicated industry wide, 

and has been reproduced for many decades.  It is contingent on involved actors and 

operates with replicable normative and mimetic codes of behaviour, expectations, 

language and structure.  The Quad as here described extrapolates upwards in scale 

to four symbiotically arranged actor firms, four almost universal functions within 

organisations and the four organisational fields of head- and local-office clients plus 

head- and local-office advertising agencies.  The Quad may become the focus of 

analyses into how individual elite actors interlink symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships in the context of advertising – and other businesses. 
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6.1.2 Institutional work within micro-institutional constructs 
Despite growing numbers of IW studies, institutions normally researched are 

large, unwieldy and typically non-commercial as noted in 6.1.1 above.  

Governmental/state, educational, health-related or charitable institutions are 

common candidates – what the layperson may expect of the adjective ‘institutional’.  

Yet the present study evidences that institutions can be very small and cross-

organisational.  It demonstrates existence of a micro-institution in much smaller 

circumstances and in utterly commercial, creative, competitive, knowledge- and 

profit-based business settings, demonstrating the applicability of IW theorisation 

across a diverse sectorial tapestry.  IW has not been applied to creative industries, 

let alone multinational advertising practice before, but it is clearly relevant.  The 

present study highlights the relevance, importance and potential impact of IW in 

commercially large creative/ knowledge businesses, even if applied to a considerably 

smaller construct than hitherto studied.  Reciprocally, IW provides the lens with 

which to understand and theorise how individual, interlinked elite actors in the 

context of advertising balance and make compatible the demands of interlinked 

symbiotic interpersonal and organisational relationships. 

 

That this research evidences IW to be present and active despite the diminutive 

scale of the institution under study is mildly revelatory, yet a pleasing recursivity 

exists between finding IW at play in this construct, and therefore the construct itself 

being somewhat validated as an institution. 

 

6.1.3 Constructive, maintaining and undermining institutional work 

As discussed above in this chapter, the many themes emerging from analysis of 

work within the Quad (chapter 4 – analysis of findings) may be distilled into the three 

IW categorisations of positive and constructive, maintenance work, and work that 

undermines or is deleterious to the institutional construct – consciously or otherwise 

(chapter 5 – discussion).  The study reveals each of constructive, maintenance and 

destructive work within the micro-institution under study, again adding to the validity 

of the theoretical construct and demonstrating its contemporary relevance.  All three 
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forms find multiple expression throughout this research: somewhat pleasingly, 

constructive work finds more expression in the better-functioning Quad studied, and 

detrimental work is more prevalent in the weakest, less functional Quad examined. 

 

Work that undermines institutions appears to be less well understood or studied 

in IW literature to date.  This study amply evidences detrimental work in Quads.  

Evidence of these three institutional characterisations of work adds to theoretical and 

managerial knowledge about detailed aspects of how individual, interlinked actors 

balance and make compatible the demands of interlinked symbiotic interpersonal 

relationships. 

 

6.1.4  IW focussing on Advertising 
As discussed in Chapter 2.5, IW as a theoretical perspective has typically 

focussed on macro constructs: what lay people may call ‘institutions’ or super-

organisations.  IW is rarely deployed in the analysis of commercial entities, and no 

literature has surfaced that relates the theory to multinational advertising practice, or 

even to creative or knowledge businesses.  Thus, a contribution to the expanding 

literature of IW is claimed in addressing the question of how, in the context of 

advertising, these individual interlinked elite actors work within Quads that are so 

central to execution of their business. 

 

The Quad relationships researched herein are situated within international 

advertising, between actors in client and advertising agency firms.  Whilst this 

provides a heady, rich and ego-charged tableau for study, (building on the author’s 

practitioner knowledge and experience), the Quad as an institutional construct would 

appear to be replicable in multiple contexts, wherever multinational firms operate in 

concert.  Whilst the present research is intentionally tightly focussed, enormous 

potential exists to study Quads in the same context at firm level versus interpersonal, 

as well as in multiple other contexts at both individual actor and organisational levels. 
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6.1.5 A novel look at Advertising Research 
It is posited in Chapter 2 that most academic and business research concerning 

advertising studies its outputs, usually addressing some form of commercial and/or 

comparative performance.  This thesis addresses the lesser-studied aspect of inputs 

to the advertising industry practice and process, and therefore offers a different 

perspective to understanding the most significant input to this creative, interpersonal, 

knowledge-based business: the elite people whose responsibility it is to make the 

business work.  Perhaps most acutely, identification and interpretation of the Quad is 

a significant newcomer to advertising research.  This contribution is therefore also 

answering the objective of theorising individual, interlinked actor relationships in the 

context of advertising. 

 

6.1.6 The Quad as a framework  

A relationship framework is induced, built and presented through Chapter 5 that 

unweaves and identifies many of the institutional tensions, pressures, drivers and 

balances within the Quad – exponentially greater than those in dyads.  Boundary 

spanners all, the Quad’s actors each exists in separate locations and identities, yet 

paradoxically all need to create, work and communicate within a common identity.  

Trust, aligned ambitions, balanced power and engagement, information symmetry, 

open and transparent communication, all increase constructivity.  Lack or asymmetry 

of these leads to deleterious pressures and tensions that may undermine the Quad 

both as an institutional construct, an identity and as an operating unit.  However, 

human nature being what it is, many evidences of work serve intentionally or 

otherwise to destabilise the institution on any or several of the dimensions identified 

on the framework.   

 

Subsequently a theoretical framework is also presented that situates the Quad 

actors in personal, organisation-level and institutional fields, illustrating where other 

theoretical perspectives assist understanding of the symbiotic relationships at play.  

This framework additionally suggests considerations for moderation factors were the 

Quad relationships to be examined in a positivist, hypothesis-proving study. 
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Each of the contributions noted above warrants exploration in other contexts and 

may in future spawn testable hypotheses.  The framework conceived here suggests 

development of quantifiable relationships, dependencies and moderations that lie 

beyond the scope of the present work.  The five main contributions noted here are 

potentially important to the development of IW literature and are offered to enhance 

understanding and considerations in the constitution of international business teams 

and their inter-relationships. 

 

 

6.2 Broader contributions, limitations and future work  
 

6.2.1 Methodological 

Although at first glance this is a straight-forward qualitative study, it embraced 

some methodologically interesting factors.  Most dramatic was the combination of 

single and paired interviews – Quad members faced three each – providing 

alternative perspectives (see Chapter 3 for details). 

 

Access, in researching very senior executives, is always a difficult issue.  Rarely 

are they willing to make time without corporate or commercial gain.  Therefore, the 

data provided here, by many busy directors all over the world, is valuable and rare.  

 

Less unusual but equally interesting was the technique of sharing the research 

instrument as a Mindmap® with respondents.  This enabled them to understand the 

likely coverage of interviews without being as unduly prescriptive as a discussion list 

or questionnaire and allowed for pursuit of unplanned and interesting subject matter.  

Similarly, tabling the simple diagrammatic representation of the Quad throughout 

interviews as a visual stimulus enabled respondents to refer, point, and illustrate their 

thoughts with greater immediacy and enthusiasm than would otherwise have 

occurred. 
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6.2.2 Managerial / Empirical 
As noted at the start of this chapter, the first empirical observations are that the 

Quad is identified and named as a relevant, extant organisational structure and that 

it is an institution.  Within this institution, all the hallmarks of IW are at play:  that is, 

efforts that consciously or sub-consciously work to enhance, maintain or undermine 

the entity either specifically or generally.  Of the three Quads studied, I observed 

differences in deduced Quad performance or functionality – better, middling and less 

functional – divined not from their productivity or outputs but from recorded 

sentiments and levels of enthusiasm of members.  Undoubtedly where self-interest, 

politics or divergences ascend, the organisational unit and actors suffer and its 

sustainability is enfeebled, while the institution is weakened by such exemplification.  

 

For those establishing a Quad, participating in one, mentoring Quad actors or 

recruiting for members, there are various practical outputs from the present research 

to consider.  The first, all be it the last to be added to the framework in Chapter 5.9 

above, is the importance of communication.  All Quad members must excel at 

communications between themselves and externally to their separate teams.  Good 

communications are critically important in building and maintaining trust and mutual 

respect – each vital for sustainability of the Quad, operating across cultures, borders, 

company and functional divides.  Good communication is additionally vital to the 

diplomacy and cultural sensitivity which many respondents identify as central to the 

success of cross-border, cross-company, cross-functional relationships. 

 

A conclusion that is perhaps more specific to marketing communications than 

some other disciplines is evidenced as the importance of passion for one’s role 

within a Quad; respect for the anchoring account upon which the Quad is founded, 

the four companies involved and respect for other Quad members; and finally, 

mutual interpersonal respect, interest and engagement through professional 

relationships.  This study divines that alignment of ambitions, incentives and purpose 

are both important in the earning of respect, whilst also being central to Quad 

effectiveness.  The corollary is also true, regardless of whether goal divergence is 

organisational or personal. 
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From the paragraphs and sections above, this study suggests several criteria 

concerning actors populating Quads (whether being newly set up, repopulated or 

simply being mentored) that can work to enhance the likelihood of longevity and 

‘success’ in the Quad’s performance.  If these are relevant criteria for member 

recruitment, they are also important areas in which to provide training to current and 

prospective Quad members, and guidance to those with organisational responsibility 

for their direction and leadership. 

 

 

6.3 Limitations 
 

As ever there are multiple limitations that could be cited, including those covering 

generalisations such as age, gender and background of respondent actors.  In the 

interest of brevity, I note five areas considered to be pertinent.   

 

First, another researcher with different or no experiential empathy, therefore 

acting as a non-participant observer may induce different conclusions.  However, to 

achieve fieldwork for the present study, the researcher’s participation was a vital 

component in achieving access and opening relevant areas of discussion.  In 

undertaking this work, I acknowledge again that I act as an insider/outsider or past-

participant observer in interpreting the meanings of respondents’ discourses.  Whilst 

commonly assumed that participant observation, i.e. being an insider, offers 

advantages in access and understanding, these advantages are neither absolute, 

certain or ‘pure’ (Labaree, 2002).  The ‘insider’ must be conscious of some ethical 

and methodological dilemmas in entering the field, as well as ensuring disclosure 

and declaring shared relationships.  By interpreting others, it is inevitable that I 

intervene consciously or unconsciously in the meaning of respondents’ narratives 

(Rhodes, 2001), ‘creating truth by assigning meaning to the phenomena he or she 

observes and experiences’ (De Cock, 1998).  Undoubtedly in this case, ‘insiderness’ 

provided me with greater access to elite, senior respondents and quicker, deeper 

understanding of subject matter (Labaree, 2002), but at risk of assumed knowledge, 
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preconceptions and ‘leading the witness’.  Wherever I became aware of these, 

attempts have been made to correct or control for the benefit of both readers and 

research integrity. 

 

Second, the Quad has been studied only in the context of multinational 

advertising practice, yet I contend it is relevant to almost every knowledge-intensive 

international business situation – a Pandora’s box of research possibilities in which 

differing influences may broaden understanding. 

 

The study analyses 86 hours of interviews with three Quads and several 

‘external’ respondents.  However, this represents relatively few subjects, as it is clear 

that all Quads are different in personality, specific purpose, context and situation.  

The simple spectrum of Strong, Median and Weak needs greater dissection and 

characterisation; different types of creative business and client orientation would add 

greater depth to knowledge. 

 

The ‘anchoring account’ for a Quad imposes its own distinct characteristics on 

that Quad, both coercively and normatively, in each case uniquely.  Each situation 

imposes many unique facets, policies and practices, people and personalities.  I 

expect major differences by sector, industry, whether product or service based, and 

in consideration of consumer characteristics. 

 

Last, this study barely touches on the importance of cultural provenance.  The 

researcher’s habitus and social network led to analysis of more ‘western’ orientated 

Quads and individuals (even those in Asia): analysis of differences emerging 

consequential to more varied cultural situations and diverse habitus of the actors and 

their organisations would be fascinating but was beyond the scope of this work.   

 

 

6.4 Possible Avenues for Future Researchers 
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Multiple possibilities for future research emerge from this work: I identify some 

avenues to consider below.  In planning the research, additional areas already noted 

were considered for inclusion but fell outside the scope of work, resource and time.  

These include:  

 

- a comparison of relational aspects, attributes, descriptions and impressions 

between differing parts of the respondent matrix, eg between client and 

agency personnel; between head-office (HO) and local office (LO) personnel; 

between HO and LO personnel at client vs agency; and between parallel 

people inhabiting different Quads. 

- longitudinal exploration of how relationships change over time; if the norm for 
in-function occupancy of a role within a Quad is around 3 years (estimated 

from personal experience), revisiting those Quad members still in station 

would allow for discovery of any cyclical or evolutionary aspects to the 

relationship from their inception through maturity and eventual dissolution. 

- a closer look at the paradoxical tensions that are inevitably created by the 
differing provenance, ambitions, goals, status, power and even culture of the 

participating members. 

- a comparison of the ‘public’ disposition of power elicited from secondary 

sources in a quadrangular inter-firm relationship with the ‘private’ exercise of 

power as experienced by the protagonists within that Quad.   

 

During fieldwork, one or more actors, perhaps in different Quads, has personal 

experience of relationship breakdown and dissolution.  Aggregation of insights from 

such narratives will provide the basis for fascinating further work on the ‘flip-side’, 

reflexively examining reasons for failure and therefore allowing further work deriving 

strong managerial output in the form of pitfalls to avoid.  The relationships identified 

in this exploratory study and the many dimensional factors, stresses and adhesives 

provide the opportunity for descriptive research and quantitative studies, testing 

hypotheses emerging herein.   
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The Quad is a symbiotic set of relationships, influenced by many social, socio-

cultural, psychological and contextual variables.  Broadening the footprint of this area 

of research with multiple Quads may allow validification of moderating and mediating 

factors, to better understand relationships.  Relationship aspects and interlinks will 

be complex to research empirically, but various moderators and mediators have 

been posited (see Chapter 5.8) that would be valuable to understand and verify in 

future.  Researchers would need to devise measurement methods and criteria to 

evaluate Quads and actors therein, for descriptions and units of their success, 

longevity and/or sustainability.  

 

This work acknowledges that the Quad is a distillation or extraction of the many 

relationships enjoyed by international business executives.  Many multinational firms 

organise in regional structures that create a hierarchy of Quads.  Further research 

may see a) whether global and regional Quads operate similarly; b) whether other 

business sectors (e.g. law, accountancy, consultancy etc.) operate quads and 

whether they do so in similar ways; and c) examine the effect of Super-Quads72 and 

interrelated Quads on the actors and their work therein. 

 

Finally, closing the loop at the point of origin of the present study, potentially there 

are multiple theoretical contributors to deepened understanding of the Quad as a unit 

of analysis.  The Quad offers opportunities for examination with many different 

theoretical perspectives.  For example, those using Conflict theory, Agency Network 

theory, Account Management theory, Power and Dependency theories and others 

will all find plenty on which to chew within the institutional, organisational and 

personal conception of the Quad.  Research is needed to understand relationships to 

actor network theory, to ambidexterity of firms and individual executives, and to 

knowledge-intensivity or otherwise in advertising and other contexts.  

  

                                            
72 A Super-quad may be considered as two intersecting quads, one operating global-to-

regional and the other regional-to-local.  Although involving six actors, it would not be correct 
to describe it as a hex. 
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(Intentionally Blank) 
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7 Closing Statement 
 

This research originated with curiosity concerning the gulf between academic and 

practice worlds in my sphere of experience – advertising.  Each side has scant 

regard for the other: many practitioners viewing academics as remote, behind the 

times, and aloof; whilst many academics view practitioners and practices with 

suspicion, bemoaning their lack of theoretical knowledge and respect.  I do not 

pretend to bridge this gap.  It is my hope that the present work may illuminate for 

both sides some shared concerns, commonalities of interest and some benefits of 

drawing closer.  I will persist in pursuing practical work-place relevance and will seek 

to further integrate the two worlds for each others’ benefit. 

 

It is rewarding to have ‘discovered’ and illuminated the Quad as an uncharted 

institutional construct and as an operational practice unit.  Despite perceptions in the 

lay community of institutions as enormous and cumbersome, the Quad qualifies as 

an institution on a diminutive scale.  It is gratifying to highlight the work of actors 

within the construct variously to enhance, maintain or undermine that construct.  

Institutional work has proven its value in this study, despite not being used in the 

context of advertising or of micro-institutional constructs before, thereby broadening 

academic literature in both the theoretical and practice fields. 

 

The Quad as a unit of analysis and as an institution may extend far beyond 

advertising and is capable of analysis in future by other theoretical lenses than 

institutional work.  I hope other researchers take up this challenge.  Within this 

industry, Quads offer plentiful opportunities for study.  Practical limitations of the 

present research curtail the types, geographies, cultural mixes, and differences 

through anchoring account that could be engaged in future research.  Of interest to 

me is how Quads are changing and may change under the influence of rapid 

technological innovation and adoption.  Large and small marketers, as well as 

innovators in the agency world are exploring radically different approaches which, if 

they become mainstream, would significantly affect the Quad and its evolution.  
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Understanding the construct as it exists now will be helpful in analysing and 

evaluating changes in its future. 

 

This work would not have been possible without the support of my wife and 

academic colleagues.  Equally the support of the advertising/marketing industry and 

especially of ex-colleagues from within, who provided of their own time and extended 

networks.  I hope it returns value to them in exchange for their invaluable 

contributions. 

 

 

 

 

Donald Lancaster.       August 2018
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9.4. Table of Theories 
Tabular representation of other relevant or applicable theory areas. 
 

Theoretical ‘short-hand’ Reference Relevance to this thesis 

Conflict Theory 
Unequal groups have conflicting 
values and agendas, resulting in 
competition 

Sherif 1967, 
cited in Jackson 
(1993) 

Relevant to client v agency 
as organisations.  But as 
individual actors? 

Competition can result in 
creativity 

Emerson, 1962 Ad Agencies (as 
organisations and 
individuals) thrive on 
competition 

Power is inherent in conflict (one 
party having power over another, 
or an ‘asymmetrical relationship’) 
in evoking change in another’s 
behaviour.  Change in behaviour 
of one may alter the other’s 
behaviour. 
Power is a trait or property of an 
actor. 

Gaski (1984) 
 
Simon (1953) 
Morgenthau 
(1947) 
(Emerson, 1962, 
1972a, 1972b) 

Asymmetry strongly 
suggests dyadic.  In a 
quad, the balance of power 
shifts along several 
dimensions concurrently. 

Conflict as "tension between two 
or more social entities 
(individuals, groups, or larger 
organisations) which arises from 
incompatibility of actual or 
desired responses" 

Raven and 
Kruglanski 
(1970), p. 70 

Misaligned incentives, 
goals, ambitions, methods 
and personalities all lead to 
tensions around the quad 

‘underlying conflict’ involving 
interpersonal attractions, interests 
and desires 

Raven and 
Kruglanski 
(1970) 

‘Ecological Control’ is brought 
about by one controlling the 
working environment of the other 

Tedeschi and 
Bonoma (1972) 

Relevant only where a 
controlling/ reporting 
dyadic relationship exists 

Vertical conflicts arise when 
superiors attempt to control the 
behaviour of subordinates, and 
subordinates resist such control 

Pondy (1967, p. 
314) 

Relevant only where a 
controlling/ reporting 
dyadic relationship exists 
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Problemetisation:  a) Conflict Theory’s focus is dyadic; and b) it explores power 
in detail, to the possible exclusion of other relationship factors (e.g. divergent 
ambition, agendas, cultures etc.). 
Power Dependency & Resource Dependency theories 
Power and dependency have an 
inverse relationship.  Actors 
(organisational and individual) in 
social relations are dependent on 
the power balance between them. 

Emerson (1962) Power may be seen as a 
relationship characteristic, 
allowing focus to rest on 
the relationship itself as 
opposed to the individuals 
involved in that 
relationship.  Yet it remains 
primarily dyadic. 

The more that actors are mutually 
dependent, the more likely they 
are to form / maintain exchange 
relations 

Emerson (1962) 

Theory used to explain the 
actions of organisations, e.g. the 
formation interlocks, joint 
ventures, alliances, and M&A 
activity, all used in efforts to 
enhance organisational 
legitimacy and overcome 
dependencies.   

Hillman, Withers, 
and Collins 
(2009)  
Davis and Cobb 
(2010),  
Drees and 
Heugens (2013), 
Pahlevan Sharif 
and Kyid Yeoh 
(2014) 

Resource dependence 
theory is not able to explain 
a firm’s actions or 
performance per se, nor to 
explain interpersonal 
relationships or 
concomitant behaviour. 

Problemetisation:  Power dependency’s ability to explain how individual actors 
working concurrently along two axes of the relationship quadrangle might balance 
and make compatible the requirements of each is limited.  Much of this work is 
centred on dyadic organisational relationships (unsurprising, given the complexity 
of empirical measurement within multi-dimensional relationships), leaving scope 
for enhanced understanding of the intricacies of quadratic relationships.   
Actor Network Theory (ANT) 

Social ‘agency’ ties ‘agents’ (often 
seen as mechanistic) into the 
social fabric. 
Networks are wholly 
interconnected, utterly 
interdependent and comprised of 
multiple equal parts – whether 
human or non-human. 
 

Callon (1999)  
Latour (1996, 
2005) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Quad actors are all, and 
only, human.  Whilst they 
interconnect, they are not 
ignorant of individual 
influences and other 
conflicting pressures and 
goals.  They enjoy and 
suffer from changing power 
dynamics and shifting 
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Two strands of ANT – named 
‘numerical-agnostic’ and 
‘affective-collaborative’ that play 
off each other. 
‘Social’ is not seen in spatial 
layers of micro/ meso/ macro, or 
global/ local/ glocal; it is flat and 
unilayered. 

 
(Michael, 2016) 
 
 
(Michael, 2016) 

hierarchies.  And in our 
quad, there is no room for 
non-human or mechanistic 
agents. 
 
Stresses ubiquity of ANT in 
multiple research 
disciplines.  Required for 
legitimacy??? 
The quad is heavily inured 
with spatial, cultural and 
social layers and locations.  

Problemetisation:  ANT does not offer a satisfactory theory of the quad actor in this 
construct, as s/he is neither ‘endowed with limitless power, nor deprived of any 
room for manoeuvre at all’ (Callon, 1999).  The quad comprises entirely human 
actors exercising high degrees of self-determination. 
Account Management Theory (AMT) 

Most relationships, particularly 
those in the world of business, 
may be described as Exchange 
Relationships – a formal or 
informal relationship in which one 
requires something of the other 
leading to a transfer of services 
or resources. 

(Seabright, 
Levinthal, & 
Fichman, 1992) 

Relevant to B2B context, 
but concerned more with 
organisations than people. 

Resource fit and Attachment are 
drivers of exchange relationships, 
typically peopled by ‘boundary 
spanners’ within each 
organisation 

Seabright et al. 
(1992) 

Boundary Spanning is a 
useful concept and a 
primary function of all quad 
members. 

Changes in satisfaction or 
resource fit and/or an 
organisational desire for 
autonomy will lead to dissolution 
of exchange relationships. 

Van de Ven 
(1976) 
Seabright et al. 
(1992) 

Dyadic units of analyses. 
Argument ignores the 
human and dynamic nature 
of many exchange 
relationships, particularly 
quads. 

Attachment is facilitated by or 
even dependent on ‘investments’ 
made by one or both partners.  

Blau (1964)  “One or Both” says dyadic.  
In quads, attachment at 
interpersonal and 
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Specialised investments, e.g. in 
knowledge, skills, personal 
relationships and resources, are 
those that drive attachments - 
transactional perseverance. 

(Williamson, 
1975, 1979, 
1981) 

organisational levels may 
facilitate longevity of 
relationships. 

Interparty attachment results in 
maintenance of relationships 
despite weaker resource fit or 
need satisfaction.  Conversely, 
turnover in ‘Boundary Spanners’ 
is likely to result in a higher 
frequency of change as personal 
attachments become eroded (or 
new attachments are developed). 

K. S. Cook 
(1977); K. Cook 
and Emerson 
(1978) 

Maintenance is important 
in IW studies, and a 
relevant output of 
boundary spanners.  

Attachment may be weakened by 
many factors: poor 
communication being foremost.  
Poor communication within dyad 
relationship causes confusion 
around expectations, lack of trust 
and dissatisfaction. 

(Morrison & 
Haley, 2003; 
Sutherland, 
Duke, & 
Abernethy, 
2004) 

Communication is a vital 
component in the creation 
and maintenance of 
institutions (and in 
undermining them) 

Problemetisation: Resource fit, boundary spanners and attachment are all useful 
concepts to take forwards, all be it that AMT primarily considers dyadic 
organisations.  
Advertising as an Account Management context 

“The real business of an agency 
as ‘keeping the client happy’” 

Hallatt (1979)  

Advertising agency proactivity 
may be central to relationship 
renewal and longevity.  More 
favoured relationships are shown 
to exist where an agency is 
actively involved in their client’s 
business.   

Beverland, 
Farrelly, and 
Woodhatch 
(2007) 

Clear relevance to success 
of quads 

Growing numbers of clients 
remunerating on metrics other 
than time input, notably payment 
by results (PbR). Shift of 
business from the reactive (driven 

IPA (2104) Heightened (or existential) 
expectations of delivery in 
and around the quad 
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by fees) to more proactive or 
innovative (driven by PbR). 
Agencies should be willing and 
able to offer a contrary 
perspective or one with which 
their client may disagree.  This 
improves the quality of creative 
output and its implementation, 
thereby improving the quality and 
durability of the relationship 

LaBahn and 
Kohli (1997) 

Do quad members risk 
argument in favour of 
enhanced creativity?  Does 
this strengthen 
relationships? 

Agencies with stronger 
relationships have developed a 
better competitive position versus 
those with weaker links, so long 
as their relationship strategy 
matched and adapted to the 
demands of the environment and 
market-place 

Beverland 
(2005) 

Legitimacy of the quad is 
inter-affected by mutual 
competitive positions in 
market(s) 

Advertising agencies invest a 
much higher proportion of 
revenue and resources in 
speculative ‘pitches’ for new 
business, than in maintaining 
relationships and monitoring their 
health with existing clients  

P. C. Michell 
(1987) 

Quads are all about 
existing business, not new 
business.  Are they 
resource-starved? 

Regularity of contact (usually 
daily) may help in retaining 
harmonious longer-term 
relationships.  
Trust is of particular importance, 
vs lack of trust. 

Macneil, (1980), 
Souder (1981) 
both cited in P. 
C. N. Michell 
and Sanders 
(1995) 
 

Whilst internet and tech. 
developments may have 
improved regularity of 
contact, the quality of 
interpersonal contact 
suffers in the absence of 
face-to-face meetings 

Mediation and diplomatic skills 
are important in realising inter-
organisational goals and a sense 
of interdependence has been 
noted as increasing motivation 
and performance pride  

P. C. Michell 
(1987)  
Berkowitz & 
Levy, (1956), 
cited in P. C. N. 
Michell and 
Sanders (1995) 

Critical skills in quads 
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Very little to problemetise, but helpful understandings for quad framework. 

Management Creativity Theories 

Inter-company and intercountry 
managerial behaviour and 
decision-making, particularly 
across wide cultural divides, are 
both time complex and 
interdependent, often requiring 
high degrees of creativity to 
resolve. 
The extent of creativity deployed 
is highly likely to differ in each 
case, and particularly at individual 
levels. 

Chakravarthy 
(1982) 
 
 
 
 
Bradley, Gao, 
and Sousa 
(2013) 
Bradley et al. 
(2013) 

This legitimises the 
existence of the quad as 
the driving institution 
behind international 
intercompany business. 

Managers’ personal values 
(shaped by their cultural 
background) are central to how 
they deploy creativity in response 
to complexity.  The unique 
constellation of these personal 
values and embedded cultural 
influences may serve as a 
determinant or antecedent in 
determining competitive creative 
strength for themselves and their 
firms.   

Triandis, 1989 
cited in Bradley 
et al. (2013) 

Cultural sensitivity, 
flexibility and situational 
awareness are all skill 
requirements for quad 
actors 

‘The more specific and unique the 
abilities accumulated by 
managers through educational 
systems and their embedded 
experience formed in diverse 
cultural systems, imbued by their 
personal values, the more likely 
these abilities are to be 
imperfectly transferrable to other 
firms. This makes them hard for 
rivals to imitate, thus a potent 
source of competitive strength 

Bradley et al. 
(2013) 

Creativity should be highly 
prized by firms, more so by 
advertising and marketing 
firms, yet it is the source of 
many tensions in the 
specific context of cross-
border work. 
Creativity is clearly 
important, individual, and 
instrumental in providing 
competitive strength and in 
cross-cultural problem-
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(Hatch and Dyer, 2004; Holcomb 
et al., 2009).  Hence, the 
importance of understanding how 
the specific personal values of 
managers contribute to forming 
competitive strength in the firm. 

solving so regularly needed 
within a quad. 

Problemetisation:  Specific personal values of international managers may inform 
the present study.  Creativity is clearly important, individual, and instrumental in 
providing competitive strength and in cross-cultural problem-solving so regularly 
needed within a quad. 
Theory of Adaptation 

Adaptation considered a 
promising metaphor for strategic 
management, defined as a 
process whereby a manager may 
‘ensure the long-term survival 
and growth of a firm’. 
‘Survival of the fittest’ analogy 

Chakravarthy 
(1982) 

Monadic. With inter-office 
and inter-company 
relationships at play, the 
concepts of long-term 
growth and even survival 
manifest in differing ways. 
Analogy plays out in quads 

Problemetisation:  largely concerns organisations, yet there is clear applicability at 
the individual actor level, therefore of relevance to the present study. 

Appendix Table 1:  Theory fields and research articles relevant to this study 
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9.5. An everyday story of MadMen1 at work 
 
This section is written as an illustrative narrative, introducing four characters who 

exemplify actors found in a typical quad.  Something of an ‘amuse-bouches’, it may be 
considered as a methodological ‘prop’ to assist readers (particularly those with no 
experience of multinational advertising practice) to envision the context of the current study, 
to illustrate some structures and relationship dynamics and to understand some issues, 
tensions and practices of the people and their roles in the symbiotic arrangement of the 
quad. 

 
 
David sits staring at his screen.  While it displays a brand dashboard, he’s 

gazing through it, lost in thought, worrying.  He is Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) 
at Super, a multinational brand, based in Super’s London global HQ with overall 
responsibility for the worldwide marketing efforts of Super.  Openly ambitious, he 
sees that his success is closely bound to his brand’s success.  While many of his 
head-office colleagues are more interested in short-term sales and quarterly 
reporting than long-term brand metrics, David knows that Super needs on-going 
marketing investment to ensure its success into the future.  As Global CMO, David 
relies on many direct reports from his team of Local Marketing Officers (LMOs) in 
each of those countries in which Super is sold. 

 
Several years back, David contracted an international advertising agency 

‘InterAd’ to work with his team marketing Super around the world.  Alison is the 
Global Account Director (GAD) at InterAd London, responsible for the global 
Super account.  She led the agency team that pitched for, and won, the business 
account a few years ago, and has developed a strong relationship with David in 
that time.  Alison is also ambitious, creative, and something of a ‘control freak’.  She 
has organised teams at InterAd’s offices around the world to ‘mirror’ the marketing 
teams of Super.  Each team is led by a Local Account Director (LAD) directly 
reporting to Alison. 

 
In Dubai, a mid-sized market for Super, the LMO is Adi – an Indian national 

resident in the UAE for many years, who joined Super in India before moving to 
Dubai.  Adi is opinionated, energetic and opportunistic, and has secured some 
good growth for Super.  Coincidentally, Adi has a brother also working in Dubai at 

                                            
1 Referencing the US TV series about advertising in practice 
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an independent advertising agency.  Adi reports operationally to the local 
Managing Director of Super, but has a stronger functional reporting line to David 
in London regarding marketing affairs. 

 
The UAE office of InterAd is led by a Dutchman, Henrik, who has two roles: He 

is local managing director, and at the same time is LAD for the Super account. 
InterAd has other accounts (some local, some international) and Henrik has 
responsibility for the UAE office in all aspects – profitability, staffing, client 
relationships and new business.  He reports to the local joint-venture chairman, 
Saad, to InterAd’s global CEO in London, and to Alison regarding anything to do 
with Super.  Within the agency in Dubai, Super is only a mid-sized business but 
globally, when all the markets are aggregated, Super is very important to InterAd, 
being its second-largest account.  Henrik was part of the global team working with 
Alison that won the Super account, and he has been very active in ‘wooing’ Adi to 
gain his trust in the UAE market. 

 
David as CMO needs active involvement and regular reports from Adi, both 

quantitatively factual and qualitative.  With so many countries to look after, the 
regular reporting of LMOs is critical to David’s ability to keep abreast of the big 
picture and steer marketing efforts accordingly, whether defining strategy, 
forecasting sales, apportioning budgets, approving creative work, looking for new 
initiatives or forestalling problems with the Agency. Over the years, David has 
come to know Adi quite well, but because Adi was (ill-advisedly?) promoted by 
David’s predecessor, there is not total transparency between them.  David does 
not, and cannot, have sufficient local knowledge of each of Super’s markets 
without the input of his LMOs. Indeed, he has only visited Dubai twice, so he relies 
on Adi’s long experience, language (Adi speaks Arabic), reports and feedback. 
David tries hard to ‘give back’ by disseminating his global brand perspective to 
the LMOs in the hope that by understanding it they will adhere to global strategy.  
Adi as LMO needs commitment (and would like preferential treatment) from his 
David, who as CMO apportions global budgets, offering rewards and incentivises 
for the better performing LMOs.  David is critical to Adi’s performance reviews and 
career progression.  Adi, being somewhat maverick, sometimes ‘tests’ his 
relationships, both with David and Henrik.  Occasionally intentional – but more 
often head-strong – this testing is usually in defending some creative idea or other 
that may (or may not) be congruent with global brand strategy. 
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David meets with Alison at least weekly; they talk most days about strategy, 
developing work, perhaps competitor intelligence, one or other market, and of 
course the new advertising campaign.  David knows that Alison’s career is quite 
dependent on the maintenance and growth of Super’s account with InterAd, but 
he also knows that he needs strong support from InterAd and Alison to further his 
own prospects.  He has shared much of Super’s long-term strategy with Alison 
and, because he appreciates Alison’s viewpoint over their monthly dinners 
together, has also shared a lot of office politics.  Many of David’s ideas come from 
these cosy conversations and secretly, he knows that he is not as bright or creative 
as Alison and needs her to retain his reputation.  David has sympathy with Alison’s 
plan to increase marketing spend in the UAE to bolster that market, but he’s 
having a hard time convincing his board members who want to shore up the 
bottom line following a small slowdown in North America.  Alison (whilst sharing a 
particularly nice Malbec with David) proposes a significant UAE budget uplift to 
pre-empt possible competitor activity and hopefully grow market share for Super – 
and in doing so, increase the Agency’s revenues.  Covertly, part of Alison’s 
rationale is because she senses some need to strengthen InterAd’s Dubai 
operation.  She worries about Adi’s loyalty to Super’s brand advertising. 

 
Adi is keen to progress to a bigger international stage, having caught the 

‘expatriate bug’ and seen how David operates.  He’d love to work in Europe. 
Following David’s recent Middle East field-trip, Adi is mildly envious of what he 
sees as David’s affluent, jet-set lifestyle, the power he wields and board-level 
connections he has both internally and with The Agency.  He also doesn’t fully ‘buy 
in’ to David’s global view, believing that the marketing strategy imposed from 
head office doesn’t reflect UAE local consumer needs.  In this he is supported (or 
even provoked) by his brother to whom, in Adi’s eyes, it would be advantageous to 
give the local Super account instead of InterAd.  However, Adi gets on well with 
Henrik: they’ve worked together for some time on Super, both enjoy Cricket 
regularly bar-b-que at weekends together.  Adi feels torn, knowing that David’s 
relationship with InterAd is strong and so to breach it could be career-limiting – yet 
believing (and hearing from his brother) that he could effect a big, positive change 
in the UAE which could really bring him into the spotlight.  He is torn between his 
brother’s somewhat maverick ideas and his easy relationship with Henrik, whom he 
now trusts. 
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Adi met Alison once, at a global brand conference, and thinks he’d be able to 
‘manage’ her better that he imagines David does.  He wants more locally-driven 
marketing with less standardised ‘one-world’ thinking.  He noted Alison’s interest 
in creative work and thinks she would appreciate more tailored, nuanced work for 
his market.  He also thinks this may be a long-term lever that would allow him to 
introduce his brother’s agency. 

 
Henrik gets on well with Alison, to whom he reports regularly with status 

updates, market intelligence, client feedback and any other relevant information.  
Alison likes to get Henrik’s opinion of ‘central’ work-in-progress, knowing that by 
treating Henrik as a ‘confidante’ he will be more loyal and dedicated to her cause.  
Henrik has proven himself adept at growing local revenues from Super/Adi.  This 
adds to Alison’s global credibility as well as Henrik’s local power base, and when 
David was in the Middle East recently, Henrik was impressed to meet him and was 
flattered by David’s compliments.  But Henrik has had sleepless nights for the last 
week.  He was approached by the marketing director of Great, a competitor brand 
to Super, who offered the Great account to the UAE agency.  Great outspends 
Super by 2:1, and allows their local agency to produce outstanding, award-
winning creative work.  Henrik’s local partner, Saad, is profit-hungry and has little 
interest in the global success of InterAd, so is urging Henrik to dump Super in 
favour of Great.  Henrik knows that adding award-winning creative work to his 
showreel will enhance his career prospects either at InterAd or in the open market, 
but he is restricted in his ability to produce local work for Super as most of it is 
centrally provided, and if he were to accept, he could recruit more, stronger 
creative people to the local agency (so Great’s potential is really tempting).   

 
It is this global/local paradox that causes Henrik and Alison to disagree – Alison 

can see the cost-efficiencies of central production and enjoys this part of her job 
(working with creative teams, making TV and web commercials, finding new ways 
to reach consumers), whilst also finding satisfaction in the global control she exerts 
over Super’s advertising.  Henrik is frustrated by what he sees as Alison’s 
overbearing control, preventing him from achieving the creative heights, awards 
and recognition he aspires to. 

 
Yet Alison also wants more.  She has an ambitious idea to run one of InterAd’s 

larger local offices – to be fully in charge and responsible, to have a proper 
executive role for a couple of years as a step towards a global leadership role. 
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Henrik knows that he can’t take on Great without serious implications.  He too 

wants to work with creative teams, make commercials, find new ways to reach 
consumers, but at a local or regional level, and he knows that he’d earn bigger 
revenues from locally produced work whilst exciting his local team.  In frustration, 
he’s working on a local project with Adi:  one that neither of them have told their 
head offices about.  He can’t progress any further at InterAd without Alison’s 
support, and yet he wants to produce more, better creative work to enhance his 
profile.  He’s playing with fire in doing a local project ‘under the radar’ and is 
dependent on Adi’s trust in this, but also remains tempted by the financial rewards 
offered by Great. 

 
David, meanwhile, is under increasing pressure from his board to reduce costs.  

Many directors see the InterAd’s fees as expensive, wasteful or intangible, so 
despite his apparent confidence and his relationship with Alison, David feels he 
needs to legitimise the InterAd appointment, and fees, amongst his colleagues by 
putting the business up for competitive pitch (tender).  He assumes he can steer 
his board to make the ‘right choice’, particularly if he provides some under-the-
radar assistance to Alison, but he has a niggling worry that it could go wrong.  
Should he risk a pitch?  Or risk being quietly undermined by the doubts and 
whispers of his colleagues without a pitch?  And what if his close relationship to 
Alison was used against him to question his impartiality? 

 
Adi and Henrik’s local project, although with humble beginnings, seems to 

have caught the imagination of local youth on social media.  For now, it is all in 
Arabic – a huge relief because it not only promotes a message that is distinctly off-
strategy, it has attracted equal amounts of negative comments.  Some local media 
are reporting this, and both Henrik and Adi are worried, knowing that social media 
can spread uncontrollably. Adi is wishing he hadn’t agreed with Henrik.  Henrik, on 
top of his other worries, is thinking about an explanation to Alison that implicates 
Adi.   
 

To be continued… 
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David, who has an MBA (some time back) was interested to receive an email 
from someone wanting to do research, but not the usual request for access to 
Super sales data – this was different.  This researcher wants to understand and help 
improve the interpersonal relationships between client and agency.  David, 
despite thinking this is a bit presumptive, wondered whether he could use any 
outcomes to help resolve some dilemmas and perhaps even provide some 
legitimacy among his board colleagues.  He called Alison to discuss.  Initially 
overtly keen (as a way of aligning with David), Alison privately has distinctly cold 
feet.  It appears the researcher wants to look into the relationships she has with 
David as well as with Henrik, and those Adi has with Henrik and David and so on – 
relationships which Alison guards fiercely:  They are, after all, the only source of 
her revenue and future security.  Whilst InterAd doesn’t have any proprietary 
relationship methodology or process as an organisation, Alison believes firmly that 
the strength of her own connection to David gives her the best competitive edge 
against all the other agencies trying to get a piece of Super’s business.  Would the 
research highlight problems?  Would some of the more ‘personal’ aspects emerge 
– to either her, or David’s, detriment? 

 
On balance, Alison finally agrees to cooperate, but only after clearing it with 

her own management, ensuring Henrik was also willing to participate, and after 
another bottle of Malbec with David… 

 
Henrik needed this like a hole in the head.  Wrestling with the local project 

he’d initiated (and now wished he hadn’t), juggling demands from impatient 
creative staff and his local partner, aware of his own weakening commitment to 
Super, he didn’t want some ‘airy fairy’ intellectual nosing around his affairs and 
possibly revealing his disaffection, his maverick project or worst of all, his 
clandestine consideration of the Great account.  He arranged a coffee with Adi to 
discuss their approach. 

 
Adi already knew about the research, because the researcher had emailed on 

David’s recommendation.  Adi wants to know more about what may be involved – 
how much time, what the likely outcomes would be, who else was involved, and 
especially how confidential and anonymous the report would be.  Adi had recently 
had a quiet approach from a head-hunter looking for a new senior marketer for a 
major brand:  Adi suspects the potential employer is Great.   Whilst committed to 
Super, Adi is flattered by the approach and the thought of bigger budgets, more 
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responsibilities, new challenges… and if Henrik’s crazy project does explode in his 
face, Adi recognises that an escape plan could be a clever option.  However, in 
chatting through the options with Henrik, they both conclude that participation is 
their only realistic option. 

 
The researcher is back in contact.  He gives assurances regarding anonymity 

and confidentiality, reassurances in that other major advertisers and agencies are 
participating, and he makes it clear that the research won’t seek any sales or 
marketing data, nor proprietorial processes – but is interested in the complexity of 
relationships between the four of them.  He writes to them all, saying “There's a lot 
of research out there studying dyad relationships, for instance between a client and 
an agency, or a principal and a subsidiary.  There's very little that looks at each in 
the context of each other, and these things are obviously interrelated.  And there's 
virtually no research that looks at those relationships in terms of the people who 
drive them.  So I'm particularly interested in talking to the individual at the head 
office responsible for a client relationship, and the client responsible for the agency 
relationship, and the same at a local office chosen from your markets…”.   

 
It’s a bit weird that he wants to interview each of them not only alone, but also 

in tandem with another – twice!  Why?  What a waste of time!  David doesn’t mind 
the thought of being interviewed with Alison, but isn’t sure about pairing with Adi.  
Henrik is distinctly nervous about both paired interviews.  He knows he can control 
the individual conversation, but can he rely on Adi to provide the same spin?  And 
what about joining Alison? What if she becomes aware of the project by then?  At 
least that paired interview with Alison will be by Skype-link, so he can always 
blame the technology and break the connection if things get tricky…  
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(intentionally blank)  
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9.6. Reflective Journal 
9.6.1. Introduction 
 
It is no accident that the research subject, the researcher’s interest and the 

researcher’s in-vivo experience of some 35 years are closely inter-related.  To deny 
such length and breadth of experiential evidence would at best be negligent, at worst 
downright squanderous.  This ‘journal’ was written through the course of research 
fieldwork between the end of 2015 until mid-2017 as a reflective piece, calling on 
lived experiential data from the author’s rich practitioner background. 

  
It is interesting to recall comments by Plummer (2001, p. 208) on reflexivity: 
“What reflexivity... means... is a much greater social and self- awareness/ 

consciousness of the whole intellectual/ research process: of (a) the subject of the 
research along with (b) the social spaces in which the research knowledge is 
produced, as well as (c) a much fuller sense of the spaces/ locations - personal, 
cultural, academic, intellectual, historical - of the researcher in actually building the 
research knowledge... what has happened recently [in the social sciences] is a 
concern that 'research knowledge' only makes sense if we can acquire 
understanding about the active processes through which such knowledge becomes 
produced.” 

 
Here I explain both why it is important that 'the personal has merged with the 

academic' (Plummer, 2001, p. 199) and provide evidence of the relevance and depth 
of the reflective material called upon herein, and married to some data from 
respondents as appropriate.  It provides a descriptive narrative of some of the 
constructs and spaces in which work – and institutional work – have taken place and 
in which I have built personal, cultural, cross-cultural, intellectual and historical 
understanding and lived experience of the subject matter.  It goes some way to 
providing a backdrop to the research interpretation and the impossibility of 
disengaging the author from his subject and subjects. 

 
9.6.1.1. Historical Context 

This ‘data-memory’ started early, when I was undecided whether to join a 
marketing-orientated client company or to pursue an advertising agency career.  To 
resolve the dilemma, I met with several firms and senior personnel in each category 
to examine ‘pros and cons’ of each.  For reasons irrelevant to this thesis, the agency 
route was preferred, and immediately I became enmeshed in an international client-
agency matrix.  My first account was Saudi Arabian Airlines whose headquarters are 
in Riyadh, whilst my agency managed the airline’s global marketing communications 
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in London.  My role was largely that of a LAD In support of the agency’s GAD, in the 
UK market, although strangely I also interfaced with the client CMO from time to 
time.  Concurrently I was involved with some UK-based accounts, notably Beefeater 
Gin and Philips electricals. 

 
Even as a trainee in that situation, large differences became apparent between 

the aims, expectations, behaviours and activities of agency versus client personnel.  
Observations from those early days are still pertinent today, as discussed below. 

 
This early start was followed by a period working in the role of LAD with large 

multinational agencies, both on UK accounts e.g. BT, Weetabix, Express Dairies, 
Stella Artois and on large multinational client accounts, e.g. Mars Corporation, Laker 
and Iberia Airlines, Toyota and Lancia automotive etc.  With growing experience and 
expertise, this path progressed to overseas roles, operating on multinational 
accounts (e.g. Mars, Philips, Unilever, P&G, HSBC, Mazda, etc.).  My own role 
became that of Regional Account Director (RAD), whose job definition falls 
somewhere between that of a GAD and LAD, having responsibility (in my case) for 
the Middle East region, then for Asia Pacific, and latterly for Europe.  The RAD 
reports upward to the GAD, but also has a suite of LADs reporting to him/her from 
countries in the region, and is therefore effectively a mini-GAD.  Differing clients 
operate in various ways within this structure and agencies usually try to mirror the 
structure of their clients (Vardar & Paliwoda, 1993).  A client operating a semi-
autonomous regional policy would expect more independence from the RAD at their 
agency, thereby increasing proximity of RAD’s role description to GAD.  Where 
clients operate a more global, one-size-fits-all marketing approach (and if there 
remains a need for RADs in that structure) the RAD’s job description would be closer 
to that of LAD. 

 
I then took on more senior management roles (eg Country Managing Director, 

Business leader, etc)… with oversight of other multinational accounts (e.g. J&J, 
Unilever, Nestlé, Standard Life, etc).  This path has taken me from 10 years in UK 
through some 12 years in the Middle East, 5 years in Hong Kong and 4 in Bangkok, 
3 years in Germany and back to UK.  In consequence, there is some considerable 
depth of introspective auto-ethnographic data to call on. 

 
 

9.6.1.2. Operational structures 

As will be recognised by any student or practitioner of business, there are 
multiple operational models and practices that could be followed by individual firms – 
whether marketer or agency.  The classical five-stage development spectrum of firms 
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taught to students of international marketing may be useful here – from domestic to 
exporter, to multi- and inter-national behaviour and finally global.  The present 
research is concerned with the later or larger stages, wherein there are still many 
operational stances evident.  Some client organisations operate distinctly multi-
regional marketing operations – notably where cultural or attitudinal differences are 
important to their consumer/brand relationship.  The role of regional leaders in these 
organisations takes on greater importance and autonomy, perhaps within 
hierarchical structures that comprise global to regional to local management teams.  
Brands with more ubiquitous appeal and harmonised customer attitudes often 
operate a more centralised global marketing approach, wherein the middle layer may 
not be needed and power is devolved to each end of a global to local management 
structure.  Unsurprisingly, advertising agencies supporting such businesses tend to 
mirror their clients’ structures (Vardar & Paliwoda, 1993), as evidenced by this New 
York agency director: 

GS: ‘…the Worldwide head of what IBM calls …er… Branded Content and 
Creative, so she’s really the head of advertising. …and she has her own what they call 
Worldwide Team in New York that works with our central [agency] team which is 
mainly around developing broader campaign-type [work] and so on, so forth, and then 
she has her own team around the world and it is fairly structured and organised, and 
we mirror that on our end.’  (GS 160415) 

 
 

9.6.2. Client Observations 
 
Over some 35 years in agencies, I have observed hundreds of clients and 

worked directly with something near one hundred client firms, many of these on an 
international stage or as part of international efforts.  My experience of clients ranges 
from some very small, local and independent traders through to some of the world’s 
largest multinational corporations.  In breadth, these range across sectors from 
finance to automotive, FMCG to pharmaceutical, government to airlines, B2B and 
B2C2.   In depth, I worked with some of these clients for over 5 years, having 
dealings with executives from secretaries and assistants up to global chairmen and 
CEOs; across geographic and cultural borders in a variety of contexts. 

 
9.6.2.1. Behaviour 

It became abundantly clear early on in my career that personal professional 
relationships – in many directions – are central to the successful conduct of 
marketing and advertising.  This is perhaps exaggerated because of the ‘right-brain’ 
creative nature of many of marketing’s activities, and an enhanced need for trust 

                                            
2 B2B is common parlance for Business-to-business;  B2C for Business-to-Consumer 
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around the sale/purchase of unprovable emotional elements for significant sums 
(some 30-second TV commercials can cost upwards of £3 million to produce, let 
alone put on air).  Many clients struggle with this, while many advertising people 
thrive on it.  Marketing people, CMOs, are reported to be increasingly under pressure 
to provide auditable and verifiable actions with a positive ROI.  

 
The first observation to make is that there is no client norm, no accredited 

handbook of client behaviour against which to evaluate individuals or impressions, 
no standardised curriculum vitae that would be expected.  Clients are individual 
people, and whilst some organisations in which these people are clustered have 
operational characteristics and behavioural patterns, clients themselves are as 
varied and diverse as is humanity. 

 
Every new interpersonal client relationship represents therefore a voyage of 

discovery – some more exciting than others – which is half of the fascination of the 
industry for me (the other half being the huge diversity of business categories, types, 
problems and solutions encountered). 

 
This section is less about generalisations than observations, and should not be 

read as diagnostic conclusions or offensive stereotyping. 
 

9.6.2.2. Aims 

Overarching aims 
The marketing function in almost all international brand companies shares the 

overarching aim of building bridges between their brand(s) and their consumers to 
generate revenues for the firm (see multiple works by Aaker, Bains & Fill, Kottler, 
Masterton Philips & Pickton etc).  This involves many functions other than 
advertising/communications, which typically occupies less than 10% of a CMO’s day.  
Indeed, when an international brand manager was asked recently about activities 
and functions, advertising was not even mentioned:   

‘Overall, there are three functions that fall under the remit of the centralised 
marketing department; Core Strategy, Innovation and Net Revenue Protection. 
Localisation, Roll-out and sometimes NPD are [overseen].’  (JL, Brand Manager, 
Reckitt Benckiser 2017). 

 
Advertising people are, naturally enough, largely consumed with advertising/ 

communications during their working day.  Herein lies the first of many possible 
frustrations and ‘mismatches’ between client and agency, between CMO and GAD or 
LMO and LAD.  I have known clients to become intensely irritated by their agency 
colleagues’ assumptions that advertising is uppermost in clients’ minds – and agency 
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people to be frustrated that the importance they ascribe to advertising issues seem 
less pressing to their clients: 

‘Moans about the quality of the brief and lack of client imagination are as frequent 
as accusations of limited commercial understanding and blue-sky bullshit of agencies. 
… I’m not saying it’s impossible, just that people are more inclined to concentrate on 
their areas of expertise and knowledge, and this disdain is frequently used as a 
defence mechanism to hide what isn’t understood – be that agency or client-side.’ 
(Hugh Fletcher, in Campaign magazine, 23/09/16). 

   
Fragmentation 
One constant theme in marketing trade press is that of fragmentation, which 

covers many areas.  First, media channels.  In the 70’s, taking the UK as an 
example, there were a handful of newspapers with abilities to reach enormous 
numbers of the population.  In Jan-June 1979, ‘The Sun’ had an audited circulation 
of 3,793,0073, with a readership of some 10,000,000, and a single ad on the only 
commercial television channel, ITV, could reach more than 20 million people: ‘This is 
Your Life’ achieved 22.22m viewers on 27/04/774.  Choices between mass 
communication media were relatively simple, with only scheduling to worry about.  
More recent burgeoning of terrestrial and satellite TV channels, commercial radio 
stations, internet channels, mobile and social channels and other ways of messaging 
has resulted in both a diminishing of individual channel audiences and a much more 
difficult task in deciding ‘where to say what to whom’5 within budgetary limitations.   

 
Second, audiences and consumer groups.  As ‘developed markets’ have become 

more sophisticated, there is a parallel rise in individualism, ‘mini-tribalism’ and 
disintegration of the ‘mass-audience’.  Today, micro-segmentation is required in 
product targeting, positioning and development, as well as fragmented and therefore 
more costly communication.   

 
Third, accessibility.  Again, 30-40 years ago, ways of distributing products to 

consumers were relatively limited – a couple of big supermarket chains and a 
handful of major wholesaler/distributors.  Marketers and their brands had strong 
control over distribution and the availability and pricing of their products.  Today’s 
marketers face conflicting pressures from greatly increased supermarket purchasing 
and pricing power, greatly increased consumer awareness and fragmentation of 
newer online distribution methods.  ‘One of the main drivers … is the growing 
complexity of the media and marketing landscape: according to our interviewees, 

                                            
3 source: Audited Bureau of Circulations (ABC) 

4 source: "Features | Britain's Most Watched TV | 1970s". British Film Institute (BFI). Archived from the original on 22 November 2005. Retrieved 7 July 

2016. 

5 Anthony Wong, Worldwide Effectiveness Director, Ogilvy & Mather, in WARC ‘The Future of Strategy, 2017  
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there is a rising need for strategic guidance on how modern marketing works, which 
makes the agency planner more influential.’ (WARC ‘The Future of Strategy’ report, 
2017). 

 
This progression was very evident throughout my career, and both client and 

agency skill-sets evolved – more or less successfully – to the increasingly 
fragmented marketing environment.  Many on both sides focussed on niche aspects, 
resulting in the development of specialist marketers, expert agencies, and competing 
specialist skills exploiting one part of the tableau of possibilities.  Personally, as 
examples of specialisation, I pioneered the use of sponsored TV programming in the 
Middle East, I developed a Relationship Marketing consultancy to exploit new 
channels, and I subdivided an agency in Hong Kong into a more expensive ‘full 
service’ part and a more nimble, cheaper ‘fixed price’ unit.   

 
However, too often I have seen sensible focus turn into single-minded obsession.  

Firms recruit on this basis: ‘… a lot of companies are putting one trick ponies into 
those roles, the trick being they are digital or social marketers but nothing else.’ 
(MBu2 170327).  Many of those who evangelise social media, for example, become 
convinced (or deluded) that all other channels have become useless or dead.  This 
creates needless conflict within and between agencies working together on one 
client;  it creates marketing myopia in client personnel whose interests may align with 
one or other specialist;  and it adds to the growing problem of fragmentation. 

 
9.6.2.3. Left-brain/right-brain 

Whilst psychologists debate and debunk the clear-cut division of rationality and 
creativity into left- and right-brain activity, it remains a useful ‘handle’ with which to 
ascribe more complex mental processes.  As noted above, many advertising people 
are creative, expressive, individualistic and ego-driven, displaying many 
characteristics of what is colloquially known to be ‘right-brained’.  Marketers are 
increasingly driven to justify their strategies, plans and actions with data – to be 
accountable and auditable – which attributes traditionally accrue to ‘left-brained’ 
people.  Sir Martin Sorrell (Chairman of WPP, the world’s largest marketing services 
conglomerate) for whom I worked has recently foreseen an issue concerning the 
acquisition of ad-agencies by ‘big four’ type accountancy and consultancy firms – 
firms known to be very rational and ‘left-brained’.  He summarised like this: 
"Traditionally, those consultants have worked with chief information officers or chief 
technology officers on the left brain; we’ve tended to work with chief marketing 
officers on the right brain."6   Whilst clients report interest in such acquisitions and a 

                                            
6 Claire Beale, Campaign Magazine, July 06, 2017 
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potential cohabitation of skills and interests, Sir Martin envisages growing discord 
between those of differing dispositions.  The question asked by Campaign magazine 
was ‘Can businesses geared around left-brain decision-making bed down with 
businesses rooted in right-brain, instinctive creativity?  Brave marketers embrace the 
right brain.  Smart, brave marketers use both left and right brain but know when to 
value one side above the other.’4  

 
9.6.2.4. The Chairman’s Wife 

A significant feature of office life concerns the ambitions of employees. Whilst 
perhaps more obvious amongst junior employees, those without some ambition 
rarely succeed.  One ploy often seen is that of trying to please one’s superiors – 
even CMOs are not immune from trying to ingratiate themselves with other board 
members and their CEO or Chairman.  There were many oft-cited practices in my 
trainee days of clients and agencies colluding in this regard: to buy an outdoor poster 
site close to the Chairman’s home, to advertise in publications the Chairman’s wife 
was known to read, and in one case banning the wearing of polo-necks by any cast 
in any commercial because the Managing Director’s wife hated them.  With the 
growth of data and auditability, such exemplars are perhaps rarer or perhaps occur 
in differing and less obvious ways. 

 
9.6.2.5. Expectations 

In client-agency relationships there is an inevitable disparity as exposed by the 
taxonomy itself.  In a classic dyad relationship, the agency is beholden to the client 
who holds the purse strings.  Some client personnel use (and abuse) this imbalance, 
orienting the nature of relationships more towards those of master-servant or 
purchaser-supplier.  In a Porterian7 model of forces, one would expect the client, who 
theoretically initiates activities, selects agencies or suppliers, pays for them and has 
the right of veto to wield almost all the power in the relationship.  Ultimately this is 
true, but in prosecuting such relationships I have often observed swings in the 
balance of power. 

 
Client organisations move marketing personnel with regularity into and out of 

role.  Functional durations of two or three years are common from my observation.  
Marketing is used as a career-path training ground, so ‘incomers’ may have no 
marketing experience or even aptitude.  Agency personnel, particularly those of long 
standing on an account, may be expected to hold more knowledge about the brand 
and its consumers than marketers on the client side.  In such circumstance, and 

                                            
7 After its principal innovator, Michael E. Porter of Harvard University. 
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especially early on in a client’s tenure, he/she is more dependent on the agency for 
depth of understanding (Emerson, 1962). 

 
Advertising and marketing communications are the most visible outputs of 

marketing, therefore forming an important component in the legitimacy, evaluation 
and self-esteem of a marketer.  Being ‘responsible’ for a campaign that is 
recognised, commended, discussed (and effective?) is highly desirable for both 
agency and client personnel.  Personally, I am very proud of having a hand in 
HSBC’s strategy (The World’s Local Bank) and the creative work that it spawned; 
and I have traded off it for years.  For a marketer, the halo of a strong campaign is 
just as important, but s/he is totally dependent on the agency to create that 
campaign.  Contrary to expectation, power lies with the agency.  

 
In discussion with clients, many admit that in a typical working week, the most fun 

they can expect would come from time with the agency.  Described as creative, 
inspirational, sometimes ‘off-the-wall’ and juggling with entertaining ideas, this is a 
much more enjoyable activity to many clients than analysing spreadsheets, arguing 
with procurement or dealing with customer complaints.  One marketer I know 
recently resigned because he spent all his time fighting retailers for margin and 
defending against social media trolls;  advertising had been cut, and with it the more 
entertaining part of his job.  Agencies, in some cases understanding this, set about 
making each interface with clients as engaging and stimulating as possible to keep 
the relationship positive, and the power balanced more towards the agency side.   

 
9.6.2.6. Taking advantage 

None the less, there are many clients who abuse such expectations.  Some 
expect to be entertained lavishly as the ‘price’ for their continued business.  Some 
treat the agency as a plaything, apparently enjoying power dominance.  Often this is 
evidenced by disregard for agency people, processes and product. 

 
Clients sometimes imagine that the agency is at their beck and call, eagerly 

awaiting every command and request, with little else to do.  I have noticed this most 
clearly when a retainer fee is paid, and from more junior marketing personnel.  
Agencies, on the other hand, typically have many clients, operate a lean 
organisation, and invest a lot of personal energy and emotion into their product.  As 
corroborated in the Findings chapter, agency people understandably become 
frustrated if they and their work is disrespected, if their time and output is not valued.  
I have often had to discuss with senior clients how damaging it is to the overall 
relationship, the quality of consequent work and therefore mutual business, if junior 
marketers abuse or take for granted their agency colleagues. 
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9.6.3. Personnel Observations 
 
Throughout my career I have observed, and often been dismayed by, many 

people with the word ‘marketing’ in their job title.  Amongst clients that title is often 
undeserved through ability or experience – an observation supported by a somewhat 
cynical Hugh Fletcher (writing in Campaign Magazine Sept 23rd, 2016):  "…there are 
two types of marketer… the first type has worked in several other departments of 
their corporation and is appointed from within as a safe pair of hands, even though 
they know next to nothing about marketing… the second type is the career marketer 
– much younger, probably a graduate, who has chosen marketing because it seems 
more creative and exciting than most departments in commercial business… This lot 
know it all, or think they do… they like the (relatively small) power they wield, and 
enjoy the many invitations they receive to lunch, dinner, and a whole heap of other 
entertainments." This is not to deny the skills and expertise of many highly 
professional and talented marketers.  However, I would add a third typology – 
particularly prevalent in automotive companies and more traditional banks – those 
appointed to marketing from within, as a necessary departmental tour on their career 
journey, who similarly may know next to nothing about marketing. 

 
I have observed a parallel phenomenon at the firm level:  typically those 

companies that see marketing as a necessary evil, those who are sales- or product- 
or process-led, are more inclined to deploy the three somewhat cynical personnel 
typologies above in their marketing function, while customer-, brand- or service-led 
companies look for discipline-specific skills and experience.  A GAD with some 35 
years’ automotive experience around the world noted:  

‘This habit, these car companies, even in the 21st Century, I actually think is a 
little remiss of some of them of not understanding or appreciating or respecting the 
marketing, and putting people with no chance of competing at a high level in a 
marketing sense, people from purchasing or people from sales or people from 
logistics, and plugging them into really sort of senior marketing roles because it’s a 
training ground or because they are good guys or I don’t know what. …  They lose so 
much ground to the competition when they make these moves because these guys… 
Some of them never learn, they never really respect marketing or they take two years 
to figure out then you are five years behind.’  (MBu2 170327). 

 
It is perhaps self-serving of me to reflect on those effective and positive 

relationships with client personnel throughout my own career, but in my experience 
the clients with both an interest in marketing and an aptitude for it, those who respect 
creativity and who see their agency colleagues as co-interested partners will gain 
most from the relationship.  Conversely, those seeing the agency as a mere supplier 
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to be squeezed, abused and ‘treated like mushrooms’8 are more dissatisfied and get 
less in every way from their relationship.  At Cannes, 2017, Burger King Global CMO 
Axel Schwan said “Agencies are not vending machines. You cannot throw in a few 
dollars and expect good creative to come out.” (AdWeek, 4th July 2017). 

 
9.6.3.1. Relationship officers 

Some marketing-oriented companies (and some I have worked with), recognising 
the value of a constructive partnership with their agencies, have recently appointed a 
‘chief relationship officer’ (CRO) to proselytise best practice and drive constructive 
outcomes.   It should be noted that some companies with a strong social media 
presence may, confusingly, deploy a CRO differently – who’s responsibility is to 
enhance direct customer relationships.  Whilst a client/agency CRO position is rare, 
their emergence suggests that there are some CEOs in some companies that align 
with my own observation concerning the importance of a strong partnership between 
agency and client.  Axel Schwan, in the same AdWeek interview, described his 
approach to Burger King’s relationship with agencies: “Partnership. Of course we 
have very high expectations to deliver brand and business results through creative 
work. And we also look at the costs, like many others do. But once we decide to work 
with an agency, we have a partnership mind set — one team.”  (AdWeek, 4th July 
2017). 

 
 

9.6.4. Agency Observations 
 
The following observations derive from my career of working in at least 10 

agency organisations, and having dealings with hundreds of agency offices in 
various disciplines in over 100 countries around the world. 

 
Traditional agencies of any scale are typically divided into functional areas, 

namely Account Management (also known as Client Service, or ‘suits’ in vernacular 
terminology);  Planning (or Strategic Planning or Account Planning); Creative; 
Production; and Administrative staff.  Within each area there is usually a hierarchy 
from juniors through executives, managers and directors – although the title ‘director’ 
is used liberally and does not imply ‘board director’.  Sometimes there is a media 
function within a traditional agency, wherein it may be split into media planning and 
media buying (as was ubiquitous up until 1980s), but almost all media functions are 
housed in separate media agencies. 

 

                                            
8 Always kept in the dark, occasionally covered in manure. 
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Agency people are very hard to define.  There is no standardised career path, 
training or educational requirement, or personality type.  Yet if in a social gathering 
you say you work in advertising, there is a set of expectations that usually arise:  
first, that you are ‘sparky’, creative and entertaining; then that you are shallow, 
exploitative, manipulative with scant regard for society or humanity; then that all your 
work will be known by your discussants; and lastly that they could make better ads9 
than you. 

 
Yet, as noted elsewhere, advertising has a disproportionate share of maverick, 

egotistical, creative people, often outside the creative department.  Indeed, some of 
the most brilliant Creative people I know are introverted, shy and retiring, whilst 
colourful or outrageous characters are often in account management roles.   

 
The egocentric, individualistic nature of many actors in the business leads to an 

ongoing organisational cycle.  As talented actors become experienced and develop 
relationships with colleagues, they may experience frustration with their employing 
agency or see opportunity outside, leading to these individuals breaking away and 
forming new, small ‘hot’ independent advertising agencies.  If successful, they grow 
and become attractive takeover targets for bigger agencies or holding companies, 
eventually being subsumed into larger organisations.  Executives moving up become 
frustrated, break away and… 

 
9.6.4.1. Aims 

Advertising agency overt aims are closely allied to those of client marketers, 
namely to use communications in building bridges between brand(s) and their 
consumers, thereby generating revenues for the agency and client firm.   Agencies 
are of course in business to make money, which is where conflicting aims can arise.  
Almost all that an agency does involves expenditure of client monies, naturally 
depleting their clients’ marketing budgets.  Agency remuneration used to be entirely 
linked to client spend, incentivising agencies to encourage larger expenditure.  As 
remuneration models evolved from pure commission to input-based, there was/is still 
incentive for the agency to overestimate man-hours and resources required to 
provide some ‘fat’ – not necessarily just for profit, but to fund innovation and new 
business resource.  The disciplines of both media and production are sources of 
revenue for agencies and suspicion for clients, as again corroborated in Findings. 

 

                                            
9 The word ‘ad’ is used intentionally: Practitioners never say ‘advert’ and rarely use the 

full word ‘advertisement’. 
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Agencies are knowledge businesses whose only real assets are people.  Their 
aim of developing communications and making money are directly linked to 
reputation, legitimised through the creation, production and deployment of effective 
work.  The measurement of effectiveness varies across the industry.  There are 
accredited ‘Effectiveness Awards’ in many countries, examining holistic results from 
client brief and market situation through strategy and creative work to market effect 
over the subsequent period.  There are also multiple creative award programmes, 
seeking to reward and elevate creativity for its own sake.  Many agency people 
regard these as a ‘holy grail’, the winning of which provides a passport to promotion, 
fame and wealth.  Some others, including some clients, view creative awards as an 
irrelevant distraction, bearing no relation to ‘real-world’ communications and 
problems.  Agencies love winning creative awards despite their disconnection with 
results or validity, and often prioritise work that may be entered for awards.  Over 
several years agencies all over the world have cheated award programmes by 
creating work specifically for entry – ‘scam’ work – as opposed to advertising 
designed to satisfy a client brief.  I have personally asked a client to run an ad once, 
in some small publication, to qualify it for entry to an award.  

 
Whilst aims are overtly aligned with clients, discord often accrues as agencies 

divide their priorities, seek additional revenues and become too self-serving.   
 

9.6.4.2. Expectations 

Agencies’ expectations of clients vary widely, by client, by market/culture, by 
sector, by agency type and by actor.  Over time, they may change as much as by 
factor.  In pursuing a prospect client, expectations may be rose-tinted and blind to 
realities as agency people imagine what could be done, could be earned, could 
result from winning the business.  If the pursuit is successful, this expectational 
elevation may implode as client imperatives bite, as agency people get to know client 
people and the first flush tarnishes, and perhaps as early ‘promises’ dematerialise for 
any number of reasons.  Expectations rise again with each major Client brief (“now 
there’s an opportunity to…”) and may fall shortly afterwards.  Over years, a level of 
complacency can seep in leading to each party taking the other for granted, usually 
concluding with dissolution of the relationship ‘due to lack of interest’. 

 
Within established client-agency arrangements the interpersonal relationships 

assume a greater importance, and can make or break business success.  GADs and 
LADs act as ambassadors for their agency in front of clients.  They are the face of 
the agency, and are responsible for maintaining and growing the inter-company 
relationship.  Both clients and agency people, CMOs/LMOs and GADs/LADs, expect 
there to be efforts to extend the relationship beyond the purely professional.  If 
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achieved, this may develop into personal friendship, even dependency, which can 
then be destabilising if one party leaves the relationship.  Many a case is reported of 
a GAD moving between agencies, or setting up his/her own agency, to be followed 
by the client and client business with whom a strong relationship had been built.  
Agency senior managements often try to prevent this by spreading relationships 
among multiple staff to weaken individual ties, but in so doing walk a tightrope 
between lack of focus or strategic clarity, and destabilisation or even blackmail 
through overly dependent interpersonal relationships. 

 
Expectations between intra-company actors is also a factor.  My initial 

expectation on joining the industry was that local, in-market actors would aspire to be 
placed in head office.  Often, I have observed this to be accurate, but I know many 
regional or head-office executives who prefer the idea of local market responsibility:  
Perceived as further from ‘authority’ and so with greater freedoms, more 
opportunities to ‘make a difference’, working ‘at the coal face’ as opposed to dealing 
with central bureaucracy have all been cited to me as plausible benefits of operating 
in-market, by both client and agency actors. 

  
9.6.4.3. Behaviour 

As noted for clients, above, there is no standardised behaviour to call upon or 
report, no official code of practice for agency personnel.  Many larger agencies issue 
staff handbooks, containing values and bland expectations, but each promotes niche 
differentiation over macro-normalisation.  Equally, breakaways and new start-ups 
open their doors with some differentiated organising idea; maybe in what they do, 
how they do it or a ‘more unique’ set of virtues and values.  Some are almost 
accidental and trivial: For example, in the early days of Saatchi & Saatchi in London, 
black suits and white shirts were ‘de rigueur’.  At the same time, J Walter Thompson 
in London was populated with ex-army officers and gentlemen farmers.   

 
Over time, these organising ideas tend to become diluted. 
 
Individual roles within agencies may be expected to display idiosyncratic 

behaviours across the industry.  Creative people are expected to dress eccentrically 
and to be slightly ‘odd’; Account management people tend to be more ‘schmoozy’, 
smooth-talking and traditionally fashionable; some planners may be identified as 
being more boffin-like, even professorial in their approach.  But the stereotypes 
always break down when applied too closely. 
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Wooing 
Account management and senior agency management people are almost always 

incentivised to generate business and revenue, whether through indigenous growth 
of existing accounts (getting them to do more), and/or by introducing and winning 
new accounts for the agency (getting more for the agency to do).   

 
Consequently, a GAD or LAD perpetually woos his/her client with the intent of 

becoming deeper enmeshed in the client’s business – towards indispensability – for 
many reasons, three of which are:  protecting the account from the predatory wooing 
of other agencies; building degrees of trust and reliance in the hope of expanding the 
scope of work devolved to the agency; and selfishly, increasing his/her own internal 
value, career prospects and power within the agency. 

 
Successful GADs/LADs I have known approach relationship-building with 

circumspection and intelligence.  Overt ‘schmoozing’, blatant entertainment gifts, 
pandering and sycophancy are likely to result in cynicism and rejection from able 
clients.  Providing a sympathetic ear, a source of ‘impartial’ but sound advice, and 
tangible support where needed appear to be better wooing ways to strengthen 
intercompany, interpersonal relationships. 

 
Soliciting 
Many agencies have new business departments set up specifically to research, 

connect with, engage and seduce potential clients – both as individuals and 
organisations.  A New Business leader may be the most charismatic person in the 
agency, tasked with finding and wooing prospects to the point where they invite the 
agency to pitch for their business.  The New Business Director would typically 
maintain the relationship through the pitch process, attempting to out-woo other 
agency’s teams, (although many clients complain that the leader and team who they 
‘bought’ in a pitch situation do not end up as the regular team). 

 
Again, overt soliciting approaching bribery is neither advised nor usually 

successful – although I was aware of one CMO being gifted a house in southern 
France in return for awarding his large account to an agency;  and of others being 
rewarded with highly-paid senior agency roles after contracts had been signed.  
More common is soliciting by demonstrating keen interest in a prospect client’s 
business; a deep understanding of the issues faced by the business, the brand, the 
consumer and the marketer; and sharp, fresh insights that may improve the client’s 
marketing. 
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Soliciting does not cease when a pitch is won or an agency is contracted with a 
client.  Most large companies have several discrete divisions or functions that market 
separately.  Common divisional examples may include recruitment, trade marketing 
or ‘overseas’;  others divide by brands, and others by product categories.  In each 
case, the GAD/LAD in a relationship with one area of a client’s business is likely to 
solicit for others.  Personal examples of each would include: Mazda Europe, on 
which I acted as GAD, but for which the agency did not market recruitment;  Mars 
corporation, on which I was regional GAD in the Middle East for confectionary and 
successfully solicited for their pet-food and Master-Foods businesses;  and HSBC on 
which I was AsiaPac GAD, initially only for Corporate Advertising and successfully 
solicited for many stand-alone product lines in 28 countries (Retail, Credit cards, 
Asset Management, Private Banking, Investment banking, trade and commercial 
banking, insurance, etc). 

 
Soliciting for new business can go disastrously wrong.  As GAD on HSBC, 

covering advertising for the above, I was part of a solicitation to win additional 
business.  The bank’s three major areas of marketing communication were 
advertising creative, media, and promotional or ‘below-the-line’10 work.  My agency 
handled advertising creativity around the world, and a sister agency planned and 
bought media for HSBC globally – both multi-million pound contracts.  However, an 
equivalent sum to that for ‘above-the-line’ creative work was spent by the client 
‘below-the-line’, which in AsiaPac alone was spread among some 466 separate little 
agencies that I was aware of.  We solicited for this business, arguing the benefits of 
centralisation and consistency and efficiency.  The bank agreed but wanted to offer 
this harmonised business up for pitch.  Despite 9 months’ work, over £3m investment 
and tens of thousands of air miles, our agency, the incumbent on two strands, lost 
the lot and was nearly driven out of business in consequence. 

 
Pitches  
Much has been written about new business pitching, often described as the high-

point of an agency’s performance.   The pitch itself is usually the climax of a 
substantial process involving time, research, planning, strategizing, creative 
development, and even production, sometimes over many months.  An agency is 
likely to put its brightest and best teams onto attractive new business pitch work – to 
the detriment of current paying clients.  Yet many clients tolerate this because 
winning new business is good for their agency and their own inferred reputation.  
Standing still is not a viable option for an agency. 

                                            
10 ‘Above-the-line’ refers to mass communications, typically advertising on TV, Print 

media etc.  ‘Below-the-line’ refers to direct and promotional activities, including display and 
collateral materials 
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It has long struck me as anachronous that agencies tend to give away their work 

and only charge for its use, yet that is often the reality.  Agencies go to extreme 
lengths to impress prospective clients through the pitch process, investing heavily in 
time, resources and expenditure in the hope of winning the client’s business (and 
recouping the investment over time).  There have been many attempts by the 
industry to curb excesses in this process; to force clients to pay for pitches; to reduce 
the odds of losing by restricting numbers; all of which get burned in the intensely 
competitive rivalry between agencies. 

 
Many examples bear out this extravagant behaviour, prominent in the 1980’s and 

90’s.  Above, a high-risk strategy to attract the attention of British Rail was described.  
The same agency (Allen Brady & Marsh) presented to Honda for their motorbike 
business.  The final pitch meeting was held in an upper-floor boardroom, and at its 
start, Peter Marsh emerged from the lift on a Honda Goldwing bike, dressed in full 
leathers, and circled the boardroom table before parking the bike in the room and 
taking his seat.  Similar ‘stunt’ presentations: Saatchi and Saatchi famously removed 
plate-glass windows from the front of their offices in London’s Charlotte Street to 
position a red Toyota MR2 in their reception for their pitch.  The stunt cost £80,000 
but paid off: they won the account.  Whilst I was at DMB&B, we converted the 
agency’s 5th floor reception into a beach, complete with sand and deck-chairs, 
pitching for Club 18-30; and J Walter Thompson dressed the agency in ground-staff 
uniforms to impress British Airways. 

  
More recent financial restrictions and the consequent attitudinal changes have, to 

an extent, curbed such excess.  One new business director, interviewed in The 
Independent newspaper11 says: "If you spend too much on pitches these days, 
clients think you are more into theatre than strategy and good thinking.  They feel it 
is too Eighties and an incredible waste of money." Another insists: "Agencies are 
paranoid about ostentation.  The conspicuous spending and pitch gimmicks have 
gone.". 

 
9.6.4.4. Accounts retained and built 

The quad can be a powerful tool when used in retaining, maintaining and building 
business accounts.  Strong relationships and open communications, built on trust 
and mutual respect, lead to improved success.  Citing two personal examples, in 
1988 I was LAD in Saudi Arabia for a small part of Mars Confectionary business.  
Through cultivation of strong relationships with both GAD (in London) and LMO, 

                                            
11 www.independent.co.uk article by Belinda Archer, Monday 24 February 1997 
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together with appropriate dialogue with CMO when needed, Mars in 1991 appointed 
my agency to handle all their confectionary, pet-foods and Masterfoods businesses 
across the entire Middle East, through which I became a regional GAD.  Similarly, 
HSBC used my agency in Hong Kong for a small piece of corporate business on 
which I was LAD, which (following cultivation of strong relationships within the quad 
became all the bank’s corporate, product and service advertising for all of Asia 
Pacific. 

 
Clearly physical delivery is a part of these examples – and may be considered as 

‘table stakes’ – but without the nurturing of each quad and the interpersonal 
relationships therein, the businesses would not have grown and may have been lost 
to other agencies. 

 
9.6.4.5. Accounts lost 

Many reasons are cited for dissolution of client/agency relationships.  Usually at 
the behest of clients, and usually in pursuit of something they feel they are not 
getting, dissolutions may also be instigated by agencies.  As noted in 13.7.1 (p 114), 
surveys suggest the most frequent client rationale involves loss of mutual interest 
and agency engagement, perhaps complacency.  Agencies may terminate 
relationships due to conflicting accounts, disagreements over strategy, budgets, or 
other ‘irreconcilable differences’.  In these cases, aspects of relationship chemistry 
have broken down – whether trust, respect, interest or empathy. 

 
Just occasionally, things break down accidentally.  Citing the HSBC example from 

above, the growing interpersonal and commercial relationship between agency and 
client, spanning ever more countries and sectors, including global media buying, led 
us as agency to seek centralisation of the myriad ‘below-the-line12’ communications 
involving thousands of other small local agencies.  Client agreed to the idea, but their 
rules required a pitch, which once opened, grew to involve the entire business and 
ended with loss of the entire account. 

 
9.6.5. Multi-agency teams 
 
In recent years, holding companies, led by WPP, have assembled client-centric 

teams from members of different agencies in their networks to handle business 
across an increasingly wide range of facets for their clients.  Initially these covered 

                                            
12 Below-the-line’ refers to promotional and direct communications, eg leaflets, videos, 

signeage etc. 
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creativity, media, and perhaps promotional and/or CRM13 services with staff 
dedicated to one client recruited from relevant agencies into a single unit.  
Increasingly such units involve digital, social, market research, experiential, event, 
design and display teams amongst others. 

 
Three major factors drove the generation and spread of the team agency 

concept, namely: Holding company ambitions to secure larger amounts of a given 
client’s budgets; Interest from some clients in pursuing fully integrated marketing 
communications (IMC); and a desire from some clients and some agencies to 
minimise in-fighting between agencies seeking individually larger allocations of 
budget between themselves. 

 
Multi-agency teams create new challenges to members of a quad, some of which 

are addressed in Findings.  Theoretically the CMO has fewer diverse contacts, 
contracts and projects to manage as activities are co-located, with one point-of-
contact between client and agency at each hierarchical level.  GAD becomes team 
leader for the team agency unit dedicated to that client.  S/he is now managing 
diverse skills, bigger budgets, larger personnel headcounts, and broader areas of 
responsibility, all funnelling through him/her.  

 
For very large clients in big markets, the concept is proven to work well, as 

evidenced by WPP’s Ford-facing agency, formerly Team Detroit, now rebranded 
globally as GTB.  In the single market of USA, this agency employs some 650 staff 
from some 15 of WPP’s agencies.  However, in small countries with lower workloads, 
smaller budgets and correspondingly reduced staffing requirements a team agency 
model may not be feasible or profitable, thereby somewhat undermining the concept 
as a whole: 

MB:  ‘A lot of what I do is now going into WPP or going into one of the business 
units and saying, ‘I know your incentive is growth because mine is the same and so I 
know you want to maximise every step out of this but because of a, b, c, you really 
have to invest in this business right now or you are not going to have it. ‘Oh fuck you, 
you’re an arsehole.’ All of that. Literally all of that. And even those words because 
they just don’t want to hear it. Then you go the client and you said you’ve got to give 
the agency more money, more credit, more this, you’ve got to do…’  (MBu2 170321) 

 
In the Discussion chapter I discuss the implications arising from the analysis of 

findings (chapter 7) allied to the ‘journal’ above in order to induce a framework and 
research contributions. 

 
  

                                            
13 CRM = Customer Relationship Management  
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9.7. Archetypes of MadMen – Ideal Roles and Responsibilities 
 
Most of this thesis has considered aspects of quadrangular relationships that may 

impede or enhance their successful sustainability in prosecution of the business of 
marketing communications, and may work constructively, detrimentally or in 
maintenance toward the quad as an institutional construct.  In theorising the quad 
and the various presentations of institutional work therein, I paused to consider some 
context-specific personal qualities that actors may promote to better perform their 
roles, and that managers forming or supervising quads may consider in their 
establishment and population, presenting them within architypes for each of the four 
functions.   

 
The descriptive architypes augment the narrative tale presented in Chapters 2 

and 5 in supporting readers’ contextual understanding, but it goes further in providing 
insightful guidance for those constructing, recruiting for, working in or mentoring 
quads.  It serves to ‘unpack the mania’ in which MadMen live their realities, with the 
aim of realising future quads that are less manic, more sustainable and which benefit 
all stakeholders.  

 
 

9.7.1. The Benign Dictator – CMO 
In any organisational role embracing multiple relationships, differing factors and 

influences will compete for attention and dominance.  A behaviour that may be low in 
political correctness seems high in observed aspiration – that of an authoritarian 
approach to the role of Chief Marketing Officer. 

‘At Unliever, Simon Clift, when he was in that role as really the first global CMO, 
was a giant and a dictator and held everything absolutely tight to his chest.’ (DW 
160121)   

‘I think if its pan-European or international campaigns, the Client needs to be a 
complete asshole.  A total dictator.  Otherwise you will not make it work. An absolute 
brute, ready to fire people if they don’t follow the line. I’m convinced of that – it’s the 
only way you do it.’ (EG 170315) 

 
‘Our strategy calls for the development of a strong, global, consumer brand.’ (Sir 

John Bond, chairman, HSBC group, 1999).  ‘Sir John believed in and evangelised 
his unified brand, encouraging all 100,000 employees to ‘get in the boat’. But if they 
didn’t, it was clearly career-limiting’.  (Author’s observation, 2006) 

 
Conversely, people working around a less authoritative figure may disrespect any 

weakness:  
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‘[CMO] himself would say “that’s too brutal.  I don’t like it.  How could we fire 
people in Europe because they didn’t run the… campaign?” That’s where the 
weakness starts. He isn’t strong.’ (EG 170315). 

 
‘Globally you’ve got journeymen making it to the top who have no experience in 

dynamic markets, as well as what’s happening in the digital fragmentation.’ (JS 
160206) 

 
The CMO is increasingly under pressure from multiple sources, notably in the 

areas of accountability, rapidity of action-consequence, and overt legitimacy of 
his/her role.  With general increases in quarterly reporting, short attention spans and 
stakeholder impatience, the traditional marketing role of building enduring, powerful 
brands is ever-tighter squeezed: 

‘So it’s how do you build the brand? How do you reach the consumer? How do 
you create value? There is a struggle going on between effectiveness and efficiencies. 
I think what we’ve seen in the last five years with this thing about the shiny new toy, 
is the CMO often, or the CBO, trying to find something to create some support with 
the CEO so that they’re actually doing something. The effectiveness route is a far 
longer journey than the efficiency route. So it’s easy for the CIO or the COO to go, 
‘Well, I’ll just fix this. I’ll put in a platform or I’ve got rid our legacy and I’ve 
connected, you know, A to B, etc., on Adobe or something like that.’ The brand-
building takes a longer time. What we’re seeing is that in that dynamic the CMO is 
not lasting long enough to see a lot of their stuff through, unless they’ve been there 
longer than, say, two or three years, you only start to see the effectiveness play come 
through.’  (JS 160206) 

 
In the face of new technologies, new specialists and specialisms in the marketing 

arena, near-instant reporting of many digital metrics and pressure on boards, the role 
of CMO is vulnerable.  It becomes a soft target for criticism and blame, as noted in a 
recent article in the Wall Street Journal: 

“The average tenure for chief marketing officers working for the county’s biggest 
brands has fallen for the second year in a row, according to new research from 
executive search firm Spencer Stuart. 

 
A study of CMOs from 100 of the top US ad spenders found that the average 

tenure for marketing czars fell to 42 months in 2016, down from 44 months in 2015. 
 
“Tough business headwinds, new technologies and pressures to change quickly” 

are among the many reasons for the churn, said Greg Welch, a consultant in 
Spencer Stuart’s marketing officer practice.  “It’s the perfect storm.” 

 
CMO job security pales in comparison to others in the C-Suite. CEO tenure was 

7.2 years among the S&P 500 in 2016 while CFO tenure was 5.7 years among the 
Fortune 500, according to Spencer Stuart.  
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The average tenure of CMOs is a closely watched statistic in the ad business 

because changes in the post typically have major ramifications for agencies on 
Madison Avenue. New CMOs tend to make significant changes to a company’s 
marketing strategy when they come in and review the marketing and ad firms that 
work on behalf of the company.”  (WSJ, Suzanne Vranica, March 17, 2017) 

 
Insecurity is an inevitable consequence of this pressure, which may result in a 

variety of behaviours.  Some adopt the ideal of benign dictatorship, providing strong 
leadership around a clearly defined and well-articulated position.  Some take this too 
far, resulting in draconian behaviour that alienates colleagues up and down their 
organisations.  

‘They won Gold at Cannes, But Fuel had a very tough client who said to all the 
Volvo people, when they had their EMFs, people would lose their jobs if they didn’t 
run the work.  This is the issue.  People at Volvo were terrified of the central guy. ‘I’m 
making one piece of work: you are going to adapt it. End of Story!  I don’t care if you 
use a local studio or a local international agency to adapt it, this is the work. I don’t 
want to hear of anybody spending a cent doing anything else.’ (EG 170315). 

 
Some succumb to short-termism and seek quick gains, usually at the expense of 

longer term strategy.  Yet others seek legitimacy through consensus and 
consequently risk themselves being seen as weaker or lacking self-determination, 
and some are not given the apparatus of power with which to impose their view. 

‘Technically the Coke global CMO's got a lot of power, but he doesn't have a 
budget; the local BU [business unit] president does, so that... If you're the budget 
holder, you've got to be responsible for that. So there are different tensions in 
financial responsibility that come into play as well.’ (SD 160406) 

 
However, there is also risk from the elevation that often comes with power – that 

of distance from the realities of individual markets: 
‘Senior-most clients tend to have too broad a picture, are protected from what 

happens on the ground, don’t really interface with the people often enough to 
understand.’ (SD 160725) 

 
There is little doubt that in sum, strength is more respected than weakness in this 

aspect.   
 
 

9.7.2. The Orchestra Conductor – GAD 
The Global Account Director is operating in a service environment with 

overarching responsibility for a strategic approach towards the brand 
communications as well as responsibility for multiple inter- and intra-company 
relationships, outcomes, and the main contractual inter-company relationship. 
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In almost every case, an account director – whether local or central – has a dual 

ambassadorial role.  When interacting with a client, the AD acts as an ambassador 
representing his/her agency.  When operating in the agency, the AD should act as an 
ambassador representing the interests of his/her client.  This duality can be a source 
of considerable tension.  When acting on behalf of the Client, the AD is reasonably 
expected to ‘buy in’ to the client’s objectives and brand strategy. When representing 
their agency, the AD may have conflicting agenda and objectives.  

 
There is an inherent dilemma arising from the ego-rich, individualistic nature of 

many advertising folk who may resent being corralled into one brand framework, one 
song-sheet.  

 
There is a risk for GADs that parallels the CMO’s distance through power and 

elevation, noted above. A GAD, having responsibility for both overarching 
relationships and many local relationships must tread warily in certain 
circumstances, as identified by this GAD: 

‘if I’m not careful when I come in and talk to [CMO], I say something to him that 
contradicts what [LMO], [LAD] and the [local market] are trying to do and then 
[LMO] is all upset with me because he feels he has to go back and undo a load of 
work. So if you are the kind of person we talked about earlier who is a project 
manager and you don’t have a great political radar or emotional intelligence or 
experience, you basically step on the mines in the field and you are first out and you 
get blown up and killed. And you have to be really… taken through all the agendas of 
the players of each of the quadrangle and making sure you’re managing all that 
sensitively and carefully.’ (MBu2 170327) 

 
 

9.7.3. The Juggler – LMO 
In a highly simplified or idealised hierarchic quadrangular structure, it could be 

suggested that the CMO is responsible for strategy and ‘big picture’, whilst the LMO 
is responsible for implementation and execution.  There is support from respondents 
for this, as indicated by this Global CMO: 

‘So it is very difficult to find a mutual benefit and a point they can stay together, 
because naturally, I think a headquarters’ strategy is more central-driven, and a 
regional [local] strategy tries to embrace a uniqueness and the local flavour. So to 
come to the implementation of marketing operation, I think a regional [local] 
operation is much stronger than a central marketing operation. … I think always a 
regional [local] marketing operation is more short-sighted, month by month or week 
by week.  Headquarters’ algorithm is much longer, five years, or one year or two 
years.’ (MM 160412) 
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This puts a strain on many LMOs who see themselves as much in the role of 
officers versus soldiers: 

‘…if you’ve grown to a position of a Country Marketing Director, which back-in-
the-day was probably a more important job than it is today given global structures, 
you’re never-the-less someone of a high level of education, high level of motivation 
and career progression, likely to be highly ambitious, competitive etc… none of 
which are character traits that lend themselves to being told what to do, or existing in 
a structure where there’s someone else who tells you what your choices are, what your 
strategy should be … There’s that challenge within client organisations.’  (MG 
160413) 

 
In consequence, many LMOs find themselves juggling with competing priorities, 

often influenced by coercive forces such as incentivisation 
 

‘…on the client side locally, there’s a level of sophistication that drops off pretty 
quickly.  Whilst there’s probably a very strong, let’s say, four-p’s type marketing 
officer somewhere in that market, after them it drops off to, I’d say, very low-level 
ability, at the moment. These are the ones that are making a bit of a hash of it, to be 
honest…’ (JS 160206) 

 
 

9.7.4. The Ballet Dancer – LAD 
In the local ad agency, where responsibility for executing marcom activities lies, 

LAD carries the can.  On the surface this seems like a simple tune to which s/he 
dances, but there are several concurrent tunes playing, keeping LADs on their toes.  
Typically, a local agency organisation is incentivised on its own business 
performance, encouraging its leaders to preference local revenue streams over 
global.  A client may be greatly important to the global agency organisation, but small 
in a specific market, thereby pulling LAD in two directions.  A local client that is 
potentially global may have significant growth potential through the addition of 
markets/countries, but is of little current revenue interest to the global organisation 
which may demotivate LAD. 

 
LAD also has to balance conflicting client needs vs requests – often LAD 

receives requests for activity or content that is likely to waste budgets and fail:   
‘Some clients don’t know what’s best for them’ (JG 170213) 

 
…and often the demands of local clients conflict with those of the client CMO or 

agency GAD, as we have seen above. 
 
LAD wants to please all – LMO and GAD with whom s/he has the closest 

relationships yet who rarely talk to each other and whose views and requests may be 
diametric;  and CMO indirectly as the final arbiter of market (and hence LAD) 
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performance.  S/he also wants to please local agency management in two main 
avenues: financial and reputational.   

 
Financially, LAD seeks to build ever-stronger revenues which creates tensions 

with LMO and may mean behaving in less-than professional ways; but also may 
mean working closely with LMO at risk of upsetting GAD and CMO, or may mean 
looking to other clients and dismantling this quad in favour of a more lucrative 
alternative. 

 
Reputationally, the agency’s strongest calling-card is its reputation and that of the 

actors within.  LAD is incentivised, directly or indirectly, to produce creative work that 
gets noticed, wins awards and enhances the agency reputation.  This may cause 
friction with LMO who’s incentives may depend on sales, therefore tactical and 
promotional activity that rarely achieves commendation. 

 
Finally, LAD may have ambitions to either local senior management position or 

promotion to a global role (or both), therefore needing to balance the above 
local/global, financial/reputational tensions while dancing to the various tunes played 
contiguously through the quad.  S/he has the potential to strengthen, or maintain, or 
weaken the institution.  Assuming s/he is not professionally suicidal, a finely 
balanced dance best characterises LAD’s function. 
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9.8. Interviews 
9.8.1. Blank Consent form 

 
Appendix Figure 1:  Blank Consent Form 
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(Intentionally Blank)  
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9.8.2. Discussion Stimuli and guides 

 
Appendix Figure 2:  'MindMap' discussion guide  
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(Intentionally Blank)  
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9.8.3. ‘Stand-by’ interview Discussion Guide 
 
Purpose Content 
Introduction 

Key Components:  
• Thank you  
• Your name  
• Purpose  
• Confidenti

ality  
• Duration  
• How 

interview 
will be 
conducted  

• Opportunit
y for 
questions  

• Signature 
of consent  

 

I want to thank you for taking the time to meet with me today.  
My name is Donald Lancaster.  For my Doctoral Thesis I would 
like to talk to you about your experiences participating in the 
day-to-day business of the xxx account. Specifically, I’m 
interested in your matrix of interpersonal relationships involved 
with taking global or regional work to local markets for xxx 
brand.  I aim to illuminate complex longer-term cross-border and 
cross-organisational relationships, (exemplified by the 
Quadratic) at individual actor level in context of their firms. 

The interview should take around an hour.  With your 
permission, I will be recording the session because I don’t want 
to miss any of your comments. Although I will be taking some 
notes during the session, I can’t write fast enough to get it all 
down. The recording will only be used for transcription and will 
not be shared with or played to any 3rd parties. 

All responses will be kept confidential. This means that 
anything you say will only be shared with research team 
members and we will ensure that any information we include in 
our report does not identify you as the respondent.  Companies, 
brands and markets will also be anonymised where needed to 
protect any commercial or proprietary information.  Remember, 
you don’t have to talk about anything you don’t want to and you 
may end the interview at any time.    

Are there any questions about what I have just explained? 
Please sign the Informed Consent form. (appended) 
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Biographics Today's Date: 
Place: 
Time: 
Interviewer's Name:  Donald Lancaster 
Subject's Name: 
Sex: 
Nationality: 
Educated in: 
 
Brief work resume: (Dates, Company & role) 

xx/xxxx   
xx/xxxx   
xx/xxxx   
INTERVIEW 
SECTION 

INDIVIDUAL QUESTION TOPIC Code 

Initial ‘warm-up’ 
Questions  
• Ask factual 
before opinion  
• Use probes as 
needed  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Tell me about how you came to be in this role, and 
when? 

2. Is this your first experience of operating in this way? 
3. Thinking about the structure of your business with 

[Agency/Client], how would you describe the 
operating structure to me? 

4. Traditionally, cross-border marketing has been 
conducted by the brand director at Client HQ with 
his/her local brand directors in markets, matched by 
the business director at the Agency lead office with 
local Agency business directors in country offices. 
Considering [your account XXX], to what extent 
does this ‘quadrangular’ relationship feature in the 
way this business is run?  

5. To what extent has/does the increasing 
fragmentation of today’s communication world 
affect the structure and operation of your 
international (HQ/Local) business operational 
model? 

6. How important to the effective running of the 
business are these four corners or pillars of 

 
WU 
WU 
 
 
WU 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SC 
 
 
 
 

SC 
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client/agency relationship today?  In particular, how 
important and enduring are the interpersonal 
relationships to you in achieving business success? 

 
 
OP 

Core Questions 
 
 

7. Does your organisation value (or otherwise) the 
interpersonal relationships required to run the 
business?  In what ways? 

8. Does your organisation influence (or otherwise) 
these interpersonal relationships? In what ways? 

9. How have the roles, responsibilities and 
relationships as you live them evolved over time – 
particularly more recently as channels, disciplines 
and agencies fragment? 

10. How would you portray, describe or characterise 
each of these key relationships (each of 4, in turn)?  

11. Can you think of any particularly positive 
relationship (business) that has resulted in business 
advantage?  What about it would you see as 
positive? 

12. How would you change or adjust the relationships 
(or their balance) to increase their 
effectiveness/efficiency? 

13. What are the most common tensions and conflicts 
that arise between the four parties in these 
relationships?  Can you exemplify? 

14. How do you feel about these tensions? 
15. Do you think your [2 quad members] are more 

interested in long-term or short-termism? 
16. People often cite the differences in ‘global’ direction 

and objectives from ‘local’ needs and practices as 
reasons for tension. Do you have experience of that 
on this account? 

17. Others never see global work as 100% effective in 
a local market – particularly those with creative 
ambition. Do you have experience of that on this 
account? 

18. How do you/your colleagues who work concurrently 
along two axes of the ‘quadrangle’ balance and 
make compatible the requirements of each?  

 
 
OP 
 
OP 
 
 
 

SC 
 
SC 
 
 
 
SC 
 
 

E 
 
 

E 
DS 
 
DS 
 
 
 
DS 
 
 
 
DS 
 
 
DS 
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19. How do tensions between organisational goals and 
your personal ambitions play out and/or get 
managed in this context? 

20. What aspects of cross-border/culture and inter-
company facets make the relationship work well 
(and vice versa)? 

21. Are there any characteristics you’ve noticed that 
equip individuals well for these types of role? 

22. What policies, training, KPIs, evaluation etc are, or 
could be, deployed to enhance the success of 
these complex relationships? (Or should there be 
less?) 

23. What social / cultural aspects of these interpersonal 
quadratic relationships are helpful, and which are 
not? 

24. Can you think of an example or story that illustrates 
either best or worst practice in holding the business 
together? 

 
 
DS 
 
 
E 
 
SC/E 
 
 
 
SC/E 
 
 
SC 
 
 
SC 

Supplementary 
for Vertical pairs: 
i.e. same 
company 

25. Managing your brand across borders requires 
communication between you.  Would you describe 
how that communication operates? What is 
involved?  Is there any formal process you follow?  
Anything else? 

26. What would improve this communication flow? 
27. Do you have any processes, documentation or 

systems in use to augment relationships?  Can you 
share anything? 

28. How would you personify the relationship you 
personally have with each other? 

29. How would you personify the relationship you 
personally have with [Agency/Client]?  

30. Do you see anything that undermines this 
relationship? 

31. What would improve this relationship? 
32. How do organisational relationships shape, interact 

or interfere with your personal relationships (and 
vice versa)? 

 
 
 
 
SC/OP 
E/OP 
 
 
SC/OP 
 
SC/OP 
 
SC/OP 
 
DS/OP 
E/OP 
 
 

DS/OP 
Supplementary 
for Horizontal 
pairs: 

33. Managing your brand across borders requires 
communication between you.  Would you describe 
how that communication operates? What is 
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i.e. same country involved?  Is there any formal process you follow?  
Anything else? 

34. What would improve this communication flow? 
35. Do you have any processes, documentation or 

systems in use to augment relationships?  Can you 
share anything? 

36. How would you personify the relationship you 
personally have with each other? 

37. How would you personify the relationship you 
personally have with [Head/Local] Office? 

38. Do you see anything that undermines this 
relationship? 

39. What would improve this relationship? 
40. How do organisational relationships shape, interact 

or interfere with your personal relationships (and 
vice versa)? 

 
SC/OP 
E/OP 
 
 
SC/OP 
 
SC/OP 
 
SC/OP 
 
DS/OP 
E/OP 
 
 
DS/OP 

Closing Key 
Components:  

• Add
itional 
comments  
• Nex
t steps  
• Tha
nk you  

 

Is there something more you would like to add?  
Is there any documentation you can share that sets 

out process, procedures, policies etc in regard to the 
relationships we have discussed?  

Is there someone else you think I should talk to so 
as to better understand anything here? 

I’ll be analysing the information you and others 
gave me and writing up over the next year. I’ll be happy 
to send you a summary copy to preview at that time, if 
you are interested.  

Thank you for your time.  

 
 

Table X.X  Interview discussion guide, after Boyce and Neale (2006) 
Key:   
SC = Status and change 
OP = Organisational vs personal relationships 
DS = Dimensional stress 
E = Practice/relationship enhancement 
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9.8.4. Respondent drawings 
 

 
Appendix Figure 3: MoH Drawing 1 during interview 160409 

 
Appendix Figure 4  MoH Drawing 2 during interview 160409 
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9.8.5. Example interview reflections – author’s notes 
 

 
Appendix Figure 5:  Extract of notes written following interview in February 2017 in Singapore 
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Appendix Figure 6:  Extract of notes written after discussion with influential academic, March 2017, Bath  
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9.9. Coding Plan – NVivo hierarchy of nodes 
 

9.9.1. Two pages of Open-coded screen-shots from NVivo 
 

 

 
…continued overleaf 
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Appendix Figure 7: Screenshots of Initial open coding hierarchy from NVivo software,  

captured by Author on 23 September 2017  
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9.9.2. Two pages of Theme-coded screen-shots from NVivo 

 

 2 Quad as Concept 21 110 DML DML Today, 16817 Today, 12815

 2.1 Interpretations 14 35 DML DML Today, 16823 Today, 12822

 Quad Influencers 14 30 DML DML Today, 16823 Today, 12855

 2.2 Cohesion 11 27 DML DML Today, 16822 Today, 12822

 Differential Inputs 11 26 DML DML 11 Jul 2017 at 15832 Today, 12855

 2.3 History 2 5 DML DML Today, 13801 Today, 12823

 2.4 Disruption 4 6 DML DML Today, 14815 Today, 12823

 2.5 Enhancement 2 3 DML DML Today, 14809 Today, 12823

 2.6 Cultural consids 10 26 DML DML Today, 16822 Today, 12823

 2.7 Status & Respect 1 1 DML DML Today, 14805 Today, 12824

 3 ClientAgency Rels 20 103 DML DML Today, 16823 Today, 12815

 3.1 Treatment of agenc… 1 1 DML DML Today, 14807 Today, 12824

 3.2 Disconnection 6 10 DML DML Today, 16819 Today, 12825

 3.3 Client as Enemy 1 1 DML DML Today, 14804 Today, 12825

 3.4 Pressure & Tension 3 6 DML DML Today, 14814 Today, 12826

 3.5 Dimensional Stress 19 82 DML DML Today, 16823 Today, 12826

 Central vs Local 18 77 DML DML 28 Sep 2017 at 12825 4 Apr 2017 at 15830

 3.6 IntraCompany 2 3 DML DML Today, 14814 Today, 12826

 4 Org & Personal Rels 22 182 DML DML Today, 16820 Today, 12815

 4.1 InterCompany rels 20 90 DML DML Today, 16820 Today, 12827

 Business Praxis 10 18 DML DML Today, 16818 24 Apr 2017 at 14823

 Company practices 16 30 DML DML Today, 16820 24 Mar 2017 at 15811

 Recruitment 5 9 DML DML 10 Jul 2017 at 11825 29 Jul 2016 at 12844

 Scale 5 7 DML DML 10 Jul 2017 at 12841 15 Jun 2017 at 14859

 Strategy 10 27 DML DML 11 Jul 2017 at 15834 15 Jun 2017 at 15801

 Value 12 30 DML DML 20 Jul 2017 at 17832 15 Jun 2017 at 15807

 Compliance 7 8 DML DML 11 Jul 2017 at 11859 15 Jun 2017 at 15805

 Creativity 10 20 DML DML Today, 16820 24 Mar 2017 at 15805

 Effectiveness v Ef… 11 20 DML DML Today, 16820 24 Mar 2017 at 15824

 Skill-sets 14 41 DML DML 13 Jul 2017 at 18845 4 Apr 2017 at 16817

 Structural issues 14 31 DML DML Today, 16804 24 Mar 2017 at 15819

 Complexity of… 15 32 DML DML 11 Jul 2017 at 15836 29 Jul 2016 at 12841

 Disconnect 7 14 DML DML 20 Jul 2017 at 17832 19 Jun 2017 at 17813

 Structural Cha… 15 40 DML DML 11 Jul 2017 at 15837 4 Apr 2017 at 16821

 Structure Mirro… 9 10 DML DML 13 Jul 2017 at 18846 24 Mar 2017 at 158…

 Training 5 14 DML DML 11 Jul 2017 at 15835 16 Jun 2017 at 17806

 Governance 4 4 DML DML 12 Jul 2017 at 11834 15 Jun 2017 at 15800

 Relationship Tension 13 32 DML DML 29 May 2018 at 11815 8 Jun 2017 at 13826

 4.2 Interpersonal Rels 16 37 DML DML Today, 16821 Today, 12816

 4.2.1 Personal Praxis 9 15 DML DML Today, 16815 24 Apr 2017 at 14837

Created OnModified OnColorModified ByCreated ByReferencesSourcesName
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Appendix Figure 8:  Secondary thematic coding screen-grab from NVivo software 
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9.9.3. Final Framework-coded screen-shots from NVivo 

 
Appendix Figure 9:  Framework-building final coding screen-grab from NVivo software  

 3 Constructive Work 22 109 4 Jun 2018 at 12820 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16844 DML

 3.1 Commt & Trust 22 109 4 Jun 2018 at 12831 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16844 DML

 Affection 3 3 24 Apr 2017 at 14833 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Appreciation 4 6 24 Apr 2017 at 14832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Comittment 18 71 26 May 2017 at 148… DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Motivation 5 12 21 Jun 2017 at 15818 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Negative 6 15 3 Jul 2017 at 10851 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Respect 11 22 24 Apr 2017 at 14832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Trust 9 29 4 Jun 2018 at 12855 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 4 Maintenance Work 22 94 4 Jun 2018 at 12820 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16852 DML

 4.1 Training 3 6 4 Jun 2018 at 12831 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16850 DML

 4.2 Ambitions 17 57 4 Jun 2018 at 12832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16852 DML

 Ambition & Goals 1 2 4 Jun 2018 at 16839 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 4.3 Dependencies 1 1 4 Jun 2018 at 12832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16855 DML

 Compliance 7 8 15 Jun 2017 at 15805 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Creativity 10 20 24 Mar 2017 at 15805 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Power 2 2 4 Jun 2018 at 16837 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 5 Detrimental Work 20 159 4 Jun 2018 at 12821 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16845 DML

 5.1 Trust v Suspicion 7 14 4 Jun 2018 at 12832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16845 DML

 Disruption 7 14 15 Jun 2017 at 15813 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Destructive 17 65 24 Apr 2017 at 14838 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Negative 6 15 4 Jun 2018 at 13808 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Political 7 22 15 Jun 2017 at 17802 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Relationship Tension 13 32 8 Jun 2017 at 13826 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 6 Communication 18 71 4 Jun 2018 at 12821 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16845 DML

 6.1 Social Media Tools 0 0 4 Jun 2018 at 12833 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 12833 DML

 Negotiation 3 7 19 Jun 2017 at 10823 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Personal qualities 17 64 8 Jun 2017 at 13850 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Humility 10 14 15 Jun 2017 at 16801 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Mimetic qualities 1 4 15 Jun 2017 at 16803 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Target-driven 2 2 15 Jun 2017 at 16808 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Knowledge 4 6 4 Jun 2018 at 16839 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Pressures & Tensions 20 91 30 May 2017 at 148… DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

ColorModified ByModified OnCreated ByCreated OnReferencesSourcesName

 3 Constructive Work 22 109 4 Jun 2018 at 12820 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16844 DML

 3.1 Commt & Trust 22 109 4 Jun 2018 at 12831 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16844 DML

 Affection 3 3 24 Apr 2017 at 14833 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Appreciation 4 6 24 Apr 2017 at 14832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Comittment 18 71 26 May 2017 at 148… DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Motivation 5 12 21 Jun 2017 at 15818 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Negative 6 15 3 Jul 2017 at 10851 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Respect 11 22 24 Apr 2017 at 14832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Trust 9 29 4 Jun 2018 at 12855 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 4 Maintenance Work 22 94 4 Jun 2018 at 12820 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16852 DML

 4.1 Training 3 6 4 Jun 2018 at 12831 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16850 DML

 4.2 Ambitions 17 57 4 Jun 2018 at 12832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16852 DML

 Ambition & Goals 1 2 4 Jun 2018 at 16839 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 4.3 Dependencies 1 1 4 Jun 2018 at 12832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16855 DML

 Compliance 7 8 15 Jun 2017 at 15805 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Creativity 10 20 24 Mar 2017 at 15805 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Power 2 2 4 Jun 2018 at 16837 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 5 Detrimental Work 20 159 4 Jun 2018 at 12821 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16845 DML

 5.1 Trust v Suspicion 7 14 4 Jun 2018 at 12832 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16845 DML

 Disruption 7 14 15 Jun 2017 at 15813 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Destructive 17 65 24 Apr 2017 at 14838 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Negative 6 15 4 Jun 2018 at 13808 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Political 7 22 15 Jun 2017 at 17802 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Relationship Tension 13 32 8 Jun 2017 at 13826 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 6 Communication 18 71 4 Jun 2018 at 12821 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 16845 DML

 6.1 Social Media Tools 0 0 4 Jun 2018 at 12833 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 12833 DML

 Negotiation 3 7 19 Jun 2017 at 10823 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Personal qualities 17 64 8 Jun 2017 at 13850 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Humility 10 14 15 Jun 2017 at 16801 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Mimetic qualities 1 4 15 Jun 2017 at 16803 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Target-driven 2 2 15 Jun 2017 at 16808 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Knowledge 4 6 4 Jun 2018 at 16839 DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

 Pressures & Tensions 20 91 30 May 2017 at 148… DML 4 Jun 2018 at 17802 DML

ColorModified ByModified OnCreated ByCreated OnReferencesSourcesName
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9.9.4. Example of coded transcripts 

 

 
Appendix Figure 10: Two ‘screen-grabbed’ images of transcripts showing coding bars within NVivo  
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9.10. Timing Plan 

 

Appendix Table 2:  Timing Plan for research  
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“ 
X

”  

“ 

 
9.11. Author’s CV 
Professional Profile: 
I’m an energetic, creative international marketing leader with a strong track record.  Vast 
experience directing strategy, leading and motivating teams in Europe / Asia / Middle East, 
implementing research, advertising, digital, social, sponsorship, event, CRM, etc., providing 
strategic marketing and commercial expertise, change leadership, establishing priorities and 
integrating across companies / functions to build ROI and profit for clients and employers.  
 

Management Summary: 
Teaching Fellow, Doctoral Researcher  Uni of Bath SoM 2014-   
Regional Business Director, Mazda, Europe & Asia JWT/WPP 2006-11 
MD Hong Kong, Asia Pac & MidEast Regional Dir. HSBC Lowe/IPG 1996-05 
Consultant Managing Director, Ogilvy MEMAC Saudi Arabia Ogilvy/WPP 1995-96 
Founder & Managing Director DataPartners 1993-97 
General Manager Saudi Arabia, and Middle East DMB&B 1988-93 
London Agencies (DMB&B, PVAF, BDG etc) London 1980-88 
 
Sector Marketing Experience: 
• Automotive (Passenger cars, LCV: Europe, Asia, Middle-East) 
• Financial Services (Retail, cards, investment, corporate, trade, funds, insurance etc.)  
• FMCG, OTC, IT, Tech, Oil (across borders) 
Functional Experience: 
• Senior Management: Business Design, Change Management, P&L, Strategy, Leadership 
• Integrating marketing disciplines & teams across borders 
• International leader: Regional Business Director in Europe,  Asia Pacific & Middle East 
• Consultant, Interim, MBA Lecturer 
 
What others say: (Taken from 360° feedback) 

Don has a wealth of rich experience, directing Marketing Communications for a wide 
range of Global Brands such as HSBC, Mazda, Mars, Unilever, P&G and J&J.” 

“Highly skilled and diplomatic in the handling of complex agency/client relationships on global 
projects.” 
“Seen by all as a really nice, ethical guy with an inner core of steel;  he delivers Big Results in 
demanding circumstances.” 
“Honourable, loyal and ultra reliable, low on ego and non political.   
 
Key Assignments & Achievements: 

For Mazda:  as Regional Business Director, WPP/JWT, (Asia and Europe) 
•  New fresh marketing approach/strategy that brought the story of Mazda's heritage, 

people and craftsmanship to life – see www.mazda.co.uk/stories.  
•  Built & led regional inter-company team of 600+, working together across disciplines 
•  Increased volume 70% & share 37% (Asia 2006-8); FT & TED awards (Europe 2011) 
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•  Won & Developed Mazda S.E. Asia business (Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, 
Singapore, + Hong Kong, Taiwan) from $0 to $7million in revenue 

 
For HSBC:  as General Manager Regional Accounts, Lowe International, Asia & ME  
•  Led team of 200+ across Mid-East & Asia Pacific to built ‘Interbrand No1’ Brand in 

Asia to a value of $14 billion from zero between 2000-2005 
•  Helped develop and execute the highly awarded strategy ‘The World’s Local Bank’ 
 
For Mars, Inc:  Using sensitive but persistent diplomacy, won Saudi Government 

approval to produce first ever branded programme series on National TV for Twix 
•  Increased sales volume 65%+ with dramatic rise in brand metrics 
 
For UK Milk Marketing Board:  Created ‘Lymeswold’ English Soft Blue Cheese 

As Managing Director: Ogilvy MEMAC, (Saudi Arabia) 
•  Helped launch Lexus with $150m ‘Lifestyle’ brand experience 
•  For Lexus / Toyota: Produced 3 x national TV game show series & 6 x radio series 

-  ‘Buckle Up’ TV game-show endorsed by Police & Ministry of Interior  
•  Grew revenue 30%, and a stable, productive and profitable team 

For BP Lubricants: as Marketing Consultant;  (UAE) 
•  Undertook systematic analysis of Distributor / Resellers & distribution, competitors, 

pricing, customer research by country 
•  Developed Packaging & Display, Agency relationships & communications plans 
•  Managed brand re-launch, new packaging & display, clarified pricing, agency pitch 

 
Career to date: (Reverse order) 
University of Bath - Current  
School of Management 

TEACHING FELLOW, DIRECTOR OF STUDIES FOR eMBA (elect) 
• Achieved Fellowship of Higher Education Authority (FHEA) and MRes degree 
• Teaching units at UG and PG levels in marketing, advertising, digital marketing, 

global marketing  
• Contributor to Marketing work-stream; author of ‘Looking Forward’, the School’s 

awarded ‘leave-piece’ marketing book; Designate DoS for eMBA 
JWT / WPP 
International Marketing Communications; 12,000 employees 

REGIONAL BUSINESS DIRECTOR EUROPE, MAZDA;  (Düsseldorf/London):    
• Led WPP’s Team Mazda (7 agencies, 28 countries, team of 35 direct, c.600 indirect) 
• Developed new, awarded marketing strategy/brand work in tough business 

environment  
• Introduced social & mobile marketing within new brand strategy  
• Led budget deployment €250m+, driving increased network synergy & centralisation  
• Added volumes, improved brand metrics, protected agency fees in declining market 

REGIONAL BUSINESS DIRECTOR ASIA PACIFIC, MAZDA: (Bangkok):   
• Created & led Mazda’s ASEAN regional brand management unit (5 agencies, 8 

countries, team of 28 direct, c.100 indirect) 
• Won / cemented Mazda business in Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, 

Philippines (& Vietnam), Hong Kong, Taiwan 
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• Led Mazda to establish regional centre in Bangkok, drew in sceptical national 
distributor teams, nurtured and harmonised diverse agencies 

• Directed regional brand strategy innovating holistic cross-channel communications 
• Mazda: grew sales volumes +70%, brand share +37%; $5m increase in agency fees  

 
LOWE WORLDWIDE (IPG)  
International Marketing Communications; 10,000 employees 

MANAGING DIRECTOR HONG KONG   
GENERAL MANAGER REGIONAL ACCOUNTS, Asia   

• Led HSBC in Asia, built $14 billion in brand value through originating & deploying the 
highly awarded strategy ‘The World’s Local Bank’, overseeing 22 countries 

• Won 90% of HSBC business in Asia, making HSBC Asia’s #1 brand (‘03), World’s # 
33 brand (‘03), Marketing Effectiveness Award (‘04); responsible for $300m+ budget 

• Stabilised HK agency, reversing significant financial loss. Grew to 120 staff. 
Additionally won Standard Life, Nestea, J&J brands, EPS/PPS, ABN AMRO  

• MD of IPG’s Initiative Media and Draft Hong Kong alongside Lowe 
MIDDLE EAST MARKETING DIRECTOR & PLANNING DIRECTOR, Dubai  

• Won & led HSBC Middle East, Compaq Computers, Equitable Life, MashreqBank 
Credit Cards, Johnson & Johnson, Emirates National Oil Company 

• Grew agency revenues by 25% in ’98, 18% in ’99, 30% in 2000 
 

MEMAC, Saudi Arabia (Ogilvy & Mather M. E.) 
International Marketing Communications; 600 / 10,000 employees 
Consultant MANAGING DIRECTOR (part of DataPartners activity – see below) 

• Won and led Toyota business (the largest single account in M.E.). Introduced Lexus 
with lifestyle marketing & Brand Experience 

• Produced 3 x 13 episodes of Toyota 'Road Safety' TV programmes & 'Toyota Top 
Ten' radio series for National Channel transmission 

• Led Unilever Arabia; Won & led Smithkline Beecham, United Biscuits, Saudi French 
Bank, Kodak  

• Built stable, productive & happy team, training staff, developing structure & systems; 
managing & enhancing profitability 
 

DataPartners, Dubai  
Relationship Marketing Consultancy;  up to 10 employees 
FOUNDER & MANAGING PARTNER 

• Consulting for BP to successfully re-launch GCC Lubes business 
• Devised first 'Shopper Survey' database-generation research in M.E. 
• TV programming & content development for Toyota, Unilever, Emirates Airlines  
• In-bound telemarketing, database creation use and management 

 
DMB&B Middle East, Saudi Arabia & Dubai   
International Marketing Communications; 7,500 employees 
GENERAL MANAGER Middle East Operations 
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• Re-Engineered KSA office, reversed loss into profit; managed UAE, Bahrain; new 
offices in Kuwait, Cairo; new affiliates and/or arrangements in Lebanon & Morocco 

• Won P&G, Sterling Health & Burger King (c. $7m, +35%) + 100% of Mars Mid East 
• For Mars, Inc:  Persuaded Saudi Government to allow 1st ever sponsored barter-TV 

series (Twix “Beat the Clock”) on national TV (1 year, 4-way negotiations) 
• Produced 1st regional sponsored satellite TV series (Pepsi-Snickers "Go for Goal")  
• Led Saudi American Bank (CitiBank), Mars, P&G, Philips DAP and new business 

 
London & UK agencies, inc. DMB&B, BDG, PVAF/BBDO, SSC&B Lintas 
International Marketing Communications 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE / ACCOUNT MANAGER / ACCOUNT DIRECTOR 

• For Dairy Crest: Created ‘Munch Bunch’ dairy brand for Eden Vale,  Created 
Lymeswold Cheese (NPD, brand and heritage story)   

• For BT:  Marketed 1st branded telephones sold in UK 
• Account responsibilities including Mars, Weetabix, Milk Marketing Board, Toyota UK, 

Lancia, British Telecom, Iberia, Saudi Arabian Airlines, Whitbread, Aston Martin, etc. 
 

Academic Qualifications: 
Durham University - St John's College (UK) 
  Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree in Psychology, Anthropology & Theology 
Ashridge College - Advanced Management Techniques  
Bath University School of Management  
 – Masters of Research (MRes)  

– Fellow, Higher Education Authority (FHEA) 
Durham University Business School, VU university Amsterdam – Guest MBA 

lecturer, International marketing 

Other Qualifications: 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, Commerce and Manufacturing (RSA) 
TED ‘Ads Worth Sharing’ Award – 2011 (Mazda) 
Asian Marketing Effectiveness Award – 2004 (HSBC) 
RYA Yachtmaster Offshore (Commercial Endorsement) 
Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme - Gold Award 
First Aid certified, Fire Officer 

Contact Coordinates: 
Address: 	
UK Mobile:   URL: www.marketingcoefficient.com 
e-mail address:   
LinkedIn Profile: http://uk.linkedin.com/in/donaldlancaster 
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9.12. EIRA Documentation from 2015 Confirmation of Doctoral Status 
 

EIRA (Ethical Implications of Research Activity) 1PR FORM 
This template must be completed and should accompany the transfer report for discussion 
at the transfer meeting.   
 
Please note that this procedure is intended to help PGR researchers consider ethical 
implications of research activity.  PGR researchers are responsible for deciding, in conjunction 
with their departmental guidelines and professional disciplinary standards, whether a more 
extensive review is necessary. 
 
Brief Title of Thesis   ‘The Quad:  A fraught arena for the business of advertising’:  An 

analysis of the quadrangular relationships between international 
marketing companies and their advertising agencies across 
borders and functions, that are vital to the operation and fulfilment 
of the business. 

Full name:  Donald Michael Lancaster 
Supervisor(s):   Dr Peter Nuttall 

Prof Russ Vince, (Prof Michael Beverland) 
 

SECTION 1: COMPLETION FOR ALL RESEARCH 
 

Are there ethical implications concerned with the following general issues?   
If yes, please provide details below 

1. Data storage  
 (eg Confidentiality, availability, length of storage, etc) 

Yes 

2. Are you free to publish the results?  
 eg Are there any restrictions raised by contractual issues? 

Yes (subject to participant agreements) 

3.  Effect on/damage to the environment  
eg Hazardous waste may be produced; water or air might 
be polluted; injurious pathogens might be released; 
damage to ecological systems/habitats. 

No 

 
Specific Issues 

4.  Does the research involve human 
participants in any way?  (Please note if you are 
processing personal data you need to tick ‘Yes’.) 

No  Complete only Section 1 
Yes Complete Sections 1 and 2 

5. Does the research involve animals in any 
way? 

No Complete only Section 1 
Yes Complete Sections 1 and 3 

 
Demonstration of Ethical Considerations 
Please outline the ethical issues which will need to be managed during the course of the activity.  
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Data will be harvested by qualitative methods. Pre-pilot discussions indicate that most 
companies regard discussions in this area to be commercially sensitive, so interviewees will be 
assured of confidentiality; all recordings, transcripts and quotes will be anonymised, retained in 
secure storage, backed up in multiple remote locations and ‘edited’ to ensure details that may 
reveal sources are obscured. 
The project is considered Low risk, commercial only. Ethical risks arise from the possible 
attribution of commercially advantageous, confidential or privileged information to a particular 
source – or the ‘leak’ of such sources. 
This work will comply with ethical norms and standards, and will be managed throughout to 
ensure that no barriers are transgressed.  Five areas are to be considered: 

1. Data Protection: 
Whilst it is not envisaged that any personally sensitive data will be required or 
harvested in the course of this study, at source the data will arise from conversations 
with people representing their organisations.  As arrangements will be required to 
interview these people, certain factors will be recorded (name, professional title, contact 
& location details, etc).  These will be coded and held separately from the data so as to 
minimise chances of leakage or reveal. All audio and transcript data will be backed up 
in multiple remote storage and university servers. 
  

2. Moral responsibility: 
As much of the data I expect to gather and analyse will be commercially sensitive, full 
confidentiality will be promised and adhered to in terms of attribution, unless specifically 
agreed otherwise in writing.  I expect trust from my respondents and need to ensure full 
and proper responsibility in reflecting this trust back.   

 
3. University Principals: 

As this research is being conducted under the University’s umbrella, full compliance 
with establishment codes in areas of accountability, ethical practice, honesty, integrity 
and openness in interviewing, data gathering, data storage, analysis and reporting will 
be adhered to.  

 
4. AOM: 

The AOM codes of ethics & resources will be complied with, notably in the areas of 
responsibility, integrity and people’s rights and dignity.  Therefore in presenting my 
work, I aim to report my findings fully with no omission of data that may be relevant 
within the context of the specific research, regardless of whether they support or 
contradict expected outcomes. 
I will take particular care to present relevant qualifications to the research, the findings 
and interpretations of the research. I will disclose underlying assumptions, theories, 
methods, measures, and research designs that are relevant to the findings and 
interpretations of my work. 
Finally and in keeping with the spirit of full disclosure of methods and analyses, once 
findings are publicly disseminated, I will permit open assessment and verification by 
other responsible researchers within the limits of such confidentiality that has been 
agreed to with respondents and with appropriate safeguards, as applicable, to protect 
the anonymity of research participants. 
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Declarations 
I confirm that the statements in Sections 1-3 describe the ethical issues that will need to be managed 
during the course of this research activity. 
 

To be completed before the Transfer Meeting  
Postgraduate 
Student 
 

Signature: 
Date: 

Lead 
Supervisor 
 

Signature: 
Date: 

 
 
To be completed at the Transfer Meeting  

Transfer Panel Recommendation  
Does the Postgraduate student need to discuss 
the ethical issues raised in the form with the 
School of Management’s Research Ethical 
Officer (DREO)? 

No   □ Yes   □ 
 

Chair of 
Transfer Panel 
 

Signature:  
Date: 

Name: 

 
 
To be completed after the Transfer Meeting by DREO 

School of Management’s Department Ethical Research Officer (DREO) 
Do the ethical issues raised by this research need to be 
referred to the School’s Research Student Committee? No   □ Yes   □ 

 
Comments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DREO 
 
 

Signature:  
Date: 

Name: 

 
To be completed by the DoS and returned to the Finance and Research Office 

Director of 
Studies 
 

Signature:  
Date: 

Name: 

 
Please submit this form to the graduate Division along with your Transfer Report. 

Following your Transfer meeting the Chair will send the EIRA1PGR to the School of 
Management’s Departmental Research Ethics Officer on your behalf. 
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SECTION 2: FOR COMPLETION IF YOUR RESEARCH INVOLVES 
HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 

 
If any of the answers to these questions are ‘yes’, please confirm in the space below how the ethical issues 
will be managed during the course of the activity. 
 
Compulsory question for consideration by all PGR researchers: 

 Yes No 
Will the study involve obtaining or processing personal and other data relating to 
living individuals, (eg involve recording interviews with subjects even if the findings 
will subsequently be made anonymous)?       
Note: If the answer to this question is ‘yes’ you will need to ensure that the provisions of the 
Data Protection Act are complied with. In particular you will need to seek advice to ensure that 
the subjects provide sufficient consent and that the personal data will be properly stored, for 
an appropriate period of time). Information is available from the University Data Protection 
Website and dataprotection-queries@lists.bath.ac.uk 

Yes. 
Only 

commercially 
identifiable 

data 
obtained 
through 
personal 

interviews 

 

 
Departments may amend the following list to include topics of particular relevance to their discipline(s). 

 Yes No 
1. Does the study involve participants who are particularly vulnerable or unable to 

give informed consent?  (eg children, people with learning disabilities) 
 No 

2. Will the study require the co-operation of a gatekeeper for initial access to the 
groups or individuals to be recruited?  (eg managers of organisations; community 
members, students at school, members of self-help group,) 

Yes  

3. Will it be necessary for participants to take part in the study without their 
knowledge and consent at the time? (eg covert observation of people in non-public 
places such as offices, corridors or supermarkets) 

 No 

4. Will the study involve discussion of sensitive topics? (eg sexual activity, drug use)  No 
5. Are drugs, placebos or other substances (eg food substances, vitamins) to be 

administered to the study participants and/or will the study involve invasive, 
intrusive or potentially harmful procedures of any kind? 

 No 

6. Will blood or tissue samples be obtained from participants?  Note: If the answer to this 
question is ‘yes’ you will need to be aware of obligations under the Human Tissue Act, see further 
information at http://www.bath.ac.uk/internal/ethics/committee/HTA.html  

 No 

7. Is pain or more than very mild discomfort likely to result from the study?  No 
8. Could the study induce psychological stress or anxiety or cause harm or negative 

consequences beyond the risks encountered in normal life? 
 No 

9. Will the study involve prolonged or repetitive testing?  No 
10. Will financial inducements (or other expenses and compensation for time) be 

offered to participants? 
 No 

11. Will the study involve recruitment of patients or staff through the NHS?    
Note: If the answer to this question is ‘yes’ you will need to submit an application to the NHS 
through IRAS, see: http://www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/applications/integrated-research-
application-system/   

 No 

 
Section 2:  Demonstration of Ethical Considerations 
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Please complete this section if any of the answers to the above questions are ‘yes’. 
 
The actors in each quadrangular relationship represent companies – usually the head office 
and local office each of the advertiser and the advertising agency. Access and Permission will 
be sought from senior officers of each organisation, in each location, prior to engagement.  
This permission will, in itself, be quadrangular, needing informed consent from each 
organisation and each actor in harmony. 
 
Permission will be documentary, either with a ‘contract’ or letter of agreement.  This document 
will outline ethical considerations such as anonymisation, data security, data ownership, 
mutual obligations, contact and interview regime, feedback and final output arrangements. 
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(Intentionally Blank)  
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For Notes: 
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